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" It is possible, and perhaps probable, that the world
IS to witness shortly among nominally Christian people
the most resolutely contested intellectual conflict between
belief and unbelief that has been known since the dawn
of the Christian era. Of the outcome orthodoxy need
have no fear."

—Professor I„ T. Townsend.





PREFACE

It will be seen, at once, by the title adopted that the
attitude of this treatise towards Higher Criticism is not
one of hesitancy or conciliation, but one of avowed and
unhesitating hostility. The writer can see no room for
the opinion so commonly expressed, that the methods and
work of the Higher Critics may ultimately make the
Bible clearer, and put the fait'a on a firmer foundation
than ever before. After a prolonged and careful exam-
ination of the movement, he is convinced that if Higher
Criticism were to succeed in establishing its proclaimed
positions, then there would be no Bible, in the long-
accepted sense of the word, left to make clear. It would
be divided up as to its sources (and a stream can never
rise higher than its source) into myths, and fictions, and
forgeries, and songs, and sagas, and incredible traditions;

and.whatever would be left would be full of mistakes and
contradictions, of anachronisms and misstatements; the
whole a jumble of confusion, deprived of the very idea of
Divine authorship or authority.

When this new German theory about the Bible began
to be first proclaimed amongst us, many years ago now,
the writer felt an innate repugnance to it, but he felt

also, as many a busy parish clergyman is feeling to-day,

that he had not the time, or the ability, or the learning, to
deal effectively with this complex subject, with its vast

and growing literature. He was, moreover, positively
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afraid to touch it, lest he might find the boasted light and
learning unanswerable; and so he feared there was
nothing for it but to leave it to the investigation and
final decision of the experts. But the enemy^kept com-
ing on so fast, and spoke so confidently, and proceeded
so unhesitatingly to build up a great system of destntc-
tive criticism, upon the assertions they were making, as
if there was no possibility of questioning them, as being
founded upon fact; and so many of his trusted friends
were falling headlong into this vortex of unbelief, and
so many were coming with their perplexities to him, that it
became unendurable. One could not go on walking upon
a smothered volcano any longer, and so, putting aside,
as far as was possible,^ all other studies, the writer has
for four years and more devoted himself to the study of
this question of Higher Criticism. His studies have filled
him with growing amazement as to the foundations upon
which the whole destructive system rests. It is insisted
that the "instinct of scientific scholarship has infallibly
settled the question"; that almost every younger scholar
is on the side of the critics. It was stated quite dogmati-
cally the other day in the Provincial Synod of Canada, at
Montreal, that there was not a single scholar of the first

rank that now believed the traditional view about the
Bible, that is, that it is indeed tne Word of God; and it

is boastfully claimed that all scholars *' you know " are on
the side of the critics. What was ^neant by scholars
of the first rank was not explained, but surely Bishop
Ellicott and Professor Cave, Canon Liddon and Professor
Robertson, Dr. Baxter, and Professor Green, and Dr.
Pusey, Hengstenberg and Keil, Delitzsch, Edersheim,
and Hartmann, and many others who knew all about
these speculations as they were propagated in Germany
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a hundred years ago, can claim to be scholars of the first

rank, even if we confine that dignity to Hebrew and
Semitic scholars. Professors Sayce and Hommell, who
have largely drawn upon the archaeological sphere, stand
at the head of that science.

But the real founder of modem, destructive, evolu-

tionary criticism, Dr. Kuenen, says: "The Bible is in

everyMie's hand. The critic has no other Bible than the
public. He does not profess to have any other documents
inaccessible to the laity, nor does he profess to see any-
thing in the Bible that the ordinary reader cannot see.

It is true that here and there he improves the common
translation, but this is the exception and not the rule.

And yet he dares to form a conception of Israel's relig-

ious development totally different from that which, as

anyone may see, is set forth in the Old Testament, and to

sketch the primitive Christianity in lines which even the

acutest reader cannot recognize in the New Testament."
(Modern Review, July, 1880.)

Dr. A. McCaul, of King's College, London, one of the

foremost Semitic scholars of his day, when treating of

the right understanding of the historic facts of the Old
Testament, says :

" In siKh matters no reader of the

authorized ver^on ought to alk)w himself to be mysti-

fied.or silenced by an appeal to foreign critics, much less

to be disturbed in his faith, as if he could not apprehend

the general teaching of the Bible without profound know-
ledge of the Semitic dialects and the latest results of Ger-

man criticism ;" and Dr. Robertson Smith, the translator

and commender of Wellhausen's "Prolegomena," says
" that the true view of Jewish history is presented in a
comparatively simple form, which everyone can under-

stand, and that now for the first time the plain, natural
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sense of the Old Testament history is made available ina way that is full of interest for the mass of Bible read-

Ta *u
^'

r*'^^' ^ *^^* °"* w*« somewhat prepared to
find that the boasted scholarship did not pljy quite so
important a part in this discussion as is generally claimed.
But one was not quite prepared to find that the new
theory does not rest upon first-rank scholarship at all or
upon any kind of scholarship that is not well within the
reach of an Ordinary English scholar. In the whole «2
pages of the " Prolegomena," which is the fountain-head
of Higher Critical theories and arguments, there is not
one position taken, or reason assigned for that position,
that turns upon any special scholarship of any kind. It
IS a theory about the ,Bible and its contents, which has
not been built upon any fresh knowledge or learning, but
has been wholly evolved out of the inner consciousness
of one or another of the critics, and is far more like the
production of an unguided and unrestrained imagina-
tion than of profound scholarship of any kind.

It is not, it will be borne in mind, the object of the
writer to meet argument with argument, or to prove that
the assumptions relied upon are necessarily false, but to
fix attenv w upon those theories and assumptions (for
generally, reasons there are none), and to point out how
utterly inconclusive and unconvincing they are. The
arguments, if the assumptions and dogmatism that
everywhere abound, may be called such, are utterly in-
capable of bearing the burden that is laid upon them.
They are not, as is assumed, such scientific or logical
proofs as constrain consent, or entitle those who put them
forth to demand in the arrogant tones, which they gen-
erally assume, the surrender of the fortress of the Faith,
the giving up of the traditional conviction of the whole
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?JII?w^ 5^/^""? *''* beginning that the Holy Bible
» the Word of God, and substituting for it the theory
that It IS a miserable jumble of unreliable and often con-
tradictory myths and legends of human invention.
Nothing has been more amazing to the writer in the
myestigation of this subject than the way in which one
cntic accepts, without re-examination or question, the
theories and conclusions of his predecessors of the same
school; and then hardly less amazing has been the way in
which men who have been trained to reason and to
examine, but who do not claim to be special scholars or
experts, accept at once, without reflection or examination,
the theories, assumptions and conclusions of the men who
claim to be experts. They do not seem to stop to con-
sider whether the reasons which these experts assign for
those conclusions, or the grounds on which their assump-
tions rest, have any force in them at all. Thus Bishop
Gore gave it as a justification of his endorsation of the
work of the Higher Critics, that he was not an expertm the field of criticism, and that, therefore, he felt con-
strained to rely upon the learning and accept the conclu-
sions of those who were. And he—the most trusted manm England—has thus been led to formulate the portentous
heresy of the Kenosis, a heresy which, as it is now gener-
ally held by the critics, seems to deny the Godhead of
the Son, or to involve a belief in His doiAIe personality.
Had Dr. Gore examined the reasons upon which the con-
clusions of the experts rest, he would not have felt him-
self under any necessity of upholding the falsity of certain
Scriptural facts and statements, a falsity which the
critics claim to have established at the expense of our
Lord's knowledge or veracity. One main object of this
treatise is to fix attention upon the absence of fact or
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^SS/T^:^'"*^J!;"'.'**~"" ''' j"»*>fymg thoseconclusions. I have not striven to write a learned book,and there is nothiy in it that is not easily compreheSby any ordinary English scholar. My whole obj^has

SJ. J^?., ^ T*"-*?
surrendering that faith without

tiiere being any logical reason compelling them to that
betrayal and infinite loss.

A great many honest Christian people are dazed by the

t'hl^T'T ^' ^.^^ "'«^''^ ^"*'"' ^"<» ^he assumptLn
hat their dogmatism-for such it is-grows out of new
earning and discovery, and that, as such, it has a ri^ht
to push aside all pre-existing theories and knowledge.
1 have, therefore, felt that it would conduce most to a
correct estimate of the actual position of this discussion
to treat the sirt)ject historically.

I have, therefore, given in the first chapter a general
historical sketch of the origin, methods, and progress of
the Higher Critical movement, with just sufficient illus-
trations of its fallacies to show that there is no cause for
alarm.

In the second chapter I have traced, with, I trust, suffi-
cient fullness of illustration, its actual origin in the Eng-
lish Deism of the seventeenth century, its extension and
perpetuation through French infidelity and atheism, and
its long-continued home in German rationalism, which
nearly a hundred years ago propounded every theory and
formulated every argument, or rather assumption, relied
upon by the critics of to-day.

In the third chapter I have summarized the conclusions
of the critics, either plainly stated or necessarily implied
in their disquisitions. I have then called attention to
the remnant that would be left if we felt ourselves con-
strained to accept their conclusions.
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In the fourth chapter I have stated as fairly as I can
the reasons ;hey have given for their conclusions, and in
the chapters that follow 1 have called attention to the
utter insufficiency of those reasons, their inconclusive
reasoning and lade of power.

I am, of course, indebted to many writers for the facts
and aniguments of this volume. Among our own Cana-
dians I am greatly indebted to the Right Reverend Dr.
Carmichael, Bishop of Montreal; to the Rev. Sykes
Fomeri, the Rev. Dyson Hague, and the Rev. Dr. Shera-
ton, for the clearness and force with which they have
marshalled the facts and arguments of this controversy.
Among many other writers, I am under special obli-

gations to the Rev. Dr. W. L. Baxter, who, in his book
entitled " Sanctuary and Sacrifice," has given an abso-
lutely crushing reply to what Wellhausen calls the
Scriptural proof of his position in his " Prolegomena."
I have for the most part, in that section, only condensed
Dr. Baxter's statements and arguments. They are, in

my judgment, simply overwhelming. I heartily com-
mend that volume to all who wish to go into the discus-
sion HDore thoroughly.

If I shall have succeeded in allaying the alarm as to
the safety of the Bible that is spreading among the
people, and of calling the attention of writers who have
far more time and ability than I have, to the weakness of
the critics' position and the inconclusiveness of their

assumed arguments, and have led them to the recognition

of the fact that in spiritual as well as secular warfare the

best defence is offence, and the safest resistance is attack,

and so to carry the war into Africa, I shall be amply
rewarded for the time and toil this treatise has cost me.

TORONTa
J. L.
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A STRUGGLE FOR LIFE

CHAPTER 1.

HIGHER CRITICISM: ITS ORIGIN AND
DEVELOPMENT.

On the 5th of November, 1854, a heavy fog fell upon
the Crimean Peninsula, and completely hid the English
besiegers and Russian defenders from one another. The
fog lay heavy upon the land, and early upon the second
morning, the vast Russian army that had now collected
behmd the Malakoff and the Sedan, broke up its encamp-
ment, and stealing up the by-paths and ravines, known to
them but not to their enemies, they burst into the midst
of the English encampment, and began to bayonet the
soldiers, bum the tents, and rush all before them. The
Englisli, safe in the memory of Alma, Balaklava, and the
greater achievements of the heavy brigade on the same
day, were lolling at ease, apprehending no danger, and
were completely taken by surprise. No formation was
possible. Pennefather, who was in command that day,
was a great lighter, but had no capacity for organization,
and did not attempt any, but, gathering together wher-
ever he could a handful of men, he dashed at the Rus-
sians, however numerous they might be—in one instance

15
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attacking 28,000 Russian troops with only twenty-six
men, and chasing them headlong down the hill. His
example was followed by all his subordinate officers, and
thfere resulted the battle of Inkerman, perhaps the most
remarkable struggle in the annals of time—a battle of
individual heroes, fought amid the darkness of the fog,
which concealed friend and foe alike, except those who
were quite near. No one could tell how the struggle
was going until toward evening,, when the fog lifted and
the whole Russian army was seen in sr" and slow
retreat

Now, that which befell the British anpy in 1854 has
behillen the Christian host in these latter days. Resting
upon the achievements of past years, and wrapt around
in the mists of Worldly aims and interests, they were
dwelling in the unconscious security of accepted ortho-
doxy. They remembered that there had been a conflict

about fifty years ago with Colenso and the Essayists and
Reviewists. But these had been utterly condemned by
the whole Episcopate of the Anglican Communion.
Colenso had been deposed from the ministry and deprived
of his diocese. The Essays and Reviews were judged
to be heretical by the whole English and American
Episcopate. The startled conscience of the Christian

worid was quieted. And so it seemed that this sharp
conflict was soon over and ended. We knew, indeed, that

there were German sceptical writers in abundance who
were ever and anon putting forth some new speculation,

assailing the Scriptures or the Faith. But the GemKins
wene felt to be a set of extravagant speculators, who, hav-
ing cut themselves loose from the guiding tradition of
the Catholic Church and her Faith, were ever being driven
with the winds and tossed. We forgot that Dr. Arnold
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was at Rugby, Jowett in Oxford, Mark Pattison, C. W
Goodwin, Briston Wilson, Baden Powell, Rowland Wil-
liams, Stanley, Robertson of Brighton, F. Farrar, and
others were left in their several high places of influence.
And these, unnoticed and unrebuked, went on sowing the
seed of these German tares in the minds of the young,
when lo, in the very midst of our ranks—capturing and
killmg our men, and driving all before them—there
emerged a whole army of sceptical writers, preachers,
and publishers

We were as completely taken by surprise as the men of
Inkerman. No organization existed ; no formation was
possible. It has been a struggle of individuals—and of
mdividuals who on one side were almost unarmed and
altogether unskilled in the use of such weapons as they
possessed.

The result has been almost a rout of the orthodox
forces. No one expected the attack ; no one was prepared
for it. Men were not looking for danger in that direc-
tion. But the danger has come. The Scriptures have
been assailed

; their Divine origin has been scouted, and
they have been proclaimed to be miserable, misleading,
human compilations made up of legends and myths, and
deliberate forgeries, full of contradictions, errors, and
widely unreliable, historical statements. And not only
so, but the very ground of what we call the Truth has
been shifted from the foundation of fact and testimony
on which it has heretofore rested, and has been made to
depend on some " verifying faculty " possessed by each
individual—some intuition by which he tests the truth of
the Scriptures and of everything else.

The natural and necessary results have been the intro-

duction of a spirit of widespread doubt, not only as to
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the veracity and authority of the Scriptures, but as to

the truth of Christianity itself; the unsettlement of the

faith ot very many, and the complete overthrow of the

faith of not a few.

The men who are leading in this movement call them-

selves, and are called, " The Higher Critics." This name

has been assumed, they tell us, not in any spirit of

arrogancy, as though they were men of higher character,

higher culture, higher ability, or higher knowledge, or

because the subject of their criticism is held to be of

higher importance, but simply because they go higher up

the stream in their examination of the waters of Truth.

Their inquiry has to do with the nature, origin, and

date of the documents, as well as with their historical

value and the credibility of their contents.

Ordinary Criticism, or Lower Criticism, as it is now

being called, accepting the Bible as being indeed the

Word of God, has been engaged during all the Chris-

tian centuries in an examination of the character and

trustworthiness of the text, and the meaning of the

words and statements which it contains. The Lower

Criticism, as we shall for convenience hereafter call it,

is coeval with the publication of the books of Holy Scrip-

ture. Higher Criticism, as has been already implied, is

a quite recent importation from Germany. The terms

are populariy used to shelter all opinions that are at

variance with the orthodox tradition. That tradition

with unhesitating unanimity has witnessed to the Bible,

practically as we have it to-day. as being inde^* the Word

of God. In every age it has been accepted as the final

court of appeal, the arbiter in all questions of doctrine.

The character and extent of its inspiration have never

been defined, but it has all along been accepted as the
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Again the orthodox tradition has with eaual ,..«ninnty affirmed that the first five booJofXVw
heretofore known as the PenteteurhJo •

^*'*'

MosM Ti,-,- •
Pentateuch, were written bvMoses. TTiere is no counter testimony throueh all Z

have no hesitation, on the eround TwW [u ^

existing, documents, containing for the most~themyths, and songs, and legends, and stories ofTgoneages. That this comirflation was made by som^u^f"^writer or writers, nine hundred years orW^IateTtf^he hitherto accepted date. That'it do^n^teH th^t^Jabout the o-eation of the world, the flood, and the f^ctsof early history. That it is full of contradictions mistakes, inconsistencies, and errors

word of God speak m glowing terms of the insoiration •

and authority of the Word of God. But surdy ? fs an

m the fifth centunr in using Catholic terminolo^l^ anunbistoric and Armn sense. In what sense can a b^kthat abounds in forgeries, misrepresentations and^
^dictions be bought of as the inspired Word of G^>What can inspiration mean as applied to such a voluS^What authority would the Moral Law have over i^'s
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consciences if the whole story of the sojourn in Egypt,
the exodus, the gfiving of the law at Sinai, be, as is

always implied and sometimes plainly affirmed, a mere
fiction? If the law itself, as we have received it, is merely
the product of the intellectual evolution of the human
mind, a summing-up of the conclusions of human think-
ing, human experience, human expediency? The whole
object of this divisive analysis is so to trace the Bible
statements to these fictitious sources that they may be set
aside as no longer a part of the inspired Word, and, there-
fore, not needing any more to be defended as true. But can
anyone read the destructive statements that are being made
without feeling that if the critics could establish their
truth, then the testimony of the Church, upon which the
very existence of the Christian reHgion rests, would be
utterly discredited? The authority of the Scriptures, Old
Testament and New^ would be destroyed, and our Ix>rd's
own authority, testimony, and teaching shattered to its

very foundations. For both He and His apostles con
stantly quote and refer to, as absolute and definite truth,

the very facts, quotations and statements which the critics

declare to be forgeries, fictions, and contradictions.

When this has been pressed upon them, they have not
hesitated to propound an explanation which implies either

a double personality in our blessed Lord, or which denies
His essential Divinity. And yet this latter conclusion,

absolutely destructive of the Christian religion, is the
alternative that is being generally accepted now.
Who, then, are these Higher Critics? Generally, they

claim to be a school of quite '-ecent origin, the direct

product of the vast increase of historical and scientific

knowledge which has marked our day. Sometimes, how-
ever, when they are seeking to establish themselves on
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that basis of authority, upon which they throw such scornwhen alleged m support of the doctrine they areSmg. they cla.m for themselves an almost hoa^y ^tiSThus George Adam Smith, the endorser of, a^ aS|.st tor the German Higher Criticism, traces irback^toSimon, a French Roman Cathohc priest, who in 160^put forth the theory that the narratives oHhi cr^ttand the deluge suggested at least two different auSorsThe Higher Cnt.cs generally only trace their theory back

cter' whoT'" ''""^'r '
^ P"^^^-- oZl^t

acter. who, m 1750, taught that there were elevenon^nal narratives combined in one by three ed torTProfessor Robertson Smith, the translato^r, endorser andintroducer of Wellhausen to the English pubhc 'ra' es

We^ p';;'r n' '\ ""^r^ of'panth'eismVln'o!Wei
.
Pro. p. 6), who, in his " Tractatus Theologico

Politjcus ' m 1670, boldly impugned the traditionalTte
and Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch and assigned
Its origin to Ezra.

=»'sucu

T!L*M°"^u"^*'""'
^^ ^'^^ *^^^y' '^'^wever, merely sug-gested that the author of the book of Genesis made^feof preexisting documents in its composition. They didnot regard their assumed discovery as in any way inter-

fering with the Divine inspiration and Mokic auth^-
hip of the book of Genesis. And if it could be provTd

that some or all of the documents whose exist«icels

faTh"Tn\r
'"'*' '' ^""'' "°* "«^^«^^"'y overthrow

Shi J inspiration and Divine authorship of theBible. We are in the habit of dividing all thiLs imo
natural and supernatural, and we assume that whle theatter are the result of God's direct interference, with heformer, we ,n some way think, He has nothing io do. Butwe must remember that tliere is no such distinction n the
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mind of God. With Him what we call the supernatural

ilv' "1 ^"2^- ^' ^''^ "^ °''^'™»^ occurrences of every

Hi!: ^l !"*^ ^'^^ "*^*^ ^^ °P«« ""to the eyes ofHm, with whom we have to do. and so, in the economyof His workmg. when the natural sources of knowledge
are sufficient to supply the information needed, we need

"°K ^T^^"" rP'""«^ SP»"' ^° ««* these aside, and to
substitute for that, which was sufficiently clear for the
puijose intended, a supernatural. Divine communication.
God uses agrats and instrumentaKties for the accomplish-
ment of all His purposes, and so human records, of the
ordinary type, may have been used in the production of
the Scriptures, the inspiring Spirit merely rectifying
and purifying and uplifting above the age to which th<y
belong the narratives of human documents and traditions.
1 he account of the creation is an apt illustration of what
IS meant, we are told by the critics; that that account is
unquestionably derived from the Babylonian and Assyrian
mythical accounts of this event, but not to mention the
fact that the order is different
No one can read those accounts and then turn to the

simple, straightforward, easily understood, and sublime
narrative of Genesis without feeling the touch of an in-
spired hand in every utterance of that record. The
rationalistic German professors now take the lead in this
destructive criticism.

Boscawen calls attention to the fact that the order of
the Assyrian narrative of creation is the direct opposite
of the Hebrew narrative, making the order of creation

:

First, the stars; second the zodiac signs; third, the four
seasons; fourth, the equinoxes and solstices; fifth, the
night; sixth, the month; seventh, the day and the sun.
About the year 1780, Eichhorn. a German critic, claimed
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that^ acting independently of his French predeceasors, he
had reached the same conclusions as Simon and Astruc, as
to there being at least two pre-existing documents or
original authors of the book of Genesis. His conclu-
sion was wholly based upon the use made by the assumed
two authors of the words, " Yahveh " and " Elohim," as
names of God.

In 1798, lUgen, another German critic, assumed that
there were seventeen instead of two original d^juments,
and three authors, one Jehovist and two Elohists. He
also supposed that he had discovered a difference in style
and vocabulary in these assumed original documents, and
is so acute in his scent as sometimes to divide even single
verees between the three, and give to each his own.
This marics a new departure in Higher Criticism.

In the same year Mohler propounded the fragmentary
hypotlMsis, which assumes that the Pentateuch originated
in a series of old law- and old fragments put together by
some unknown compiler in the time of David and Solo-
mon. This compilati<Mi was held to be the basis of the
present book of Deuteronomy, which, it is assumed, was
the bode discovered in the temple, where it had been sur-
reptitiously concealed by its forger, Jeremiah or Hilkiah,
in the reign of Josiah. The rest of the Pentateuch he
assumed to have been written between the time of Josiah
and the exile. This theory was afterwards adopted by
Vater, in 1805, and by Hartmann, in 1818. It was
promulgated in England by Geddes, a Scotch Roman
Catholic. It is still treated with respectful consideration
by many critics of the destructive school, though it is

not just now the theory in vogue. Tt does not appear
upon what they based their conclusions, but this docu-
mentary theory was one of the current lines of attack
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anxmgr the great infidel writers of the eighteenth cen-
tury. This will be exhibited at length in the next chapter.
The work of separating the sacred text and assigning

its different parts to their assumed sources was first under-
taken by Ewald, in 185a His work was shortly after-
wards adopted and elaborated by Bishop Colenso, who
tabulated almost every passage and verse and word, as
exhibited in Driver's tables and in the Polychrome
Bible. Hupfeldt, in 1850, reached lUgen's conclusions
about there being two Elohists. These two Etohists, it

is claimed, are not so closely related to each other as the
second is to the Yahvist, with whom he differs only in
detail. The critics admit that it is very difficult to dis-
tinguish what belongs to one, and what to the other.
The first Elohist, \\ is claimed, has a character all his
own, and supplies the greater part of the Hexateuch.
This is called the Grund Schrift, or basal document, by
the German critics. It is generally spdcen of by Eng-
lish critics as the Priestly Code, or priest's document,
because it contains laws concerning priesthood and ritual,

while the name Elohist is now reserved for Hupfeldt's
second Elohist

Up to this period the conclusions of the critics were
based upon the rough-and-ready test of the assumed use
of the Divine names; upon assumed linguistic considera-
tions; upon apparent anachronisms; supposed omissions;
assumed contradictions; upon peculiarities of phrase;
peculiarities of thought; diflferences in literary style and
theological bias ; upon the conclusion of philosophers and
the intuition of experts. But the tests, as George Adam
Smith says, were exceedingly delicate, and the results

exceedingly doubtful, and so the conclusions differed

widely.

iH
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Astr.ic held that there were eleven memoirs or ciocu-
ments.

Eichhom held that there were two pre-Mosaic docu-
ments, and the compiler, Illgen, supposed that there were
seventeen documents and three authors, one Jehovist
and two Elohists.

De VVette changed the test for distinguishing the docu-
ments from the simple us- of names to more uncertain
characteristics of style and manner. He absurdly
regarded the Pemateuch as an epic created by the priests,m the same manner as the Homeric epic was at that
time assumed to have been created by the Rhapsodists.
He thmks that there was one continuous document, and
that the author inserted what he found elsewhere.
Von Bohlen believes in the same Elohistic basis, but

denies altogether the existence of any Jehovistic docu-
ments.

Gramberg makes three authors—the Elohist the
Yahvis and the complier.

MCh. r and the Fragmentarians maintain that there
were an unlimited number of documents.
Ewald held a variety of opinions. At first he main-

tamed the unity of Genesis, and proved it against the
documentary and fragmentary hypothesis. His argu-
ments have not yet been refuted either by himself or
anyone else, though he afterwards went over to the
docuimentarians.

Hupfeklt believed in three independent historic works,
and Knobel in two.

This enumeration is far from exhausting the variety
of conclusions at which these critics have arrived on the
subject of the documents, but it is sufficient to show their
want of unity and the utter inconclusiveness of their
reasons.
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Since 1850 the Higher Critics have given us 70 dif-

ferent theories of the origin and character of tlie books

of the Pentateuch; 113 different theories of the his-

torical books of the Okl Testament; 108 of the poetical

books
; 98 of the great prophets ; 1 14 on the minor pro-

phets, or 503 in all. The Higher Critics have published

3o8 different theories of the value of the New Testa-

ment (Hastings.)

But in addition to the differences enumerated above,

there are even wider differences on the question of date.

One critic maintains that the documents whose existence

he assumes are pre-Mosaic ; another that they were written

in the time of Joshua or the Judges; another in the time

of David; another,some centuries later. How manifestly

uncertain are the principles! How imaginery, unreason-

ably arbitrary the conclusions

!

It will be seen from the forq;oing that the very basis

of this German criticism (as far as this philological argu-

ment goes) rests wholly upon conjecture. There Ij n; t

even a shred of evidence that the assumed documents

ever existed. Nobody ever saw even a fragment of any

of them. There is no hint in history, or in archaeol(^cal

discovery that anybody had ever seen, or ever heard, of

any of them. Their existence rests wholly upon conjec-

ture, and yet they are constantly referred to as books

with which the critics are perfectly familiar. They quote

from them, and refer to them as though they were lying

open before them. Nay, they have indicated in their

Polychrome Bible what chapters and verses, and even

words have been culled by the unknown compilers from

one and another of these assumed documents. Their

enthusiastic followers will tell you, however, that all this

makes no difference. The scholarship and acumen of

i;:li
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these Higher Critic* is so great that they can determine
these things by their penetrating intuition with scientific

accuracy, though one of their leaders says that their work
is extremely delicate and the result uncertain. And an-
other far greater in scholarship and power than George
Adam Smith, Kuenen, the real father of the present
phase of Hig^ Criticism, in an article contributed to
the Modem Review, in 1880, says: " The critic docs
not profess to have additional documents inaccessible to
the laity, nor does he profess to find anything in the Bible
that the ordinary reader cannot see there. It is true that
here and there he improves the common translation, but
this is the exception, not the rule. And yet hfc dares to
form a conception of Israel's religious development,
totally different from that which—as anyope may see—
is set forth in the Old Testament, and to sketch the
primitive Christianity in a way which even the acutest
reader cannot recognize in the New Testament.

Robertson Smith, the translator and laudator of Well-
hausen's " Prolegomena," says (page 7 of his Preface)

:

" The present volume gives the English reader, for the
first time, an <^)portunity to form his own judgment on
questions which are within the scope of anyone who reads
the English Bible carefully, and is able to think clearly
and without prejudice about its contents." So that it is

not upon the learning of all the scholars you know, or the
prophetic intuition of the experts, that this whole system
rests, but upon the ready conjectures and reckless
assun^tions of the leaders of this portentous heresy.
The matter then stands thus : The Bible has been in

the hands of all the great Greek, Latin, French, German,
and English scholars and saints of the ages. And these,
Kuenen being witness, were just as well equipped by
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scholarship, intuition, and judgment, for the discovery
of these documents, as the acutest German critic of
to-day, ami yet it never occurred to one of them that the
Bible was a mere compilation from floating traditions,

myths, legends, and fictions, badly put together by some
unknown writer. They had their difficulties in the study
of the Bible, many and great, but it never occurred to
them to explain these difficulties by attributing them to
some utterly false myths or legends. The world had to
struggle with its difficulties until the slow moving Ger-
man imagination had evolved this easy method of getting
over all Bible difficulties, by simply denying the truth of
the narratives in which they occur.

Nnv Departure.

Professor Cheyne is responsible for the statement that
no one can study any recent Higher Critical Book without
seeing at once that the question of date, authorship, and
composition of the books are no longer the real founda-
tion upon which the conclusions of the leaders of this

school rest, as had been the case up to this time. Now,
it soon becomes apparent, as you read, that underneath all

these lies the theory of intellectual, spiritual, and moral
evolution, which sets itself to interpret the history of
Israel on the principle of continuous natural development,
So that both the belief and worsihip of Israel are held to

be the result not of any Divine revelation, but the natural
products of human thinking and human experience under
certain environments. It has been pointed out by a pro-
found thinker on the orthodox side, that the more we
examine the literature of this school the more evident it

becomes that the whole movement now aims at the sub-
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stitution of the natural for the suprrnatural, of evolution

for revelation, and of imagination Tor inspiration.

It was not always thus wit) the Higher '.ritics. Up
to 1866 criticism had occupies nself with ihe assumed
dual narratives, the diction, style, Ideas, and substance

of the books. But in that year Professor Graf, of Got-

tingen, revived the theory of Vatke, put forth forty-eig*ht

years before, that the Levitical l^islation was of post-

exilian date; that is, that it did not exist till after the

return from the Babylonian exile, leaving the history

which is stamped with the same characteristics to stand

by itself as the oldest part of the Pentateuch and of the

Bible.

At this juncture Professor Kuenen. of Leyden,

appeared upon the scene. He was a man of great ability

and profound learning. He saw the mistake of Graf's

theory, and pointed out that consistency required that the

historical and ritual parts of the Pentateuch should be

transferred with the law to a post-exilian date; so that

the Bible would begin not with Genesis, but with Amos.
Kuenen boldly propounded that theory, and defended it

resolutely. In spite, however, of his power and skill, his

development theory hung fire until 1878, when Dr. Well-

hausen took it up, and by his brilliant advocacy took con-

tinental scholars by storm, and secured its triumph all

along the line of the Higher Criticism ; so that now the

development theory is the underlying assumption of all

the principal works of the Higher Critics everywhere, and
the Bible is held to be the result of purely human forces.

Wellhausen declared that " the Hebrew religion was a

purely natural growth, an evolution obedient to the laws

at work in all ages of the world." Kuenen says, " For
us the Israelitish religion is just one of the religions of
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the world, nothing less and nothing more;" and Oheyne,
in his Bampton lectures, professes himself to be a fol-
lower of Graf and Kuenen, and describes the Bible doc-
trines as developed germs, not revelations, from age to
age. The Old Testament, he says, is no Heaven-de-
scended theology; it was arranged and set forth by the
leaders of Jewish thought, who provided a programme
of history and doctrine in accordance with a theory of
their own history.

Again, Canon Driver, in his " Introduction," claiming
to occupy moderate ground, and not adopting all Well-
hausen's conclusions, yet acknowledges himself in general
agreement with the development hypothesis. On page
16 of his Preface, h^ says: "The new historical setting
in which criticism places many parts of the Old Testa-
ment, and the conclusions which it establishes between
the religious history of the Old Testament and the prin-
ciple of progressive revelation, constitute a strong con-
firmation of the truth of the critical position."

And in an article in the Contemporary Review he says,
" Wellhausen's theory, or one approximating to it, har-
monizes most completely with the facts of the Old
Testament"

English critics generally claim to occupy a more
moderate, if not a radically different, position from their
German predecessors.

But^ as Bishop Ellicott, in his " Christus Compro-
bator," says

:
" The difference between the views of the

foreign critics and the English is very slight; the latter
accept the analytical view in the main, while modifying
certain details and minimizing to some extent their
phraseology," and, no doubt, it is true that some of the
critics have been more daring than others. Graf, Kuenen,
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Wellhausen, Dillman, and Oieyne have advanced, where
Kirkpatrick, Sandy, Ryle, and Driver at present refuse

to follow. But Cheyne says the moderate critics stop

short of his conclusions, eith«r ibecause they have not the

courage of their convictions, or have not the logical sense

to see the inevitable conclusions to which their accepted

principles must lead them.

Colenso.

In a history of Higher Criticism it ought not to be

forgotten that Bishop Colenso was the literary contem-

porary of Graf and Kuenen. He published his first

book, " The Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua Critically

Examined," before Graf and Kuenen put forth their

post-exilian theory. He, however, at once embraced that

theory, and advocated it with great skill. A distinguished

writer says :
" There is nothing in the whole range of

German critical enquiry into the origin and character of

the sacred Books so thorough, full, and exhaustive on
the rationalistic side as that book." And yet the Higher

Critics of this day ignore Colenso as an authority on their

side. The reason is plain. There is not a position which

they take to-day, or an argument which they use, with

the exception of Wellhausen's assumed evolutionary

basis, which Colenso did not propound and advocate. But
Colenso was condemned as a heretic, deprived of his

diocese, and deposed from the ministry by a regularly

constituted Synod of the South African Church, pre-

sided over by Archbishop Gray. That judgment was
endorsed by the entire Anglican Episcopate, who deliber-

ately selected and consecrated Bishop'Macrorie to super-

sede him, so that Colenso's doctrines—^and they are the
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vej doctrines of the Higher Critics of to-day-ar<

dutv ofT \r^ V^^ ^'^ P^'"™'""^- Surely the firstduty of the thoroughly convinced Higher Critics is to

u^n uL ^•^i'^'-^^-^l °f that anathema which rests

caTnowT'' '"f T T" ^'"'' ^"^ "^^'^^ -hat amendscan now be made, to the memory of a deeply wroneedand great .nan, if they be right.
wronged

J
It IS generally assumed that Higher Criticism is the

necessary outcome of the marvellous scientific discoveries
of this age and that its methods are strictly scientific,and Its condusions logical and inevitable. Both assump^
^tons are absolutely untrue; for before the middle oithe last century the main lines of criticism had been laidclown and their conclusions widely accepted by German
cnt.cs, and Colenso had endorsed and Enlarged and !nthe early fift.es published to the world his coiiclusb,^
which cover the whole field. Whatever has been done
since, has been by way of confirmation and development
so that science had nothing to do with the evolution of
current theories. They had all been propounded before
scientific discovery had assumed the overmastering influ-
ence that IS assigned to it now. Indeed, the science of
biology, which IS supposed to necessitate the evolutionary
theory of life, was not yet born. Then the methods and
conclusions are in no sense scientific. The word, science
IS derived from the Latin word, " scire," to know; and its
conclusions are based upon known facts. Its methods are
to collect facts, and when they have become so numerousand so uniform as to leave only one conclusion, then a
scientific conclusion has been reached and a science estab-
lished. But every one of the conclusions of the Higher
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Critics rests, not upon the facts, but upon conjectures
assumptions, theories, and the conclusions it reaches are
not scientific but theoretical. It assumes that the docu-
mentary theory is true, but it cannot point to a single
ascertained fact to support that conclusion. It assumes
that the literary criteria establish difference of date and
authorship, but the criteria are so delicate and doubtful
as to lead its votaries to different and contradictory con-
clusions. It assumes that the exclusive use of the
Divine names clearly proves that the passages in which
they respectively occur were written by differem authors •

but there is no such exclusive use. It assumes that the
frequent occurrence of Babylonish names and words and
phrases proves the Hexateuch to have been written after
their exile in Babylon, where they learnt these words and
phrases. But archaeology points to facts fully estab-
hshed now-that the Babylonian Empire had extended
Itself over Palestine and Egypt centuries before Moses
wrote, and that just as the English tongue acquired its
Latin element during the Roman occupation of Britain,
and Its Norman-French element during the Norman
ascendancy so the Egyptian and Hebrew languages
acquired the Babylonish elements when they were snb-

Twu ^r^,?.
*™P''^- ^' ^''"'"^^ ^^^t Jeremiah forged

the book of Deuteronomy, and Ezekiel, the Levitical Gxleand ,n support of its assumption appeals to the fact of
he similarity of thought and word and phrase in thewo productions; but in its eagerness it forgets that

Jeremiah and Ezekiel-the orthodox traditions being
true-would, as devout Jews, be familiar with the thought
and language and phrase of the earlier books, nay. would
,.' T^^'f.T"^

'^'"'' ^ ^''' ^hich, to say the least of
't, lends Itself to establish the accepted order as agaLs
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the new assumption. It assumes that there was neither

sanctuary nor sacrifice in Israel until Ezekiel forged the

Levitical law of ritual ; that there was never any taber-

nacle in the wilderness ; the whole story, it assumes, is a

fiction invented by some writer to whom it was suggested

by the appointments of the Temple at Jerusalem, and in

support of this theory it claims that there are no refer-

ences to either in the historical books. When abundant

references are pointed out, they are discarded with a

sneer as mere interpolations. These are merely speci-

mens of the methods of the Higher Critics ; but they are

'j efficient to show the utterly unscientific basis upon

which the whole theory rests.

The conclusions of the Higher Critics are based not

upon established facts, but upon conjectures, upon assump-

tions, upon theories unproved, and largely upon absolute

fictions. They cannot stand when the final struggle

closes. After a while the fog, that is for the present

concealing the issues of the day, will lift, and the con-

cealed assailants will be seen in full retreat, though it may
be like the Russians at Inkerman—sullen and slow.

.
I

li



CHAPTER II.

AN OLD FOE WITH A NEW FACE.

It is generally implied, if not actually proclaimed, that

Higher Criticism is a new science, the direct result of the
new discovery and new learning of this age. It will be
seen in Chapter I. that this claim cannot be maintained,
as every position of the Higher Criticism of to-day had,
with one exception, been propounded before the scientific

discovery and learning appealed to had come into being.
There can be no question that the fasnionable, rational-
istic, Biblical criticism of the day came to us directly

from Germany. It is, however, maintained by such dis-

tinguished German scholars as Lechler and others, and
conceded by such English scholars as M. Leslie Stephens,
Mark Pattison, Farrar, and the present Bishop of Salis-

bury, that it had its real origin among the English Deists
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The first

of these Deistic writers was liord Herbert, the brother of
the saintly George Herbert; his speculations were not
based upon criticism, but upon philosophy. He taught
that men were possessed of an internal illuminating influ-

ence, which was superior to Revelation, and that this
faculty, which he held in man, to be intellectual rather
than emotional, was the test of religious truth. This
theory reappears in the intuition dogma of the critics,
the interior, verifying faculty to which they seem in-
clined to refer the settlement of all speculative and his-

35
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toric truth. Hobbs followed; he wrote to prove tiie

necessity of State control even over religion, so that,

truth varies according to him, and is controllable by
political expediency. His theory seems to find its parallel

in socialism, the rights of multitudinism over individual-

ism. His writings did not, however, produce much effect

upon the Deistic speculation. The religious instincts of
the heart were too strong to be much oi -.rmanently
influenced by a cold, materialistic philosophy, which
reduced religion to a mere matter of statecraft. Charles
Blount followed with an attack upon Revelation as being
partial and not self-evident, and, therefore, uncertain.

The critics who deny that there has ever been any revela-

tion, probaibly were istarted on their way by Blount.

Lock's Philosophy, which appeared at the end of the

century, created a tendency to appeal on every subject
to the ultimate principles of reason, and so the attack

upon Christianity now bases itself more entirely upon
intellectual and moral grounds. And so Toland and
Collins asserted the supremacy of reason and its right to
interpret all mysteries. They taught the supremacy of
natural ethics as a rule of conduct. This opened the

attack on revealed religion, and created a prepossession
against ^ogcM and the influence of religious motives in

morals. And so Collins attacked on critical grounds the
prophecies of the Old Testament, and Woolston the
miracles of the New. Toland set himself to show that
there is nothing mysterious or supernatural in Chris-

tianity. Tindal, in 1730, published his celebrated dia-

logue, maintaining that Christianity is as old as creation,

and is only a republication of the religion of nature.

Tindal's object was to show that natural religion is

absolutely perfect, and so revelation is unnecessary and
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impossible. Chubb denied all particular providence, and
by necessary consequence the utility of prayer, save for
its subjective value as having a reflex action upon the
human heart

An anonymous work, enti.led " The Resurrection of
Jesus Considered," which wab afterwards attributed to
P. Annet, changed somewhat the mode of the Deist
attack. It assailed now the truth of the narratives of
Christ's resurrection, much in the same way that they are
being assailed to-day, onJy it was the attack of an avowed
enemy instead of that of those who were betraying the
Son of Man with a kiss. It marks the beginning of the
open allegation of literary imposture, as distinct from
philosophical error, which was the ground of the attack
of Herbert, Hobbs, Tindal, et al.

Bolingbroke, the prince of the English Deists, now
appears on the scene, and leads the way in the historical
attack upon Christianity, though h« exhibits traces of the
older philosophical spirit in his attacks upon revelation.
He teaches the existence of Deity, but maintains that the
Divme attributes can only be known by the observation
of nature, and not by the analogy of man's constitution.
He thinks the Deity exercises a general, but not a par-
ticular, special providence. He refers conduct to self-
love as a cause, and to happiness as an end. He pro-
nounces the Jewish history as repugnant to the attributes
of a Supreme. All-Perfect Being. He attacks the narra-
tives, e.g., of the fall, the invasion of Caanan, and
the numerical statistics, like Colenso. He repeats Chubb's
weak charge of distinctipn existing between the Gospel
of Christ and St. Paul, as Straussj and Haamack of to-day
are doing. By attacking the canon he tries to show that
the miracles did not occur, thus anticipating the modern
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heresy of the Strauss school. He sums up his scornful

objections in the very languj^e of the nxKlern critics;

or rather, without knowing it, they express tliemselves iu

the very language of the infidels of the eighteenth cen-

tury. He says, " These histories are nothing more than

compilations of old traditions and abridgments of old

records made at later times. These Scriptures are full

of additions, interpolations, and transpositions. They
were made up we know not when or by whom."
The attack now became historical, being directed

against the evidences of Christianity rather than its

ethics. This historical criticism may be of four kinds:

( I ) It may examine the record from a dogmatical point

of view; or (2) dirict the attack against the evidence

on whic4i the record resi s ; or (3) it may examine whether
the record is ootemporary with the events narrated; or

(4) consider its internal agreement with itself or with

fact. These positions were taken by Spinoza, Hume,
Bolingbroke, and Woolston, respectively. The attack

mavie on these several grounds called forth an army of

defenders, who, for intellectual power, acuteness, width

of grasp, and industry, are hardly surpassed in any
period of the world's history.

A tremendous change of religious thought and senti-

ment was effected in England by this Deistic outbreak.

Burnet tells that about the year 1700 it becomes a com-
mon tojMc to treat all mysteries in religion as the contri-

vance of priests, and " priestcraft " came into fashion as

a term of derision. Dean Swift, in 1708, dwells upon
the rapidity with which freethinking ideas had spread

from the upper classes to the body of the people. It was
commonly held, he said, that the system of the Gospel

had become antiquated and exploded, after the fate of
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other systems, the common folk having grown ashamed
of it, as their betters had done before. Still later, in

1754, it was publicly suggested that the churches should

be turned into freethinking meeting-houses, and a new
liturgy compiled, opposite to our present one, and that

instead of lessons being taken from the Bible, they should

consist of extracts from the works of the Deists. A
deluge of imbelief broke out on every side.

In England, Bolingbroke, who died in 175 1, is justly

regarded as the last of a succession of Deistical writers,

who for more than half a century waged war against the

Bible. There were differences of opinion amongst them
as to the immortality of the soul and a future life, but all

united in attacking the authority of the Scriptures. That
the Scriptures are a Divine Revelation, and the very

Word of God was, Chubb declared, " the point that had
to be proved by Christians." For if that point be proved
the controversy is at an end. Consequently every effort

was made to disprove the claims of the Bible to inspira-

tion by denying the genuineness and authenticity of its

contents, discrediting miracles and prophecies, ridiculing

the Old Testament narratives as full of incredible

anecdotes. Charles Blount led the way, in 1693, by an
assault on certain portions of the Pentateuch. Toland
called in question the canon of the New Testament.

Anthony Collins, whose discourse on Freethinking was
satirized by Swift, set himself in a later work to over-
throw the argument from Old Testament prophecy.

This occasioned a prolonged and famous controversy.

Woolston impugned the truth of Christ's miracles, and
the account of the Resurrection, and Morgan rejected the

Old Testament altogether, representing the Mosaic Law
as set up under the spurious, popular pretence of a Divine
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S'^lT'"JT ^- ^^^^'^ *"^ Bolingbroke dealt
with the Bible generally, charging it, writers with
partiality and untruthfulness, and freely employing the
weapons of ridicule. Hume was of a later date. Ld wasan independent thinker. He does not take rank with this
succession of infidel Deists, but his celebrated essay on
miracles, first published in 1748, contributed very gr^tly
to the general movement towards unbelief. In fact itsarguments as presented by Voltaire's wit and sarca'sm.
contributed more than anything else to that overthrow
of faith in France, which culminated in the awful reign
01 terror. "

The conclusions of these Dcistical unbelievers are per-
haps, in many cases unconsciously but unquestionably
accepted by the critical sceptics of the present day. and
are the assumed axioms upon which their destructive
criticism rests. This stands out in a marked way in their
endeavors to reconstruct the history of the Jewish people.That history as recorded in the Bible is characterized by
miracle and prophecy from beginning to end. It is. how-
ever assumed as part of the heritage which the Deistical
unbelievers have bequeathed to after ages, that miraclesand prophecy are alike impossible, and so wherever they
occur It IS a foregone conclusion that the records must be
untrue. And so some means of explaining away both
miracles and prophecy must be devised.

pelitzsch writing in i860, describes the predetermined
rejection of all prophecy as a distinguishing feature of
what IS called the Higher Criticism. AuJ it has been laiddown by German critics as an historical canon, which can-
not admit of a doubt, that wherever in the Hefcrew history
numerous myths and legends are found (and all narra-
tives m which miracles a d prophecies are recorded are
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niyths and legends), there we have accounts that were
hrst tlrawn up a considerable time after t*ie events they
describe. VVe cannot be surprised, then, that the records
are made to yield the results wanted, and that the oldest
complete book m the Bible is said to be the book of Amos
• r ,L! r ."'^f

^'''" °^ '"'''^*^>«* ^"^ prophecy, involv-
ing disbelief in the trustworthiness of the records, is the
pomt where the Deists of the eighteenth century and the
rationalistic critics of the twentieth meetf Their
methods arc different, l>ut they start from Uie same
premises and arrive at the same conclusions. Holing-
broke s well-known letter on one of Tillotson's sernwns
ays It down, that much of the earlier history and per-
haps, some of the laws, were traditions of uncertain
origin though all alike ascribed by the Jews to the same
egislator 1 he story of the fall, the flood, the passage of
the Red Sea. and divers other* Old Testament narratives

among the Egyptians, priests and prophets publisheil
heir sacred writings-men who had in both countries
tne same temptations to impose upon the people and the
same opportunities and who, no doubt, used their oppor-
tunities. VVhat diflference is there except in mere
matters of detail, l^tween the last of these assertions of
the great infidel writers of the eighteenth century and the
contention of the critics, that the priests of the exile com-
piled a code which they ascribed to Moses, and colored
the historical narratives in order to increase their power
and to support the pretensions of the hierarchy? What
difference between the attack that was made then, and
that which is being made now upon the Scriptures? Menof that time were open and avowed enemies of the Chris-
tian religion. They threw scorn upon, and rejected the
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inspiration and authority of the Bible. The men of this

age profess to beUeve in the inspiration of a Bible, made
up of legend, fancy, iktion, and forgery, and of history
wihich they tell us is not true.

The Deists denied the genuineness and anthenticity of
the books of Holy Scripture. The critics maintain that

• the books of the Old Testament were not written by the
persons whose names they bear, and that their contents
are not to be trusted. The Deists attacked the miracles.
The critics say there were no miracles to attack, and that
the passages of Scripture containing accounts of their
occurrence are fraudulent fictions of an after age. The
Deists said that Old Testament narratives were made up
of incredible anecdotes. The critics say those narratives
are made up of incredible, immoral, and lying stories

(Henly Henson). The Deists said that the Old Testa-
ment prophecies were written after the occurrence of the
events they pretend to foretell, and even the moderate
critics quite agree with them, for it is an axiom of the
whole confraternity that miracles and prophecy are alike

impossible.

The Deists charged the Bible with untruthfulness, and
maintained that all narratives setting forth supernatural
occurrences were written long after the age to which they
are assigned. The critics either take the same ground or
maintain that the writers misapprehended the occurrence,
and exaggerated natural events into mysterious prodigies
of Divine origin. There was no flood, for instance. The
account of it is merely an alarmed and exaggerated
description of a furious storm on the Euphrates, etc., etc.

No wonder that as this system progressed, the expec-
tation became general throughout Europe, that Chris-
tianity would soon be rejected and forgotten as an ex-
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ploded system. It seemed to be already overwhelmed by
the great deluge of unbelief. The defenders of the Faith
were so few and so feeble that even Butler, the greatest
of them all, expressed his conviction that nothing could
save the Church of England. And yet it was in the
Church of England that the reaction arose, and from her
Uiat the rescue came. She never gave up the tight.
From the first her leaders made a determined and, before
long, a successful stand. Sherlock and Gibson, Butler
and Warburton, together with Beatty and William Law,
and a multitude of less known men, crowded the walls
and jeopardized their lives in the defence of the Faith.
Towards the end of the century they were followed by
Paley, Lardner, and others, who hurled back the assail-
ants, and turned the tide of popular sentiment It has
been the custom of the critics rather to sneer at these
champions of the Faith as behind the times, and cer-
tainly they set themselves to meet the assaults of their
own day, not of ours, but we must not forget the debt we
owe them for the maintenance of the truth of revelation.
They may still be studied with advantage, now that
prophecy and miracles are again assailed, and all Bible
narratives in which either occur are instantly rejected.
A second cause which arrested this tide of unbelief,

was the occurrence of the French Revolution. Men saw
in it a direct result of the doctrines proclaimed by
Voltaire and his associates. The apostacy became open
and proclaimed. The whole population seemed eager to
renounce and then to persecute the Faith, which a little

while ago they had professed. Bishops and priests led
the way and came running to the tribunal, at the head of
the apostatising throng, in their eagerness to proclaim
their renunciation of the Faith of the Gospel. Chris-
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tianity was overthrown, the Goddess of Reason was
estabhshed in its place. The reign of terror filled men's
rninds with dismay. Men saw in it the direct result of
the infidel doctrines, and for a long time afterwards the
minds of Englishmen shrank back with horror from
these revolutionary sentiments, which drove God from
the throne of the universe, and cut up by the roots every
claim of authority.

Another potent influence in rolling back this infidel
wave in England, at least, was the rise of Methodism, and
the evangelical movement in the Church of England.
The cold, hard, rationalistic treatment of all questions
of religion by the Deistical unbelievers, and the necessary
employment of their methods by the defenders of the
Faith, in their replies, had imparted a peculiarly un-
spiritual tone to the religious life of that time. Men's
minds were occupied with the reasons for Faith, rather
than with the Faith itself. Religion became a thing of
the head, rather than of the heart. Sermons were for
the most part philosophical treatises, persuasions to
morality and virtue, rather than earnest preachings of
Christ and salvation through Him. Religion was based
upon the philosophy of goodness, rather than a passionate
love of Jesus. The poison of the licentiousness, which
broke out with the restoration, was still permeating
society. There was no love of Christ constraining men
to purity. The claims of morality and virtue were utterly
impotent in the struggle. Unbelief, secret or openly
avowed, was dominating the thought of the age. The
sky was black with portents of evil. At this crisis the
Wesleys appeared on the field, with their earnest, passion-
ate preaching of Christ, and the necessity of personal,
living, realizing faith in Him, and consecration to Him,
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or the necessity of conversion and change of heart and
life. A new idea of religion, as a thing of the heart,

rather than of the intellect, todc possession of men's
minds. Multitudes of earnest men joined the movement,
some moving on Wesley's lines of universal redemption
and sacramental grace, issuing in personal consecration
and an ascetic life, and others, a large number the
founders of the evangelical school, adopting the Calvin-
istic system and reviving the religious side of hated
Puritanism. These swelled the ranks of living Faith,
and did much to rescue the land, for the time being, from
the rationalism, and outwardness, and formality, and
latitudinarianism that had eaten the life out of religion.

The leaders, with the exception of the Wesleys, were
not, for the most part, men >i- much learning, and the
foundations not being deep and strongly laid, the influ-

ence soon collapsed, and a state of deadness. hardly sur-
passed by the indifference which had preceded its rise, had
spread again over the land before the Oxford or High
Church movement began. This was inaugurated by the
keenest intellects and most learned men of the day. It

came in time to restore the balance, and lay the founda-
,

tions deep upon the doctrines of the Catholic Faith, and of
a living, realizing, personal faith and trust in Him whom
that faith proclaims. Again, a living, present Saviour
is revealed to men, a sense of honesty and reality im-
parted to their lives, and scepticism and latitudinarianism
are effectively rolled back, until now, in quite recent days,
the old foe reappears with a new face, approaches the
Son of Man with a kiss, and under the guise of a help-
ful. Higher Criticism, proclaims itself the friend of the
Christian Religion, while it is using every weapon against
the Faith, which the Deism of the eighteenth century
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forged, and endorsing every conclusion by which they
sought to overthrow the religion of Jesus. No wondir
that a lowered spiritual tone is manifest among the
votaries of the new system; that latitudinarianism is
spreading; that under the guise of a spurious tolera-
tion, men are becoming indifferent to the doctrines of the
Faith and to the constitution and claims of the Catholic
Church of Christ. It is the work of an old foe with a
new face.

This agreement of the teaching of the critics of the
present day with that of the infidels of the eighteenth
century is exhibited in a startling way in the writing of
the very worst of them» Tom Paine, who played an im-
portant part in these awful times, began the publication
of parts of his " Age of Reason " in 1793. It is a per-
fect thesaurus of higher critical doctrines and utter-
ances. His book is marked by the coarsest, rankest
infidelity, and yet is only what Graf, Kuenen, Well-
hausen, Cheyne, Driver, Harper, Briggs, et al, are teach-
ing to-day. Indeed, it would almost seem that they had
quoted their definitions from him.

. Paine criticises every book of both Testaments, and
sets himself to prove by criticism that it is not a revela-
tion from Heaven, but a fraudulent production by un-
known men. He ssys :

" Before anything can be proved
from the Bible, the Bible itself must be proved to be true,
for if the Bible itself be not true, or its truth a matter
of doubt, it has no authority and cannot be admitted
as proof of anything." (" Age of Reason," Part II.,

p. 51) This is the position of the Higher Critics, the
justification of their labor. At least they claim to have
found the Bible not to be the Word of God, but a com-
pilation of untrustworthy documents. Paine, using their
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methods and arguments, sets himself to show the same
thing. He says the moral evidence against the Bible is

conclusive, but he proposes to give the critical evidence

;

and the evidence he adduces is the very evidence pro-
duced by the critics. He says : " I proceed to examine
the authenticity of the Bible, and I begin with the five

books of Moses, so-called Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy. My intention is to show that
these books are spt.rious; that Moses is not the author
of them; that they were not written in the time of
Moses, nor till hundreds of years after; that they are
an attempted history of the life of Moses and his times,

written by some ignorant or stupid pretenders to author-
ship centuries after his death, as men now write what
is supposed to have happened thousands of ye' -s ago

—

the evidence I shall produce is from the b •. them-
selves." (" Age of Reason," Part II., pp. j.) Just
what the critics are claiming to do. Their methods and
their principles are the same. Their end and results are
the same. Paine produces his evidence. He says : " I

begin by saying " (just as the critics do) " that the firs,

two chapters of Genesis, called the Mosaic account of crea-
tion, instead of being a connected account written by
Moses, contain two different and contradictory accounts
by two different persons, written in two different styles,

at different times." He publishes the chapters and fol-

lows the partition made by Astruc, Eichhorn, and the
others, and which has bloomed into the Graf, Kuenen,
Wellhausen theory, with its J. E. D. P. and plural R's.

His argument, based upon the use of the Divine names
and literary character, differs not a hair's breadth from
the arguments of the critics of the present day. It

matters not that his arguments are rotten, the names
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ridicule denied the basis of fact, and imputed the myth
to the personal creation of the individual writer.
The positions of both Strauss and Bauer rested larffely

ijpon the philosophical speculations of the earlier
doubters, and lai^ely upon the unwarranted assumptions
of the Literary Criticism. There has been a widespread
reaction towards a more orthodox Lutheranism. The
emergence of the Higher Critical School, with its destruc-
tive theories and assumptions, has thus been traced
through a continued succession of speculative writers.
In the forefront of this school have stood, until quite
^tely the names of Graf, Kuenen and Wellhausen.Now the leadership is passing to Haarnack, and evenmore destructive speculators.

th/F^iirr^'^L*^^^"**.*" 'l""*'^"' '^« P^-ogenitors of
the English Higher Critics who adopt their main prin-
ciples, reproduce their arguments, and quote their utter-
ances as their chief authorities in this vital discussion,
rhey are unquestionably leading their followers towards
«iat yawning gulf of unbelief, into which Voltaire.
Diderot. Paine. Bauer, and Strauss fell. The last of

u o^^'''*'^'"^ ^" ^""^^ °" '*^ conclusion, asked him-
self. Can we any longer call ourselves Christians?" and
answered his own question, " Honestly we cannot."
What strikes one most painfully, in investigating the

teaching of these men, is the deliberate way in which they
Ignore and then reject the testimony of the Church, the
ground and pillar of the truth. Each founder of a sdiool
evolves a theory out of his own inner consciousness, and
then sets himself with imaginary proofs to establish it.

1 here are no cotemporary facts or testimony. There
" "!^ l^^l^'f'

*^''^^' *^' °^ t^« Bible, covering the
period which the theory seeks to explain. But that makes
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no difference. It is held that " it mutt be." "
that it mayr^ly be auumed/' "that we may conjecture,"3

IrfJ^f
'"1^'*> *~* "conjectures'and awumpUons,"

are referred to by such phraK, as " a. we have ^already
»«n, aa we have proved," p. w and so, " as may be

iystem has been built up from a foundaUon of conjee-

su^ILl I' T. 'T 'I"
***"^*** ^* "^^^ « nothing

^^n^r^*
*^

u
^^ ^'"*- ^^«» ^^^orming evan-

gelKal critics, such as Schleiermacher, make no claim forhe inspiration of the Bible. They imply that they ^Jht

AnS'thr"'
'' '' ^"™" ^"^ '^ be'faiS/truthfuKi^

So far from treating it as any other history, they
.gnore and deny that inspiration, which it claims as itsessent« characteristic And they claim the right to in-
terpret

1 historically, after they have first changed the
historiral arcumstances by an interval of a thousand
years from the time at which it claims to have been
wntten.

JJ'u? '?''''^ *^' ^''*°'^ °^ ^^'' movement at this'
length for two reasons;

First, that it may be seen that it is not a new thing in

S;e:;1 Tnd^^
*"^^ "^" ^"^ "- •^"->^<^^-r

Tifn^I"^^^' u^ ^. safeguard against discouragement.
There have been far worse times than these, and the^tes of hell have not prevailed. The Lord is Kine be
the earth never unquiet

^'



CHAPTER III.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE CRITICS.

t^etTwi'T
clearly before us the origin, history, affini-

ties, methods, and claims of Higher Criticism, we askourse ves what .s the result? What are the generally

reacK
'^"''"''^"^

^'^'^^ ^^e Higher Critics have

There are as we have seen, great differences amongthem as to the sources of the Bible, the number, authors,

exfstefL'^H
^^ ^°«^""^^nts which they assume to have

existed, and also as to the enlargements, correctionsand emendations which those documents ire ^SuS
to have undergone. And so, in keeping with these
variations of opinion, some of the critics describe them-
selves as moderate critics, or conservative critics, ^deven as orthodox critics; while they refer to thrmTre
radical members of their confraternity as advanced^ or
radical, or destructive critics. But whether rS orconservative destructive or restrained, they all agree

thr 1
„^ ^'^^^ " "°'' *« *he Church of GodUirough all ages has believed it to be, a revelation fSn

Cxod, communicated through the writers to whom itsseveral books have been assigned. They all acc^ th^
analytical theory, that the books of the Bible are notcompositions but compilations. These compilations weremade by some unknown writers, at an unknown perbdof the world's history. They were compiled from s^n^

56
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!S'' T''''
^""^ traditions. These were at first very

in^.r J"''
'^'^^^' ^^'""y ^^'^ *&ai" and again edke7

wiS. ?^' f'^
'•^"'^'•"^^ted to bring them info LTmot

^^of the r'.'^f'r °' ^'^^ ^^^' «^ the inforT^

^wrt of ^t?. '.
There was no consciousness on

whi<r Lv wt?H r'''^''
'''"' *^*^ documents withWhich they were deahng were of Divine origin, or thathey possessed any inviolable or infalHble au^hirity sothat each redactor added to and altered at wi and

even I^T
°^

*k'
'*'°''''' "^*=^ ^^ '^*^ ^^'^^P'^^'-s ««ted,even in the embryo state assumed, for many centuries

were the songs and sagas recited at religious festivalsand preserved in the memory of banis andTages w^not until the eighth or ninth century, B.r six hund^H

Stll^^^:-'
'^^^ '""^ «"' atte'i^pt;;:;: ^r,

f'

history The oldest portion of the Hexateuch may date

b^^tlL^'Bc'^Th"' ? ^'^ ^"' °^ Solomon'^reSn^;

the b ess^ of; K ?.'
^'^^'"'^ ""^y '^^^^ contained

InanfTf 1?
^''°** ^.^'"- ^''^•^' ^^^ »^ ^^ the Cov-enant (Exod. xx..-xxiii.), part of Balaam's discourse(xNum. xxin xxiv., with a few other verses). Ue^ we

'

mcorporated into a larger work, which b;gan toX
tha„*^„''e5tri^*ss'^i;l°^,^^ "^ '« ^^ ^~<» ^eal more
the records of the pLtlnd recl„^»;.,.?*

'' «P««med as taking
according tohis own arb t?ary iEe„T«i .?.

""/^arranging them
He is charged by the cri S w/thXnn nt n.?»'^f!u

*'!.'>' °"8''^ '° ^^
manipulating many ImJortanT facts Si !ta^i™In^ ^°S"r.n'^ *•« «
many thing, which h^t no o?her proof ofTh^r'

*"** °^
'"u""'"«arbitrary will.

P™°' °' ^"*"^ accuracy but his
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shape about 900 B.C., in the reign of Jehoshaphat, when
a romancer who lived in Judah put into writing the
early legends of his people. In speaking of his God he
uses the name Yahveh, or Jehovah, and is called the
Jelhovist, designated by the letter J. These legends were
revised by some unknown writer who lived a hundred
and fifty years later, and by another who lived two hun-
dred years later, who from their use of the name Yah, or
Jah, are respectively referred to and quoted by the critics
as J., P

About one hundred years after the first Jehovist did
his work in Judah, there arose in the northern kingdom
of Israel, in the time of Jeroboam II., another unknown
writer who wrote out the legends of his people. In
speaking of his God he used the word Elohim. He is
called an Elohist, and is referred to by the letter E. His
work was revised about one hundred years after its com-
pilation by a second Elohist whose name and history
are altogether unknown. Then some skillful compiler
combined the Elohist and Jehovist documents, which
had hitherto no connection, into one narrative skillfully
woven togather. Soon afterward, about 625 B.C., in
the reign of Josiah, there was found in the temple at
Jerusalem, by Hilkiah the priest, a book which he
declared to be the Book of the Law of the Lord given
by Moses (2 Chron. xxxiv. 14).
The critics, however, maintain that it was not the Law

of the Lord, but a new book, forged by Hilkiah himself,
who hid it where he found it, or else it was produced by
some unknown compiler in the reign of Manasseh. This
book, however, like the other books of the Pentateuch,
was at first only in an elementary condition. It was
revised and enlarged twice. These enlargements were
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finally harmonized and added to by some unknown com-
pilers, and the book was put forth in the name of Moses,
with such additions as were necessary to make it appear
to be a genuine work of the great lawgiver. This is
held to have been the book of Deuteronomy, and its

compiler is called the Deuteronomist.
Then, finally, there was compiled what is called the

Priests' Code, designated by the letter P. It is so called
because it contains the laws of sacrifice, and ritual, and
priesthood. It is assumed to have been compiled about
the middle of the Babylonian captivity. It was followed
by a law book, and it was several times revised, enlarged,
and adapted, though nobody knows when or by whom,
until in a final compilation it emerged as the Priests'
Code. This is assumed to have been brought to Jerusa-
lem by Ezra about 458 B.C., and there proclaimed by
him to the returned exiles (444 B.C.) as the Book of the
Law of the Lord. This book, drawn up in Babylon, he
declared to be the Law of Moses, which the Lord had
commanded to Israel.

The final step in the production of the Hexateuch was
taken, acording to the critics, by some great unknown
writer, about 400 B.C. He combined the productions
of the Jehovist. Elohist, and Deuteronomist with the
Priests' Code, adding such things as the story of the
creation, a list of the patriarchs, the tradition of the
deluge, a table of the nations, and other items, and then
he imposed it upon the people as the " Law Book of
Moses, the man of God" (Sheraton).

^
Such in general is the description given by the destruc-

tive critics of the origin of the Hexateuch. According
to this theory, the mere germs of some parts of the
Pentateuch were written six or seven hundred years after

.s
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'nnl^l^'^\u^^'' "^^ ^"^''^ ^^ ^^ "ot written
until more than a thousand years after his death.

The same analytical process is applied to the historicalbooks They are for the most part derived from mythicaland legendary sources. They were not compiled into^e.r present shape for long years after the "^suppc^seS
occurrence of the events which they describe, andE
rSr "^ V

''". ''""' ^^ ^°^"«>"' ^t -» events, a^e
altogether unh.storical and unreliable. Their ^-eat
characters, Adam, Seth, Noah, Samnel, Saul, and ofvid
are mere mythical heroes, to whom the achievements ofa tnbe, an age, an epoch, after the manner of heroworsh.p, are attributed. 'It is not till we reach the ageof Solomon hat we emerge from these bewildering m^tsof dreamland, and even then we are not on solid grZl
Jnd%r;trioL!""

^^ '"''-' •"•"^^^^-' --^-^-
The Psalms are relegated, with scarcely an exception,

to an ex.hc or post-exilic age, because it is held that theage of David, to whom they have mostly been attributedwas not sufficiently evolved in moral and spiritual con-
cepts to have made such utterances possible, the thoughtof Divine mspiration being, of course, rejected.
The prophets, when submitted to tins analytical process

are also found to be of a composite character, anrare
so resolved into their original and unhistorical sources
that the smallest residuum is left to each.
The climax of this process is reached in the case of theprophet Isaiah. The eariier critics were content with

dividing the prophecy of Isaiah into two. and assigning
the latter part of it. from chapters xl. to Ixv^ tosome unknown writer who lived after the occurrence ofthe events that there claim to have been prophetical^
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foretold
:
for it is an axiom with the critics that prophc-"

as well as miracles is impossible. The men, however, who
propounded this dual division arc now left far behind.
The most advanced critics reduce the first Isaiah to a
small nucleus, thrice enlarged by composite additions.
The second Isaiah is allowed five, instead of twenty-six

chapters, and the rest are divided up among ten other
writers. Indeed, Dr. Cheyne tells us that "

it is too bold
to mamtam that we still have any collection of Isaian
propheaes which in their present form go back to the
period of this prophet," while the assumed writings of
the second Isaiah (chapters xl. to Ixvi.) are, he tells
us, a collection of fragments, edited and re-edited, and
not put together till about 250 B.C. (Encyclopedia
Bibhca), and so the work of destruction goes on.
Now, even if this were all that the critics have done,

say we not well that the struggle in which the Church
IS engaged is a struggle for her very life? If the critics
can establi* their position as to the origin and character
of the Scriptures, if they can give reasons for their
conclusions, which carry conviction with them, then all
IS gone. We cannot, by any effort of our own wills, think
of a book of such an origin, and such a character, as
being m any sense the Word of God. As we read, every
narrative will be questioned as to whether it has any
truth in it or not. Everything difficult or unusual will be
set aside as a myth or a forgery. In the hour of tempta-
tion, every command to the plainest moral duties will be
disregarded, as having no Divine, no constraining author-
ity, and the book that has commanded the veneration of
the ages will be rejected and neglected with the scorn
with which we regard a pious fraud and an impudent
imposture. Nay more, the foundations will be destroyed.
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The whole structure of the Christian religion rests upon
testimony, the testimony of the Churdi. and that t««-mony mcludcs the testimony of our blessed Lord and
H.S apostles Now there is nothing, as has been before
stated, to which the Church has borne such uniform,
such continuous, such unhesitating testimony, as to the
fact that the Bible is the Word of God, whose ascertained
meaning is authoritative and final. If, then, her testi-mony to that fact is discredited, is disproved, as it cer-
tainly would be by this theory of the critics as to itsongm and history, then what trust can be placed in her
testimony as to any oth^r fact of the faith?

*., ^'tT?'u
*'^'. '' "°^ **'*' °"'y ^^'^ ^f "^"le on which

the Higher Critics have set up their banners. The history
of Israel, m order to bring it into harmony with these
speculations, is turned topsy-turvy. Kuenen says: "The
critic does not profess to have additional documents
inaccessible to the laity, nor does he profess to find any-
thing m the Bible that the ordinary reader cannot see
there

;
and yet he dares to form a conception of Israel's

religious development totally different from that which
as anyone may see, is set forth in the Old Testament.'What IS this conception? Why, simply this. The
Higher Critic represents the Jewish nation and religion
as originating not with Abraham, the God-fearing «cile
from Ur of the Chaldees, but with a band of wandering
Arabs, or Bedouins, of whom Abraham was the sheik.
These secured for themselves a foothold in Eastern
Palestine, and when the great Hittite power was over-
thrown and crushed by being made the battle-ground of
Babylon and Egypt, and the tribes around them were
weakened by suicidal conflicts, the Hebrew settlers
seized the opportunity of pushing their own interests
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invading the territory of the weakest, slaughtering,
enslaving, and driving out the inhabitants of these lands,
until gradually, and after long ages of conflict, they got
possession of the whole land. Their religion, it is held,
was the same as that of all the Semitic people who
dweh around them. " Israel," says George Adam Smith,
the English apologizer for the Higher Critics, "looked to
their God Jehovah, just as Moab looked to Chemosh."
He tells us that the religion of Israel remained before
ttie age of the great prophets (of the eighth century
B.C.), not only similar to, but in all respects identical
with, the general Semitic religion, which was not a mono-
theism, but a polytheism, with an opportunity for mono-
theism at the heart of it. It is held that the religion of
the Jews, like that of the other nations around them,
grew up in a natural way from fetichism, through
polytheism to monotheism, and that their tribal god,
Jehovah, grew into the one true God, who was wor-
shipped down to the time of Josiah, with the same belief
and the same rites as the heathen nations around them
worshipped their gods. It was the prophets who first
taught Israel the higher truth; and that they might have
the authority of law to appeal to, in their eflForts to raise
the nation to the higher level of living, which the new.
higher truth required, they forged the code of Deuter-
onomy in order to give it Divine authority. This book
throughout assumes to be the production of Moses,
though it was not really written for six hundred years
after his death.

The whole object of this theory is to get rid of the
supernatural and the Divine, and to represent the history
of Israel and its religious development as the result of
natural forces, an evolution from the circumstances and
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IS .xc uded. His pr«.nce and influence had no*in/todo w„h ,h„ „a,„re development. I, grewJof 'L?

aJj^u • *^?' development, differing totally from

this theory <*l,ges the critic to set aside altoKther

lorth in the sacred books. Hence it describes thath.tory as havin, been written seven/nintot^deven
hundred years after the death of the several individualsto whom ,ts books hav^ all along been assignJrndas
a':rfo^S\"hfJS,r'

'"^^
^ ^"^ '^^'^' ^^^a™ torgeries. The whole supernatural part of the

^ZtT"!'' I"
"" "''"' *• «" °f Abraham, he»,m.m m Eg:jT,t, the exodus, the wilderness ioun^eys

of th'eT.fd
"" "fi^'f""• «» ™«c"'ou, c<^™utt'of the land, are excluded by this naturalistic theory and

thl'^'^^isT T^'T " ""• »""« -y^h ta

tTass?n^ , °. -"^"'^ P"^'>'ni«l. or clearly stated.

de;:CnhX" ' '""*"'' '" *"' """«
Now. if this theory can be established and proved bv

?fu ! ? ''' ""'""T' 'hen again we ask, say we not

sT;fL^: fo!:'iif:;"^"
'- '^•"'" - - -wu^ «

a

But it will be said-it i>as been said-" But whatd fferencc does it make after all " who wrote the b«^s

t^" f'T'"'
"'• "«" ""'' «-«•< "ritten.^Xr

the,r contents were the results of natural cau es or of

cems us after all is, "Are their statements true?" But
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The very object, ,t wouM seem, of these critics is toshow «,., the statement, of the BiMe .rnoTS^ bS
to the fact that the acceptance of their theories frees theChnston from the necessity of explaining or def«di„e

abnations. They get over those difficulties with which

li^n? *'™
V™'*"'

*'-«^'' "" "'ole histo,7by
asf'gning them to narratives that are not true or in

pnw«n, and admitting that these Scriptures are foreeries

wl^ ?t^J-r"°r °' ""^ ""^^ *« P«ntatich, andWhen It was wntten, is one of primary importance as not

.Tthol*?*"^"'?' r '-"P'^'ion: b„tT^"'th aiS

:2S^;Se::^""'"""^'°''^-'«-
And now having not only the theory of the critics as

explanation of the process of its construction and finalcharacter before us, it will be well to sum^rize cat^^n^ly the chief «>„clusions of what is caTed criS
I. It is held that the Old Testament is not a composition but a compilation, its statements Lw derivTdfrom several pre-existing records or from Tal'J^Z
2 It ,s held that the Hexateuch, i.e., the five Cksheretofore attributed to Moses and the book of To^«

>vere not written till after the Babylonish^ti^y
'

|l
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3; It IS held that the Jewish Law, the Law of Moses
as It IS familiarly styled, was not only unknown to
Israel when they crossed the Jordan, but continued to
be unknown during the whole period of their national
history under the judges and kings.

4. The English critics hold that the Jews, before the
writing of the Pentateuch, had three laws, or codes of
laws, but that the earliest and most rudimentary of these
was never heard of for more than six hundred years after
Moses, and that the full-blown, developed law did not
appear till another six centuries had gone by. And fur-
ther, that the law then promulgated was far more the
law of Ezra than of Moses.

5. It is held that bfetween these two Deuteronomy
was promulgated, but only in a fragmentary condition,
and that it had only a precarious existence for about
twenty years before the Babylonish captivity began.
This theory, of course, cuts out, as a mere fiction, the
whole story of the giving of the law at Sinai, and by
necessary implication it cuts out the whole story of the
sojourn in Egypt and the exodus through the Red Sea.
Yet, this conclusion has been proclaimed with the utmost
confidence by the leaders of this school as a clear and
unimpeachable result reached by the methods of true
science and of Higher Criticism.

^
6. It is held that the Old Testament was compiled

from not less than four documents, written nobody knows
when, or where, or by whom.

7. These writers are designated by the letters J. and
E., D. and P. J. and E., they think, wrote their compo-
sitions sometime durin^-j the early centuries of the
divided monarchy. D., tiiat is. the foi^er of Deuteron-
omy, they think, wrote about the year 621 B.C., and P.
sometime during the Babylonian captivity.
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8. Each of these writers, it is held, had his own
pecuhar style of composition. J.'s style was free, flow-
ing, descriptive, and occupied largely with ethical
matters, while his conceptions of God were what is called
anthropomorphic, that is, derived from human forms and
characteristics. E. was concrete, expressing hinself in
personal histories, allegories, and myths. D.'s style was
lofty, oratorical, eloquent; whi!? P.'s style was technical
formal, and legal.

9. They maintain that the Pentateuch is not one con-
tinuous connected whole—a revelation from God
through Moses, whose name it bears—but a compilation
from songs and myths, traditions and fictions; that its
pretended history up to the days of Solomon is not his-
tory but fiction, written one thousand years after the
events it describes.

10. Deuteronomy was a forgery. Leviticus—in fact,
the whole Priests' Code—was a forgery. The historical
books are compilations largely not true. The Psalms
were not written by David, nor the prophecies, to any
considerable extent, by the men whose names they bear,

11. The history of Israel was an evolution, not a
Divme inspiration and direction, and as unlike the Bible
account as it is possible to conceive. The Israelites were
just like the heathen nations around them, in belief
polytheists, in worship idolaters, till the days of Josiah.

12. There are two stories of t*ie creation, the flood,
the passage of the Red Sea, etc., and these are not sup^
plementary of one another, hut divergent and contra-
dictory the one of the other. These are sweeping charges,
revolutionary assumptions. They surely must rest upon
very tangible, clear, irrefragible proofs. The proffered
proofs will be considered one after another in the next

i
5

!
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and following: chapters to the end. It will he well
however, to consider before proceedinf? with these
proofs how much of the Bible would be left to us if these
positions of the critics could be proved true.

First, the origin and authority of the Bible is com-
pletely chang:ed. It has dropped from the high dignity
and commanding: authority of a Divine revelation to a
naturalistic evolution. It was produced not by Divine
mspiration, but by the judgment, experience, and expedi-
ency of the passing generations. The history is no his-
tory at all. until we reach the age of Solomon, and even
then It is not to be depended upon. It Is a fiction up to
that date. And yet tfiey say it contains lessons, ethical
and religious, like any other history, and it will probably
be very useful in the way of suggestion and illustration.
The old voice of Divine origin and commanding authority
will, of course, be silenced forever. The Psalms will
have become mere national or religious songs, called
forth by secondary consideration or by current events
which limit and exhaust their meaning and application.
The few prophecies which are left will be no longer

Divme revelations of things to come and attestations
when fulfilled of their own inspiration. They will only
contain instruction in ethical things, for the most part
meagre and obsaire. and post-factum descriptions of
current events which must be despised, because of their
fraudulent claims to be inspired predictions, of events yet
far in the future. Very, very little of the Bible willbe
left which can even lay claim to common honestv. and
what is left will sink down to the level, in point of
authority, of ordinary human compilations.
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IS

Tht Critics' Estimate of Our Lou.

George AUani Smith, the endorser ol, and apologistt
for what he calls advanced Higher Criticism, with the
usual boastful arrogancy of the craft, proclaims " that
(he battle between the critics and the tral ;uial..,u has
been fought and won by the critics, and tha- jll th:.

left is to discuss the indemnity." What ilo ih^ rf-sulti oi
criticism cost? or in other words, what UJc^ it leave us
of true history and Divine revelation mi d e OH J osia-
ment? for he says revelation and aciual hi^:oi> n > i.-n

coincident And so, to get rid of v.har th' ciki^s pro-
claim to have been myth, and fable, anJ hclion, as the
chosen instrumentality for conveying revelatioi\ he n.ci.jj-

tains that "it was not the miracles of Ok 1 uamem
history upon whidi our fathers of past generations fed
and grew strong, but the personal elements. We know,"
he says, " that doubt has been cast by criticism up.m large
portions of the Old Testament history; but the history
is a matter of no consequence."

He, therefore, begins his estimate of the losses sus-
tained, by what he proclaims as the triumph of criticism,
by saying, " Let us leave the Pentateuch till afterwards,
and begin by the settlement of Canaan." He knows too
well that the PenUteuch is proclaimed by his confreres
to be not history at all, but fiction, written a thousand
years after the times it describes. Then what is left?
He evidently thinks the critics are very generous. He
says there are but few critics that doubt the authenticity
of the song of Deborah, or the main facts of Gideon's
career, or the story of Abimelech, or the occupation of
Laish by Dan, or part of the tragedy of Benjamin. And
with the exception of a few critics, no one doubts that

l\

I 1

I
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With the time of Samuel we at last enter real and indubi-tab e history. And yet Ive mainUins that the^rrati"e,

a^e lot
'";"'' '"' °' ^•"^^' ^^^' '"^"^ -' them, o a^'age long subsequent to the events they describe and are"Hngled with mythical facts. But ^hen, to counter

the double and contradictory stories such as occur inDavid s hfe But it frees us not by thrx^wing any newl.ght upon them, but by telling us that they arf dTfferem
contradictory and irreconcilable traditions of Uie^
He thinks the story of Elijah (2 Kings i. 2) cannotbe much later than Eljjali himself, and that some ?f theel«jjents of his fame crept in after his death. And a to-gether we may infer not that the story is essentially

.torical but ;.the essentially historical IZT^tl
Sj^h's ttr

'" """ ^^' ^'^ ""^'^"^ ^-^•^'- °f

of EH^hf"^'.^l'"'''''""'"
^" ^^'^ "^^"'^^ the realityof Ehsha or of his services to Israel." But it would be•mpossible to prove the reality of the series oHuriou!

marvels attributed to Elisha." But this is a mat^e ono consequence.

Then from the eighth century B.C., the age of thegreat prophets onwards, the student of Scripture
raverses ground still more certain. But there aretnflmg exceptions even here, and these exceptions involve
the acceptance of the whole theory of thrcriticsTut
Josiah and the finding of Deuteronomy. No hTst^ca
criticism, he tells us can take away from'us these wtnderl
fully hmited and delimited fields of faith. But they
only make up the merest fragment of history.
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Then as regards the Psalms, " David could surely not
have acquired the fame which he had, as the Father of
Sacred Minstrelsy, unless he had actually composed some
hymns," yet recent criticism has tended to confirm the
impossibility of proving any given Psalm to have been
written by David, " or that it was of prescribed date

"

(P- 87). ^
.

,
JThe book of Jonah is not real history. It is probably

a sermon, in the form of a parable, upon the great evan-
gelical truth that God has granted to the Gentiles also
repentance unto life.

The Hexateuch. He says :
" From the publication of

the Epistle to the Hebrews to the present day, the nar-
ratives of the Pentateuch have been received as actual
history." How has criticism affected our materials here?
asks George Adam Smith. He answers his own ques-
tion by proclaiming again that in the opening chapters
of Genesis we are not dealing with actual history, and
he sets himself to prove this by questions of chronology.
But the fact that their framework is woven from the raw
material of myth and legend cannot discredit the pro-
found moral and religious truths with which they are
charged. He then gives free rein to his imagination
m deducing from what he calls the myths of Genesis the
moral lessons \^liich could only be deduced from them as
true stories.

When he passes on to the chapters succeeding the nth
he tells us that the history of the Hebrews, from Abra-
ham to Josiah, is of a date from nine to eleven hundred
years later than the personages which it describes. And
so he endorses the whole fiction that it was written by a
band of Babylonian forgers, who palmed oflF upon their
countrymen a purely fictitious history of the origin and
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^n\!.L ' ™P°«^»b^« fo«- ethical and spiritual instnic-.on to be communicated through a pack of stories, whichhad no truth m them, but were due to natio«»l pride and

And so, practically, according to the showing of itsown eager advocate there are oiUy a few pages of theOld Testoment and a few fragments of its stories left

n^cZ^f a}^ '""^ *° immeasurable depths of im-morality; and forgerj' and fraud and lying are the com-monplaces of tje lives of God's peoplef n!t rtproSor reproved. So that 'whatever of the Old '^stament

tZ.^ 'f r" ^J^^'
^^ ^^^ ^'^ -' G«,rg: aZ

buTstr^ T'"' 'f '^' ^^ ""^ »^^^« "o ^"tho%;but such as their judgment can impart to it
The following quotation from a letter written byS. Ridout puts the conclusions tersely and justly •

Criticrt^4~"' ^ ^"^"^ P'"'"^^^ ^^** ^° ^^* Higher

a m \^^ *° *^^ narrative of the Creation? That it was

(2) As to the Fall? That it was not historical,

a legend *° ' "^^"^ '* ^'^ "°' °^*^"'-' ^^' ^^'««

r cl a! r ^J^^'^^nJ'^* '^^ '"^y "ot have existed.

(X A ° ^"'f • ^^""^ ^^ ^'^ n°t rve the law.
(6) As to the books of the Law? That thev werewruten many centuries after the time stated -on their

pages.

tha?Ll! 'l^^t^ •

?"' '^' ^'^ "°* ^"t« the Psalms
that he ,s said by our Lord to have written ; in factnever wrote any of the Psalms ascribed to him
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h,if*^ u' 1° ^f^'*'' •

'^'^^^ ^^ ^'^ n°t write the latter

first half
^""^ "°* "'°''* **"*" ^''^ '"^^P**" °^ ^"^^

(9) As to Jonah? That the whole story is a fabri-
cation.

-^

What does this involve?

mwl
That the Bible is a tissue of error and falsehood,mixed with truth.

\J^l}J^^^
°"'' ^'^ .^'^ "°* ^"°^ this, but was asignorant as any other pious Jew.

.rrl?^ ^^!u
*^^ ^P°^*^*^' ^""^ '"'P'''*^ "^«n I^ad the same

errors as other men of their own rank and age.
i^t It not be thought that all this is put before thepubhc as bluntly as the above. It is ever the way of

Satan to introduce error insidiously. He is transformed
mto an angel of light, and we need not marvel if men

TT '"^. ^"""^ ^*'"' °^ *^^ Lord while denying His
deity or His atoning work. But men in the professors'
chairs m theological schools are teaching these errors-

h^"""^""
generation of the clergy are being filled withthem, and so they are passed on to the pulpit and the

P«w unt. the whole is leavened. Let the people of

^u!T /,' ^"^ *^''' *^'"8^^- The LordTbeing
attacked and H,s Word denied. Do not be deceived byhe api»rent sincerity of these men. They may be de
luded themselves, but we are responsible to refuse and
turn away from error even though it were taught bvan angel from heaven." ^



CHAPTER IV.

REASONS AND REPLIES.

CrftiT^T "^^^ "^ '^'^ conclusions of the Higher

fnTL^
consider the reasons they assign for adopt-ing them. Every right-minded person will feel in

^S^^^ '' T''''^
^^'"^'^ ^^•^""e^ oi

Scriotre ^T? '" '^^ ''^'^. ^"^ ^"^^^°"ty Of Holy

ft^^ Loutri^h
' T' ''"'^^' '^'"^ *° ^^^t'-^y thatfaith outright, as is being done in thousands of casesnow. In very compassion one would suppose that menwould have refrained from publishing to the wStheories which necessarily involved such terrible con

pressure of the most cogent reasons-reasons which hadconvinced themselves without any shadow of douk-
reasons which they felt sure must carry conviction to

ment of truth and righteousness. Is it so? What

actio^^t ' wh":
"'"'.?' ""'^'^^ ^"^'^^ -^'^ 'f- theiraction? What are the reasons, for instance, which

such dogmatic assurance, that the Law of Moses was notknown to Israel when they crossed the Jordan n^rup tothe time of Josiah? And that the whole Law as wehave It, was not known till six hundred years more had

aTer Sl^'h ^' ^'^ ""^^^^^"^^ "^ -* compiled tluafter the Babylonian captivity? What is the proof of
U
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this? Will it be believed that there is no proof at all?
Not a shred of evidence that would be accepted for a
moment in any court of law ? There is no contemporary
history, no literature covering the times included in Holy
Scripture, except the evidence supplied by archaeology in
quite recent times—and that is clean against their conclu-
sions—but apart from this, there is no record, no witness,
no fact, that affords any support to this theory. It is all
conjecture and assumption, all imagination. They pro-
pound a theory as to how things must have happened,
and then take it for granted that they did so happen.
But IS this all? Yes, there is no proof. They assume
that the law of intellectual, moral and spiritual evolution
must have produced everything. Inspiration is not to be
thought of as a producing cause. Then it is assumed that
evolution was not sufficiently advanced intellectually,
morally or spiritually to have made it equal to the produc-
tion of the Pentateuch, and especially of the moral law.
It was generally held at first that in a literary point of view
it was impossible that the Pentateuch could have been
written by Moses, as the art of writing was not then
known, and literary construction had not yet been
evolved. This is still practically assumed toy many
Higher Critical writers; though Driver indignantly
denies that this reason was ever assigned. Bu. Schultz.
in his " Introduction," p. 15, speaking of the pre-Mosaic
age, says: "It was a time prior to all knowledge of
writing." Dr. Kautzsch, in his introduction to the Old
Testament, says expressly that " there was not. and could
not be, much writing in the early days of Jewish history,
but that Jewish literature began like that of other nations,
with popular songs and ballads, such as those that are
found in the early books of the Old Testament."

i »
I
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Canon Driver himself applies the theory in his treat-ment of the Old Testament. Speaking^fP^LiTcwhich has the superscription of^ pfayer of Mo^'the Man of God," he jovi- " P«.im v^ ; r
.^^^'

/i-^ r !• •
»7». r'salm xc. m dignity and

<]«p feemg is s«o„d to none in the Psalter, bm if™vbe questioned whether it doe, not presuppos; condtZ
Ihe author ,t ,s natural to suppose that it would havebe«, more archaic in style than it actuaUy is."But Canon Cheyne takes the lead in assiimint datesand authors in a way thrt suits his the^^ As for

r^T-h^^T"*?.' "'^"" W. andTxii.tu!"

s5;UrSpno.%^L:;Svihr/rSi^'

Ixix. IS the period which preceded Nehemiah's f^rsT^ur-ney to Jerusalem. "David's Psalm xix. cannot

X

Fancy the worldly-minded, even though religious, Savid'mditmg a hymn in favor of a rich and varifd hanSof spiritual religion." (" Introduction." p. 237.) "T^e

h'etn'th'^L"
'""''^

'T "^^ '^' '- IrrniJ'Z
rl!/^^i r^'''''^"' °^ ^^""ff monotheism." Noproof of these daring assumptions upon which Chevne

t^oni "
or .

T.
'' *^«»PPose," or " It may be ques-

nr^^'nf .h
'"^^ '^^"'^ ^ assumed." are the only

St: give"
"""^"^^ ^'^^^ ^"-^ -^ Cheyn^

And so throughout, to an extent that would not bebelieved, it is assumed by this critical school that the

thToId T f ''' '''"*'*^"^^ ^"^ ^^^^-^ ^-'Jy books othe Old Testament are assigned were so barbaric and
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Illiterate as to justify their rejection of both authors and
dates m harmony with the subjectively evolved theories
of the Higher Critics. The claimed results of Higher
Criticism are very largely built upon these assumptions
about the religious condition of the times, when the books
of the Old Testament are assumed to have been written.
The recpnt discoveries of archaeology have, however,

completely overthrown these assumptions. Professor
Sayce, the foremost of archaeologists, in his book,
entitled * The Higher Critics and the Monuments,"
and m numerous current articles, shows us that the
world by which the Hebrews were surrounded
from the very dawn of their history was a
writing and a reading world. Dr. Sayce says:
Long before the days of Moses, or even of Abraham,

the Egyptians and Babylonians were people devoted to
reading and writing; books and schools were multiplied
among them, and libraries existed filled with the literary
treasures of the past. The Tel-el-Amarna tablets are not
mere inscriptions and records, but correspondence on
ordinary topics, showing a wide diffusion of the ability
to read and write." Professor Sayce says: "We now
know that not only Babylonian beliefs, but also the litera-
ture m which those beliefs were enshrined, had been
brought to Palestine before the age of Moses." He fur-
ther says: "To admit that the Israelites were once in
Egypt, and yet deny them a knowledge of letters, at the
time they Hed from it. may be consonant with the prin-
ciples of the Higher Criticism. It is certainly not con-
sonant with the principles of probability and common
sense." On page 561 Sayce sums up the results of recent
discoveries, and says: "The primary assumption of the
late use of writing for literary purposes in Palestine,

t ;
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vrtk TZv'^I 7 unconsciously has done so much to

of the Bib e. has been shown to be utterly false tScuneifonn inscriptions have restored the hLScrS:
rJJ^ " ^'"^^^^ °^ *^« Pentateuch, which Sd t^n
esTnes's o?rh"'*''

'"' '^^^^ demonslrated the worth"

M revised, and that the confidence with which one oor-

portion of It to another, is a confidence begotten of the

e'ofi,::^"^.":t' "'T'""'
"" ""' °' *" «'--

incon.::^;Cov«,Z*TLT4^^^^^^^^^^^

^^r:;^:^:.T^-^^-KdHii?S
«rnHen'r.twr; "'-- '- -" "^

And so," Canon Raw linson says, '*
unless we accent

fthfuflnd?":'^
as dehvering tV„s, in the™^*

faithful and trustworthy account of the people, and ofthe vicissitudes through which thev pas^ we must

^Inln^::^
to beal^olutely withoTany kn^wi:^at ail Of the national history for neariv i rti«.«o«^

a^tter the «odus. Th« i^ no X"^:^, "^
m7j°orT^ for oursd™ a difa«t histo".

substitute fancy for fact, idealism for reality a tire

Sn-TftC; °' "^^ ''"•'' '-»-*«"«^
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.uT^u '\^^^^ '* persistently done. The critics assume
that the literary and reUgious knowledge of the people
must be made to harmonize with the requirements of
their evolutionary theory, and so they assi-n late dates
to certain parts of the Old Testament, on the ground that
•n style or ideas, they are in advance of the literary or
religious condition of the times to which they have been
ascribed, thoug<h the critics have no special means of
knowing what was the religious or literary condition of
the people of these remote times, any more than we
have.

Dr. Fritz Hommell. Professor of Semitic languages
in the University of Munich, stands in the very forefront

!•*, ^i «"*
orientalist and archaeologist. In his book,

entitled Ancient Hebrew Traditions as Illustrated by
the Monuments," he takes a decided stand against the

JCr^*'"
"*'" '^'P«=*'"& the date of the Pentateuch.

Wellhausen had charged that the personal names of the
Mosaic period, found in the Priests' Code, had been
deliberately forged in later times after an earlier pattern,
and that their testimony was consequently worthless.
Hommell rejects this allegation, as confuted by convinc-
ing evidence. He shows from contemporary inscriptions
that even from the time of Abraham, pereonal names of
the characteristically Mosaic type were in actual use
among a section of the Semites of Western Asia and
that it ,s useless to talk any longer of a later post-exilic
invention. He maintains that Klosterman has conclu-
sively proved the absolute credibility of the Biblical
account of the finding: of the law in the time of Josiah
in a way that excludes the possibility of any such subtle
deception as that predicated by critics of the modern
school.

I
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th,?L » '
maintains that there is conclusive prool

cannot, therefore, have been a pious forgery of laiermie^ He says: " The monuments speak wlJJ'no falter
•ngr tongue and already I seem tT see signs of U^e

bnratid: thV'LT'J"
"'^'^^ •"- wiU^Mt

Dfiish aside the cobweb theories of the sa<alled Hieher

error" b^ i''d T'^'T- ^"' '"^'"^ -^'^ «'<^ ''^^^"^

All!?' J"°"'"'«"'
The Monuments." p. ,2.)Already, however, as we have seen this rwson fnr

denying the Mosaic authorship of tl^e Pen at^cT andhe traditional autho«hip of other boo^sfh^touVardform been withdrawn, It is no longer maintain^ thattheselong-accepted authors could not have writtenhe books attributed to them, because the art of wr tn"and composition were then unknown, though it is st"unot unfrequently covertly assumed.
The whole case is now made to rest upon the law ofevolution, ever operating, as it is heWrdoes in theSi The Li ''^ '''''''' ^^ -" « ^" thpnysicai. The facts and history, it is held mu«f har

"ionize with the critics' conception of hi "1
of"development, to which the operation of that law Tn theseseveral spheres had attained at that time. Tnd si as

parts of the Old Testament on the ground that thev ar*»

lefr\"^^''*"^^"^^^"^-- conditt oHh:times to which these wrlun^s have been ascribed Thewhole mighty destructive system is made to resi uponhis foundation, though they have no means of knT.ng what the mental, moral, or literary, or spiraldevelopment may have been at any particular t^me
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^lUf Tu
""^ ^"^ ^y ^^. ""^^ *"**^^^ «ttain.ments Of the surrounding nations, with which they weremost m contact, their development was quite as ipableof producing the Pentateuch as the age of the £by.

Ionian captovity. as far as we know it. For the enor-mous intellectual and literary activity attributed to the

ST^h!! ^''*' *'**' *"• P"" »"«"Pt'on. and, like
tf^c other assumptions, rests upon nothing. That this is
the basa principle of the critics' argument is made plain

to thV^""^* °^°"r^ ^'''^^y ^"°*«»' >-«th regard
to the Mcwaic authorship of Psalm xc, and the
stat«nent of Dr. Kautzsch, that there "was not and
could not be much writing in the eariy days of Jewish
history," and of Professor Cheyne. that Psims IxL a„d
IxM could not have been pre-Jeremian, because such ripe
fruits of spiritual religion could not have existed in
the days of Jehoiakim. And it is held that none of the
Psalms, except possibly one, could have been written
by David because the age was not suffidently developed
(evolved) to have produced such compositions. It is

LrU .1'* ***^."°' *^' *° ^^^ P~^o«nd theor-
ists, that neither is this age, or any other age that we
can think of, sufficiently developed spiritually to have
produced the Psalms apart from Divine inspiration.
But inspiration is just what is persistently ignored by
the whole band of these critics. In fact, one main reason
for assipmg the books of the Bible to such late dates
is that they may allow time for the operation of this law
of evolution to produce results they desiderate Those
results are assigned to purely naturalistic influences.
They need time to get rid of the supernatural; hence the
dates.

It is not claimed that the critics offer no other reason
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\>

for the acceptance of their theory than the necessity of
finding time for the development and operation of this
evolutionary law, but the operation of this law, as the
producing cause of all that is, is the presupposition on
Which the whole fabric now rests.

But now we can hear the moderate, or conservative
critic, as he calls himself, crying out, "All this is most
unfair All this may follow from the position of the
radical, destructive critics, but it must be borne in mind
that there are critics and critics—men occupying every
inch of ground from Wellhausen down to the double
narrative theorists of Genesis i. and ii." And no doubt
this IS true There are people—scholars, I suppose, wemay call them-who,

;
for various reasons, are a very

mild, halting kind of Higher Critics. They, perhaps
have only a smattering kind of information about the
whole subject. They see the leaders waving their ban-
ners, shouting victory, and proclaiming their unapproach-
able scholarship, and they join their throng because it is
a multitude, and because it is the popular swing the
vogue, and because it is a cheap way of gaining a reputa-
tion for being a scholar.

Some, again, hold back from the conclusions of the
leaders, because the logical faculty is not sufficientlv
developed in them to see the conclusions to which thei'r
accepted principles necessarily lead them. Then it is
popular to take a medium course; "not to be so rash
you know, as to accept the conclusions of the great
scholars w5io are called destructive critics." There is
an assumed superiority and a quiet self-flattery in thus
interposing our calm, ripe judgment between the vast
scholarship of these men and their rash judgments.
And so, they say, we do not agree with these extreme
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critics." But then " n^»,»* ^ r

we are H^>X^..^Zl:T^ ^7L^rZ^'''
B We ,s the Word of God." And so Bishop Ellicott of

S views of,h.T ""''': ^'"^ *""™<^= "«'««"ine views of the forergn critics and their English dU

IL z,w
""'"• *•"''

""^''^'"S certain de'aHs a^dininTiTiizmg to some extent their phraseoloev "

uJi"::\TT6)' ' rr^ ""r "'. "°<i-»^e critics, yet
. . P ^P- '".> • The new iistor cal settino- ;„ ,..ul i

cm,c,sn, places many facts of the Sd T s"fme"„t" an

UtoTof Ih^ ^f it estabhshes between ^:::^,^.iiMory ot the Old Testament and the nrincinle^ r.(

Kuenen and Wellhausen. the great masters and leader,of th,s critical school, who are also thns quoted and

Ss Their^"',"""'^".""''
"o*^" ""'i-supematu'l

W ef Tha (S"r;'''t"'''"'V' "'^ °"'"^' "f 'heir

^ r XflS^ "'' ""*"'«^ '° fl" "'th the productionof the Old Testament, and so they openly reiec^ the 4ew
autnonty. Yet these writers arc quoted as rr;ti,-=T
oracles by Driver. Sandy, Bruce, Briggs and by Sthe men who claim to be moderate and orthodox. Now
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hv^^ ^^^ ^'''P' *^^ rationalist premises propoundedby these anti-supernaturalists. if they have lo^^cal mindscannot long resist the logical conclusions to which^they
mevjtably lead. Dr. Burr has remarked truly that aU

t^tttor"^s'°"" ^ f^'P'^^ ^° "^* ^o -' -nee to

he face of* th!7\''''^'i
^""°"^ outgrowths from

.hnrtl!- ^ "^^'' ^"^ ^^"S^ ^^^'•^ ^o'- a longer orshorter time, but most of them will ultimately find theirway quite to the bottom, the wrecks of a ruined flitTKuenen and Wellhausen boldly carry out the evolu:t.on scheme to its logical results. Driver hesitating
I^but unquestionably accepts the same hypothesis butoccasionally stops short of the logical result'^his"

Cheyne says: "Driver's 'Introduction' is a compromisewhich will satisfy no one." And he says thaT'Tosewho depend upon Driver will be the victims of an illusbnas to the actual results of modern criticism." He triesto evade some of the objectionable conclusions of hiGerman masters, but Blomfield says (p 20) that if !

rrSlf."^'
to feel that witho„t%he'"4?oi;gomel ''

(of -Wellhausen) the « Introduction " (of DrivSrcoTl

d

never have been written, and that Driver, the moderatechieftam, is committed to a substantial agreement wthWellhausen as to the unhistorical and untrustworthy
character of a great part of the Old Testament Scripture
Professor Osgood says of Driver's " Introduction ''':

The highest praise that can be given to this work is that

t^oLgt!"'
'"^ *^' ^^'"'^ '^" ^^ English

One cannot see how to escape the conclusion that
Driver is deliberately throwing dust in the eyes of his
readers. In his Preface to his " Introduction," he uses
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IT^ ^"^J^l
^''*"^" '-Oitionalist could «,d„rs.

'• ,fc., t!:.u ;. •
°" '"K« '5 of his Preface he sav7

of men whoseT^rt, L ^? ^"^'"ent are the work

illuminedt'S d ^^eXThfsn-T^^ "^^"'^

manifest." A^ain on fh ^ ^^'"^ ""^ ^^ "^a^e

tamcnt. ihey imply no change in resoect nf th.

AiS^r„'p^"?5f:'jrji.»-''f -o Chris.."

elusions, su^as Le " r«sed in^
""' '""°" '™-

aff«. ^t .he fact of r^'^oX^J^.Z^'^''-

cast the truth which they refe^^ i^,*!^'""* °i
'^

literary forms." Again, ™ ^gT.fi .T™?^:
''*"•?"'

of inspiration toguSe the inS.^ w ireH^'he-ct;""

M^sed-LoM apX .o^tfe'^ild^SL^; l?"" ""Iof a revelation in the pas. and as S^g forwaX^himself is undoubted." ^ lorward to

(I
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•;
1 1 i

This is the dust thrown in the eyes of his readers. But
hsten to the other side.

He writes, on p. 14, line 9, " It is impossible to doubt

n L i"^'u''"V^"^'''"'
^^ ^he critics, with regard

to the authorship of the books of the Old Testament rest

without denying the ordinary principles by which history
>s judged and evidence estimated." Tl.is is quite in har-
mony with the overbearing arrogancy with which the
cranes treat their opponents.
These conclusions cover the whole field of the mythical,

^T cZT °^ *^S"«^^t^«<^h, and most of the books
of the Old Testament. The absurdity of the documents,
J., t., D., P., etc., the jumbled, lying history, the forgeries,
fictions, and contradictions! Surely it is possible for
any reader to doubt the cogency of the assumptions andpessw upon which these conclusfons rest, without any-

.body being entitled to write him down a fool, Professor
Driver to the contrary, notwithstanding. Nay. further
IS It not possible for any honest man to accept these con-
clusions of the critics, and yet believe in anv sort of
inspiration? Yes, and in spite of Dr. Driver's dust No
one can read his treatment of the book of Leviticus for
instance, without seeing that for him, in practical applica-
tion, at all events. Revelation and Inspiration are clean
wiped out. His whole treatment of J.. E.. or D or P or
the compiler, makes it impossible to suppose that any one
of theni was inspired in any sense that that word can
bear. P. could not have been inspired, for Driver tells
us. that his pretended history was only an ideal picture
that It possessed elements that were not historical (Note
p. 12), that the theocracy was only P.'s ideal (p. 122)'

.ni
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^ot rnlrl?'"?
'*" -""^ ^'"^ ^" ^'^^ publication of Uviticus

"
Thrj?^ "" tnisrepresent history, but to invent it.

Hb setTfr^t T"''
^^^*^•t'<="« •« necessarily untrue."His sett ngs of any real laws are conscious or uncon-

So that Driver's moderation as an historical critic
differs not at all, when examined a little from the de

coZlv^'
^3',^^ ""'•^ervedly commends VVellhausen's

compos.t.on end the commentaries of Dillman, the veryhead centres of destructive criticism, and for Judges andSamuel, Wellhausen's composition and BudderV' R^t^und Samue ." And so. the moderate Driver, for whom
protection from the conclusions of the extremUtsT
Claimed, m one way or another, accepts the conclusionsof tiiese destructives, as set out in this treatise

U«S
'^^^ position is plainly stated in his recently pub-lished work on Genesis. In considering its historical

character. Dr. Driver draws a clear and sLp drsSS
between the first eleven chapters, the "prehistoric
period, as he calls it, and the remainder of the book, orthe patnarcha period." To the former he does notallow any historical value at all.

t^r.^" ^^L^'^n^L^?"
chapters 'there is little or nothing

that can be called historical in our sense of the word •

there may be here and there dim recollections of historical
occurrences, but the concurrent testimony of geology and
astronomy, anthropology, archeology, and comparative
philology ,s proof that thd account given in these diapters
of the creation of heaven and earth, the appearance of
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living things upon the earth, the origin of man, the
Degmnings of civilization, the destruction of mankmd
and of all terrestrial animals (except those preserved in
the ark) by a flood, the rise of separate nations, and the
formation of different languages, is no historically true
record of tt/cse events as they actually happened."
Whoever reads " A Struggle for Life " thnjugh will be

able to judge how much value is to be attached to Dr.
Drivers concurrent testimony derived from geoloev
astronomy, archaeology, etc.

The moderate English critics, as they call them-
selves^ are eager to proclaim their belief in the inspiration
and Divine authorship of the Bible, and yet they accept
the conclusions of the German sceptical writers, as to

r!f.°l**^"'
^"^enticity, authorship, and antiquity of the

Old Testament books. Like the German critics, they
reject the testimony of the whole Church, Jewish and
Christian, that the Pentateuch is one consistent, coherent
and genuine composition, inspired by God, written by
Moses; a fact that is attested by the explicit statement
of our blessed Lord, and as such accepted by the whole
Church to this day. The moderate English critics, as
well as the extremists, reject the tradition as to the origin
of the Pentateudi, and accept the present German and
extremist theory; that it is a somewhat clumsy compila-
tion, derived originally from completely separated inde-
pendent documents, known as the Yahvist, Elohist
Deuteronomist and Priestly Code, written at widely
different and comparatively modem times, and after-
wards revised, changed and enlarged, at the will and by
the caprice of entirely unknown and irresponsible
redactors. These redactors, it is confidently asserted
have in many cases misunderstood and misrepresented
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*e originals; that they gave false and colored state-

S/lTf '"^ "?""«"' *' '•"™»"' "«» 'hey pro-

isT^ih.^1 ?.
""''

f'"'^
""«""'''« ''°«""»"t- This

at«.ch. As to the rest of the Old Testament they accept

omii 1! r, " ' "r^'"'
"""""• "» Prophecies'ot

ewest exceptions, if any, not written by David, but bv«>me unknown exilic or post-exilic writer. The Sone ofSolomon, says Driver, the Prince of the Moderatrwas

k nr„f"'
'^'

'r"""l''^
^°"'""'"' "™gh it may tave akind of inspiration about it, a fact which Sandy denies

an^dvlfTh ^°'r™'' '" <'°«>'«"-»«y assorts' san dy of human love and nothing more, and has no

Sr^""^^eV- ^''" '».«" Wstorical, andU
SI00 ac " "" ""luestionable fiction, written

fiJi"!
'"""""e-

'r°'"
'he pen of a thoughtful writer

"It should be borne in mind that there are certain
great basal principles on which the method of aplfngcritKism reste, that are common alike to a critic oh!radical Wellhausen school or a critic of the Christ anDnver school. Admit these principles, and there el 1^^

kW of,"""r °' ^^''"^^^ a'someSs^kng
kind of logical sequence that is not characteristic ofwriters such as Driver, or the Master o Sdw™Col ege, Dr. Kirkpatrick. VMien a Bible critfcSWellhausen frees himself from all thoughts odi«^^
revelation or inspiration, or, indeed, of thf supernatuS
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m any distinctive sense, and applies the basal principles
of the Higher Criticism to the Old Testament as a non-
supernatural book, he is in a tenfold more consistent
position than is Driver or Kirkpatrick, when as Christian
critics they use the basal principles for all they are worth
and still assert the supernatural character of the Bible.
'All roads,' it was once claimed, 'lead to Rome';
so may it be said, all criticisms of to<lay. Christian and
unchristian, radical and conservative, lead the reader to
the same conclusions on the following points: (i) That
Moses was not the author of the Pentateuch. (2) That the
Pentateuch is a composite work, written by at least four
authors; that its first, contribution could not have been
earlier than the early monarchy, and its latest in or about
the Babylonian captivity; in other words, the Pentateuch
did not exist, as we possess it, until after the Restora-
tion. (3) That Leviticus was not written until the
Restoration period, and the laws contained in it were
not given direct from God to Moses. (4) That the
stories of the creation and flood and 'primitive
legends' are dependent on old Babylonian records.

(5) That (with Driver) the story of the fall is typical
of a moral fall; and (with Kirkpatrick) that it is not to
be understood as literal history. (6) That (with
Driver) 'our Lx>rd accepted the opinions respecting the
Old Testament current around Him as the basis of His
teaching,' even where such opinions were not correct;
or (with Kirkpatrick) that ' it is not contrary to the
catholic doctrine of our Lord's Person to suppose that in
such matters {i.e., speaking of Moses, Isaiah, etc.), His
knowledge was the knowledge of His time. (7) That
(with Kirkpatrick) ' if this is true, as regards our Lord,
it will be true for the Evangelists and Apostles also.'
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Slw^j'^^on
'^"" "^' '^ ^''' divergencies of opinion

thirr f ''."'"'" *° '"•""**^ ^»'''*^^> statements, on

irJe^JLcv kP""''^''' °^ '^'' '"'''''''^' ^here is no

K.vZr-^u''''''?^.*'^''*-
Wellhausen, and Cheyne. and

agree that the behef of the Christian Church on the
points mentioned, from the days of the Apostles to late

of th. H I'"'"^'^'
""^ ^ "'''*^^"" ^"'^' '^^' the mission

a„H 1— ^.^"i"^
'' *^* °^ '*^"'"S the Church right,

t "e l5 177.L'

"^^ ''^^

**"'u^'"
^^ ^"^'^ "^•'*^'^^^' ^"^ that

on^l ft u
^^'*.'?" '^"'^^ P^'"*' has been the result

TnJ tt* .K !
"' ?'*'"' throughout the Christian ages,and that the Apostles, and Evangelists, and (r^verenti;

be ,t said) our Lord himself suffered from the same
lack. This may not be stated in words, but as a bookmay be perfumed by forgotten violets, placed by for-
gotten hands within it, so the certainty of the critics as
to their power to correct the whole Christian Church and
even Divinity itself, is discernible on almost every pace
that almost every critic has written. Christian critics
have a very hard role to play. On the one hand they
have to retam the revealed and inspired character of the
Uld Testament; on the other hand they h?ve to give the
Jewish and Christian worlds a perfectly new conception
of Restructure and teaching of the ancient Book. Even
as in seeking for game it is not wise to frighten your
birds before you get them in range, so in reconstructing
an Old Testament, a Christian critic has to be most cart
ful not to use language that in any way would imply
tfiat he desires to weaken the inspired character of the
Book. Hence with authors like Kirkpatrick, we are
told that no devout Christian, who believes the facts
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of the Incarnation and Resurrection, can possibly regard
Christianity as merely one among the great rdigioiu of
he world but that ' it differs from them in kind, as
being Uxls supreme and final revelation of himself to
mankind in His Son;' he must hold that 'the history of
jsrae was a divinely ordered history, and the religion of
li>rael a divinely given revelation, and that the documents
in .^hich that history and revelation are recorded ' must
be accepted * as possessing a Divine element,' as being
to u.;-e an ordinary word, ' inspired.' Language such ai
this IS perfectly seemly, yet puzzling somewhat when one
re? izes that Kirkpatrick adopts the seven conclusions of
the criticism already sjtated. How the revealed and in-
spired Old Testament fell into suc4i a wretched position
as, through the whole history of the Spirit-led Church, to
have bwn misconceived and consequently misinterpreted
is a pro61em that Christian critics have yet to solve But
it 18 only one of many that wait their solution; problems
that they have created for themselves, and from which
their confreres, Wellhausen and Cheyne, are perfectly

The English moderates have written but little as yet
about the New Testament. Professor Sandy, however
w<lio passes as a very conservative and moderate repre-
sentative of that school, intimates what we may expect

'

when they turn their
. attention in that way. He says

the historical books are yet in the first instance strictly
histories put together by ordinary historical methods, or
in so far as the methods on which they are composed are
not ordinary, due rather to the peculiar circumstances of
the case, and not to influences which need not be described
as supernatural." He does not, therefore, hesitate to
proclaim the Second Epistle of St. Peter as a forgery—the
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work of sonie unknown writer, seeWnp to win the cre.litfor h,s composition which attiches to^ the ^^me oft"mspired apostle and who doe, not hesitate to aTt^chVaname to h.s production instead of his own. This, it ishddL was a commoj, practice in that day, and not eco^!n«ed as a sm. In fact, it is put forward as the exnW
.on of a great many Bible difficulties. It was they «y

t sSn n7 "''• •^°"'''* ^~^*^'"^''' ^"^ '^'^'^^vherc. and

llZZL -n^L^
comparatively harmless procedure.

I^S^ t d^n \ '"'"'V^''''^
^'^'^ ^'' P"**y. who has

laul It down in hts great book on Daniel. " that to write abook under the name of another, and to give it out to be
his own, IS m any case a forgery, dishonest in itself and
destructive of all trustworthiness." The critics of theiandy type do not, however, hesitate to attribute this
dishonesty to the Pentateuch and other parts of the Bible,
to which our Lord Jesus Christ himself set His seal as
the production of the men whose names they bear
To the ordinary mind it is impossible to see how any

kind of inspiration can be attributed to documents that

^r*l il",
*1°"«^'" ^' the critics assign to the books

of the Bible. The Church has never defined the word
inspiration, nor has she sought to explain how the gift
of inspiration has acted upon and through the minds
and hearts of the writers. But she has from the beein-
ning accepted the Bible as the Word of God. possessing,
therefore. Divine and paramount authority. The critics
say. Oh. yes. the Bible contains the Word of God but
IS not necessarily that word itself." Their meaning
evidently is that part of the Bible is the Word of God
and another part, a large j>art of it. the word of man. and
nothing more, and with their theories about the origin
of the Book, the merely human part must before long
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whTch tie r?'T-. ^^V' ^^^^'"^y "°^ th« doctrine

wS ch th. r^l ^T.
*h\b<=^'i""in& has held, and to

retards theP^^^^^ ^ ''P ^'' '''^'^- '^^^^ d°^t""«
regards the Bible as the product of God's inspiring
spirit, acting through human agencies, using thdiTn^

expressing he many-sidedness of His revealed truth,
communicating truths that lie beyond the knowledge andexperience of men; illuminating their understandinf gfy-ing them a right judgment in thW use of pre-e^dstin^

a7J"f:>tibTe' T""T' r^r^^ them rth^'Sand forcible setting forth of the truth intended to becommunicated Bishop Westcott says: "In the Bible

human It preserves absolute truthfulness with perfecthumanity. The letter becomes as perfect as the sj ritand It may very well seem that the image of heTnS
t.on IS reflected in the Christian Scriptures, which ^I

.

believe, exhibit the human and the Divine inThe highesform and in the most perfect union. It follows thasuch a book as to its origin is supernatural, and a to

unfSdT:
'' W'"*'" ^°-' *^^ -tical theo^ tsunfolded, even by the moderate school, deprives the Old

ru tworthiness and authority. And so we say agafnthat the^conflict to which we are called is a strugglf fo;

Unchanging Laws.

v:.?Z f •I''^

""de'-Iyngf assumptions of the more ad-vanced crit,cs-an assumption which even moderate
critics evidently regard with reverent fear-is the thit
first propounded by Hume, that miracles and prop^^^
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HuJ^r'^tr^l^P^^'y ^""S *n intellectual miracle

Z^mJT T^/
"'^^'^^ ^"*'^« evidently regard this

know fr^l
*'"^- "' """ 'o I" '-^fced for. We

isirinnTTi"",'"? "•'^"'ation that no such falal-

was w«ll ocplamed by Professor Huxley. The hte Bishopof Manehesler. whose mind was iTrgely affiled hTrahonahstjc speculations, in a sermon on L r^lilia"^

^here who can'lleal witr^rC^f-natu^rch ^fo
know. The practical application of this principle which

trated m the following story narrated to the writer by
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Bishop Garrett, of Texas. The Bishop said his diocesewas of vast extent, eight hundred miles wide by aboutseven hundred deep. It was very difficult to keep it allunder any kmd of supervision. On one occasion he hadmade an appomtment away in the wild regions of the
west. He was, however, delayed by some mishap to the

St iT^ °"
"^J.'"^

^? ^*' travelling. He was twohours late m reaching the hotel at which he was to putup. The man who kept the house was a retired

t^°™r « uT'"^" f""^-
"^ "^"^ *^« Bishop with

the greeting, " Why, Bishop, you come unannounced. I^ess your dinner will be pretty well spoiled." TheBishop said, "Oh, never mind the d.W You can
probably get me soipe snack to eat" But in a little

tf^ u^i^^ "?*^';r!
'" *** * *!"•*« sumptuous repast ofCO d chidcen and all kinds of delicacies. While hTwas

eating, the old man, standing before him. said, " Bishopwhen you have finished your dinner, the people here

Bishop I will answer ,t if I can, and if I can't, I will
say so." When he had finished his dinner, the colonel
took him out to a verandah, and there he found more
than five hundred men and women waiting for him. The
colonel at once proceeded to business. He said : « Bishop
these people here want to ask you a question, and they
have made me their spokesman. They believe that there
.s a God. and they believe that God governs the universe'
by fixed, unalterable laws. Now. miracles are an inter-
ference with and suspension of the laws of nature. Now
Christianity is founded upon a miracle. They want to
know, therefore, how Christianity can be true?" The
Bishop said he felt he was standing upon pretty slippery
jce. If he went down, he was done for in that region
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your " Y«T^^o ••'°.^ci"^*srt^ "^^ '°

"Then what mad, «,«./' ^ '' *<y«<:laimed.

"Oh, you .hrewl'-^'Ci i ™'. ^°"^ ''"<'^?"

app«rs that t"ese &c«I ^^' ?,*"'' "• ^o then it

oy the exercise of mv weak will /.o., -u ,
•^^"'^' " ^»

those laws, and use th^ f i *'''*"«^* *^*^ *<=t'on of

-5"""^d's-H-l-fp^--^^ sis
in the midst^f'the'Sf- Sd ^. cf^'^, 'f

°- '""e
d«d." and then the s'fh^p Uid ^jli^ f.^"'°."
preached to that throng f^ Mhonr ,„T^ "* '""^

I never p«ached in my W. h^„*""'
"" ' '"^«"- «

Hume and the higher critical theorists make th, i,of nature superior not only to the intelleS ,L •
i !man, but to the will and oower nf r^ u ^ *'" "^

least as they are subordinate to hT ^"' ^'



CHAPTER V.

FACT VERSUS FANCY.

It is not very easy for any sober-minded man to realize
that the whole colossal structure of sceptical criticism
rests upon fancy, imagination, assumption. For more
than one hundred and twenty generations of observing,
thci^;, *ful men, it never occurred to one of them that
the £ijhcal account of the origin of things, and the
history of the Jewish race, was a fiction of comparatively
recent origin, with hardly a word of trutii in it. Then
}:^' ,^°^^ appeared on the scene, and set himself in his
Prolegomena " to prove that all ancient writings were a

jumble of compilation and altogetiier unreliable; that
they could not be even nearly contemporary with the
events which they described, because the assumption of
the later use of writing for literary purposes was one
which no one who pretended to critical scholarship could
venture to dispute. The art of writing, it was assumed,
did not go bade among the Greeks, behind the sixth
century before Christ; while among the Hebrews it was
only the more conservative critics who allowed that it
might have been known in the age of Solomon. Even
this a)ncession was not universally accepted, and Biblical
criticism ended before long by denying the larger part
of the Old Testament literature. The Israelites, it was
held, up to that date at least, could not read or write
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date?
'*'*^"^*"*' h^^« <=onie into existence at an earlier

an^:^^i:::^:l^rL2^-^T^-^'^

obtained before WTn ^^""^^"^ ^^idemre was

Abraham waVS,rn ea.h nfT^'
*^'*' ''"*"'''^^ ^^^'^

of writers and readers Th
''' '''""*''^^™ ^ "**''""

Hbraries, oM^XtV ^^^^^^^^^^
^^'^ -^

writers, and of literary wtL ^h fl,*^?
/"^ P'^'""

,,

"T^e Egyptian lLlS,t » 'ayV ?^^^^^^"goes back almost to the eiriiest liL ?r,,?'^''From the days of the founder of ffir. ^
'*' ''''*°'^-

the events of each year of fh^ t' •
'* "^^^'^^ ^"^^»-^'

in writing. Notes .^in! •
^^' '"^ ^^'"^ ^^^o*-^^^'

found in the tombs7fl" i" f
7"'"' ^'"^ ^^^^ ^"

verbs of V^2TT u ^ ^"* '^y"*'*^
'
^^ile the Pro-

W?' sw'SyX^elTuc:^*'''^^ ^^' ^'^^ «-
diffused among the pLleLp^^^^^ ™ Sfenerally

menf, T^"'^ "^f "f "^^'"^ ^^^ '" ''ts h'terary attain-ments. T was a land of books, and .^hools, andTb ariesand a nation of readers and writers vLZ
'"^"^'-ines,

antiquity, not only schools, but Hb^Ir es as weTl hX '

estaWished in the numerous cities of the oTn^o^'lf,:m Egypt, so. too. in Rabylonia the lifpr=,f.,.« ,

in th^ was of the n»s,L,irS" 'Z^^t
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liTn eLT '^'''^' ^""^ ^' ^'^*'y ^'fl^^^^l in Babyloniaas in ^pt, women as well as men sharine in it- 1^,^e Babylonia of the age of Abraham wafa ^^-Lwyeduc^ated country than the England of George i!l^

rea^nJ' 'Va""
'v^'""* ^^ ^'^ ^^"'"^ ^'^^very that

^ilv^ Hol7 '."1 ^''^ '^^"* acquirements; had

S- r
' ?""* ^''^^ ^^''y G'-^k literature into com-pilations of myths and fictions. And Niebuhr had T"like manner destroyed the credibility of Liw a„d olhlr^ o7tt^fblf"tr' ^"'^^'^^ whil7;>ra sS^'j

SVhe sluStW.T ^f
^'.""^^'"•"«J and unquestionedoy the speculative theologians who followed them On

andS.l*'\''^^ ''^"^^^ °^ *^« ^^ "«^and reading they had written with such arrogant con

or^fV / *^V*^ '" "^'""^"y dumbfoundSVtheproof disclosed by archeology, that their assumed dTs

theXT '"T[ ""''°"
'

*"^ ^°'' ^ >-»^"« they i^oredthe discovery of this advanced, literary culture T^lthey mmimized the importance of thT diWerv an^some of them denied it altogether. Xflate a°'& gfr

Professor Noldeke m Germany said that the results ofAssynology had a highly suspicious air about tS
of fl'!L'

**"^™ *^'"^^' ^"<i the«> accumulationof proof forced a half-hearted assent from the rsdoTes

"L "'f'^' r'^'^^-
'^^ «-"y the dLve^o

ioVroZl? • ??
"' ^t^'-A— made the assump-tion of Oriental illiteracy forever impossible.

Tel-el-Amarna marks the site of a city built bv Amon
otep It one of the last kings of the ei^te'l^X:He had learned to believe in the one God, the Creatoi^and Upholder of all things, and in whom all to^
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oapiUI. and moving north found!^ ' ^' ™^""

terap e for his Go.1 an,i , ,' ™" " "««"1 a
he.p.h.,«, .L'^i,:;;^. ^t -^-^JJ";

ana her.

Civil war broke out anH «tho * . .
^"^ ^^ ^'ed

^ro°"an^.:^';:;Ssher%"^'^^
Canaan and Syria as wdiT ".t*!

'y^'"* P'o^nos of

Assyria, M4<;Lr^dItW "^°' ^'^'°"''''

dence was discover^ i„ .m^ T, ^" """'^P""-
thing about it is ihaiT, i?-

^'' ^ "^ astonishing

onia^ andtr'S, "^t";^^' n' S?."Biro"""',"'
^'''

This provK that the BabXniant^^^^ " ^"gms'^.
extent the laneuaeTof H^,^

^^^' "*"° ""* an
inte,«>„rs. thaf^?^ 1 JP^'^'^^ "^ international

when correspondiTwith ,?" ^, "?""« ^ '<> »=« '«

was the la^eerf Th. h
°™ '^'^'''^ P™"""*- I'

Western Sth:rf™*:.trh"' 'T f""
"'"•^''Out

like those of &byto"a ,L,f ,^ v "T^ ""'' '""""«•

Babylonia was «uXd ^h' '. T * "" '""""« of

of writing taS^: »d t^t.'" "^^' ""« '^^'™'

o:5:=irnrs^'rs^^S;r4r"'

an illiterate one.!^r^i:' of r.hr;
"'"'"' °' •«'"«

eduction Aroughou.ZTvife^^^?^^"^ ""'"^ -»
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Palestine, as the meeting place of the two great powersof the Oriental world, must have felt the litera^7 in-
1
luence o both. " The Babylonian culture was f^U "n

It as early as the reign of Sargon of Akkad, who incor-
iwrated It into his empire centuries before Abraham was

Orchomenos, in Greece, at Lachish, in Palestine, at Troy,
in Jerusalem, m the palace of Minos, at Knosos. hundreds
of tablets have been disinterred, covered with literary
characters, the majority of which are older than Moses.And so from one end of the ancient world to the othermen and women were reading, writing and corresponding
with one ariother. schools abounded, and great libraries
were formed, m an age which the critics, only a few years
ago, dogmatically declared was ahnost wholly illiterate
i here can be no question, from the inscriptions and
memorials that have been unearthed, that even the classes
of the population that were engaged in manual labor were
at least very widely able to write and to read writing-
and we may take it as proved, not only that Moses could
have written the Pentateuch, but that it would have been
almost . miracle had he not been a writer of skill, con-
sidering (he position of dignity and trust which he
occupied as the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter, and
considering the fact that the age of Moses, and even the
age of Abraham, was evidently almost as literary an aee
as our own." (Sayce.)
And so not only is the old position of the critics that

Moses did not write the Pentateuch, because he could
not write a fact which is reluctantly but pretty fully
acknowledged by the critics, who, through their spokes-man Driver, now deny that they ever put it forward,
iiut their new position, that Moses could not have written
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ill!i
!?•*'*"'*', '^"** ^^^ *S« was not sufficiently

ZIh 'ILT''"
""^ *P'"*"*^ ~"^^^'«" *^o have pr2^

as the Pentateuch, goes down with the other. For not

att^n'^ . """"i^P'T^'
*^' '" "''^'•^'y *^">ture they had

attained to a knowledge and skill which sweeps out ofsight the theory of their inability to have produced the
literature of the Pentateuch, because they could not r«^d

and skill m law making shows that that objection hasno better foundation in fact than the other.
fhe critics assume that they know precisely how

religious Ideas and knowledge must have develo^d i^the past and that knowing this they can determine the

t^hlZI
^°""'f r''^^

^'^"^ '^**^ "•"«* have expressed
themsehres. and the age of the various docunjSnts inwhich that knowledge has been recorded, and what the

appSd to7J"
''"T ^'^ "^'^ ^^ ^-^"*-" ^^^^

d™ts. ""'"' "^"^ "«^' ""^ authenticity of all

But this critical assumption is, in fact, the reverse ofthe true scientific method. We first must know the facteand from them deduce the law of their action; and notas the cntics do, formulate the law out of our oivn fan^and then force the facts into conformity with it The
critics assume that they know the order of evolutionand so they determine that certain conceptions of priest-hood or sanctuary are older than others. And if there
are books or passages that do not conform to this ruling
they must be forced to do so by arbitrary alterations, an-
alyses or changes of date. They assume that the Aainic
priesthood must have grown out of an earlier Levitical
system, and that the promulgation and codification of the
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law must have followed and not oracedcri tk- a^ im«it of prophecy. And so theyCT^S tc^J^?!:defiance, and have turned the Bible to.!^h.^^
remodelled the history of I««..i 7 ^W-t«rvy--have
books and forr^ *u °^ ~*'' *"** "Written its sacred

S^SriSJh^ '*lf^'*^*"^.'«to conformity with th^

and Kr«e hav. on« for III d,w!!J-.ir''I
'" ^^^

in half a centov tIL. li, .
7?"''°'"'*' °' "« "i^k

s:;."-r:s%t;roraH^^-'
proved to b. a drean, a?dSinfn,:;!'.

^" " "°-
Another fact t.miM fiction is suoolied hv .1,- j-

coveiy of ancient code making. "^ ^ *" *'
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into the BibIe!!The S;^f'%-tr»' «"d incorporated

Priest.' Code!:^„d%^Zs%^t'er^'*~~'^^^^ «"<» "•*
fiction that the Mosaic C«;^,,^J' ^ <^"« the

document, containinir th^ n ^"' ^** » ^omial
tain wasW SlI?^ ^d «^!:.1^'^»» ^»»«y "'^in-

Whatever cxisteSTfore thL /''"''J''''"^ ^^ ^«'^i*'-

acter was mere^ the traditl nf^ ^TT'' '*«*' '^»»»«-

judges in the si4 al cal ' k^"
of oral decisions of the

Mosaic Code. T^^\lTJ^^^' ^^T '^^' The
not given on Mount Snai anH ' T' °^ '^'' *='^*''«<=ter.

on tablet. AndT thev hniH
1"°'

u'"'"'^*^
i« '^ne or

not codified and %^J^\otrl^l\^'
I^'''^' ^aw was

This theory wasK u^n t? I
'

^f""
**^*^ P''ophets.

considered Ow wis ^^^
*^° ^«^'*'». which we have

used anywhere7orSe^ """''"^^ ^^^ "°t known or
of Moses, and the o^^^e^lfT"*' /'" "^**^'- '^^ time

evolution w^ „ot 'ffl^*'
^'^^ >ntellectual and moral

period of the Tew,?h ^n^T^^ ."^'^^^ »*^ore the
ccxle possible.^^' 'S ^^'"tf^ Z TeT^T

^^ ^
tablets completely disproves the <^ assumJ;^

"'"'""
have seen, and the discovery "f^S ^"S *' ^«
rabi has disproved the s^o„d 41 °L^'^*™'"^-was written on three fra^n?c r '^ *'°*^*' ^^ich
of polished black rTarhl^^v I,

°^ ^" enormous block
form characterfrSo :SVT1T ^''''
ate as ick)i. These characters we^ hws of FC°h^"

''
rabi, or Amraphel and pmh«^ ^ °^ Khamma-
laws, the earlie7yet discTv^ed

^.^°"^P'^te code of
Moses by eight hundred "la

''

?ht"
'''" *'^' °^

P^^ulgated and obeyed ^throughlu^Vrern^--"^
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Now, the fact that the Babylonian Laws should have
been codified before the age of Abraham, ditproves the
critical theory, and deprives it of its basal assumption,
that the Mosaic Law was not, and could not have been,
published till after the age of the propheU, for the Lode
of Khanuna-rabi was in force in Canaan as well as in
Babylonia. " That empire extended to the shores of the
Mediterranean, and the king is described in one of the
mscriptions as the king of the land of the Amorites, so
that the Israelites on entering Palestine were brought
m contact not only with the Babylonian language, but
with their codified statutes, which were current there.
The codification of the law, therefore, was no new thing
in the days of Moses.) On the contrary, it was a very
old fact in the history of Western Asia, a fact, too, with
which Abraham and Jacob must alike have been
acquair*«d, so that not only could the Hebrew leader
have compiled a code of laws—we now see that it would
have been incredible had he not done so." (Sayce.)

Certain German Assyriologists have taken great pains
to discover similarities between the Code of Khamma-
rabi and Moses, and they have certainly pointed out
many cases that are marvellously alike. Sayce says
that the conclusion that must be drawn from the facts,
which these German critics have pointed out, is obvious.
A comparison of the Code of Babylonia with that of
Israel has made it clear that the latter was intended for
a body of nomad tribes, who were not yet settled in a
cuntry where the laws of Babylonia were still in
force. In other words, the Mosaic Code must be'Dng
to the age to which tradition assigns it. It certainly
presupposes the historical conditions which the Bible
narrative describes. Not on!/ has the Code of Khamma-
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ovmhrown by th. fact, of arJhajoC W.^? ''

.0 «. how it far« with .h«n in .teXe^\^; "7

j!
«''"<• «?0'. <?' th. sojourn, «oda,, TndXe o

«tamL ^'"''•' " • P"" ""'""-the taventifn of ,h.returning conspirators of the txilt Thi. :. 1 .

mr-- •"'
"
' - '"-'^^ n«rry" fr^

firniation of th.se asslption'f '' *"" ""^ ~"-
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aflfected greatly from time to time the boundaries of thatkuigduiu and its relations to Asia. " Fortified cities werebu.U and deserted
; capitals were shifted, and canals oj^i^edor blocked up. 1 he eastern delta was specially subject tothese changes. If the critics are rightf the story if theexodus was written centuries after the supposed event

buffZ 7^ ""S^'^'"
contemporaneous documents;

but from popular tradition, legends, and chiefly from the
fictions of he imagination. Now, it has long been settiedby archaeological research, that if there wis any truth

V^.ttT7J^ "^^ ^°^"^' ^^^ "•. the great

PhL!nh f 'i'
"'""'''""^ ^^"^'y' ""«t have been the

2?T .° ^ ^ oPPrfssion. We are told in Exodus

P,?Lt' A S*'"'
'^^^ ^""^ ^""* ^°'' "^^ Pharaoh were

U^^ %"t
^^^'' "^^'^^ ^"^"^'^^ ^as built byRameses II. was already known from a papyrus, which

gives an account of the city; and in 1884, Dr. Navlle^covered Pithom and proof was soon found liatPithom too was bu.lt by the same Pharaoh, and thus
estaLished the fact that Rameses II. was th; Pharaoh
at whose court Moses was brought up "

whlTv.'
'^"'

"*^f P^^^" *hat the exodus took placewhile the nineteenth dynasty was still reigning. If
herefore, the Biblical account of Exodus is historically
true, the geographical details involved in it must cor-
respond with the map of the delta at that time.
Now, It so happens that the papyri belonging to themnet^nth dynasty, that have been found, mike it plain

that Egypt was protected from Asian invasions by a
great line of fortifications. The shur, or wall, as it is
called m the Pentateuch, followed much the same
course as the Suez Canal of to-day. The passages

1?"!? •'}'^ ^?" T'^.
^t'-^^&Jy g]"arded, and to The

west of ,t lay the district of Succoth, of which Pithom
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re^t'ectb^'^i
^"^"^ fJ^'^^

westward Of this, in

ketems ni ? / ^^\ ^"^ ^^^^'^' There were two

ine wnoie land of Goshen was without mhabitants Alette was wnttc, to the Pharaoh, in the eighteenth yearof h,s reigj,, stat,ng that " we have allowed the Tb^Tf

JLv^N T^' °' ^'"«P«ah, in the district of Tulcot(SucTO*) and go to the Lalces of Pithom, in the distrirtof Tukot, ,n order to feed themselves and their herd ™the gr«t estate of the Pharaoh." The lakes lav^o

T

west of Pithon,, and their site can stHlt r«»
JSe'hafthf ^'^ r J^"-"^ •"' -«'• -^"PMsAle that they were afterwards made royal serfs onthe grotmd that the land belonged to Pha™h Th7r«odu, left i, deserted, and the^tes oTrteat^
^:^:^ti:^^\ " "^""'«' ^-^^^new settlers to the vacant pasture lands.

'

^\Itjf ^""'^f^^
^^^\^^^rA till it met an arm ofthe Red Sea, and ,t would have been almost impossiblefor the great host of the Israelites to have escaS^ thev.R.Iance of the Egyptian garrisons, a fact whfch a'^swershe q„est.on often asked, "Why did the IsteliterL

fL t ' '"'' K
' ".' '""*'""'"^ *^^- i--«y north, as

.t had begun, by the shortest and safest route imoPalestme, turn south-east along the arm of theTca ?"
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the wographv eiHi-r ^» .t
^'"'^\'^ "> "«. was not

"o -re ofrSnttr:7rwiu'^srv:: ""'

.hut^ „, and it sS^as f they wl^Id Mf '"'

pr^to «,. p„„„i„^ fo,^ „j theirLZl' "" ""'^

nineteenth ^dyn^t^X^ia tr^V^^ulZ H Z
of Egypt had been completelv alterpri on^ *t, tv*^
geo^phy which it portrayst,^"«^' ' "^ °""

History fixes the exodus of Israel in the epoch of *e

" The fact," says Professor Sayce, " admits of only one
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^litt" «' '^O-hip of Moses is founded ™



CHAPTER VI.

EVOLUTION.

The question will naturally arise in the mind of the

Z^^on^^::
dominating not only higher critical

iHs nr^n?'
-^ L?°''

^^''^^ ""^ intellectual action?

upon which Higher Criticism rests, and the cogent factorn aJl Its assumptions and arguments. It claims to bethe necessary result of recent scientific discovery. And

of scientific methods applied to the contents of the Bibleand so the Bible is held to be an evolution, the fesuU
°rrt T"'^'' rT*" ^^'^"^- "^^"^ Wellhausen says,

1 he Hebrew religion was a purely natural growthan evolution obedient to the laws at work in all ^^elofthe world Kuenen says, "The Israelitish religfon isjust one of the religions of the world, nothing le^s and

" Thl R^'!; ^'^'' '" ^'^ ^^P*°" '«=t"res. saysThe Bible doctrines are developed germs, not revela-
tions from age to age." Canon Driver (p. 6 Prefaced
proclaims himself in general agreement with 'the evCu.
tionary theory. Dr. Conley, in his recently publishedbook on ' Evolution and Man," says, " If there is anvvalue in what follows it is largely due to the concS
Other critical speculators do not proclaim their depend-
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It will be v"r.hTw ?' "»''"-'w «n.

"refully, ,0, if "™eXSr.^° '^T"™
these claims

KTOss the field of battfe 9ri •
°^ °' ^lo^y "ght

diction from Z^Za ^"™" » 'h^ "ecessary i„-

facts b«.ri„g upon J^y^^^';^- and uMate
»hen these are so numeZs ^ ™ °' '"'•"''y'' and
their testimony, thatZ^ I • ^l*'"'

«> """o™ in
tl.«. .0 procIaimThe resSrl"?" ?"'.?"« » Possible,

"very. Now, if the S'i^ * *""""'= 'act or dis-

«hooI are of that chara^tef 1°^°^ V the new
prejudices, and belief? mTs^lSr^, "k f*^""°"'' ^"^
we must stand out in staJk Lviw r

^}°"' *«", and
strength, and comfort,t.d ^^^''tlS .f

""' >" S'ven
or we must use the illo.X=i : •

^'^ •" »<"• lives;

critics," to lay for oirS r**"""/ °' *« "moderate
which we can bi^ildS .h?'

"""^ '""""'"o" "PonC^^ w.,d has hir^r^tf '"' "^"'^

Jhirit^hl^S-n/t^r^^iri^L^T'^^^^^^^^ -icH

adapt themselves to thef; env.r."'''
'"'*'"«'^« eflforts to

they are is not due to a„v S-w"""'"'''
^"^ ^^^^^ ^^at

Thus Darwin, in his '' Orij^l'
c ''^*'"" ^^^ °f God."

believe that animals are d?Le, f^''''"
^"*^^ •' " ^

five progenitors, and plan^W ^^ '' "^^^^ ^°"^ °'-

number. Analogy would Lh ^" '^"^' '^'^ '^^^er
namely, to the bdieT to ^\ "' :°"' '*'P ^"^^h^'"'

descended from some ot p ot^' '• n"'
''"^^ ^'^

observer and classifier as h^ wa^^as n^^rdef^'
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inexorable rule of the logical faculty, and so was able
to stop short of ultimate causes. He does not, there-
fore, tell us whence and of what nature " this prototype "

was, holding within itself the promise and potency of
all living things, as Tindal puts it. It was, indeed, held
at first that these progenitors were produced by spontane-
ous generation—that is, that certain elementary sub-
stances, having affinity, chemically combined, and pro-
duced the lowest forms of life, and that these developed
themselves as described above. But as the result of
long and careful investigation this theory has been
abandoned, though many scientists still write as though
It were a proved sctentific fact. And so their utterances
are scarcely distinguishable from the old-fashioned
atheism arid materialism. More frequently, however, it

assumes the newer form of agnosticism, and poses as
neutral, and indifferent with regard to those spiritual
interests of man which are important beyond all others.
Another branch has become theistic, and its adherents
range from those who recognize a God, very far off and
shorn of His more important attributes, to those who
accept evolution as a new Gospel, adding fresh light to
that which shines in the teaching of Jesus Christ. All,
however, accept the theory of a struggle for existence and
survival of the fittest as having evolved man into a mere
spontaneous improvement of brute ancestors. The
term evolution is used to express indifferently all
changes of the nature of development, however different
from each other, and in spite of the deproof of spontan-
eous generation, it is sometimes used to explain the
origin of things by that process.

Evolution can take place only where there is some-
thing to be evolved, and something out of which it can
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e'^Jul"'' Thlst'd^r ^ -#^^<iuate cause for the

stantly overlooked i.^"^'"'^
^^ Evolutionists, but con

tion is spolcirofas"; t"^^^^^^^^^^
evolu-

cause itself. There i, Jn T^ '.•
""^"'"^ ^^' a" efficient

which is ever a? work in th^H^'^?
'°"'^^"">' ^°'"^ «"•

animals from smaTl beJLtJT °^ P'^"^^ ^"^
'•ng. can find no prcx^frhZ'

^""^
f^T^^ '^"°^^« "''th"

Jiving organism o^'dra/mlu^r'^i^^^ °^ ^
'ng of that which the docrrine !!

"•
'

'* """"^^ "^^h-
viz.. the evolution of ne^'kLT

'°"*'"'"'^ ^° "^^'^''^J^'

plants from others brLcr„. -..'P'"'''. °^ ^"''"^'^ «'•

Romanes, in his ' E^tomro" D^^inTm
'"*""• ."°

yety near spontaneous generation C Tf'^^''^^^
inconceivably varied and mniS" /^^' *^^^ the
the midst of which wlfi

"^"'*'*"^'"0"s forms of h'fe. in

spring of earlfer fndT^^^^^^^^^^
^ ^he hneal iff"

trace link by link the «^L. ? -^"^ ^°""'' '° t^^^' if we
existence, bLkt the'^L'len" 1 "'*T' °' °^^^"'<=

capable of sustaining life ir^h^ m'
'^'^'^ ^"* '^^^'"e

it ascended, and should find .^^ '"^ '* narrowing as
living beings in cert^ „ ^ ^"^ P'""^''^' P^^-ents of all

as th^e r.i.::^^ir^xSi:::v ^'^"^' ^"^'-
examines with feelings akin to Sf • u

^^"^ °''^^"' ^"d
man contemplates th^frnL? *'i°?

^'''^ ^^'^^ ^ China-
<lays jellv-fish Z^a ^f. ""^ ^'' ancestors. Nowa-

million centuries ago i, m '
h, L ,!!"' "I ' ""P"' °f

of the race, from wW h Ser I^"^"
"'^ ''°«™''»^
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factors. The first is progressive change, and the second
IS that new forms of life have not been b -ought in from
without, by special creation, but in some way have come
up out of already existing forms. The fact that new
forms have been derived from the old is essential to any
scheme that may properly be called evolution." That is
to say. the lowest forms of life have gone on adapting
themselves to their ever-changing environments, adding
new members, developing new faculties, improving
themselves into higher forms, until the full perfection
of life was reached in man. Christian evolutionists say
that this progressive* unfolding of life is a Divine pro-
cess by which the intended end of unfolding life should,
through millions of ages, be reached at last in man, God
dwelling within the sentient creature, and co-operating
with the innate powers of life in its endeavors to adapt
Itself to its environment.

It is, however, at once clear that this is only a theory
adopted to explain the cause of the evolution, and is not
a part of the theory of evolution itself. It is, moreover,
a v/hole-cloth assumption thrown as a plank across the
yawning chasm of atheism, into which so many of the
great leaders of evolution have plunged without fear.
There is no evidence, and no revelation, that this was
the process of the Divine operations, by which the things
that are came to be.

In spite of the fact above stated, that the theory of
evolution, either as a process of spontaneous, chemical
production, or of subsequent evolution of new species
from previously existing forms, has not one ascertained
fact upon which it can rest, and is. therefore, in no sense
a science, it is yet very generally accepted bj scientists
and philosophers as the explanation of existence, as we
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>« it, and are part of it ourselves. It is held to be nn

tS^'^ 'r °' "" "•"'"-• The u„!ver,: Usel

«:^^i1o^^r ""^ "'"""""'^ '"" G^ -. anl

limhedn^rrf^ •'"""" *^ Pre-existence of thislimited number of animate and material forms nf lif.

pra:---s-jr:td^^^^^^^^^

lorms of life, then, as now, had no brains anH tu^Z
fore could not think, or plan, or pr^duS anything

"

errnrrt of thV '
'' ^ '^^ °^ ""°'"^'°" -t work in

in7/J ^ universe, which he assumes to haven t the potency of all things. And this law has causL

as to transform themselves into other creatures anH

X''wW^we'r""''"H'°™^ ^"O XSs'o"c"ig wnicn we see around us to-Hnv ti,;^ i r

we call the physical forms, but of the intellectual an"
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S . ""Tr^' "^*""- ^'•«»^"'-" that had nobrains produced brams for themselves; creatures that

?h=. l'"***^''*
*"'«""* "f brain went on increasing it, so

that the worm grew mto the fish, the fish into the reptile.he reptde mto the bird, the bird into the animal-lioS, ort^er or wolf, or bear, or fox-some others into the

steymg as they were at first, and the monkey in the long
process of unlunited time into man. with his low andhen gradually unfolding powers, till the splendid intel-
lectuahsm of this proud, scientific age had been reached.
1 he puzzling thing, however, is that the oldest fossil

developed brams as the men of the present day. insteadof being away dov.n at the lK>rder-line of the monkey
with Its small head and limited intelligence; while, on
the other hand, many creatures that have survived from
that period are to-day in bodily structure and cranial
development just what they were in Mesozoic times
These facts, however, are ignored by evolutionists and

Higher Critics. And one chief reason why they reject
the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch is, as we have
seen, that it implies an intellectualism, intelligence, and
knowledge far ahead of anything that evolution could
allow to be possible in that age. The Jews, it is assumed,
never had any Divine revelation making known to thembod s being, character, and attributes. They attained to
whatever knowledge they claimed to have, by an evolu-
tionary process, and so up to the time of Josiah they wen-
polytheists and idolaters, who in intelligence, culture, and
natural ability were away below many of the surround-
ing nations. The puzzle that at once suggests itself is.
If this law of evolution works uniformly and spontane-
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ously, without any help or direction from without, how
Jhd It come to pass that these unintellectual, nide bar-
barians got so far ahead of the other clever, more
educated, more -efined races, that from the days of
Josiah onward, or at all events, from the Babylonian
captivity, they grew into an intelligent, common-sense
race, while the other Semitic nations, so vastly their
superiors m all respects, remained, even the Babylonians,
degraded polytheists and idolaters?
There is a haziness about the definition of evolutionists

but some way or other the theory is vaguely accepted
as the explanation, if not as the efficient cause, of all
things. The universe is an evolution. The world is an
evolution. All plants and animals, as they exist around
IS, are an evolution. That there must have been a
primary producing cause of the elements that have been
evolved, is admitted, when pressed in argument, but in
ordinary writing and teaching it is forgotten and ignored.
The doctrine of evolution, as explaining the origin of

the universe, was first promulgated by Laplace It
assumes that the material of which the worlds, suns, and
systems were made, existed at first in a gaseour con-
dition. That these gases, as they came in contact, com-
bined and produced the nebular condition, and also, like
all combinations, they produced heat. That this set the
whole central mass revolving from west to east. As the
heat was thrown off into space, the central mass con-
tracted and left part of the mass a detached ring, revolv-
ing now around the central contracted mass; then, as the
contraction went on, another, and another ring, like those
of Saturn, was formed. These not being of equal density
broke, were condensed into spheres, and so formed
worlds or sun., as the case might be. This may have
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-« STKVCCLS rOK UfS.

Ua tht Divine proem of prodoclion. Sci«ili,t. Mm
And yet it i. based not ui>on axertained bcti b^,^»«ump.io«. which are ii!««We of proof Fi«t IZ

^'^n^trrorth-tt--^^^^^

«ven If ,uch chemical combination was going on asToproduce nrtense heat, it would set the whote ™!!revolving from west to east. The hJ „f *. T
no. pjxluce that result. I, ii liL a bSLg I'ldTn*^heated m«. bubbling up and flowing off in ev^y*Z*^
ine satellites move not from the west to east h..t fr««,
east to west, seems to interpose an obstJcleTn Jhe^^^^^^

th. fiT^l. "*** ^"^S^'n^ ^a'"st fhe possibility ofthe theory bemg true. I only want to point c^t that this

Sc7 is'S'" ^' "'^^ '^ ^^^' ^o^lX^cence, is based upon con ecture and assumption andnot upon demonstrated facts, and can fumiTh „o v^dreason for challenging rt. truth of the Uo,^ZTA«^n, as to the earth we inhabit, evolution^chesthat It was produced by one of the rings we haved«cnbed, breaking, and then being reduced Into asphencal shape by the resistance it met with "nits revolufons. As a sphere, it is assumed to have ^ht^Tior?^:ag^ as a^dten mass of fire; ti>at th"th"w ^ff h h"?as It moved through space umil a rocky crust waffon^S
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gradually thickening and producing what are called

Kr « ?
'^"'* '^ produced-there is no mark of

ZZT^^f *'"°^* "P°" them-nothing but Te fac

nl« v^ T*'"'
^'" °'"^"''*<' '•f'^ have been found

re nTt' at' f/of
'^^ "°" ^^^'^^ °"^ «^ moltenXr•re noi at an of the sanw material or texture -n>i.molt«, ma,, it i, a„um«l, tran,f„rm^

"
",". ^^

'team Thi,, as it awended to cooler region, wm conlen«u mto rain, and wa, poured back, alel^JLt
he action of sunlight and air, produced the material forhe lowct bed of stratified rock. A, thei fo^ J°
hT*^.rl"oflt eL"r*'"V'"''

™' ^"^^^oiine strata of the earth's surface was formed As wi.

Then the Pateozotl^Mi^Jed as t^rnd ^r
Penman, with ascending fossil remains as follow fa)molluscs, corals, crustaceans; (J) amphibians a^d fish^'(c) earliest reptiles. Then the Mesojoic subdiviZun'upward a«e„t into the Triassic, Jurassic! and ol^^u,containing („) earliest marsupial mammals, Ww^S
fn.o'r'T-.h/''" r '^?""°^°''- - Neozoic, subd^^into („) the age of extinct mammals. (6) age of manand (c) modern mammals. The following dUg^m"copi«l frcmi Sir William Dawson's " Modern Id^f^ofEvolution." will set this clearly before the eye
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duJld hv i ^ evolut.on,sts .t,ai ti.ese strata were pro-

whir 1 iu,^ £ 'f'• """' ""i^ '=>" °f "olutiun,

a*«. if ther. is ^HrL ^^V^^T. ^^Tt

fiml perfecfon s reached? Why have so many o hj^'
shopped away down in the evolution? Why have t'^

But .h^V Pragemtors were millions of ages aeo?But the advocates of this theory say nothing aknflh,

Z^L:r'T '" "'"'' "'"ih. theseTfter^,"i t

whfit|^^Lra^„rri^:t'7:^SH^^^^

ofTvolu'..r
''""^'" ="' ""^ ="'- "y "^ inheremX

wHt?th^Srr^-r^„:r^:;^^^^^
of a scientific proof about it ?

<-naracter
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Jdntir"""'/'?*
°"' ''''^*""' °f the earth's surface

hSher Vhl^ IrT ''"PT^Pt'bly, passed into the nex!

pr.^ } *''^ ^""^^"t ^^'•"s o^ I'fe found in theEozo^ penod went on improving themselves, unti tl ey

hthtTtrrr^'f•:!: n^^^-- p--^ inio ils
emereed fm^^^^^ '^u'

'^' ^''^^'' ^^'^"^ on till manemerged from the monkey and took his place as the headand crown of Nature's evolution
Now geologists tell us that there is no fact of which

X" ThVi^ar'^i"'
'^^^ ^'"^^^ ^"^ su^^orf t^ti:;tneory. riie strata making up the earth's surface manv

the'tlToVroV" T^ ^'^^^^' ^^^ ^' ^-^* thickness I^

that If °^,"^°'"t.'°" ^^^'•e true, then we should findhat the fossd remams at the bottom of any of these

go on developmg and improving themselves as thp

otw" fr J"
*'"'^'^"^^^' ""^'' -^h developed into In!other and higher creature, and passed into the nextstratum above. The very reverse of this s the caseThe fos lis at the bottom of any stratum are of theiV

a^d im"""^ TT^ '"' ^""^P^^^^- ^"d ^« not developand improve, but deteriorate, until in the next stratum .11except a very few specimens of the best forms. dsaXa^^The old IS swept away, and a flood of new Hfe newforms new creatures comes in with the new mtuTadapted by their new and improved construcln to thenew environment. The stratum itself is not the almost"uperceptible passing from the stratum below it ^7

L

so clearly delimited by its structure and new fossremains as almost to indicate a new creation, at all eventa new beginmng. So that, as Sir William Daw on oro

speak than he, the facts of geology are clearly aeainstthe evolutionary theory of the Darwinians.
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What, then, are the facts and arguments of a positive
chararter tjpon which this theory Tests? DarwfnTm-
self though at first indined to accept the theory of

tnlTrV^""""^*,'?'
"""'" '^^"y ^^on^niitted himseltto that pos. ,on. and formally launched his theory upoathe assumption that a 1 animal life could be tracel^l back

L^n ''k
°"'. °"^'"^' 'P"^'^^' ^"^ ^" plants to thesame number of sources, and he thinks that analogy

all things that are were evolved. That, however, is con-fessedly only a theory.
'

The evolution which Darwin finally set himself to

and plants evolved themselves from others of an in-
ferior type, by descent with modifications. He tookh.s imt,al stand on the idea that, as he expresses it °a

offer 1'k^ ""l ^'''^^f'^'^
ani^^als and plants would

of fh . i
'^'"''

?^ '"^'''"^^ «"* *^'« obscure problemof the mtroductton of new species." Hence he was ledto study the variations of animals and plants under
domestication, and to infer similar effects as taking place

exerrt"J K^
1'^°"*^""°"' ^'"^^^^ °^ "^^"••al ^^'^ition

aZ.U I ,
' ^^"•°""'^nt- It was noticed thatanimals and plants by careful selection, breeding, feeding

culture, and comfort, so improved as in process of time
to produce what looked almost like a new species, pos-sessed of new developments and improved^ua itSDarwin held that qualities either acquired or lost by cuN

nmve7 "^^7^?^^ to descendants, retained and im-
proved. If art." says Le Conte, " can in a few years

disposal. There is no doubt that vast improvements have
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^^e W ' ^'^ '"/njnials and plants, by care and cul-ture, but no case of the production of a new species in

undeTThr r""'' '^ ^^^"•"•^-' has b^e^Trougi"

manv oth.r T^'r^" ""^ "^^"'•alists. Weismann and

Wmv of nl
""'"'•^hf."°^ g^'-avely question the possi-

Si^v t •'^'"' ^''"^ P''^^"^^^ hy modificatiorand

S«nt selltr"''^^"'
'^"' "modifications effected byntelhgent selection and supervision, immediately upon

orUrt'y;:^ °^ ''^' -P---' -ert to^E
ide?th"at",?^'''

°^
^k"""'''

P^"'^*^"^ contention, the

^!n.W ^fn ' "^^ h' P'^^"^^^ by ^••«ss breeding is.wan festly fallacious. There is a general law of in!feruhty among hybrids of both planfs and anLl
. sothat the ongm and persistency of new species canno nthat way be accounted for.

and'care^'can'nr^r"" '"*^"T"^^ ^y careful selection

fnl»f.- •

P, "^"'^ ^"^^^ changes and almost trans-formations m plants and animals, so the law of natural
selection, which, it is assumed, does prevail in some casesat least, among irrational and inanimate things can andW.11 ,n the long time at its disposal, effect sucii changesas to produce a new species. It is evident, howeverto any observer that there is no such law at ;ork geTera y, among plants or animals. There is a proc;sfofmating which takes place among some species of animalsand in civilized nations among human beings. B^inthe case of animals there is no permanence It t aschangeful as the changing years, and in no case Lhbased upon the assumed, acquired peculiarities or superior
quahties of mind or body. Big men generally ma ^httle women

;
tall women, short men. Wise men ofte^have silly wives; pretty women, ugly husbands. The
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mating, whether guided by instinct or intelligence, is notgmded by either mental or physical similari ies orupenont.es except in a very limited degree and in a

Z^^^T-}'':ri '^'^' ^"* ^°"^^*^'"^ ^'^^ that seems

b rr .^ k'"*^'' '^^i
^"'•^^^^ ^"^ '"^P'^^« affection in

SnsT. "''''.""^ "'^"' ""^ ^^^^^ t° reproductive
unions. Those unions, neither in intention or effect, aim
at or resul in the general improvement of the species, ormuch less in the production of a new species,

it wVn T'^ ^«^f
utinize this matter the more apparent

It will become that there is no law of natural selection
at work in nature, which can in the least account for
the ongin of species, and much less can it account for
the first beginning of the things that are. on the under-lymg assumptions of evolutionists. No fact or argu-ment that has yet been adduced can show any other origi,>
of species, or of the original stock out of which species
are assumed to have grown, other than the ultimate one
of the Divine creative will.

The Struggle for Existence.

But in addition to the operation of this assumed law
of natural selection. Darwinian evolutionists account
for gradual improvement and transition of one species
of Iivmg things into another by the struggle for existence
among all living things, plants and trees, and beasts and
men. This struggle is represented as being so keen and
so destructive that only the strongest can or do survive
And thus a gradual improvement goes on. until a prac-
tically new race or species is produced. Wallace
(Darwinism, p. 14) : "The constant and daily search
after food, the failure to obtain which means weakness
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or death
; the constant effort to escape enemies, the ever-

continuing struggle against the forces of nature, this
daily and hourly struggle, this incessant warfare, is

nevertheless, they tell us, the very means by which
much of the beauty, and harmony, and enjoyment of
nature is produced, and also affords one of the most
important elements in bringing about the origin of
species." In illustration of this Wallace points to the
way in which weeds supplant cultivated plants in our
gardens, how new kinds of weeds supplant the first

comers, and how slugs destroy whole species of plants.
This fact does not, however, if it be a fact, tend to estab-
lish a law of evolution tending to the improvement, but
rather to the deterioration of species, or survival of the
unfittest. Again, it is stated that in the forests of Den-
mark the beech trees gradually and surely supplant the
birch. This, however, is not necessarily a proof of the
survival of the fittest, as the birch for all practical pur-
poses cannot infallibly be pronounced to be certainly
inferior to the beech. Then, on this North American
continent of forests we know that the maple, beech, and
pine, when swept away, as they often are by the lumber-
man and devouring fire, are succeeded, if the land is not
immediately cultivated, by poplar and birch upgrowth, a
survival not of the fittest, but of the inferior.

Another illustration of the struggle for existence, as
the agency of gradual improvement, is pointed to on the
pampas of South America. These open plains are
covered with droves of horses and cattle, and are over-
run by numberless wild rodents, the origii al tenants
of the pampas. During the long periods of drought to
which these plains are subject, these animals are starved
by thousands, destroying in their effbrts to live every
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of 0x0, sh~o =^H„ ''.'^" "">' "'""^-d head

grass. Under such circumsJces"Le exU1.^7"'unprotected tree is impossible Tl 7., f T ^ ""

e«aped the cattle were s'^c. as werreitheri
^''"'' "''"

an/^r^el^-T,--
.^Lf'^„^-

;.at;nce.r«ittlf.;;epoX~^^^
hat are experienced in the struffele for life th,.

fnlo"*' r'':,'"'.?"^
"" P'"""^ ^ttlers^of new dtaricamong the dwellers in the slums of great wL h[, i,'

EastVo7 "'^* ^™ '""'' '"^ '"' «««' in mM or bod
"

hnot ,h,t".^T" TT'' °f ^'™*''f'' '"•• life, bm t.s not there that you loolc for muscular men or refine
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women for strong intellects or tender affections. No. it
IS not the struggle for life that refines and finishes our
natural faculties, powers, and affections until they pass

TZ f»,T.* '^J"L*"y
"'^'* ^'^^^ •* ^a« natural selec-

tion that started them on the road that ends in the
ever-growing perfections. I suppose the fiercest struggle
for existence, as far as the human race is concerned, is
exhibited on the field of battle, but tha. .cruggle d^jes
not necessarily end in the survival of the fittest. The
biggest and the bravest too, generally go down, and

whin \ \ ™*" °^ «^*** *^'«"t a^« evolved,when they have passed there is a distinct lower-
ing of the physical and intellectual powers of
the nation. The' stature and the strength of the
people of France were distinctly lowered by the
Napoleonic wars; and so while the toils of life, involv-
ing the necesary and continuous exercise of our powers
are one of the elements of development and growth itshows no signs, even if combined with natural selection.
Of being able to produce another and a new species of
animate bemg. There is, no doubt, a law of develop-
ment-evolution we may call it^forever at work in all
living things around us, but it is strictly limited to the
development of its own kind. Science knows nothing
of a new species growing out of another, so that the
doctrines of modification and heredity, as applied to the
origin of species, are merely articles of faith, but not
of scientific knowledge (Dawson, p. 33), of fancy and
not of fact.

Sir William Dawson says ;
" Evolution does not touch

(he question of origins. It seems to enthrone chance or
accident, or necessity, as Lord and Creator, and to reduce
the universe to a mere drift, in which we are embarked
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withdrawn, and thev are Lf, .. ,1,
^^ ,^ s"Pervis,on is

and trMs A^?v •
" " *« '*"= «'"' Pbnls

to" «;::,o or^X;:^'"^' -^^^ -^ >-« '"Senc.

baX": i::^"varar'theVV"'""^ '^^ "' "^'^^^ug way, and they show no s ctis of thaf

whole theory is that the types themselves dwind e at^ethan improve as they go onward. And thislrows' sback on what ,s a„ actual fact of geologic discoverythe sudden appearance of new forms at certain p^rtSof geologic t,me rather than at others. TWs c^rSvharmonizes altogether with what is disclosed as to theorigin and history of man. We can find trltero^man
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m men in all .^^.-^T •' f^ ** *"'"« ""n are

which «par„;,S ?^,r M^ " ^'P " "'"« " 'I'M

gtnrtic connection tetw^T*! ' j- """^ ''"''«' '"r
The question "n™ reTin .V^'"*^

'"'™' ''T*''

that which involv«^™„il .•
" ''""""o" '» how ,ii.I

*a. which is dtSr,C™i^,%<'t"" '^""•

oTarA-i^iXt:™. :);*-?- '^"^1";
»" things, the suffijie't J ;

"" '"•'""'y ""« "f

created." 'But ,hate !^ in" ""l''
'"'"'"" "' "^

in different ways ail ™1",.T>:.^™ '^" ""•''«'' <">

The sacredSve lo^rn';!'' ?^
*?'^' »^i'-

forth plants let tL J,.!l
''' ^ *« '»"'' W"?

and weWtt whl.ZZT^"'* ."™« "••"^•"

-nay have played in brinS nto^"" "f,
nature's laws

It is only I 4n that^rfffiredl",^ "ad"""^-male and female created He them " S^ ^-
™"-

sponds with the suddenness wfth w^ich man *\"":^app^rance upon the earth. rOaw^n )

*"'

.i.ai^re^d":;^:^^;^^'^"":" '""^''"^- -'^'i'
'

^aracters ^^<,^^^Zt^ZT^^,::T'' "'

horn with him can be nernetuat^l Tt- ^ characters

explode the theory ofThTdev^I'^ T""'-"'
"^'^

acquisition and tSusmisslorrtl-r^^V^U"^
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^yi this theory tIoe« «« .

sistent scientific re^ Z, i'T'T' ?
''"^""''^ «"J <^o"-

•"ent of the n,i„nf t !• L^"''"'^'V''!
'••^'^«""e move-

;"*-te,y prove itsl^Ua^^^ f^^^^
-•-« .na,

tion IS already abandoned hv »h
'^""^ ***' '^^'"'^«

Professor HuZ ""
j l*^

"'"
'"!::^ ^''"'"^''t scientists.

»>ias against ^J:!i^^r:^:':^^f^
sideration, it is inv rU^r

'^'*'.*y*' After much con-

I'-vng all ,1,. diaracterS ex ,ibi,ST
°' """"''

materialist and an ,mhe, Ji^rf n°""
"" "'"""1-"'"

"l>.".«ely re,,ou„JtC 4J°"::T "' "»«"'>.
evolution said: "It is all nnn-' " "Peakmg „f
you were from estai ishinTa^r'

""^ "' =" '" =» ""•
and .he ape. The,; l^ys exSsTr •",""" """'

marcation l«ween maHnd he a~
""^

i;"
"' '''-

pronounce it proved by science ih,. t ,

"^* '""""'
'he ape or from any iranT™'"'

""" "^'^ <"^
^t. George Mivart, Professor «f n- i7 College, K-ensi„po,°r^^,i^'^j''JSy'"Umver.

f;;^y^s:..Ieannc*cain.aXtt^7u":re

4Ldte^^s'tSfo^ 'I^sTalrr-'
"'

tionists is sh2r„onsi!r"r". / °^"" •""' °f «™i»-
and wholly ulup^ "Sbytc,""™ "" °''"™"°"
of proofs of the'SJerl^ 5 .hdrw::::"™ " '""
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Professor Beale of k'i»»>. ^ n
standH to-day w?thi!,rcl^^« •***' ^"*^**"' ^»^°

I'ecr in the wor d LT .

"'^ '*' »^''''^P»' ^'tJ'""t a
t'.us spoke: ^"th; ^0^^^ l^'V"^' '^^'
established between IL L^7 -

*'*^°" ''*^'"« ^"
gradual advanceTLif ,

""''''"'«^ «"^ ''^'ng by a
of life a'n'T^ntaTdlo theTT ^"

f' '°""^ ''^^

Has.not the shgS'e ^ ^'t^^te'T^^T'*^'section of living nature of whiciranvSiinI .?'
'"^'

Man IS man from the earliest wrLln^ft^^ " '*""^"-

a structureless irerm »« 1 *i ^ ^ °^ *"* existence as

was desc^td fC'or fs or w
" "° '"'^"^^ ^'^^^ --

any other organism' in L ?u
'" *"^ ^^^ ''^'a^ed to.

any other Z^^^ n T '^T^^ '^"°'"^'"" ^^ ^i
jectures coS g ml?Sn°'th" "•^""''^^'^ ^°"

time a shadow of fciem^c "See' ' " "°^ ^* ^'^'^

ists stronglC insist that Th. T? ^^"' ^""'"^"^ "^^"'•al-

facts goes to irovl th! J '"''"""^ "^ pateontological

.nitten^lntl^uX^TnrS^ ^"^. ^'^^
''

-

theory of descent with crrn^ i /J" °PPos«tion to the

of secies Tfl^^wS^st"^^^^^^^^^ '' '""^ -^•"
accidentally iniproverde4nda,7of' v^'^"' ^ ^"

and decisions as to fhino-f
^P*^' ^" intuitions

Perhaps the most outspoken and defiant of the atheistic,
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Darwinian evolutioni.t, i> Profmor Haeclcd H. i.

there no existing specimens of fossil remains l^LeenZape and „,a„. and why. if all is mechaniSrsSd th^ebeany progress at all? Why should" mere dead matternot go on to eternity without developing life ?

stages of bemg before it attained its presenfper ec^onBut a distingu shed biologist assures me that tWs ^^mblance IS greatly exaggerated. Haeckel himsel harTolop off several branches which indicate dffere„ceResemblances merely show unity of plan, with ml„ as theultimate realization, and we have seen that in the Vastduration of creadon. the great Master Bu Ider as onestratum succeeded another, used every previous' courseas a support for the .ext. that He built each succeSstory of the wonderful edifice on that previousl^Tr^a "ed
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! i

;'"elop,„e,„. Bui
,™" "" ''*^' '«'" '""'Wion »„d

Wanc« no more prove ILSffV"?" •^'"^' ««"-
n-u« have arisen fron,^„!,

'°"'™"°"' "ha' all being
••"nalogy of an axle-t™ 7^ ., '^° «"'• """ 'he
<>f 'l.e eartl, proves tuMhev ie",T

"''"' '° "« "'^
""'. however, in bodil^ orZ,is n ^^ ""»^- '• '»
moral nature, that we k4 for .

' ^ ''" " ""o"*' and
'eristics of nun, and th«Vl"'* "''fP'ishing charac-
Mance claimed to exisTtaw^'r"t ""'"''" '^•
""ngs were as clear and u„*!l, ,

'""'"^"^ "^ »" «""«
must be endowed with wh^nl ,S " l'*'""'' ""' 'hey
tendencies, or they wLw al^o^^ V'*''^'''™''" and
» 'hey were as m^H^eliS^ *!''"" "^S""'™:
outwardly, the variety of 1111^^^^ " ""'' ""•*«'" 'o ^
from their progressi^felvebj^^^-" '°""' "<"—

"

argument of cause and eff«.tT ,? ^''."' '' ''"">' no
What, then, is .he rest^^' CI arivT'"'?'' """'"S^-

proves that the world has lv,«Jf /^"'f '
'^'"«' «^'ence

'hat there has been a pr^"4i'^,
" '"^'«""« ages, and

world's history went on each ^ i

"* °' '"' "' "«
-iapted t„ its' new : ;:, m™ ™T„f

°^''"
.f

"^mg
progression alTords „„ proofs th«

,,'*"''.«eondly, this

nanvinian evolution; te is '?ha^^'"'
'^ ^^ '""h in

evolved, or rather evolved itsef 1^
"' 'I^'" "as

•>f another. What arToS I.
' """,'^' P'"""'^ out

conjectures, assumptions a„""hL?L'"°°f' "" •^«-'

operation at «.eV^^r^tf^^^^^^:^-
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ring in hi^oriX fS '.."^e"m'
'"'^ "™'-

there are none ^ '^°"''' P*""'- ^^"t

being gradually traLfortd"yhe adIiZ „r'^%»7ties and oowers int« ^r-o*
"^ "'7 ^"""lon of new facu -

there ough^^rreirtoC'r' ?^ ^T'^^'" ^P^^'^«' then

this in fossi"tVndt%t:;i^' ^"'T^'^^^^^offered as fnll nroof of fi,;c
^''* «>iustrations

treme. Th^ d^n for ^ ' ""^ "•" ^'">^ '" ^'^^ *^---

tor of the horseTn hi
''."'"' *?•''""" ^^""^ ^he ances-

than a rabbit tL ? P''"'* ^ ''"'" ^"""^' ""t ^gger
bash, ate the ^zr??" "^J

^^^*/--' '" ^1- pfris

neohippus. he argL ^^a^^j'f
*'- ^f''— genus.

These httle animaHVe assumecl t'T'
''j'" " ^'"^P"

genitors of the horse L^ 1? ,

''^''^ '^^" ^^e pro-

resembled in n^n^.tTsr^'^^t^f^tl '^ ''^"'^^^

-n:^:^t;:iru^^^
some one The an'nJ s u n""

'"""'
T^ ''^"^^ t'""^^' ^"^'

dropped two o th n^^s ^tr" ''"• Tl*^ ^"•^*'>'

form themselves into hors'e ! No f's^h ' ^^T
'"""

been found to support the theor^'^t tt ^bit aTf"'and sheep-sized animal erew into til L ,

^""^ ^"''

progenitor In fnrf T/f ,
*^ ''°"* ^"^ was his
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The other proofs offered are not less silly. Think of

«^LuZ "^ !° •"" '""'"«"" ""«'^"« Speaking of.e assumed evolution of membera and facultia he £id •

to iefinX h r"- ^''' ^'•"^"^ Bell said ^we oS^

toned animals possess hands. I„ the paired fins of

beak as a hand, and efficient instruments they are forhe holds nuts aptly and easily with his t«s and Mnnves to pick out their kernels with dextSv 8,^

«nge..tJ::™,oSr:^L-:-^^^^^^

:;rwsrrrt:t'rrnitr end?.'^^^^^
..net hand; but, like that of the blf .^s "et .o,^''-?;*m and muscle, so as to make an effective insmmen,It IS not only in the matter of a hand, be it reraemS'-

^nU"an.tls^?he '^Z'-
•"'" '" '"' '™"™S-'

.™CaSs:";:L,'^^'o'tr:rsSr ?. t r=pnsing, therefore, to discover J::t°^-J£^\,^
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,rn ?,? f ^',''T'^^
^'^ constructed on one commonplan, the hand should agree in its conformity to the

f2T^'^^- 1^''' "' "^^ ^'"^ t->^- "« denial They

ture and that of all our lower neighbors present us withevolut.ons from a common type; only in man's casele
modification has reached its highest excellence.

No better illustration of the fact that all 'hands'have been derived from a common type can be found

mu^h '^nH^rT''^^'"
'^^ ^^ ^f t^« »^^"^- This is amuch modified quadruped. It walks on one finger >nd

h^!.
'

^'i-^''^
°' "''^^^^ ^•^•*- All its oth^er toes

)Z r^^t^
disappeared. In addition to the big third

the hor..
"^ "'".^. ^' ^'^ ^'^^'y ^^^^JoP^d nai?

1. ,n .r''?''
'"1:""''"'^ °^ '^^ ^^^°«d and fourth

toes, in the shape of two * splint ' bones, which lie
alongside the palm bone of the third.

" If we trace the pedigree of the horse backwards intime, as revealed to us by a complete series of fossil
horses we find the ' splint ' dangling by the side of the
leg as ' dew claws.' Then, backwards still, we get thesesecond and fourth toes touching the groind. ^In this
stage of Its ancestry the horse was a three-toed quad-
ruped. Earlier still, it had four toes, and, finally, we
get to a five-toed ancestor. There is no doubt about this

Tr^r tT T T ^°''"' *° ^PP*^^ *° by way of
proof. Therefore, here we have an example of how
evolution acts in providing us with a one-fingered hand
out of a five-fingered one; and that the horse has become
the fleet animal, it is largely by reason of the change.

rn^-fi <J ^"f, ""r ""t"
""^ ^^^^ ^'^^ five-fingered type,

modified specially for his own use. His thumb is muchmore mobile than that of any ape. He can throw it
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exKuie illTi ' " *"' S'"* """ly »• lightly and

IS more to the .joint h« «,
°'^"^^' ^"^ ^^'^a*

Hint of his evoE •

f^l^Z »"'
f™,

^'^ "' ^

certain parts ivhi^h »
'^espect to the development of

mo„ inS^^intirWeHi'rT' "'^ "^
he had eiffht bone. thlS ,

^^"^' '" ^'^ wrist,

'.'nee/ wnV^.'^r^se"/rSl^lTrr^ '" ^""''''^
tunes man shows a ninfh , • I u

**' ^"^ ^ome-

session. Like crh^rL' IhSh
°"" '^"'''''' '"='-

..;an.ha. of any otherinta i,t^/ ™:;^
P"™""'

of bodv and fnnf !,« I, 1 • ""'"S regard to the size

-« reJrde"d f"?!^^ ^^ T:!^'' ™?^ ""'
estate."

'merest as a mark of man's high

What proof is there of the troth ^f ^
assumptions? Are thev no tnl„n u

°"^ °^ ^'^^^^

considered ? And vet i'^!
^oo utterly s.Uy to be seriously

that is involvtll/th \heo"ry TrrTT' T^'"'"^
the explanation of existenndt"my:Srir^^^^^^^^

''

Dar.vm sa.d that when he thought of'the w^y i„ which
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the eye. according to the evolutionists, was produced italways made him shudder. And so it ought. The fir
creature, they tell us, that evolved an eye or -all creatures were eyeless at first, did not w'a^jJthing a'^out"hght, or how an eye ought to be made Bu? being

fnflZV° ? P'"'"''"^ "^^^ ^"^ '^^^^ °^ the sun anmflamed spot was produced, through which the light
Penetrated, not to the brain, for there was none, but to

Ixnosurr *!^V"'r^""^'
'^^' '^'^ ^y <^«"tinued

exposure, grew mto a luminous lens, and then into an
eye, a complicated and beautiful eye. though no oneknows how or why. It was this lack of anything like

^^ZVT 't'
^'^ ^^'^'"""" *« conclude%hat

science itself would yet prove the fatal foe to Darwinian

Zy "'•7.^' T^ °^ '^''' P*-^^'^*'"" '^ b^''"ff abun-
dantly venfied at the present time. Tl eteran philoso-
pher, Eduard von Hartmann. in a le ,re on the pass-
ing of Darwm. y, says in the sixties of the past cen-
tury the opposition of the older group of savants to the
Darwinian hypothesis was still supreme. In the seven-
ties the new ideas began to gain ground rapid, ^n all
cultured countries. In the eighties, Darwin's im.uence
was at Its height, and exercised almost absolute control
over technical research. In the nineties, for the first
time, a few timid expressions of doubt and opposition
were heard aiming at the overthrow of the Darwinian
theory. In the first decade of this twentieth centurv it
has become apparent that the days of Darwin are num-
bered. Among its latest opponents are such savants as
Gustav Wo f, de Vries, Hoock, von Wellstein, Fleisch-
mann, Reinke. and many others. " The pretensions of
Uanvimsm. as a purely mechanical explanation of results
that show purposes, are totally groundless." (Hart-
mann.)
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proposition
^™ '' "°' ^ scientifically demonstrated

a brochure. "Is the thSrv n^ ?°?P^' ^^« ^"«en
with the religious idea >^Mn^

o^ evolution reconcilable

name of reliSo^ vhh the "^ ^' "^^'^ '^«"« '" the

Darwinian taght *Ve ^7 ^ ""^"'"^''^^'^
^^P^ of

anti-Darwinian ^v^ews is Prolr"^"^^^ ^^^"^^'^ *«

Erlangen, who hltL ;'°^««o»- Fleischmann, of
conceptio; of the ortoTf"^^^^^^

'''' "^«^h-"'<^'

winian theoo^/ "The n-- "^'- '^" ^^°'' ^^'-
not," he sayT"a stuV^T^ '^^"^ ^^ ^^^^^ent has
of nature; ft is not thtre" t ^f^d'T.'^

'" *'^^ ^^^'-

purely the product of thf • •
"*'^' "^'^^''^h. but

HaeckeUhehSSLtreoJL. f"^*'°"-
^"* <^v«'

the fact that h^fs Tw stenZ"''' T^"''^> ^>«>^iJs

" Most modern i^estT^Ws nf
•"'°'*

u
'°"^- ^« ^^^ ••

conclusion that the dS/of I'T"
^^^" '°"^*^ to the

Darwinism, is n ermr Lh
'^°^"*'°": ^"^ particularly

Then he gives the nam^ f "^"T ^ "maintained."

such as dJs E Lie andT'L'"*l"^'«^^ "'«"-

mann, Hope Paulson P, ^*^^' ^^- ^o" Hart-
and others':;honrhri,,3^.V

;^^^^^^^
^""^t. Zoeckler.

tists. who have aband^oH
*^'.^'^ ^"^ talented scien:

there was a timetht;CaS:d1h^^^^^^^^^^'^

cally demon tratedThli^'^- ^"'''' ^' ^ ^^'^"tifi-
•
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laculties of brain, hand, foot, and eye w„e acouiicrf

own strivings, and were not imparted to usas JrimJl
constituents of our being. Higher CrTticism of thi

oZ-es
^r^^h^'-^-o^r life, our knowledge, our

m 7 .
^^^^^ ^^''^^ ^'•o'" an almost lifelessand an altogether unintelligent nodule. Hence thevreject at once the Mosaic authorship of the PentateudTbecause the knowledge of things of which he wrte"-

Ss w^:^^'°'
'"*'""' °' *^^ ^- *-^ God -^

at hr«m.V? .""?/'' r^'^*^ ^y •^""^^" tanking

Moses at all

"""" "'^'' '' ^'^^^^ ^^^^ -- -'

The Psalms were not any of them written by Davidbecause they disclose a spiritual knowledge and ex^rCence far beyond the attainments of the age in which he

ments of any age-this age, for instance-just as com-pletely as that in which David lived! It is not, then be-cause the evolutionary theory contradicts the Mosaic

have seen It does not, but because it is assumed thatevolution by purely naturalistic processes had not yet
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tion and inspiration ' '''""« "Mnmunica-

"fie support, does not afford
1 "" ?"''/''™ '° ««»-

overbearing arroga""^, "hh Tu^"'A"^*"°" '<"• «>«

Jogn-atizesfandas^t^ amL '"' "'«''" Crilicisn,

proof that the trndSarth^r ft^.r"''^™''"*'Catfio ic Chiirrli tu^ *u
"leory—the theory of iht-

Hshed. ?n7t:' he Sda'ti""
™' "-'^- «'!

Crit cisni rests h.in„ .
"""™"o" on which Higher

upon it comS't^n^bJingTr"''
"" """^ '»''"^*""'



CHAPTER VII.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

I'hilology, as we .have seen CChanter Vtt ^ ,• .

MS
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^ch IS m direct contradiction of the creation story oi

earth. This theory ,s dealt with in Chapter VI.

toTJl'r^ "°"l^J^'^ °^ °"'* °"^'" J"d» natural!,

l^ientL,
?'' ''^'** ^" ^"* propounded by ceS J

far ? IViT K
""*" "°' evolutionists, and held tha?^

and c^r?*.S""*"
""^^ ^^'"«^ »P"»»? fro™ one soured

r^ir. / '
^*''* ""^'^ ^ ""™^^ o^ 'centres where byasort of eruptive process, human beings had their oHg,^^

o?hers''bTisr l''^"^^"* '/ ^~^'^^- A«-"'' -d'

aSdo" "' '°"^'^ '^^^^'^^ ^^ ^'^^^^'^ -« a ten-

Professor Winchell. speaking as a geologist savs-I hold that the blood of the first human sfo^k Towsin the veins of every living human being."

lanX^s"'sayr"'i;\^^ *^"/'" °" '^^^^^ -<»-"KUrtgcs. says. it can no longer remain douhffnlto any reasonable man. that the stately BrLhmin andhe gay Frenchman, and the restless A^ban an ani the

nlv even .h^ ^ "^ gentleman, and the Dutch Boer.

rZ'u , ^ P^^' °"**=^'*' *^e wandering gypsy alpeak languages which were once a single and Svided
rXel T""^'

'"^ "'' *" ^P"^"^ from ancestors, who

Smm:^ ire
'"^ ^^^^^^'^"' -"*^^' ^^'^^ -« t^eir

"We are fully satisfied." says Dr. J. C. Hall, review-ing Pickering's treatise on the subject, "tha all the

one blood. The black man. and the red man anH th.
white man are links in one great chain of reLbnshtnand^are children who have descended from one coi'n'

f
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'he «m. number of pTU^Ld f "Tf .f^'^«'-
minut., ,he same averr~,.m'''"l°'

'"''»'«'<>"''•'

»

the same passions " ""P'rature, the same wants,

hui^r: sX'S'fT^rm" "r^ """ """ "»' «-
have as ye. crmpfeterfai^ to'^^HT

°'«'.™' ^'
pr«.f of the specie dtr^fjf nTankW "7^:!'^"^

regarded as the coSy where ,h, I
'^" " "" """»

•wginning, received it, fi,^, J f-

''""'^" "« '•»<• '"
its increase was'^tefd o"e'rt:^S'oit SX

"""''

duced. Thre'v?de„« ,Z /" '*^" '"-^ec^ively pro-

scientific sourcesoS ,1 «„• f""""'"f
''°™ «>"«'

that so farTr^mZ aKu"''^"^"y?''^-'"'"<iedman.
unity of *e CaXflLU"rpro°vL,' h ""^^ """

art- '-^' 'o '^'-sr^,raX
The Leiiglh of Human History.

the ortin*^"™':^"daL'h'": rt''^^ «'™"«'- '"«

P^fessor Hu^rsV^m'":Z^^^tT^^
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STn^mnr ""'
**''"^* *^** "»" »>*» ^^ on the earthnme mU^ion years; while M. Launde, a French as^o„omer, being unable to think of any way of acient1fi«T

rw;s^.o^t'arr 'r^^ ^'^^'-onSTh^1«^ }^^ ^* *"• *"*^' therefore, is of eternal

arthrth^oShT- 1° ^" '^''^ ""-'^ ^°-^"'are tne theories that arc built upon these speculations itIS only necessary to state that there is notTe sScstphil^phical or scientific foundation for a, y of fhim

hnnd^^ ,K
.*^" ''*'*' ^°'* "'"« '"'"'on. nor for twohundred thousand, years, and much more proof tha?there was once a time when he was not here a 7lThe facts upon which this conclusion rests are too

TrcriusTons^T
^^^"•"•"^"^ *° ^ '"- Sn^Hb^^^

1 he conclusions of experts must for the present suffice

i^^^TJ "'^''' * ^^--^f"' investigator. poinU outthe mistakes made by geologists in their \^TZ^^x
ZT::\^\ "'.l

"the evidence for the antTquUyoman, on the hypothesis of evolution, is purely soecula

h;rThe mT ^^•"--.^^-"^ - yet Ln'fouTd '

cither the Miocene or Pliocene strata."

Pose^ to h'^v?^'^!'
"''^^ ^'°"*"*^ "'*"' that was sup-

S^d bv a si^" '^'''Tr^' i'
"°* ** P^^^«"* -<^know-

i5 D^ *^ '
^^'e^"^ geologist."

M. Reinach, another specialist of authority asksHave we any certain traces of the existence' of anintelligent being in the Tertiarv t^Ia^^ T
" Not one that 1c Zt u ^ P^°^

' *"^ answers,

.o a°„'res mtad
••* " "'"' " '" "'-^ """«-

f.!. .1^' ! ^ •" ''™°'« <'«P°sils that are only afew thousand years old, it will be apparent to evelyone
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that anthropology furniriies no proof that the Rihii^i

iJ^'utnthf ^:°' "r »''^"«L ortt^rnrace upon the eanh m in the leau incorrect
Every now and then we have heard In recent vear. „fhe d,«ovep, of human ren«,n.-^p.cial^ .^""00^

^«.t--*h,ch prove, it i, «id. that rt. human ra^ to
B^, .h^ r"?

*"'' '" ""' "-undred thousand y«,„

of he v~"t"°" «"".«' "^ •"« "H"' recentt^^

authorities on the Ice A« tha e«n^ m!„T^ ^"""^^

.Tlrthr;,'o^o^The1ce A^''""'''^
"' "" -""•' "-•

^V-I^r,".,!"".''"'./"'
"•"* '««'» to the same conclu-sion, and that is, that the cereals upon wh,?h men„„

III d„^J'***'?"? °^ ™" ">»" «"''• And furth„

K«?s and .h?r.f
"• '"''' "? "'*' '"«?• horses.Cgoats, and the like, are assigned by geoloeists In .h.ir

V^^rV" "" '"«''Vo theXaTas In
that L 1

^ *•'
'r"'"*^

""*^' ™ "" GUcS rr"od

^d AliL°T ""^'' '""*""• " "" "hole ofS
fixes p„tty accurately the iginnin; ^of the "h1.ma„'
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family as not earlier than six or seven thousand years

ity^:r!nc^^.:i;:;ft:£^^^ ^''!.^--st author.

period at from not ore^K T" "'' '"^ "^ '^^ ^^^

years ago.
*^''" '^^^" ^o ten thousand

tl/SXeri^rfr^ «Hows that

to twelve thousand yeL a 'o
'%'"'''

""l
^'"""^ ^'^^^

Upham, among most r^e^ent A
''"" ^""'^"''^^ ^"<»

think that from seven to tlthn^™'?"" ^'°'°^'^^^'

fair estimate of the date of ^^ f ^'^" ^«^° '« «
period. Salisbury UohL L I '\°'' °^ ^^ Glacial

Andrews, and m^^rYiff'
'^'"'""' ^^"^-•

who stand in the very Lre7rol "f
•'"^P" ^"^ ^'"^'''^^•

tis the most recenrand mn!r .?
'"'"^''^'' ^^^^ ^'^en

the subject, an^thly^re^^^^ ""^""^"^^^ °"
of the Ice Age cannofh.C fl 'T''*'°"' *^^* *»»« close

from five to f^nThousln^ tears' wit^/"^^*^^?
'"^'^ *^-

to seven thousand as tl^e reCtest 1tit oTtff ''""'"^

man has no place in the enrth c m V^^* ^^fe; and
•ce is over: s'o that'Veyb^^'.^^^^^^^^^^^
of our race stands unassailed Z Z ^^^^^^^
scientific discovery gis

''' ^"^ '"^''^^'^

/'r/»w/ Completeness.

velopment of the Mrll. ' '* '" "" P"''"^' ^e-
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of being. The evidence is conclusive, that there has beenno improvement or elaboration since the race began
Professor Huxley, describing one of the oldest fossil

skulls says that, so far as size and shape are concerned
It might have been the brain of a philo^pher.

Ur. Bruner-Bey, while speaking of the most ancient

EuroJf
d'^^ered says they surpass in size the modernEuropean skull; while their symmetrical form compares

favorably with the skulls of many of the most civufzed
nations of modern times.

^'vuizea

Professor Broca, a foremost authority after a careful

belongs to the earliest one Age, says: "The great

region, the fine elliptical profile of the skull, and the
orthognathus form of the upper facial region, kreTncon!
testable evidence of superiority, and arfcharacL

S

that usually are found only in civilized nations."

th.V^f
'' accumulating every day by the explorations

tha no^ oT ''""# '''"'^ °" '" "^"y Eastern lands,

n Svria t\ i"
^^'' ?^ ^"^>^'°"'^' ^"^ •" Arabian Syria m India, races of men existed from two to fivethousand years before the Christian Era, who were norude, undeveloped offspring of mer, brute progTnitors

but m reading writing, arithmetical knowledgef^astron^omy, law, medicine business activity, and mechanical
Skill of every kind-masonry, sculpture, metal work
carpentry, pottery, weaving, dyeing-they were a hTghT;
civilized people, which proves that the first races of menwere no s ightly developed offspring of monkey progen"
tors, but fully developed and highly civilized races
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Philology and Comparative Ethics.

It is held by the naturalistic philosophers, that awaydown in the scale of evolution, the primal progenitors ofour race wiere a set of inarticulate creatures, who in
the long process of their evolution were, at some periodof the world s history, transformed into articulate l>eingswho beginning with bnite sounds, such as the neigh of

ir,^H ?!' •' -^^ ^'^ °^ '^^ ^°^' ^^^^loped from these
crude beginnings the present perfections of human
spec'ch. It is now, however, an established fact of philo-
logical science, that there is a background of hiirh
civihzauon and cultured speech among the very earliest
people of every country in the world, who have left any

IZ^^' ^u '"* ^''''^5""' that have come down to our
time. The same science demonstrates that there hav.
been deteriorations and debasements of speech ratherthan improvements and ascents among the crude
uncivilized tongues of the world.

Conclusions exactly corresponding with these havebeen reached by those who have most profoundly studied
the comparative ethics and religions of the world. The
ancestors of all the people of the East had moral codesof high Standard and began their religious life with atnie worship of the Supreme Being. " They apprehended

^n hJ^'
Lenormant. "as a real and Divine Being,who had a personal existence and exclusive power overboth nature and the work of spirits

"

We have seen. Chapter V., the wonderful attainmentsof the Egyptians ,n the ethical and religious spheres

I \^'^""J
Babylonians, and the Persilns were noi

Tn tt. t'"''
*^''' •" 'P'"*"^^ ""^ ''^^'^^ attainments

so that, however we may look at it. it is clear that the
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evolutionary theory, that the human race beean in a

sand years, worked up to its present perfection is as

fhrtratL'tlTt?'"?
"" "^" •" -a^ined!°"Xnd s"ine tradition that the human race began high un in th^

o":^ed orthatlr'
^''

l'^^'
-^^^terwtrdeteri!orated or that there was a fall, has probabilities in itsfavor tha amount well-nigh to absolute certa^ity

"
'''

m fact, all discoveries made during the last twen^v

thiYhfS'l^"^
^" '" ^^^'"^"^ with'th'e^Bib^VrS:

that the first beings on earth that wore a human form

as canaWe'or^' 'l^''^''
^"^ ^^^'^ - '"^^"-t ^,as capable of working, and a language just as caoableof expressing thoughts, as those of%ny m'an now^SfngThese conclusions are based upon established facts Lnd

sendT
''^^"''"^^ '"'"*''^' "'''^°^^-" ^'^own

senJ"d.7'''"'r,5
""^ ""^^'^ ™^'"^'-' P'-o^e^sor Town-send delivers this reflection: "It is almost past beliefthat no ed philosophers and scientists should persist mostdoggedly, and run themselves out of breath and gcSEnglish speech, in order to elevate animals, deg^^man and drive God from the universe."

^
tinT. elf""**"?'"".'''

*^^* ^'^^" '"^n f^ad become a dis-•nct pecies, they had at first but little more intelligencehan the apes; that they lived in the open air sleronhe ground, and in caves, ate roots, the bark ' oMreesfrogs snakes, or anything else they'could p ck up ^d
bv h.

1"^?"'^.^"'" '^""^^^ «^ '"^^ »>-«'st sort' whoby the slowest and most laborious processes extendingthrough countless ages, have come 'pT ^ ptne
"^

which humanity now stands.
^ "

It is simply amazing to find that men who hold pro-
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fessorships in colleges and universities, and who occupy
some of the most important pulpits in the land, should goon holdmg and propagating these scientifically baseless
theories, and should seek to bewilder and mislead people
with confident assertions that all scientific men and
scholars believe them to be true.
Every well-informed man knows that it is not true, and

that there is not a particle of evidence that any distinct
species of animal ever has been evolved into another
distinct species, or that there is the least evidence thatman has been evolved from any animals whose remains
have yet been found. And so. again, evolution goes, and
so goes the whole destructive Higher Critical structure
based upon it.

'Ill

i f



CHAPTER VIII.

THE DIVINE NAMES.

l^^ """^lu ?u
'^' ^''^^'' ^"*'" ^^^"' ^ ^ve have

seen, with the assumption on the part of Simon and
Astruc that there are two accounts of the creation and
the deluge m Genesis. This assumed discovery was
afterwards applied to most of the narratives of the
Pentateuch, and though it did not at first shake faith in
the Divme mspiration and I.iosaic authorship of the
Pentateuch yet as time went on, the assumed
character of. the documents, whether two or seventeen,
from which it was assitmed that these narratives had
been derived, was held to be so mythical, so legendary,
so unhistoncal, so untrue, as to destroy all idea of Divine
origin and authority.

It was sought to strengthen this conclusion by the
assumed differences of style of language and of sub-
stance, and by assumed errors, mistakes, and contra-
dictions, until at last the whole history of Israel, till we
reach the time of Solomon, was held to be a myth and
a fiction, upon which no reliance can be placed

«r^.^^
^*'*'''"' '^ "^^^ ^""^^ ^y ^^^^' K"«"en> Colenso, and

Wellhausen, was not written till after the return from
Babylon, so that whatever mistakes, contradictions
errors, or difficulties may be found in it, may be at once
discarded as the mistakes of a work of fiction, that was

'55
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tter'wJ"ch°:
•"""'' *''" ^ *^^"^*"<^ y««" after ttime at which it is assumed to have been written Th*assumptions, when looked at in-theTht "f th; u^fc air 'o7""'

'!?*^^^ °^ ^^°^"*-^' hale ini^n
th.f fi, °f

""""^^^'^y ^"^ ""truth to the whole Bib

/ hL ?h
7"'^^''?" *° ^^•^'^ K"«««^n gives e^press^

o thV ff
'^'"''^ ""^"S^'^" '^ J"«t one of the^eSr

Tre 5^
7''^.' ^^ ^' ^^">'"^ P"*« 't, the Bible dSnare developed germs, not revelations) is a logicarn2:e

the l!!l , . .

"^'^ °^ ^^ ^^^ a^e "nder the control otie logical faculty. This issue is so appalling for the in

CtaT lSr?'r
'°^ ^'.^ --^^ a^rgf, thattenineory that leads to it must, in very duty to the world

ato'te'nlfTr ^"?'°"'"^' ^"^ ^he^L"
upTn IfTr °-^ '^' *'"? °^ ^« *^«>^:^ «""«' be iilsisted

rST'
",*^^'^^•^ ^"y ^ther theory that affords a reason-ab e solu .on of the difficulty suggested, it is plaSly a

tt'drm:i?rar
''' ' ''' ^-" '-'-'--' 'y^ -^-

us^'^hHord"^^^l Th'at"^"
^•^^"'"•^ ^^^^^"^

J
^"Ksest ; that Gen. n. 4 introduces

materially from that contained in the first chan-er andcannot be reconciled with i,. They, therefor^,tfer tto

accrntT:?^^
''-'"" '™™ -"' °*-^

The English critics, professing to have pursued an inde-

fheta"d':f"T;''"' ? ''''' ^° ^ limited extent fXtl
orfJnt?

'""' ""^^ ^^^"S^'^t tJ^at there were eleven

sertl""Sf -r'
°'

'"f"' "^^ ^'^-^'^t there were

B^hnn^'t i
'^" '""' ^°"'* ^^'^tinct authorships, andBishop Colenso five. In opposition to this divisive theory
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many distinguished critics. Kiel and Kurtze, and Ouarryand the ate Professor Green of Princeton, one^^of thi

ITa tTT^^^^ ^''^^^ ^'^°'^" °f this continent,
hold that there is a marked and consistent structural
arrangement m these books, and especially in the book
of Genesis. That this structure is distinctly marked by
a senes of generations or histories, founded upon genea-
ogical relations, but in most cases embracing much more
than the relations of family or kinship. In one case the
word generation » is used in a highly figurative sense.

T.? *!^1*^*^ generations of the heavens and the
earth (Gen ii. 4.) It is held that besides the
introductory chapter, giving an outline history of the
fact and order of creation, there are ten sections maricedm this way, and giving, for the most part, a brief
repetition of so much of the previous account as to make
it an mtelligible narrative in itself. There is also gener-
ally some note of time at the commencement of these
sections, so as to indicate the date of the narrative. This
structural organization and especially the repetitions, so
diverse from our usages, are so many proofs of the unity
of the book of Genesis. Professor Green has published
a large and learned volume, establishing this fact we
think, conclusively.

The following are the sections into which the book of
Genesis is divided, each of which, after the introductory
first chapter, is introduced by the same formula, " These
are the generations "

:

I. Gen. ii. 4: "These are the generations of the
heavens and the earth."

A ^
^' ^' ""•'•" '^^'' '" ^^ ^^ °f t'^e generations of

Adam."

3. Gen. vi. 9: " These are the generations of Noah."
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Of n;J?"
'"

^
' ""' "« *« eene^tions of ,l„ so,

hhmacl."
^'"'* "•« "-c generations c

Esau.- • ""^* "^ 'l" generations o

Ja«b.'?™-
""""• -^^ "These are the generations o,

cho^' ™« fr:rth°eZ'>''
'' '° '"« "= '"« of "«

• nation" mad?l of rtf?"'7
'"' 1° '" "'«""°" ''<

of the twel^s^nsofTarnhr .!"*'' *' -lescendants

precede, eacS Sa/o^^^''; t?''
*" '"""»' introduction

u,»n a ne; sS':T he^"£:" "f '» "^ "«-'-
-hject that is to be .reaped HL/JLt;? ""
cal ed generations, because the framed" fcof .1^

''
.
"

history is a ffenealno-v «,i,- u .
'^'"^"^°'^k of the entire

are there diZ^ °he 3,° " 'f^'?'
<"'«"-'• »""

the n,,i„ „„.Prd;st..^ rof"th Tjfcn^r'n'es his principal theme ""' "''«''

-t ^it TfSdtserir.h'i"" i'r '«'• *= -"- ^'-'y
the understan'di^g'lA^L'^rdC:

„";<",X?[^^^^^^^^^

it ren,o«s ftin^S'f'
™"''"''^' "^ unreasonable, and

-re or les*: "mXTl' ficZ'""
"=" "" '^'°" -"^ «

In answer to the objection that this turns the book
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of Genesis into a clumsy, immature piece of composition,
it^may be said that that is just one of the strongest proofs
of Its correctness. The critics hold that for lack of
knowledge of moral and spiritual development and pos-
sibly of literary skill, Moses could not have written the
Pentateuch. Now, while that is clearly disproved by
archaeological discovery, it is yet made manifest that the
matured skill of after ages, in diction and construction,
was not at once attained in that early age of the world's
development; so that this stereotyped and repetitious
mode of composition and construction is a strong, unde-
signed corroboration of the traditional belief that the
book was written in the age of Moses, and not in what
the critics claim was the refined, literary age of Ezra.

The Dual Narrative Theory.

In opposition to the traditional view of the unity of
the book of Genesis, and, in fact, of the whole Pen-
tateuch, the suggestion was made, as we have seen, first
by Spinoza, the originator of pantheism, and then by
Simon and Astruc, that there were two narratives of
the creation, deluge, passage of the Red Sea, and other
events combined in one in the Bible. The two docu-
ments containing these two narratives were produced
in the way described in Chap. iii. i. These documents
were held to be distinguished, one by the exclusive use
of the word Yahveh, or Jehovah, and the other by the
exclusive use of the word Elohim, as the names of God,
and that the former is more ancient than the latter. In
order to establish this theory it was necessary to point
to passages in which these names are exclusively used,
and in which the Yahvist never refers to the Elohist, be-
cause that would prove that the Elohist was the older
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tJt\o^L7^
so overthrow the whole theory. Buialas, for the thfory. the word Elohim does occur in wha

Native tT "^K '° .^'^^^ "••^ ~"«> Elohistic nar

uS:*- "' '" ^"- "• 4' which is claimed to be aJehovistic passage, the two names occur together « Ir

heavens. How is this got over? By boldly assertinirthat the word Elohim is an interpolation and o^noother reason but that it overthrows the theoty.

clai^d";,TT^"'f-
'"• '' ^'^^''" ^*^"" '" what is

subS Ln ^ ,1'"*" ^''^^^'- " "^^^ ^^T^"* was more

Tt^I^ kit??. ^^? °^ ^''^^ ^^'^' which the Lord God

TehovaS ^F?'^"^\''' r'^' '

^^^^ »• " The Lord gS
H J J ^'°Jl'"l^

*"^ P''«^"« of the Lord God(Jehovah Elohim);" verse g, "Lord God (Jehov^Ebh.m «,lled ;" so in iv. 25, a Jehovistic passagi! " ForGod (Eloh.m) hath appointed." Again, in what is calledthe Jfhov,st.c account of Noah's entry into the ark. ix.

vr;se Sit if
°
rT^ 'i"^'"^''^^ J^P^''^" while in

Ebhim) " '
""^ ^ '^'' ^'^ ^ Oehovah

Another example: Gen. v. is said to be Elohisticand the word Elohim does occur five times in it; but n'verse 29 appears the word Jehovah to destroy the theoryof exclusive use. and not only is the word there, but

l^MT 7^%l*°
*^^ Jehovistic chap. iii. 17. What is

11^ f" •
^ ?"^ '*^"^' •" ^" the manuscripts andancien^ versions. It must be got rid of. and so withouta shred of evidence it is denounced as an interpolation.

Again, the theorists cut off chap. vii. 9-14 from its
context, and say it is Elohistic ; but lo. in verse 16 stands
the word Jehovah, overthrowing the theory as to age
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r^rtStr'
*'' ^•"*" *"^''' interpolation, is again

nL » T„ ^ ^ ' ^***" **'^' "^ (Elohim) is wit-

nave seen God (Elohim) face to face."

Gei^Txxl."^ ii° !lr^-
^^"hausen. and Kautzsch.

noining of Elohim, and yet we read, verse «;
" CnA

Moreover the assumption as to the exclusive mTofthe names Yahveh and Elohim in certain TndiSt^
passes on whi* this th«,ry is hased, is not trie^m Genesis ,s also called El, El, Elyon. Most Higi (^Adonai Lord

:
and as we have sin in mat^y Sass^s

El S^HH
^'°'"*" °^ •^*'°^»*'^' "^"^ -^^^ ^^rEI Shaddai occurs in Gen. xliii. 14, ,'„ what is calleda Jehovjstic passage, and Shaddai intlix. 25. Ihich a^held to be ,«mes characteristic of the Elohist Jehovah

rren'r h'^t"^
°"^^ ••n^x;il^!•/„d«;^t i^x"

18 when Jehovah interposes for the protection of Saul.

TreTk 1 V^' ?""; ^""^ '^^^^ 5- These admitted factsare absolutely fatal to the divisive theory of separate
Elohistic and Jehovistic documents. They mustT got
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rid of or the theory goes, and in every case the ol
trick of interpolation by some unknown redactor i

resortwl to or else passages that manifestly are one ar

wi^Ll"; . ^"P""* ^° ^'°'^'**'^ "'• Movistic authorshi,
without any other reason for it than that they are fata
to the accepted theory.

Once more, chap. xlix. is said to belong to a lonj
Elohistic passage, but in verse i8 occur those xvords o
Jacob, I have waited for Thy salvation, O Jehovah.'And, again, the destroying verse is an interpolation. I-
this criticism? Is it fair and legitimate to alter, anc
tha not once but a hundred times, in order to make th.
Bible square with a theory, and that without one whit
of authority from manuscript, or version, or ancient

Lnl^i^'l^'?"'^""'
"^ "'^'*=^' incompetence, than is

furnished by frequent and arbitrary alterations of the
text, and without this, the theory of Elohistic and Jeho-
vistic documents cannot be maintained. Even the unani-mous consent of the critics could make no difference
It was pointed out long ago that the theory rests uponan assumption utterly false, viz., that the names EloWm
and Jehovah are synonymous, and that they can be used
indifferently, the one for the .other. This is certain^
not the case There is the same difference between
Elohim and Jehovah as between Deus and Jupiter; Deitv
and God or Homo and Petrus. The one expresses the
genus, the other stands for the individual, and is a
proper name. ^

. » d

Elohim answers to our word God or Deity, and is
therefore, used of false gods as well as of the true'
Jehovah stands for the personal, self-existing, living"
self-revealmg Being, and can, therefore, be aRplied tonone but the one true and eternal God, and it is said
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not KTnoihcr'
•

'%?
"''"'' ""1 "^^ ^^'^^^ -'" '

words of Fl.fr »7; f u^\ 'I
'^'°"«^'y •"^'•'^^^ '" the

Baal, then follow him." You could ,.,t ..lercliT'' cElohim and Jehovah, and say. " If Baal ho W ur'There „ an essential difference in th: tuo n; v
'

;,
there are cases where there is a pc.. Nar ,,.-o,.n 'vusmg one rather than the other, and Uk.c ,.. o cnle .1one mu^ be used ami the other ca,n ->t. 'i

,.•
f .,;explam the reason for one name bein*; uscvl i, Jt a^e

be receued as a characteristic mark to di.fi,in'l«l. oneauthor from the other, or to prove that thcr r

'

o

ine use of the Elohim is m some cases compulsory thesubject makes the use of that word nece saT?'^^

cati "m;tt"jpiT"^'' "7 ^^^'^'^ -kr-r'th«cases have om tted Eloh.m. and substituted Jehovah for

La ^ • f'Z
*^' '^"'•^ ^^"'^•'" ^^""•s eight timesand m s.x of them the use was compulsory. In Sl„xlm. 23. u occurs twice, and no other word could grammatically be used. The word cannot, therefore h^ ofthe character peculiar to one another. Its use was rendered necessary by grammatical construction. In the

Woh m or Jehovah, except in the 27th verse whereEbh.m was compulsory. In opening the DiWne rI.'!"

Creator '^LT''""^, T "^"'^^ '* ^'^•'^•' *''^* ^^ '^^ the

and also'thl/T if T^- '

''"' ""' '*^'""^' ""»• ''"dependent:and also that Jehovah is not one among many ; not merelythe national God of the Hebrews, but Jehovah thT self-

trime" A^^''"- ^'^'f^^'y
C-tor. are onetdthe same. And so ,n the first chapter Elohim is usedthroughout. The Deity is the Creator, but when the
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narrative Of God's personal relations to man begins anthe mention of Jehovah' was necessary. MosesTniti tJnames and says. "Jehovah Elohim.^ the Srd S)?The union of the two names give identU^ an^Si

S::"«nirand1 'T *'^ ^^' '^^^'^^ on. M^iseT dro

time^Sr '""'' ""'P'^y^ J^^°^^h, and some

thT Hehr.5^?
'' '^''''^' P^^P"*^ty' ^d *he laws o

ttrlJore Ts n"'^''^'/'^""'^-
^^^ "^^ °^ ^hese name'

^nth^lL\nA ^T^ ?^ compilation of multitudinou:

And this is what is called the scientific oroof of th.
divisive theory upon which, mainly, r^ts Kmand
tt *'! '"''^"^7 °' *'^^ traditional faith in h B bTe as

InH^ 'T.'""^
'''^'^ °^ '^^ ••^^^^^t'on of God to man

as the eroLttT" ^l.'^
^'-^ "^^*^ "^^^^ developmem

matterofflcl r ^''^
"^''''"^^ °^ *^^ ^'b'^' As amatter of fact there is not an instance in which the name

of How ?' ^'^'''^' '' "^^ '" ^^•^'^ ^h- devou studemof Holy Scripture cannot discern a natural, if not n^essary reason for its use. without reverting to1heu„provable fiction of dual, or multitudinou^s authorsWp
Is .t any wonder that Cheyne asks. " Is not the thS^

7^uX 'fft'
^\^^^Prooi absolute and tS:

fabric
'' *^' ^''y corner-stone of the

There is clearly no reason in the assumption of this

yi^ p°m''''PJ'"^ '^^ ^^^"^ «f th« com^site origin

charaL;t' ^"V"? T^*''"^
°' ^ -or?consS

Character is produced than anything that has vetappeared, we may safely decline to giv! it any credence!
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.
Diction, Style, Conception.

i6s

Divine names Bef^^^^^^^^^
"P°" ^^ -^ <^^ the

such criticism asTjl^y^VnlZtV" '^' '''"'' °^

careful examination of the^t of r "^' "' °^ '"^''^

that the theory rested uoon T "^"'' '* ""^^ ^^'^

And so KuenLTI' rthyXT'tZ'^r^^i
•nvestigation has shown that Lr .L ?^ ^.

*'"^'*'^^

often been laid J^T .*°° '""*'''
^'^'fi^'^t has

had b^n use^
" he way m which the Divine names

uZrT •
• ^^ '^ '^*"' therefore," he savs "to

diversity of autChl^ T^
,."" f""=^ ^ '"<>"« <>'

to tl.e suWec.-„,a.[er of tC7o:^^^XZ"T^absence of words and ohrases frnm «
P^^^ages. The
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ment; and certainly nothing even to suggest the theo
of two or more different writers. Such a use, or failu
to use certain words and phrases, could be paralleled wi
perfect ease from the writings of any well-known writ
of ancient or modern times. In fact, the tables ha
been turned upon the critics by pointing out the mai
mstances in which they altogether disregard this ru
themselves, when it does not serve their purposes, at
the many other instances in which the application (

thjs argument would altogether destroy their divisii
classification of many passages of Holy Scripture. Ii

deed, their early effc^rts to establish a diversity of dictic
between the assumed Elohistic and Jehovistic passag(
were overthrown, as we have seen, by their utter inabilil
to sustain their theory when applied to actual facts c

Iloly Scripture. In a multitude of passages no sue
distinction could be made out. The crushing nature c
tins fact forced Hupfeldt to suggest that there were tw
Elohists, E and E', or P., who were alike iij their us
of Elohim, but differed widely in other respects. Thi
conjecture was hailed as a scientific discovery, and ha
been clung to by the critics ever since. P. is supposei
to differ widely from J. in diction, while it is difficult, i

not impossible, to distinguish between E. and J. in dictioi
except in the use of the Divine names.
The Jehovist and Elohist of the first dividers wer.

found after all to agree far more than they differed. It
fact, it became impossible to tell on any of the ground-
laid down what passages were to be assigned to on<
and what to the other. The introduction of a thirc
author, P.. who was also an Elohist, enabled them tc
assign to him all passages that differed from J. in the
matter of their criteria, and so to leave J. and E. to
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agree as much as they liked. It is evident, however,
that the introduction of P. was a mere expedient to
escape from a hopeless dilemma. E. is introduced to
take over all the passages in which the criteria, which
were mtroduced to determine what belonged to J. and
what to E. failed. But even this did not satisfy. The
process once begun had to go on. Even P. could not
square the circle, and E.. E.' and J., J.' up to at least
seventeen authors of the simple record of Genesis had to
be mtroduced, and a passage here and a chapter there,
and a verse here and word there, was assigned to one or
another of these widely separated authors.

It has been held by the critics that each of these original
authors, except they were redactors, gives a continuous
and connected narrative of the times of which he is
writing, and that they have been so clumsily compiled or
put together, that they can be easily separated by the
criteria suggested; that at least three diflferent and con-
nected narratives stand out clearly. The slightest exam-
mation will show that this is not true. So large a share
of what are called Elohistic passages is retained by E.
that all semblance of completeness and continuity in the
passages assigned to P. is completely destroyed. Noth-
ing, for instance, is assigned to P. in the entire patri-
archal period, with the exception of two events in the
life of Abrahem, in chapters xvii. and xxiii. This his-
tory of the period, which we have in our Bibles, is

supposed to be Jehovistic, with the exception of a few-
snatches, and the^e are supposed to belong to P. All
subsequent passages, with the exception of Gen. xxiii.,
are supposed to belong to E. ; that is. all the narratives
up to XX. are wanting in E., meagre in P., and all follow-
ing XX., with the exception of xxiii., are wanting in P.
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In fact they are one narrative, which for support of aheory have been violently rent asunder, andKe dif-ferences of diet on and style, of which s^ much^^nniade, are sufficiently accounted for by the subject^a^ro the narrative, without having recourse to any d"^etheory of compilation from multiplied sources. "^In pr^f

a^Hv e^ri ^vt ^l ""'^T"^
'° J- ^'^ E" *»»« dictionand style are alike and mdistinguishable. P. has onlyextraordinary events, like the creation and ^elueegen^logies and migrations assigned to him and

^'cou'rr^TH
'''''' ^"' diction follow as a Matterof course They are essential to the proper treatment

tZ\:t'^^- ^"' 7'?^ ^"^ phraLfhat~-
S^^ L?

'"dicative of J. and E. are not found in P

sStlSr "° ^'"^^'^ '^^' *=°"^'" ^h*'"' °r ^0"W

c7r!rL th'
'' "' ""''^"^ *° ^^•"- The vicious

circle is that no passage containing certain words andphrase^ is assigned to P. Then it is pointed" out tlTat

tL f r.
^ '

'u
^^^°«^«th«'- different from J.'s style.The formality, yerboseness. and repetitions imputed to

e" LTT"""'^'^ T^^''^''
'^'y «°^'"& «tyle of J. andE.. find their explanation in the precision due to legaldocuments, and the emphasis laid upon matters ofsS

unportance, or the inevitable formaHty and sam^ne^o

oXirflir'"^'
'"'''' '""^ ^^-^'"^ '-dents or

In fact, the whole argument in favor of the comnila-ion theory, as based upon diction, conception, and s^^es childish and utterly inconclusive. And yet it is onsuch speculations and arbitrary divisions as^he e thatthe critics demand the surrender of our faith in AeBible as a book of Divine origin.

i! I
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Use of Words. »

It will help the reader to understand the force of
the argument based upon the use of words, if we
examine a few of what the critics regard as the mostconvmcmg proofs of their theory, that certain words,
other than the Divine names, clearly indicate a different
authorship of the passages in which they occur. In other
words, they maintain that the occurrence of certain
words m indicated passages or paragraphs, would prove
that that passage was written by a Jehovist, and that the
absence of that word from certain other passages wouldgo to prove that that passage was copied from E. or P
pillman, among |he critics, seems to attach greatest
importance to this argument. The Hebrew word trans-
lated field IS held to be used only by J., and so it
fixes the source of the passage in which it occurs as
Jehovistic. But the word occurs repeatedly in passages
that have been assigned to P. (See Gen. xxiii 9 11

I?'
'^' '^?'. °r

"• '^' "• 5. '"• 23.) The phrase.
"'

Till*
the ground, ,s held to l.e Jehovistic. l,ecause of its ab-
sence from what are called P. sections, but it does not
occur elsewhere in the Hexateuch. Its use was natural
and necessary, ami would not have been usable ' - nas-
sages where other subjects are being treated, so that no
argiiment in favor of a diversity of documents can be
derived from it.

The phrase, " On the face of the ground " (G«n i ) ismade a criterion of J., and its presence in a passage is
held to warrant its reference to J., and yet it occurs in P
(Gen. 1. 25, vi. 20, ix. 2).

" To be grieved " is held to indicate a T. passage It
occurs in chap, xxxiv. 7. a P. passage, but its occurrence
there conflicts with the theory, so it is cut out, and handed
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over to P. Long lists of passages of this kind are sup-
plied by DiUman, Kautze, and otlier critics. If any-
one will take the trouble to study these passages as dis-
cussed in Green's " Unity of Genesis," he will, I am
persuaded, come from that investigation with the con-
clusion that the argument is utterly fallacious, and that
the conclusion based upon it stands without any founda-
tion in fact, or, at least, that there is no fact adduced
that is not capable of a ready and natural explanation
on the traditional hypothesis of unity of authorship.
Now, it is upon such arguments as these, which George

Adam Smith says are extremely delicate, that the critics
base the following askumptions, which are accepted by
the whole confraternity as axioms of what they call
their science

:

First, they assume they cannot dream of its being
proved, that Genesis is made up of at least two, perhaps
four, documents, each of them a fiction.

Second, they assume that the names Elohim and
Yahveh belong to two different writers, in opposition to
the evidence of the book of Genesis itself, and, in fact, of
the whole Bible.

Third, they assume that no author is capable of writ-
ing on different subjects in different styles, so that, for
example, the account of the creation could not have been
written by the person who wrote the history of Joseph.
They make this assumption mainly because the same
words are not used.

Fourth, they resolve that this difference of language
shall be called a difference of style, though it has nothing
whatever to do with style.

Fifth, they assume that certain words are Elohistic.

and then they read out of all Jehovistic passages all
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sections, verses, and sentences that contain these words
so as to secure it for the Elohist.

Sixtli, in order to overrule all difficulties which factsmay place in the way, they assume ad libitum the exist-
ence of lacunae (gaps) where there are none; of inter-
polations, inadvertencies, clumsy and half mechanical
writing, and contradictions where none such exist.

Seventh, they assume that no event which would
ruffle the smooth surface of a priori probability can be
admitted to be historical.

Eighth, they assume historic prediction to be impos-
sible, and, therefore, that all prophecy must have been
written after the event, which the prophets profess to
foretell.

Ninth, they assume that the book of Genesis is non-
Mosaic and its contents unhistorical.

Tenth, they assume, though they do not always express
It, that evolution, and not revelation, was the agency
that produced the Bible (summarized from Dr Kay's
Crisis Hupfeldteana," pp. 94, 95).
With regard to the first assumption, it is needless to

say that it completely destroys the unity of the book of
Genesis. Is it any wonder that George Adam Smith
eager advocate of destructive criticism as he was, should
confess that the process is very delicate and the results
very uncertain? Will not every unprejudiced reader
feel that the men who can build up their analytical, docu-
mentary theory on such assumptions as these, are not
to be envied that keen intellectual scent of which they
make such proud boasting?
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CHAPTER IX.

THE MOSAIC COSMOGONY.

and a fair condu',,JbuITpon^'" (ft V'Z T""J

be h,s ory, a„<I as such i, is ,he natural inTXtto^ o

ween the discoveries of science aod S^^fc^^coumrelates to the age <rf the worki. It is sJT^t t^Cvand astronomy prove that the existencTaf tte l^^fZand the earth must be reckoned W t«^,^ r .f.Y

of years, while accordirrL^^fac^Lnt'X^
^i'o;Sf' '? °' ^'^'^''^y -"^^ tn^troTother'wise of this allegation turns wholly upon the meanin«rof the phrase, " In the beginning » ^
no'arttde^nor^'.^''''^'''

'"^ ^^^'^^ ^^"•°"« *here isno article, nor ,s there an article in tiie Septuagint-
173
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" en arche." It is the same phrase that is us^ in fh-

hsh and foreign, agree that it is used to express durationof time^ previous to creation; or as Tholuck puts it it

was, before the foundations of the earth were laid Itrefers to duration of time, not to order, and may mean

'ZZ^^V^T^^^^ --ding to tLTb"

imes^^^f^u rJ*""'
^^e translation is, "m former

Ind th. .^ .
•

^.^'•*?t^d the heavens and the earth,"

?hP J^A .
' " """'""^ ^° ^^*^'"^*^ th« apphcation to

tln^'AtlTr^^^ '"'Z:^"^
^^^ nof therefore.

rn?H«. I *
God created the heavens and the earth;"

created the heavens and the earth," but, " Of old in for

Tnd fr^T.' ^ t' ^'' ''^'^''y' "^ -eatVd the h "avt

word^!''?i
H°^J°"&«ffoisnotsaid. The Hebrew

^fvJr,'"
•."'*''

^"V"" '"^^"^" """'•'"« "P«" '"'•"ions

therXt' • ? '^'''^ ^' *''°"^^"^^- The statement,
therefore is not contrary to the discoveries of sciencewhich claims that the earth existed for myriads of yearsbefore the creation of man. The words of Genesis arewide enough to take in times indefinite, times reaching
back,

, need be, beyond the comprehension of man

hZurTfZTy^"
'"ore ancient objectors, who found

It absurd tha God created nothing in previous eternity,and remamed inactive until a few thousand years ago

llVZ r*"''."^
"''"" ^*"'* '^' °PP°^'*« ^^ this, andleave the when of creatmn undefined. But though they

are comprehensive as to time, they are precise as to the
fact of creation.

Dr Josepli McCaul long ago pointed out that there
are three words used in the Old Testament in reference
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h

YJ,^/ if'°?"'"*°r °^ *^' world-Bara. he created-Yat.a he formed; and Asah. he made. The t^^t'

o«, according ,o ,h. H^„rrKv,^rac, .iUhi:::;

word does not necessarily imply the creation of %««..

.W^lr'"^' '* '-^ ^^.fy thTDl^nelrX:
before Sm'"^ "'^'

'T'^^''^ *^«t d'd "ot existDefore. (See Num. xvi. 304 Jer. xxxi. 22.) And Gi^m»^
the first creafon of the world out of nothing and^arude, unformed state is set forth, and is provS to be "hemearnng by the ^nnectio„ of things in t'hi. whde ch^ter. v,o the Rabbis (see Aben Esra: (^en i n
"L nVhr°"Th"'^ f' r^"^*'- of'Tmelhi ^
Ps «M?cf«H. " "^'^1^'' explanation given in

andrst<:od.'.
"^^'^'-^'t^-^ted; he commanded

J\J^^ *^j' *''?"^^* °^ *=''«^t'°" o"t of nothing that

tTon"rM^rl"H r^'j'"^' *^^ •"'"^ and imfgna

orj/w p ^'^,^1*°"^- II«^ says in his book, the " Im-pregTiable Rock " (pp. 58, 59) . « There is no conceivableman.pulat.on of or transaction with, matter nealy somarvellous as the stujx^ndous conception of ca£ k

nteZ. f ^^"^*'^"«' ^as t^e one idea that the unaided

V? hTil'Tr""' *°*^"y incompetent to conceive10 the Idea of the.r pure creation it does not seem atany t.me to have been able to ascend." And heTsks!
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why should the creation of water into wine be difficult
for those who already believe that there was once a con-
dition of things, when none of the elements out of which
each IS compounded had any existence at all?

Creation, however far back we may carry it, is an
operation unfathomable in idea, but so definite in result
that It stands ever before us in its virgin integrity. It
must be accepted or rejected ; it cannot be tampered with.And If accepted, it draws after it, as far as regards pos-
sibility, not only what may be called the minor miracles
of Scripture, but also those greatest miracles, which are
the corner-stones of the Christian Creed, the Resurrec-
tion, and above all, the Incarnation. He who calls out
of nothing both matter and life must surely be beyond
questioning by us, as to the conditions which His wisdommay be pleased to establish between them and His own
Divine Essence, or the manner in which He may deter-
mine to impress himself upon them; so that the first
chapter of Genesis is the foundation chapter of the Bible
and the first verse, proclaiming the stupendous work of
creation, as distinguished from the subsequent work of
adjustment is its foundation verse." ^Impregnable
Rock. p. 60.) Yet this idea was entirely beyond the
competence of the most instructed heathen to embrace
It IS said m these days that the Bible story of the crea-
tion was derived from the Babylonian or Assyrian
tradition But in addition to the fact that it diflfers from
them widely in the order of creation, in diction, and
dignity. It differs fundamentally in the most essential
fact of all. It rises away above them all, in that it stands
absolutely alone in the conception and proclamation of
creation, the necessarily Divine act. The mind of the
most cultivated man failed to grasp the idea of creation
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and was unable to advance beyond the manipulation and
adjustment of pre-existing matter. The first statement
of the first verse of Genesis must, by every principle of
intuition and of logic, be true, and being true, proves
that Its origin was not mythical, but Divine.
The heavens and the earth of the second verse are be-

yond dispute the object and result of the creative act
of the first verse. The heavens were made in former
duration, and were not intended to embrace the whole
universe of material existences, so that the earth is not
set forth as the beginning and centre of the whole crea-
tion of God. The verse is merely intended as an authentic
proclamation, that the things that are did not create
themselves, did not grow, but were created by, and owe
their ultimate origin to Him. Probably the order
heavens and earth, instead of earth and heavens, was
intended to imply that the heavens represented in
other suns and systems, were brought into being before
the creation of the earth, or even of the solar system.
Only they were all created. The next fact is, that after
Its creation the earth was (or had become) without form
and void, or had become desolation and emptiness, and
darkness was upon the face of the raging deep, and the
Spirit of God was brooding upon the face of the waters.

This description is not a contradiction of geological
discovery, but in complete general harmony with it;
for while geologists generally believe that the earth was
at first m a state of igneous fusion, they suppose that
before the various formations and deposits' began, it

was first entirely covered with water. " We soon dis-
covered," says Phaff, " not only that by far the greater
part of the earth was under water, but that to water it

owes its origin, and that under water the entire gradual
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which existed a thick arr«„r™' '^^'P''"'. "ver

water of the Jrth t„ ? ' '' """'"'"S a" the

covered wi h^,U a
"" everywhere .miformly

crust of earth was SJ^ f 1, '
"""' " ""

jin,ost i„ .helo':^: ofl^Se '""'"Threa^h-tet^'

u;^"^Hn^':frr-^X'"^Sr-s

^^rai^r^thT^-^--^^^^^^

the^'^t'ri^ "J"^*-^'""' ">«• between Moses and

worM^ *""" "^ "S"'* the age of theworld. The past eternity, included in the ^rinmWa,v^ space for all the n,illions of years that scfc^'

con^rs.'rthr^^'h':^*^;^ i'^'^'^^
°' ««

£ e^^fJtrSi^n Lte^e^ Sce^d^^ni«.t of the Mos«c narrative, which has been d,4^«^
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since the days of Celsus, viz., that while the creation of
light was the work of the first day, the sun, the present

light given of the world, was not made till the fourth

day. Celsus found it strange that Moses should speak

of days before the existence of the sun. "How
did God create the light before the sun?" asks

Voltaire. " How did He make the day before the sun

was made?" modern astronomy asks. D. F. Strauss

found it contrary to order, that the earth should

not only have been created before the sun, but should also,

besides day and night, have distinction of the elements,

and vegetation before the sun. " Light and the measure-

ment of time are Represented as existing before the mani-

festation of the sun, and this idea, though repugnant to

our modern knowledge, has not in former times appeared

absurd." ("Essays and Reviews." p. 219.) The objec-

tion does not, however, as is assumed, grow out of mod-
em scientific discovery, as it was plainly stated by
Celsus ages before what is called science came into

being.

The fact of the matter is that science teaches nothing,

absolutely nothing, with respect to the relative ages of the

earth and the sun. Science has, however, without any
reference to the book of Genesis, propounded a theory

of the origin and order of the solar system, which has

been widely accepted by most of our scientific men as

highly probable, and which, had it been devised for the

express purpose of removing the supposed difficulties of

the Mosaic record, could hardly have been mr .; to the

purpose.

This theory supposes that the whole solar system was
originally one mass of vapory or nebulous matter,

which, according to the laws of gravitation, assumed the
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form of an immense sohero n,;- u
reason, began ,o rJcvT^^^ I^ .f"'' '":, -".'
«voIv«l, b«an,e flattened anjmte ^h\ 1."-"
the equatorial rem™ ,„j • "^

'
'"° ™o"ni in

mass,asifitthrewofri..i,.. • • "' <'ie nebiilons

space, a fr« r„JvtaJr ne ,W,
'
r",!""""'

""™«''>

detached itself in the „"-' "i"" "^ "' ^""™-
-^ L • . ' fegion of the enuator Thi. r™~

Now. according tc this theo^ nnf i Zu "'''"P^"*"-

::^ srjUr^ '^ ^^ ytr,rT c'-r
'°"'''

3d:aTr.;tS;:----t"oTs
This IS, It will be remembered, only a theorv Tf i,

^t^m"„?rr"'«"' """ P"""""" 'ann*Tb„ 'itt

P^vl thS ',h^ ""i! '"fP'"" •"' «^'™«''s. and if n eproves that the earth existed before the ^im ,nH .

generally held by the scientists who accept this theory,
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which also removes this objection from another point
of view. It is held that the material of the solar system
first existed in a paseoits condition, then through the
chemical combinations that were going on. it was trans-

formed, first, into a vapory state, then into a molten
condition, over which a cnist gradually formed. This,
from the intense heat below, transformed all the water
that is now gathered together in seas, lakes, and rivers

into vapor, so that the whole earth was covered with a
thick, dark cloud: the heat transforming the water
into steam, and the steam, as it ascended to the cooler

regions, being transformed into rain, which was poured
down in increasing torrents upon the earth, thus grad-

ually cooliikg and clearing the atmosphere, until, at first,

the twilight of Genesis shone through, and when the

fourth period was reached, and the mists cleared awav,
the sun came out in all his dazzling brightness. This
theory implies that Moses describes things according to

their appearance, as the whole panoramic vision of crea-

tion passed before him. But either of these widely

accepted theories clears away this objection about the

light. The theory of Laplace may not be true, but it is

the offspring of modem science, and, Ijke the Mosaic
account, assumes the existence of the earth before the

sun became a luminary. The creation of the sun or parent

globe may be included in verse i. and as it is generally

held that the body of the sun is. like the earth, opaque,

and owes its light-giving power to a luminous atmos-

phere, the work of the fourth day. described by the

word " asah "—to make ready, prepare, dress—the work
of the fourth day may have consisted in providing the

earth with its luminous atmosphere, a theor>' which again

establishes complete harmony between the discoveries of

science and the revelations of Genesis.
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The Length of the Mosaic Day.

i8i

If the term day, as it occurs in Genesis, signifies asm our ordmary popular use, a period of twS y fourhours and no more, then it would not be easy to reconcUehe Mosaic record with the discoveries of ^^ienceTto

larth" R^rr^ '" ''^ '°''"^^^'-" -^ the crust oUheearth But the narrative itself makes it plain tba the

the first chapter the time occupied in the creative andadjust.ve work is divided into six perioSs, c2d days

^u li u^"*"
^""^ *^^ generations of the heavens andthe earth when they were created, in the Z)ay that theLord God made the earth and the heavens."

rest??'
'"

",;V '' f'^' " ^" '^^ ^^^^""^ day Godrested from all H.s work, which He had made." Butthat seventh day cannot be a period of twenty-four hoursfor It is continuing still.
'

hv^th!"' T'"; u^ ^"' ^^'^ d^y^ ^«^« not measuredby the interval between sunset and sunset, for as yetthere was no sun. or the sun was not perfected, and didnot give light upon the earth. The first day consistedof an alternation of light and darkness. But how lonethe hght lasted, and how long the darkness until theS
ofTh '^

'.' T '''°'"^' '^^' '^^'^ ''^' ^n alternation

, ^ .?"v
?'"^"^'' '' '"'^t^d '" t-^e words, " And God

t1'. lit'> '"' '''' '^^'•^"^^^ He called "tght"Tha night lasted not for twelve hours, but during thewhole long period covered by the first verse, and it mighthave been assumed that when this long night was ovVrand God said. "Let there be light." and then there was

told that God divided between the light and the dark-
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ness, and that in consequence of this division evening
happened and morning happened, so that one stage of
creation was divided from the other by an interval of
darkness. This corresponds with the cataclysms with
which, as Sir William Dawson tells us, each geologic
stratum was introduced. The time of light in which
the Divine work proceeded He called day, and the time
of darkness He called night. It was not a day measured
by the presence of the sun's light, for there was no sun,
nor a night measured by the absence of that light. There
was light and there was darkness, and " God called the
light day, and the darkness He called night." The union
of these two periods He calls one day, though He had
called half of one of them day just before (verse 5).
But how long the half was the light, or what was the
duration of the two together, we are not told, and conse-
quently there is nothing in the text to compel us to
restrict the days to the time of the earth's diurnal motion.
Now, this is quite in harmony with the frequent use of

the word day in the Bible to describe indefinite periods
of time: " The day of vengeance," " That day," " The
night is far spent." " The day (the eternal) is at hand,"
" I must work the works of Him that sent me while it is
day, the night cometh when no man can work," " One
day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand
years as one day."

We still use the word day in the same indefinite way
in our ordinary conversation :

" My day is nearly over."
" My father was a distinguished man in his day," " Mr.
Smith has often told me that in his day there were no
roads in North York."
And so, while we may infer that the six days of which

Moses speaks were in harmony with the frequent Scrip-
ture use of the term day. six periods of time, we are not
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called upon to identify them with th.. «.v ^ • . ,

« Ln nfr^ ?• ^ ^?' ^^"""^ ^« ^'•ote, and suitableas an introduction to Divine Revelation and on wl
accounts, necessarily limited in the Sr and briennthe narrative. After the creation of heaven and^rthand the condition of the earth, Moses process to descr^^the evo^tion of light, and the producdonM the ether ^!w^Hch the planets move, as eflferted on the first tw^^^^^^^^^^

h?nther7ffir::;!
^^"

T^ ^'^^'^^ ^ ^»^- *-''?«

whorof fh!^ "°'
e""'^'-

'^'^^y "^^y '"elude theWhole of the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiarv formations, with all their products. Thi object of ?h^ Mo^a^'

ts parts as they presented themselves to the minds o

tomTy. 1 ^' ''^- ^""^ ^^^'•*^°^^' advancesToncefrom the first creation and its results to a descriptionof the preparation of the earth for man. On the ?h rdday the dry land appeared with the upgrowth of grlss

fn. the/ 't 'T' Y''
^""^'""^^ ^^^ advanced^u;:ing the four h day under the more favorable conditions

uie sixth the land animals were called into existenceThe words. "Let the diy land appear," are irexac;accord with what geology teaches. The rise of the ^eanhad buried the Tertiary world in its waters. Then^me
the great geologic disruption of the earth's crust, throughwhich the great chains of mountains on both continents
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were thrown up The waters, lifted *:om their beds,swept across the continents with in.sistible force,
destroying the fauna and flora of the Tertiary periodand burying ,ts ru.ns in the sedimentary deposits. When

Il^t:
^"^"".''^ '"*° '^"^^ P*-*^"* ^i^he last anS

fhr!!l'^°''l°!u"*^''°"
^" ""''"Plished in clothing

«^e ^rth with the vegetation which now covers it.
peopling the land and the water with the animal tribeswhich now exist, and calling into being the human race.

11 IS, of course, objected by the critics, that all this isa mtre subterfuge on the nart of the traditionalists-a

o7^.t
'?!."^j:*^**'°P t° 'S'^P* the necessary conclusions

of scientific discovery. The allegation of such a charge
" ?f I.^^'^any P'-oofs that these first-rank scholars,
as they call themselves, are not such marvels of erudition
as their boasting would lead you to assume. The inter-
pretation IS far more ancient than the scientific dis-
coveries; at least, the essential part of it is. that the first
and second verses describe the first production and con-
dition to which the earth had been brought before the
SIX days' work l^gan. St. Gregory of Nyssen, St. Gregory
of Nazianzen. St. Augustine, and others held that the
earth in this verse describes the materials of this earth in
a prior state of existence. And Philastriup, a learned
bishop of Brescia, in the fourth century, adopting thesame opinion, says that it is an error to suppose that the
earth here described was anything but the matrix, orwomb, of the present earth, and he asserts, as the cath-
olic opinion, that the previous earth was renewed by
water at the creation, as the present earth will be renewed
by fire at the day of judgment. The present earth has
sprung forth, as it were, from the roots of the former
earth.
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Immobility of the Earth.

IBs

creation !hl?'w'"
'^^'"''^ *° *''" ^^^^'^^ «<^~"nt of the

uL^Vk- !"* "
r^'^'"*^ '" *h« J^osaic account tojust fy this charge. It is based upon figurative state"ments of the Poetic Books, e.g. Ps xciii , . •« ti.! Ti

also is estabhshed that it cantt L^ved -
, J oT^f

I onTr' T'^u
^^- ^•^- 5 -• " Who lali the founda-

b:It :rLr i^* ttru^r'^^rh^-:
ray according to Tlune ordinance." But accordinir to

Sit J,
'"'«'T«'»'ion ft «.„„|d folio?K

loiier, and so is aoDhed to nn# ;» m^. n ..
" Tj^ij

«pi"»cu lo one in motiiiin: Ps. xvii c

h.s feet might not totter, that he might m. ^le ThIpassages upon which this objection is base Hre cleaHyonly a popular and poetic way of expressi^ He sl^bU yof the earth and the heavenly bodies, asTh. han^ oS
tion with this objection stands the cHt, n^Moses represents the firmament as a solid vwj ^objection was urged by Voltaire, and has ofe ^
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tnsmphantly repeated to show the supposed ignorance
and gross conceptions of the Hebrew people. Gesenius.
Winer, ami Isnobel entlorsed it. and it is expanded and
urged in the * Essays and Reviews." pp. 219, 220- " The
work of the second day is to erect the vault of heaven
(Heb. rakia,' Gr. ' stereoma.' Ut. 'firmanientum ').which IS represented as supiwrting an ocean of water
above it I he waters are said to be divided, so that some
are said to be below and some above the vault. That
the Hebrews understood the sky. firmament, or heaven
to be a permanent solid vault, as it appears to the ordinary
observer, is, they say, evident enough from various
expressions made use of concerning it. It is said to have
pillars (Job xxvi. 11,), foundations (2 Sam. xxii. 8).
doors (Ps. Ixxviii. 23), windows (Gen. vii. u)." But
all these, again, are manifestly merely figurative, poetic
descriptions. The word " rakia " means not a vault,
but, as all scholars allow, an expanse, something spread
out. whether solid or unsolid does not appear, and
that the Hebrews did not regard the firmament
or heaven as solid or firm, is evident from the
fact that according to them it is the place where the birds
fly. They could not fly in a solid vault; therefore, the
firmament cannot be a solid vault. See Gen. i. 28 " The
fowls of heaven;" Deut. iv. 12. " Any winged fowl that
flieth in the heavens;" so Prov. xxx. 19. "The way of
the eagle in the heavens;" Jer. viii. 7, "The stork in
the heavens knoweth his appointed time." In all these
the heavens is the place where birds fly, and cannot, there-
fore, be a solid vault, but an expanse, or air, or ether.
The Hebrew word " rakia " is translated in the

Septuagint by the Greek word " stereoma,' which, like
Its Latin translation, " firmamentum," signifies not that
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word' in S/V'**'!'
^"* ''^' ^'"^'' '"^^ «>''J- The

wamofuJltlTf' '°"'*;'"'"«^ quivering like the

suJL fln 1 T?^""* ?• *"'""' ^ »''«"«''oi» mass of

after all. another marvellous anticipation of the dhcover.es o science in these latter davs ? It is a al eventsmam^st that nothing can be urged against tl e rmiro

ttfi^^enr' °" '''' ^^^""^ "^ ^^'- - -Xs ahoul

Another theory of interpretation not altogether news propounded by Professor Townsend. and if set otU i^the following paper. No one can say that it is ima^in"ary or absurd, while equally with the'other th^rieTu twe have rev.eu;ed. it shows that there is no contrauic
t.on^t.-een scientific discovery and the Mosaic r^o"!

" The evolutionary hypothesis that the human racebegan m a savage state and slowly worked up to Itspresent condition, consuming in this'development'a hun-dred thousand years, more or fewer, is. in the presenceof established facts, an assumption as groundless'^as any-thmg one can imagine. On the other hand, a sudden

tS:r/-T ''^ "^^^^ ^'^'^ *« °- repr'esered Sthe ancient civilizations of Assyria, Babylon^ Egypt, and

wl!^h h"?"^
°;''''' '°""''''" '' "°^ ^" emer^nce ofwhich history shows any evidence. Hence the theory

^^. 1 If r^"r
^^'""y ^S^^" ^•^'^ »P '" civilized andsoc al hfe, but afterwards suffered a decadence, has proba-Mit^s in its favor that amount well-nigh to an absolute
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What may be insisted upon, therefore, is this : There
IS no evidence of any kind that Adam, who, throughout
the Bible, is spoken of as an authentic person, was not
the first man. There is no evidence that he did not have
a perfect body, and fully endowed intellect; there is no
evidence that he could not give appropriate names to the
animals brought before him; there is no evidence that
his son Cain did not build a city; there is no evidence
that his son Jubal did not handle the harp and organ,
and there is no evidence that Jubal's brother, Tubal-cain'.
and grandson of Adam, was not a worker in brass and
iron.

" But there is no, need of stating these matters in
negative terms, for all discoveries in the last twenty-
five years or more are in harmony with the Bible record
that the first beings on earth that wore the human form
had a body just as perfect, and a brain, or an intellect, just
as capable of working, and a language just as complete
in expressing thought as those of any man now living.
These are not philosophical nor theological speculations,
but conclusions based upon established facts, and reached
by approved scientific methods."

In assigning a precise point in geological history for
the appearance of man, the author encounters no diffi-

culty in the Scriptural narrative of the creation. He
allows whatev* r time the scientist demands—" five hun-
dred million or a thousand million years "—to intervene
between the event narrated in the first verse of Genesis
and those described in succeeding verses. " The second
verse is one of chief importance, whose literal render-
ing is this: 'And the earth had become (past perfect
tense) tohti, a wreck, and bohn, without inhabitant.'
This desolate and tenantless condition agrees perfectly
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With what science reports of the Glacial epoch. And
there can be little doubt on scientific grounds that during
the break-up of the Ice Age a darkness denser than that

SLi'^. ?.r*
^°?''°" ^°^' ^^^ "P°" t'^e face of the

« ': J^^
"°^'^' part of his theory now follows;

Ihe hypothesis offered is that after the devastations
of the ice and drift epochs of geology, that appear to
be Identical in character and time with the desolate and
tenantless condition of the earth described in the book
of Genesis, began a series of new creations that con-
tinued through six literal days, the last of which wit-
nessed the creation of existing mammals and man."
As to the method of man's creation, the author pro-

"The meaning clearly is that there was a creative
intervention at the hands of Christ so immediate as not
to allow of any slow or tedious process like that required
by either theistic or naturalistic evolution. The method
was essentially eruptive.

" While, therefore, creation by spontaneous generation
and evolution, both atheistic and theistic, are confronted
with insurmountable difficulties, such a creation at the
hands of Christ as the Bible describes is antagonized by
nothing that is established in the realms of approved
science and philosophy, provided that, for a rational
purpose, the possibility of Divine intervention is granted
But Agassiz and Beale, Dana. Lord Kelvin and Lotze
together with a multitude of other distinguished scien-
tists and phdosophers. have affirmed as the outcome of
their profoundest study and most mature thinking, that
such interposition is not only possible, but absolutely
necessary, in order to account for the presence of man
and of every other form of organized life."
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CHAPTER X.

THE NARRATIVE OF THE DELUGE.

^^^^^"l^^f-^ °^ ^^« deluge

It IS held that this narrative contains two entirely dis-

Secondly th.T.h
'^^^°"*^''^h

^ '" several particulars.

hS^. f' *^^!:* ^'*^ repetitions which show that twodifferent accounts have been put together ThirHlv IZ,
aUemations of the Divine names infucce ;ivIS^^^show the same thing. Fourthly, that thrSn? hfn

I

?h"e na;rateVri.''^"^^^^
'^ ^'^'^ and"age'

Gen vi Ti^t • 'i"
"Px^' ^°"°^^ ^y the critifs:

to P rhf;
'!.

assigned to J., the Yahvist; verses 9-22to P.
,
chap VII. 1-6 to J. ; verse 6 to P. ; verse 7 to Tverses 8 and 9 to a redactor; verse to to J.T veLs /i-'

versus ^8^irto''r"°'^"" '' ^"^ -'- '7" J;
IhlT ••• ! i ?•' "'^"^^ ^^-^4 to J.; verse 24 to E •

chap. yni. to P.; last clause of verse 2 and verse .to T-part of verse 2 to verse 5 to P. ; verses 6-12 to j'
ve/se

^.2 to V lat"" '' ^'' ^T" ^^-'9 to P
;
vIrL-U-Z2 to J.; chap. ix. 1-17 to P

through the J. narrative as thus indicated. Remember
190
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or interruptions Thr T „ .• ^. '^'*''°"* ^"y '^''eaks

Verse 8 impHe
'

that th{' r"T'T ^^'"^ ^"- ^i' 5-8.

acquainted wUh Noah h„f
^*? "^'*^^^>' ^^" "^^e

sion is made ohfn^t any oTrt"^^^^^^^^^^
""^^^ °^ ^""-

have, indeed, an accounf nf^v ^''^ •^' "^'•''ative. We
this is given by the crfc^^^^^ ""^r^ V"

^^^P' -' b"t

to meet this drfficuItyT WhA^^^ ^° ^'^^X ^«
to maintain their theorv th. u.

°*''^'' ""^^^^n than

Noah is mentioneJTr^r; ?h? 'T ^""" ^9, in which

J-, and w thout this verse th. r „. .•
""' '"

b«n altogether unM^bl t/".rmrr""'.'
'"'^'

was written T1ia« iJV ,
"'^^ ^°^ whom it

to who the herloT.r"''^
^^""^ ^^^ "° information asto Who the hero of the story was, or when or where he

Again, they tell us that the words " Mn« . j u
and cre^-ing thing, and fowl otZlt.-'l:^^' ™Shave been inserted by a redactor, beciui I^s inToJ

'^rjtt -"-P^^^l^y'' of J. t" Ir^lJ^lueiaiis, and yet this cannot be omitted frnm tu^ t
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an ark, or any occasion for there being one- so that Vh^

unintelligible. These defects are exactly suoolierf hv *!,-
{«ssages that are assigned by the criS o r!!^^^that there were not two narratives, but one

^

Again, the critics say that we have T 's acroimf «* »,-
entrance of Noah into^he ark in 1^ vH , ?o Buthe details of verse 9 are indicative of P's s^e no
J. s, and so It is said to be the work of a redictor

P'sst'vS Zri '°
S""^^!^^

^'^'^ '-'- harnioliy wUhi'. s style, but throughout this passage assigned to T this^e particularity of Retail, which is^said tffnd °ate P 'shandiwork, recurs again and again. The criterion failsThere ,s .no proof here of two narratives.
The an>arent discrepancy between the general state-

^o thTar'k'T '' ^' '''^' *"° ^"^ two beas's wentinto the ark, and verse 22, which in greater detail savshat of cte beasts there were seven and seven is bvthe critics assigned to a redactor. But thereTrekllv no
discrepancy, but a general statement, andI eSio"which any writer would make under the cir^SnSs'In what follows of this J. narrative, even the semblanceof continuity and completeness can only be made out bytear ng clauses, and sentences, and words in a perfectlyarbitrary way from their natural connections, destm^

irf «tracl^ '°"T'^ °^ *^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^ they

LTTT^\^^' ^^^ "•''^"'^^' """^^ th^ »-ain was fortydays and nights upon the earth, and that then at the

Wh ''\''^%}^''y.^^y^ the Lord shut Noah in the arkWhy did He wait so long? And why should He cbse

be'of the'" ?' '"" rr^"- '" "^^ ^^^-«* of ^-
rise of the waters and the destruction accomplished,

Ml!
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any reason assigned or ^ssS
"''^'^^ -^^ without

and vii. 24, "The w^LlT ?T ^^' restrained;"

hundred ani fift/daTs - LT'^''''^^
"P°" *'»« <^arth one

days." But where is the d.r-
^' '"' " ^' ''^'"^d ^rty

that it rained for'y days and f/'??"'^ ^''""^ ^-^'n^
And that it was oneTund" ed ,n I ^«.V'

^"^ ^^^trained ?

subsided? Where? ""^ ^^^^ ^^^^ before it

beil;":^^^^^^^^^^^ called the J. narrative
find continuous gapH eated .^^^^^^^^ interruptions, we
other chasms scantflv brid *eH if r''

'"*'^' V^tX\^:^on^

torn from their context whe^ ??
^'' '^""^'"^^ <^'^"^«

-ake sense, or attaS To IsaL"' '"^'^P^^^We to

inappropriate-expressions whl^K 'y^^'^ ^'^^X are
not belong to J and r^" ^^^^ ^^ ^"tical rules can-
no other Lis iCthere'sittnT^l^"' ^^'^'^'^ '^-
text has been manipuIaS L ?' ^'^^'^^ ^^at the

discrepancies that aTaleted^ * ''^1'*°''' ^^''^ the
redactor's gratuitous interne'" "'°"^ '"^ *° ^'^^

^e P. Narrative.

unconnected wiS^ um ^^-'^^^^^^ "'°"'
them mto one. It has no defe^tr„V •

""^ ^'°^"

when we begin to examine if ?T^[ omissions. But
i- 31) tells us GcS^sTw eieV^h

""^
'u^'

^'^"^ P- (Gen.
that it was venT^Hhere fn7 ''f'

""' '^^ "'^^^'

^^
;' guoa, were is no explanation at all of
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how the earth had become so corrupt (chap. vi. 11, ia)
that God determined to destroy it. There is not a wordm P. to account for the terrible corruption, not a word
about the fall, and the long years of growing degeneracy
which issued m the chaos and crime of the days before
the flood.

The Flood.

The critics divide up the different stages of the in-
creasmg flood and the destruction it wrought between
J. and P., in such a way as to produce unintelligible
omissions in each, arid to give a truncated description
to each, which, when put together, match precisely, and
supply just what was wanting in each, affording thus
convincing proof that the entire description proceeded
from one mind.

Again, P. gives no account of what happened between
the first appearance of the mountain tops and verse
13, where the waters were dried up from off the earth
The verses assigned to J. do give a clear and detailed
account of what was happening, and supply just the
information lacking in P., and are, no doubt, a part of the

'; same narrative.

The accounts of the sending out of the raven and the
dove are variously assigned. From Astruc and Eich-
hom, down to Tuch and Knobel, it was assigned to P.
By Hupfeldt, the raven was assigned to J., the dove to
P. F. Delitzsch reverses this, and gives the raven to
P. and the dove to J.; while Kayser, Wellhausen,
Kuenen, Dillman, and others assign the work to J.,and yet it seems to have the characteristics that the critics
have laid down as the criterion of P.'s writing. But
whichever of the partitions is accepted, the symmetry of
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,

the other, which Trl ^dLntsrf "".^ ^^'^^^ »<>

the context in which they S^'f 'J
'"^^ "'^^"'"^ of

arguments upon which Z !!
' ^"/ ^^^ ^''^^^e are the

of the flood mll/resti
""^ °^ ''^'^ *^° "^'•^'^tives

Superfluous Repetitions.
The critics say there ar». r-»«-*'*'

of the flood which pr^yeV'!!!^*r-! '\*^'^ "'^^°""'

show that it has been made un hv Tf'*'
''^^'•^"*^''- «"<!

accounts. But TL^ny?^ '^oT^b.nmg two separate

unprejudiced rUe?thattherr'"'*'°" ^"^ ^^*'^f' -"X
;^s to Justify surhfcoicS "^r:?e":n T""

that has beeHtated in/^P^''" ''"'°" °^ «°"^^thing

strongly -r^^ti^^Zr:^^^:^^:' >^-- ^t is

J.'s account of the wiZSll! *
""• ^-7 contains

purpose to destroy thfrat thl Tn*
""^-"^ ^'^

"-r^whatissaidtobeP?' /fr' '" ""^'^
But there is clearly no r.;f ?""' °^ *^^ ^^"'^ thing.

of two writers Th^worr?"^^^ "^"T^ ^'^^ --^
of Noah " (vi o) are^IV' t,

'^ ^""^ *^« generations

the ever-rec„:ring .WoducTbnT^
"'" '" "^^^^^^ V"'

history. Its subiL ?s?n ^ ir ,
* "'^ '^*'^" of the

Noah In b^grnnTnJ the^ .^
^'''*"""' "^ ^'^^ ^^"'•'y of

preWouslymXw^t^^^^^^^^^
standing of the following naTratTv? T.

' "^^* ""^"'-

recapitulation as any wr"fer mSht t " ^?* '""^ ^
under the circumstanres p"2isel^ 7^'"^ *° ^^^^
occurs n v ^2 anH «; . ^"T^'f^'X the same thing

the crifc ass,^ ?„"V I
°±V- "'"'^'' ''^''^'^s ro r. It suits thnr purpose not to
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assume two writers here, and so the criterion of iden-
tity of language necessitating two independent accounts
is disregarded. Similar repetitions occur frequently in

this history, which the critics quietly ignore; e.g., the
wickedness prevailing upon the earth is mentioned four
times in almost identical words; the entrance into the
ark three times, upon which Dillmann. the chief of the
Divisionists, remarks. " It is as though the author, moved
by the momentous character of the day, could not do
enough to satisfy himself in the detailed portraiture of
the transaction." God'^ covenant with Noah is twice
stated, the bow in the clouds as a token of the covenant
again and again. In all these cases the critics recognize
but one writer. The triple mention of the names of
Noah's sons is given to P., the fourth to J. A rule
which plays fast and loose in this manner at the pleasure
of the operator, is surely of no value as a critical

criterion, and so the repetition argument breaks down,
and affords no proof whatever of the use of two docu-
ments.

The foregoing examination is merely a condensation
of Professor Green's exhaustive discussion of this sub-
ject. The reader is referred to his masterful treatise for

a complete answer to the critics' inferences based upon
the use of the Divine names in this history, for a com-
plete proof that there are no such discrepancies in the
narratives as the critics labor to produce ; that the differ-

ences of style, diction, mode of conception, and range of
conception upon which the critics build so largely their

divisive theories, are utterly illusory and inconclusive.

It involves the argument in a circle. They prove the

documents by the criterion, and the criterion by the docu-
ments. Upon arguments precisely similar to these, the
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crmcs S^tKS L" •""V^»-P'^ o^ .".

a plamible basis of^wh ?C' • «"«»','" «'">

traditional faith of the r^ u ..
^"'•«"''er of the

integrity of the t^'^^ '" ' """""""'^ "»''

pr^fs*'.'LTh"'""'™'
"'~"''' »•' a^utnptions were

..,- u u ^ ^"' *'^*''® 's not one of the theories

to sup^^rfr r""^r^ •>' "" ^"y ««ntSi^^"

ipjii-tuo^ris^ri^tsr^j
divided personahty. Herodotus made ma;y quotaSnsand extracts from his predecessors, but he LsTsSemdivKiual, and not a collection of different wrhers S^at different periods of Greek histoo^. ArchJo^. hashowever, fum.shed us with the means of actually'^sting
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the value of the critical theory with regard to the com-
position of the Pentateuch.
The narrative of the deluge is paraded by the critics

as furnishing the clearest proof of divided authorship.
Ihere seems to be the clearest evidence of the double
version of the story. It is divided into two sections,
which can be distinguished from one another, and which
appear to be characterized not only by a diflferent
phraseology, but by a different account of the catastrophe
as well. And yet the Babylonian account of the story
shows that all that seeming evidence is utterly illusory.
1 his sort of double narrative, as is abundantly provedm Chapter XI. by Bishop Carmichael, is characteristic
of many writers of a fervid, poetic temperament. Dean
Stanley, Farrar, Carlyle, Geikie, and many other writers
abound m this characteristic in their descriptive writing.
The most complete account of the Babylonian story

of the flood is contained in the Chaldean " Epic of Gil-
games." The epic was composed in the age of Abra-
ham, so that the story goes back five hundred years
behind Moses. That story agrees not with one or other
of the divisions which criticism has made of the Bible
account, but with both, or rather with the Bible nar-
rative undivided

; so that whether the Babylonian account
had been seen by the writer of the narrative, or was
another version of the widespread traditional account, it

is clear that the Babylonian account agrees with that of
Genesis, and it agrees with that of the Bible as a whole,
and so ignores the destructive elements which criticism
labors to point out within it. So that the critical theory
of the origin of the Bible is the veriest illusion, whatever
way we look at it.



CHAPTER XI.

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY.

The notion .at the Bible was a compilation of severalpreviously existing documents was bas^ at firsranjfor

less cr^ifi^o ,

^*"' .^'^^^ '*"*'^«* "«>« "otice and

was^^IrX? T"f^
•"*" ^°'' * ^°"« *•'"«• In fact- i^

t^!f
^"*«/*"y laughed at, until Eichhorn. A.D. 17%,thought he saw clear evidence, that certaii chaptm nthe Hexateuch were made up of two totally d^Uct

eaT7nd'i:rfr''"'""^
^°'"''"^' •" -^ "^^'^^

l^J't lu
*' "^^'^'y to separate them into twor^rds of the same event. These divisions coincided U

the ui°cfth n*'.''"^
^"PP"^^ *^ ^ necessitat^'by

the use of the Divme names. There are not many suchchapters but there are a sufficient number to warran

contributed material to form such chapters. ExodusX.V descriptive of the passage of the Red Sea. is a ^ry
rJ^'VlT'' °^ '^'' doubleness of structure, for onecan so distribute, and then connect the verses, as to makewo totally independent accounts of the passage wit^ut^ving out or interpolating a word. It'ls not Ta yTofollow Driver's distribution of the verses of Exodus
xiv. between his hypothetical

J. and P. without beingconvmced that no one hand wrote that chapter; although
199
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out of two documente. (Carmldiad.) Now, the dwo^ers ,n the Pentateuch, which easily lend th;mcelv^ £this d.v.«.ve treatment, are the de«:riptivc chapters, ai^one has only to apply this same divisive analysis ti thed«cr,pt.ve productions of modern writers, to ind tJaJth,s marvellous doubleness of composition is soWy .question of style on the prfrt of the writer you are seek-

Z^.""'"'!'*' !;"^ '*^** ""y '^^^y of doublenewof
comp«,,t.on, based upon that characteristic, is illusoryand utterly mcondusive. Moses had various styl^of

Zt'"J^'J'*'""'"'^ ^i
'^' ^"^j'^* °f compositfoS^ asmost modem writers h'ave. but he was the bom masterof one style-the descriptive. Read his strong, vigour.'

descriptive chapters. Get imbued with the spirit of tha
peculiar style, and then ask yourself. Who is it in the
present day who writes like Moses? And one by oneyou will be able to lay your hand on .he authors, andone by one be able to divide their books. precis*'ly as
Driver has divided Moses (Carmichael.)

^

tr^Z u^'^'^l^^ .'1 "^ "'**'"'y *"^ convincingly
treated by Dr. Carmichael. Bishop of Montreal, that
with his permission I have here transcribed what he calls
his monogram on the subject.

Before furnishing evidence of the correctness of such
a theory, Driver s articulation and distribution of Exodus
XIV. between the hypothetical authors. J. and E. and P
are worthy of notice. They are as follows:

P.
:

1-4. 8, 9, 15-18, 21* (to over the sea), 2i« 22 21 26
27 (to over the sea). 28, 29.

' ^'
'

J'L ^'h
^^ ^*° *^''^''*^' "'^' »S>^ 20. ii (to dry land)

24, 25, 27 , 30. 31.

E.: 10, igT.
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criticism lies iTlhe fact thl iV
^' ""'"^'^ ^^ ^he

then separate them /im p Jo/Zr"/' "".' ^- »"^
ments. which read as follow;/

''° ''"' ^«^-

J. and E. ^

ine neart of Pharaoh and of hia

KJ'Pfe,!'^.fhey
said, fvhy have

u!«5^«/'"'' **"•' '^^ have letIsrael go from serving ut ?

ch.no.. and took his people^ with

chL.™"** •.'•••"*'' »'* hundred
^hf^l *=^"o«». and all the

SvJr'eilrS^
Egyn, and captabsover every one of them.

.
'* And when Pharaoh drewn.gh the children of Israel hfS;up their eyes, and behold, the

JnTOtv'w'"""''*^
f'^' 'hem

.K u-.!?^
**"* »<"* raid • andthe ch.,cfren of Israel cried untJ

Be^",J;i^SXa^o,ej
.^^XPt. hast thou taken us JtaJto die m the wilderness ? Where-
fore hast thou dealt thus with wto carry us forth out of Egypt ?

'

Isiel th!^.l!"'°
'''« '='>»W'«n of
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12. Is not this the word that
we did tell thee in Egypt, saying,
Let us alone, that we may serve
the Egyptians ? For // had been
better for us to serve the Egyp-
tians, than that we should die in
the wilderness.

13T And Moses said unto the
people, Fear ye not, stand still

and see the salvation of the Lord,
which he will show to you to day :

for the Egyptians whom ye have
seen to day, ye shall see them
again no more for ever.

14. The Lord shall fight for
you, and ye shall hold your peace.

igir And the angel of God,
which went before the camp of
Israel, removed and went behind
them ; and the pillar of the cloud
went from before their face, and
stood behind them :

20. And it came between the
camp of the Egyptians and the
camp of Israel ; and it was a cloud
and darkness to them, but it gave
light by night to these : so that
the one came not near the other
all the night.

2ib. And the Lord caused the
sea to go back by a strong east
wind all that night and make the
sea dry land.

24. And it came to pass, that
in the morning watch the Lord
looked unto the host of the Egyp-
tians through the pillar of fire

and of the cloud, and troubled
the host of the Egyptians.

25. And took oflT their chariot
wheels, that they drave them
heavily; so that the Egyptians

I sir And the Lord said unto
Moses, Wherefore criest thouv
unto me? speak unto the chil-
dren of Israel, that they go for-
ward :

16. But lift thou up thy rod, and
stretch out thine hand over the
sea, and divide it : and the chil-
dren of Israel shall go on dry
ground through the midst of the
sea.

17. And I, behold, I will harden
the hearts of the Egyptians, and
they shall follow them ; and I

will get me honour upon Pharaoh,
and upon all his host, upon his
chariots, and upon his horsemen.

18. And the Egyptians shall
know that I am the Lord, when
I have gotten me honour upon
Pharaoh, upon his chariots, and
upon his horsemen.

2ia. And Moses stretched out
his hand over the sea, and the
waters 2ir. were divided.

22. And the children of Israel
went into the midst of the sea
upon the drj- ground: and the
waters were a wall unto them on
their right hand, and on their left.

23l[ And the Egyptians pur-
sued, and went in after them to
the midst of the sea, e^ien all
Pharaoh's horses, his chariots,
and his horsemen.

26ir And the LORD said unto
Moses, Stretch out thine hand
over the sea, that the waters may
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Israel
;
for the Lord fighteth forthem against the Egyptians.

27* And the sea returned to

appeared; and the Egyptian!
fled against it ; and the Loru

S^Sthfs'ea'^*^^''''^"^ '" ''-

30. Thus the Lord saved Is-

fh! ir*'
***y ""^ °f •''e hand of

the Egyptians ; and Israel saw
JJ*^^lfyP"ansdead upon the sea

3j- And Israel saw that greatwork wh.ch the Lord did 5^'nthe Egyptians
; and the people

feared the Lord, and believed
the Lord, and his servant Moses.
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come again upon the Egyptians,
upon their chariots,and upon thei^
horsemen.

27tf. And Moses stretched forth
nis hand over the sea.

28. And the waters returned,
and covered the chariots, and the
horsemen, and all the host of
Kharaoh that came into the sea
atter them

; there remained not
so much as one of them.

29. But the children of Israel

**'''fd "Pon dry land in the
midst of the sea ; and the waters

Z'Z I *5" ""*° 'hem on their
right hand, and on their left.

In the foregoing articulation one is freely carried nlnno-

sht"eelt^:i^SiHtr xr^^^'^' t'^
^""'--

o^/ .-
**" ""l**^ssiDiiity. 1 he question rather is whichaccoan ,s superior, if superiority be possible? Ld yet

r„S ;"' '""
i"
*'" "' ""= ^-"o^t irresistible ^nlt

^ ^,
?^^" 'J^"" """" 'o discover that this

Siewlr" "'^ "'""'
J'"""

'"^" '° articulation is asomewhat common and certainly widespread styleevidence of which may be uken from wrft^r^ of uch

'SZ^Zl '° •""" "" '"""' ^'»- ="'^^^
sinllir/rl""'

".' *•' T" ""'''"S descriptions in that

Jewish Churchy .s, strange to say, his account of the

thoughtfully word by word, the reality and grandeur of
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»»i !

the whole event stand out before us, as under the brush
of a painter rather than the words of a writer. Stan-
ley's descriptive power seems to have sprung from what
one might call his " desk sight." He plainly studied
his subject till his mind was filled with it; then there
rose up before him what he sought to describe, and he
simply wrote down on paper what he seemed to see.
Hence the rich, glowing, realistic power of his words.
A dozen men might ise the same words to describe the
same event, but they might never group them as he did,
apart from that gift of " desk sight," which unquestion-
ably he possessed. In other words, to be an historian
like Stanley, you must have the soul and eye of the poet
like Stanley.

This remarkable, descriptive passage may be articu-
lated into two distinct and separate documents, one of
which I would call A., and the other B. Placed side by
side the distinction between the documents is very appar-
ent. Get Stanley's book and read the passages, and
read it before reading it thus articulated

:

A.

[First, we must observe what
may be called the whole change
of situation.] They had passed
in that night from Africa to Asia.
Behind the African hills which
rose beyond the Red Sea, lay the
strange land of their exile and
bondage, the Red Sea flowed be-
tween them, the Egyptians whom
they saw yesterday they will see
no more forever. And before
them stretched the level plains of
the Arabian desert, the desert
where their fathers and kindred
had wandered in former times.
Further, this change of local
situation was at once a change of
moral condition ; from slaves

B.

[First, we must observe what
may be called the whole change
of situation.] They had crossed
one of the great boundaries which
divide the quarters of the world,
a thought always thrilling, how
nmch more when we reflect on
what a transition it involved to
them. The land of Egypt with
its mighty river, its immense
buildings, its monster worship, its
overgrown civilization,- this, they
had left to revisit no more ; and
before them stretched the desert
where their great leader had fed
the flocks ofJethro through which
they must advance onward till

they reach the land of Promise.
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they had become free ; from an
oppressed tribe they had become
an mdependent nation. And
when m the Christian Scriptures
and in the Christian Church we
find the passage of the Red Sea
*^ken as the likeness of the moral
aehverance from sin and death,
when we read in the Apocalypse
of the vision of those who stand

yictonous on the shores of the
Glassy Sea ' mingled with fire,

having the harps of God, and
singing the song of Moses the
servant of God, and the song of
the Umb»—these are so many
testimonies to the importance, to
the sanctity of freedom, to the
wrong and the misery of injustice,
oppression and tyranny. But it
was the mode of their deliverance
which made this event so remark-
able. We must place it before
us in the words of the sacred
narrative. The passage as thus
described was effected not in the
calmnessand cleamessofdaylight
but in the depths of midnight,
amidst the roar of the hurricane
which caused the sea to go back,
amidst a darkness lit up by the
broad glare of lightning "as the
Lord looked out " from the dark
thickness of the cloud. We know
not, they knew not by what pre-
cise means the deliverance was
wrought, we know not by what
precise track through the gulf
the passage was effected. We
know not and we need not know

;
the obscurity, the mystery here as
elsewhere was part of the lesson.
AH we see distinctly is, that
through this dark and terrible
night, with the enemy pressing
close behind, and the drivinp sea
on either side, He " led his people
like sheep by the hands of Mores
and Aaron."

20S

It is theirdeliverancefrom slavery.
It IS the earliest recorded instance
of a great national emancipation.
In later times. Religion has been
so often and so exclusively as-
sociated with the ideas of order,
of obedience, of submission to
authority that it is well to be
occasionally reminded that it has
other aspects also. This, the first
epoch of our religious history, is,
in Its original, historical signifi-
cance, the sanctification, the
glorification of national independ-
ence and freedom. Whatever
e.se was to succeed to it, this was
the first stage of the progress of
the Chosen People. The word
Redemption" which has now a

sense far holier and higher, first
entered into the circle of religious
Ideas when God ''redeemed his
people from the house of bond-
age. But it was not only the
fact, but the mode of the deliver-
ance which made this event so
remarkable in itself, in its appli-
cations and in its lasting conse-
quences. We must place it be-
fore us if pos^ble, not as we con-
ceive it from pictures and our own
imaginations but as illustrated by
the Psalmist and the commentary
of JoSephus and Philo. "The
waters saw thee, O God, the
waters saw thee and were afraid,

tmT .
P*?^ ^'^° *«•« troubled.

1 he clouds poured out water, the
air thundered. Thine arrows
went abroad, the voice of thy

u""k L
*** ''^^'^ ""ound about,

the lightnings shone upon the
ground, the earth was moved and
shook withal." "God's way was
in the sea and his paths in the
great waters, and his footsteps
were not known."
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Acting on the lines of the Higher Criticism, it might
be argued from this modern aspect of doubleness, that
A. wrote his account of the passage of the Red Sea, as
one imbued with the spirit of the writings of Moses, and
that B. wrote under the influence of the Psalmist. Then
both documents plainly came into the possession of Dean
Stanley, who, fusing them together, produced the beauti-
ful description of the passage of the Red Sea, found in
his " History of the Jewish Church." Of course, all this
is unlik '

, inasmuch as Stanley does not give one hint
that the description of the event is not the offspring of
his own pen. He certainly claimed the authorship of the
whole work, and received from the reading public the
merited praise for it. The explanation is. that Stanley
produced this peculiarly constructed form of writing
without being aware of it; at times, it was his style as it

has been, and is, the style of many other writers.

Thus Dean Farrar's descriptive and florid style of
writing naturally lends itself to this kind of literary
articulation, as may be seen in the following extracts
from the " Life of St. Paul." Vol. IT., p. 2qi. descriptive
of the Apostle's last visit to Jerusalem. Get the " Life
of St. Paul." and read the whole passage before you
study this division:

[And so for the fifth time since
his conversion Paul re-entered
Jerusalem.] He had rarely en-
tered it without some cause of
anxiety, and there could have
been scarcely one reminiscence
which it awoke that was not in-
finitely painful. Rut never had
he trod the streets of the city
with so deep a sadness as now
that he entered it, avoiding notice

B.

[And so for the fifth time since
his conversion Paul re-entered
Jenisalem.] The school of Ga-
maliel, the Synagogue of the
Libertines, the house where the
High Priest had given him his
commission to Damascus, the
spot where the reddened grass
had drunk the blood of Stephen,
must all have stirred up painful
memories. He was going into a
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as much as possible in the little

»!1?T ?\ C**«'-«an pilgrims
ana Oentile converts. But hewas the bearer of help which was

f„ ^H^'***?
P[°°' °f '''* allegiance

to the Mother Church, and the
Brethren whom he saw that even-
ing at the house of Mnason gave
JJim a loyous welcome. It may
have cheered his heart for the
moment, but it did not remove
the deep sense that he was in that
city which was the murderess of
the prophets. The next day till
sunset was marked by the cere-
moniesofthefeast,and thegreater
P*^ of 't was spent by St. Paul
and his httle company in an as-
sembly of the elders, who met to
receive him under the presidency
ot lames—James, the stem, white-
robed, mysterious prophet, and
the conclave of his but half-con-
ciliated Judaic presbyters. No
misgivings could assail them in
their own free Asiatic or Hellenic
homes, but here in Jerusalem, in
the Holy and noble city" under

the very shadow of the Temple,
face to face with Zealots and
h^harisees, it required nothing less
tnan the genius of a Paul to
Claim without shadow of misgiv-
ing that Divine freedom which
was arraigned in the name of a
history rich in miracles, and a
whole literature of inspired books,
it required indeed the earthquake
shock which laid their temple in
rums, and scattered their nation-
ality to the four winds of heaven,
effectively to teach them the
futility of the convictions to which
they so compassionately clung.
They would have resisted without

*"r^ J
•'°«>''*^ of argument had

"u r°T '" ^^^ '"'"^ refuted their
whole theology by the irresistible
logic of facts.
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city where friends were few, andwhere well-nigh every one of the
myriads among whom he moved

H^ll""
actual or potential enemy,

to whom the mere mention of hisname might be enough to make
thedagger flash from its scabbard.

w J^t^\ * "y °f *'a'red which
would be the signal for a furious
outbreak. He knew too well the
burning animosity which he kin-

^M Kfu*^.*'^ remembered too
well what had been his own and

rifr;c»° ''u nP^r»y against the
^-hristian Hellenists of old. The
wrath which he then felt was now
a furnace heated seven-fold
against himself.
The Elders were already as-

sembled when the visitors came
in, and we may imagine that itwas with something more than a
thrill of curiosity-that it must
have been with an almost painful
shyness- that timid proVincial
neophytes like Timothy and
Trophimus rthe latter especially
an uncircumcised Gentile whoni
his teacher had encouraged to
regard himself as entirely eman-
cipated from the Jewish law)
found themselves in the awful
presence of James, the Lord's
brother. That free spirit was a
lesson which the Jews themselves
as a body could not learn. The
destruction ofJerusalem did more
to dnve them from an imme-
morial "orthodoxy" than the
epistles of St. Paul himself
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In this articulation A. seems to have been written from
the standpoint of describing the opposition to St. Paul,
not only from the Jews but the Jerusalem Christians,
whereas B. deals largely with the retrospective feelings
of St. Paul himself, as his Christian feet trod the
streets of a city where in days past he had been a zealous
enemy of the Christian religion.

Many parts of the writings of De Pressense are cap-
able of the easiest and smoothest articulation, as in his

description of the child Jesus (" Life of Christ," p. 232).
Read the whole passage first

:

i\.

•The Child," says St. Luke,
" grew and waxed strong in

Spirit, filled with wisdom, and
the Grace ofGod was upon Him."
Thus did Jesus pass through the
obscure period in which thought
and consciousness are yet dor-
mant ; on the knees of His
Mother. Evil alone, had no
growth within Him, nothing tar-

nished the exquisite purity of His
soul. Then as He grew and in-

telligence opened He became
more and more conscious of the
peculiar relation which united
Him to God. He did not assume
the prophet, wor even assert a
precocious independence. As a
child He perfectly fulfilled the
duties of His age, which may be
summed up in submission to the
heads of the family.

B.

It is certain that the childhood
of Christ forms no exception to
the law of slow and gradual pro-
gress. He learned to speak, and
the Divine treasures hidden with-
in were not at once disclosed.
He never for an instant ceased
to be one with His Father, His
heart opened as spontaneously to
the life Divine as His lungs
breathed the vital air. Externally
nothing seemed to distinguish
Him from other children, at least

to those who did not like Mary
lift the veil of humility which
concealed His inner lire. If it

had been otherwise it would have
been impossible to explain the
persistent unbelief uf His kinsfolk
and neighbors. "Thus," says
Irenaeus, "He sanctified child-

hood by passing through it."

In this articulation the weight of A.'s description is

on the human side of the child Jesus, whilst B. seems to

tend more towards the Divine side.
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Kingslake's well-known description of PrJnr- t •

A.

n.!?"'
"•* President of the Re-

public was Frince Charles Louis

t„^~" "^"aparte. the statu-
tory heir of the first French Em-
E^^N^ Bo<h in France and
England at that time men in ijen-wal imagined him to be dull.When he talked, the flow of his
Ideas was sluggish, his features
were opaque ; and after years of
dreary studies, the writings
evolved by his thoughtful, lo!!l!
P°"dering mind had not shedmuch light on the world. Yet
the more men knew him in Eng-
land, the more they liked him.

i;^!!l!f"?*'?*° ^"^'•s*' pursuits

^ij^^ **"'>' \° ''°""ds, he was

Ta % ''*^'*'« Jfood-humored.
and willmg enough to talk freely
about his views upon the throne
o« J* ranee.
The opinion which men had

formed of his ability in the period
of exile, was not much altered by
his return to France, for in the
Assembly his apparent want of
mental power caused the world

t /if'^*l**'""V *? harmless, and
in the chair of the President he
commonly seemed to be torpid.
«ut there were always a ftvr who
believed in his capacity, and ob-
servant men had latterlyremarked
tn from time to time there an-
peared a State paper, understc Id
to be the work of the President,
which teemed with thought, and
which showed that the writer
standing solitary and apart from
the Gregarious Nation of which

B.
[The President of the Republicwas Prince Charles Louis fiapo.

leon Bonaparte, the statutory hVirofthe first Wench Emperor./The
election which madrhim^ the
Chief of the State had been con-
ducted with perfect fairness, and
since it happened in former years

nr!. 1* v' .«"Ka»ed in enter-
prises which aimed at the throne

P«f fu
"•

u''*
''^d good right to

who elected h.m to the Presidenc^
were willing to use his ambition
as a means of restoring to France

m.1I?'"'n^"^?' J""?"
of Govem-

m disclosing the ambition whichwas almost cast upon him by the
circumstances of his birth, he hadbeen as successful as the firstBwtus in passing for a man ofpoor intellect. Even the stranee

i„.J
**•

*^^
JO *'n towards himihe

interest which commonly attaches
to enterprise. People in Londonwho were fond of having gather-
ingsofcelebrated characters,never

frtfn^
'° P™''?' '"'"' to their

friends as a serious pretender toa throne, but rather as though hewere a balloon man, who^ had
twice had a fall from the skies

anl^'^K*'" '". some measure

lvll\ J I i^yngs he uttered
about his "destiny" were ad-
dressed (apparently as a matter
of po icy) to casual acquaintances,

J u •?" 'ntimate friends he
used the language of a calculating
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he was the Chief, was able to
contemplate it as something ex-
ternal to himself.

If his intellect was of poorer
quality than men supposea it to
be at the time of the Anglo-
French alliance, it was much
above the lowgau^e which people
used to assign to it in the earlier

period which began in 1836 and
ended at the close of 1 85 1 . That
which had so long veiled his

cleventess from the knowledge of
mankind was the repulsive na-
ture of the science at which he
labored. Many men before hiih
had labored to bring craft into

S
clitics. Many more toiling in

umbler grades had applied tneir

cunning skill to the conflicts

which engage courts of law, but
no living man, perhaps, except
Prince Louis Bonaparte, had
passed the hours of a studious
youth, and the prime ofa thought-
ful manhood in contriving how to
apply stratagem to the science of
jurisprudence. It was not, per-
haps, from natural baseness that
his mind took this bent. The in-

clination to sit and sit planning
for the attainment of some object
of desire— this indeed was his

nature—but the inclination to
labor at the task of making law
an engine of deceit, this did not
come » erforce with his blood, yet
it cant- with his parentage. For
years the prince pursued this

strange calling ; and by the time
his studies were over he had be-
come highly skilled. Long be-
fore the moment had come for

bringing his crooked science into

use, he had learned how to frame
a constitution *vbich would seem

and practical aspirant to an Em*
pire.

His long, endless study of the
mind of the first Napoleon had
caused him to adopt and imitati>

the Emperor's habit of looking
down upon the French people,
and treating the mighty nation
as a subject to be studied and
controlled by a foreign brain.
Indeed, during the periods of his
imprisonment and exile, the rela-

tions between him and the France
of his studies were very like the
relations between an anatomist
and a corpse. lie lectured upon
it, he dissected its fibres, he ex-

Elained its functions, he showed
ow beautifully Nature in her in-

finite wisdom had adapted it to
the service of the Bonaf>artes,
and how without the fostering
care of those same Bonapartes
the creature was doomed to de-
generate and perish out of the
worid. It is true he might have
determined to reject the indica-
tion by the accident of his birth,

and to remain a private citizen,

but when once he resolved to be-
come a pretender to the imperial
throne he, of course, had to try
and see how it was possible—how
it was possible in the midst of
this century — that the coarse
Bonaparte yoke of 1804 could be
made to sit kindly upon the neck
of France, and France being a
European nation, and the yoke
being in substance a yoke such as
Tartars make for Chinese, it

followed that the accommodation
of the one to the other could only
be effected by guile, etc.

V, I
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to enact one thing and 'really
enact another. He knew how to

which robbed men of their free'

u"v u"* *^°"''* »«' «he snare
which he called "universal suff-
«Re ; he knew how to strangle
a nation in the night-time with a
thing he called « a plebiscite," etc.

f iJ*If/i^^\?^
Josephus gives a wide field for the production of double docuttients. as may be seen in the follow-ing account of John of Gischala (" Wars " B 7c "°T

a:
Now there arose a man of Gis-

chala whose name was John. His
character was that of a very cun-
ning and very knavish person.be-
yond the ordinary rate of the
other men of eminence there, and
for wicked practices he had not
his fellow anywhere. Poor he
was at first, and for a long time
his wants were a hindrance to
him in his wicked designs. He
was a hypocritical pretender to
humanity, but when he had hopes
of gam he spared not the shed-
ding of blood : his desires were
ever carried to great things, and
he encouraged his hopes from
those mean wicked tricks which
he was the author of. He took
care that none of his partners
should be easily caught in their
rogueries, but chose such out of
the rest as had the strongest con-
stitution of body, and the greatest
courage of soul, together with
great skill in martial affairs. So
he got together a band of four
hundred men, who came princi-
pally out of the country of Tyre
and were vagabonds who had run
away from its villages.

B.

.
As Josephus was thus engaged

in the administration of the affairs'
Of t.alilee, there arose a treacher-
ous person, a man of Gischala,
the son of Levi, whose name was
John. He was a ready liar and
yet very sharp in gaining credit
to his fictions. He thought it a
point of virtue to delude people,
and would delude even such as
were dearest to him. He had a
peculiar knack of thieving, but insome time he got certain com-
panions in his impudent practices-
at first they were but few, but as
he proceeded on in his evil course
they became still more and more
numerous, and by means of these
he laid waste all Galilee, and
irntated a considerable numberwho were in great expectation of
a war then suddenly to ariseamong them.
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The foregoing examples clearly prove that the secret of
being able to divide up any one document into two or
more documents depends wholly on the style of the writer

of the document so divided. It is almost impossible, for

instance, to articulate a chapter, or a page of Butler's
" Analogy of Religion," because it is close, logical rea-

soning, there is not a needless word—to articulate,

would only produce gaps in the cnward sweep of the

argument. Much the same may be said of sermons
written by such writers as Archer Butler and Canon
Liddon, for although a certain floridness of style is

characteristic of their sermons, still there is a logical

connection between each 'paragraph, that if it does not

destroy, certainly impedes, articulation. But rich, glow-
ing, descriptive writing apart from argument lends itself

at once to if The writer is unbound, his work is that

of descriptio and as his soul goes forth to image some
great event, .le revels in a tropical luxuriance of words

;

he repeats thoughts, he emphasizes by viewing his posi-

tion from different standpoints—in short, he is dramatic,

elaborative, largely figurative ; his descriptions flow with

the fire of his soul, and when the cold-blooded articulator

gets at him with his different colored pencils, and pro-

ceeds to dissect him, the writer becomes the literary

father of a much larger far ily than he knew he possessed.

Now, why should this peculiar style of writing be

allowed to Stanley, Farrar, etc., without any impeach-

ment of the personal originality of the works in which
such chapters, or portions of chapters, occur, and be

denied to Moses? Apart from controversy about revela-

tion and inspiration, why could not Moses have written

every word of Genesis i., xxix., xxxii., Exodus xiv..

Numbers xvi.? In these and many other chapters of
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• si'tently. and as a con^^Z^^jT "?"'*^"^ ^"^ «>""
the dramatic moufd Es " 1' '''T"

'•* «»''» «"

other styles of wrk „e bm'thU
\°'''''' ^'''*'"' »>«<»

and wherever he giv^s him1 L^' •*"' "'"'*''' ^^^'^^
style to the full hrwrSlri '?" ^"^ ^°"°^» that

'"s to a natura and ^'!"1- T"^-''''"^^*'^" "^^e or
that Dean Stanl^/^^loS^ryltrof

his'^d

°"^ '°"*^*^

the passage of the Red ^T ^**™ °^ "" description of
he divided up nto two .*' '" ^^"^'^ '^'^ ^^^''^^ can
Should any ^^^.^:̂ Z^^^Z^ti ^"' ^^'^'^

have written the original;.." . t
^^^^ ^'°«^* "^'ght

be divided up in^?Se^reT;y^'^'^
'"'^ ^^'^^^ -

Pentateuch, and Sd J ,

?'^"^ ^"^'>'«'« ^^ the

Old Testamem ttr^^^^^^^^
*''"

'^'^^r'^^'
P^-^'ons of the

ing analyzed"'v^rweS'X'^ °' ^'^^ ^^'^-

xxxi.. xxxii., and manv othfr ^ """ ''• *° ^'^v"-

chapters are given to P rl T" ^"^ P°^*'°"« °f
answer is " beSuse P des'crit^ • u'"

.*° J' *^'' E- the

portant occumTnc!! •
''""'^^ ^.th minuteness " " im-

hTsto^^rsT?.;^
a^^inrr.-^^'^'^

'""^ p^*"- "^^

view Of the the^retic'inTtilltr- h*\^^^^^
Exodus and Numhirc o«^ u- .

.'"c" is to follow m
of p. to .xhS7--and as ,ht " " "" """" '^^'

sequently P. m„s, have wA,e??h^
occurr«,ces, <:o„-

the critics first as«Prt.r -l "" '" """cr words

the varied styles ofthi^T/"'''^'''''"' ""'hors from
.He. app, ./e':ii^rs?;£r..rxrH:^e:!;i::
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apportioning it out between the hypothetical J. and E.

and D. and P. The critics have gained no slight praise

for the careful labor they have bestowed (m apportioning

out the Hexateuch amongst these different authors, but

the fact is, that once admit the principle on which they

proceed, namely, that no one writer can be possessed of

more than one style, and its application is a work of

comparative ease. All that is required is first to set apart

what is admitted to have been written by Moses, and

then apportion the balance according to the iron rule of
" one man, one style." All portions in which the word
" Jehovah ''

is used, and ^hich are ethical, theological,

and anthropomorphic, are given to J. All portions in

which the word " Elohim " is used, that dwell upon

concrete particulars, and that deal with sacred sites and

localities, are given to E. All long and stately oratorical

periods must have been written by D. or some one

imbued with his spirit, and all things connected with the

institutions of the Israelitish theocracy were written by

P. Admit the principle, and the mental labor of applying

it to a book the size of the Pentateuch is by no means

laborious to anyone gifted with the art of classifying

material quickly.

But is the rigid canon of the Higher Critics, " One
man, one style," a correct canon? Is it true that J. could

no more give figures relating to the priesthood, than P.

could write a well sustained conversation? Is it not a

fact that all evidence makes against such a position?

Thete are certain documents that not only are, but must

be written in one style—acts of parliament, of congress,

legal documents and political notes, etc. In such cases

the style and wording are settled either by law or cus-

tom ; and as a rule they are utterly impossible to articu-

i
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in

•o "Id. Now, no hi.S o? . "^ '"^ Ixginning

nwterial that goes to mak* .,rl.j u-
*"** "*'"« t^e

most distinctive sty e ,S^^it J^rP^'
^^'"^ '^^

actcristic of Carl4 bTJ^ T? ^'*^'^ » "»*t char-
Great unites in it aHtheX^^ "l^ °^ ^'**^«"<* the

"Life and WordsTchri '-'^hv n' ^' ^^ ^' '« ^^e
a well sustained. eJ^u^t"L I ?• ^' ^''''*' ^« t«ve
of our Lord prei^S t?us r^l-'*

''"°''** °^ ^J^* «f«
out being toS i^<i:z.^:t"^T.'''''^ "•*^-
Jarly pathetic, and this^wir?!^

tunes singu-

volumes. But Dr Geik.V. ^Z.. ™"*^ through his two
ingly our LordVlifc His^r^^

^'^'^ ^"^'^ *«"<*
information on the t;aHi/f c '1 * ^"^"'« house of
habits and customs onT\ ""^ '^' ^^''' <^» Jewish
of the Holy La°d ^1""^'?^^??^^ ^"^ geography
logical refliirt^nv' '^at ttF. •

''^'^^ ^^ ^«^
"system and circumstantial . " oratorical." and
;sticof thean^ngrerofhs^^^^^^^ ^^^ro articulate his book on the linW oi h. u-

T''
"^L"'^^

ism. one could easily do ^fnr^* •
"'^^*^ ^"tic-

mens of doubleness of struSu/e • .nH'^^'"' ."^>^ «?«='-

unites within it all the ^.«!' *''^^°'"^ *« » ^hole
tion amongst many luthoH n^ "^*f"^'^

for distribu,

the dire. *,arr"?r/e I Se ^hTt?^' ^f' ''^''''-
raphy to A the «kk- • , •

,*°P°«^*Phy and geog-
ethicL and tUoUf r? theTf°" *° ^^ *'«

s»-a' to L., the system and circum-
#
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stantiality to D. But none the less would Dr. C :ikie

have been the sole author of the book.

Indeed, it may be fairly claimed tha; " Oiie mrtn, one

style," " One man, one field," " One man, one class of

information," is really confined to the hypothetical

writers born of the Higher Criticism. They seem to

stand alone—unique. Doctors have been essay writers

and poets. Clergymen and great legislators have been

novelists and poets, not a few great leaders of political

life have been and are theological authors, and at least

one great legal mind has edited volumes of religious

praise. In fact, the mind pf educated man is more like

a flower garden, than one potted plant resting on a table;

and though the drift of the present day is towards

specialization of study and practice, still every wise

specialist will see to it, that he does not dwarf his wide-

spread general gifts through the attention he pays to one

of them. Thus some of the greatest British and Ameri-

can legislators have been gifted orators and writers,

each has possessed three gifts and excelled in all—not-

ably, Gladstone. The style that showed itself in the

impassioned flood of words let loose over the Bulgarian

atrocities by the orator Gladstone, was vastly different

from the style to be found in the " Vatican Decrees
"

of the controversialist Gladstone, and that again differed

from the smooth, non-committal language characteristic

of the diplomatist Gladstone. And it would appear some-

what unjust if in years to come some critics yet to be

born should from evidence of style create at least two
distinct Gladstones, and seek to prove that the impas-

sioned orator was an " idealized " Gladstone, idealized by

an independent writer out of the style and material
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^«n,^.d b, the Gladstone who wrote the " Vatican

thinkers and TrSrsll 7 ^'^^ ^"^^^^^ ^« «''J'nary

what remarkable lW,h"^ *°,^°^^^' ^^^"^« ^^"'e^

tion with the Pentateu h r """" '^ '^'"'''^^ '" <^°""ec-

hypothetical writers diJ»J T ^T '^^ "'^''^^^ of

tl-reisnodol th tfcthLr' ''^"^*'"- ^•^-

the Pentateuch was Mose" fn H^
born centuries after d e ev'ent, , 'l^'

"''''' ""'''^^'>'' '"en

had occurred. Then certZl ..
," ^^'' '" ^>^ ^oses

do not dispose of exiS " i'fl' w
• ''^P""^^^'^^' ^^'"•'-'•^

to them. I do not d 3 ''f
""^'^^' tJiey rather add

by reahzingthrp^^ri^n " ,^^"^^t^"^''^' difficulty

and that aUho^ he d" s not ''I&r" °^ '^''^^'^

tradition." " l^is^aim
'' wasThat " of Ir^ "T °' ^"'^'^>^

picture of the Mosaic a^e "and thr''"""^
'" '^^^^

representation of P in^Le^ .1
°"''^""'' " *h«

ordinary sense of tfe t^m" ' to^ '"Vnl ", ?^
Moses, with a few difficultie/thl. ^

^^^ '^^'""^^^

geographical and othe intt^^^^^^^
''''''^~-

seems a far safer gmde than? " 7^/'' "'^P'"'"'

admittedly inaccurate .ll^f. *
I

'deahzes. and is

ground to^Iean back on
'' '°"' '"^ ^"'^^''•^^'

hafeTnC; :i:e^p:^iteJ:rb::rar i''^^^^
^-^ *°

Selenar '' ^^^^^^^::''^:i^

-ive. and he. like GeikieTrXrlX^
bTen
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naturally gifted with varied styles of composition. As
a gifted man, there was nothing to have prevented him
writing a song as a poet, delivering speeches as an orator,

describing scenes of family, social or military life as a
talented narrator, or announcing laws, religious and
otherwise, in a purely legal manner. Apart wholly from
any question of revelation or inspiration, there is no
reason why Moses should not have written every word
of the Pentateuch, with the exception of Deut. xxxiv.



CHAPTER XII.

^yELLHAUSEN'S SCRIPTURE ARGUMENT.

o'SXrrhe' «^^^^^^^ -^-eous reasons

Divine inspiratio^^oTthe pln\ .
^t'^'<L.-"'horship and

not write the Cs attrtaed f^^^^^^^
^'"'' ^°^^^ ^'^

not write. Second,C"nTLjr' ^""'^ ^' ^°"'^

evolved in SDirit.,al\:« f ,^^^ ^^^ "«* sufficiently

Third. l4rt Mole IT "^'^ ^'^^^ ^^^'^'

'

discoveries of modern scTenceS^ the

tended revelations ^^ . ^- ^"' t>«cause its pre-

the law orevZion . t
'''^ ^^ *^^ evidence of

cause TJre ar Tani IsTt " °^'^*'"^' ^'^*^' '^-

one. as indicat^^^ he VoTSs 'S"t '°T''"^'
'"

Sixth, because the lite«r!cf 1
.^^^''*^^ ^"^ ^^ohim.

words are u^d in dS!Zt^J" ^i^'"""*'
^"^ d'^^'-ent

because tL^are mffw T" °^ ''^^ ^^- Seventh,

one in marpartsTthrof ^^ "^'"^''^"^ ~™b'«^d in

These nSve? ?t ?\ m ^''*^^»t by the redactor,

ready ^^yT2c^Zy'lt^^^^ ^the
stories. We have seen fhlfo u-f ^^"^ ^dependent

pletely expltxies on*-^^ i-
«^^'nation com-

219
they
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must be forced into agreement with that theory. And
so, having no other authority to appeal to, they appeal to

the Bible itself to prove their theory.

The position of the German critics is, as we have seen,

that the religion of Israel, like the religions of the tribes

around them, was a natural growth, not a Divine revela-

tion, that is, was polytheistic in conception, and that

its mode of worship had no Divine prescription, each

individual and community being left free to worship
their respective gods in any way they liked. They
maintain, therefore, that there was no law of conduct

such as the moral or Mosaic law, and no ceremonial

law, or law of worship. There was, therefore, no
authorized priesthood, no prescribed sanctuary, or sacri-

fice, and no tabernacle in the wilderness. These were
all imagined and promulgated by the exiles of Babylon.

Ezekiel is held to have introduced the sacrificial and
ceremonial worship. Driver and his moderate followers,

as they call themselves, do not quite agree with Well-

hausen, Cheyne, etc., in their extreme position, though

they give no reason why they should go as far as they

do, and then stop there. At all events it is only the

merest fragments of law and ceremony that they think

may have been of earlier date. They all agree that the

full-fledged law of Moses, as we have it, was not known
to Israel till after the return from the Babylonian

captivity.

Now, just as in the case of the whole Pentateuch, so

it is here—there is no positive proof whatever of the

truth of these positions. There is no testimony, state-

ment, or fact that even tends to corroborate their

assumptions. There is no literature contemporary with

the Bible, in this case, any more than in the other, to
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lion of the Mosaic Code. But, however long it mlyZl

shin frntn »,» J * * t ,
"isiruciefi in this wor-

ZZ lu. u T?^'
°^ Abraham, the critics hold, there-fore^that the Pentateuch could not have been written

y^afoTth:; t:!'"^'
^^° "-^ -^^^••" -- ^un^s

leader of the evolutionary and naturalistic critics set!

that 1 clntJ r "''"''^'y ^^"^'y- ^' '"^'"tainsthat a central sanctuary was utterly unthou^ht of till thedays of Josiah; and he appeals to the historical and
prophetical books of Scripture to prove tht And y"t
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these books simply abound with historical and detailed
accounts of the temple on Zion; of the house of God in

Shiloh, and of the tabernacle in the wilderness. It is

only by absolute repudiation of these plainest Scriptural

statements that Wellhausen's position can for a moment
be maintained. The splendid temple of Solomon had
been erected on Mount Zion more than four hundred
years before the reign of Josiah. and the house of God
at Shiloh. and the tabernacle in the wilderness at a
much earlier date.

That each of these was desigfned to be the centre of
worship of the one true God is so plainly proclaimed

in the books of Samuel and of Kings, to say nothing
of the Oironicles (upon whose plainest statements Well-
hausen throws infinite scorn), and that the temple was
established as a central sanctuary for all Israel, could

not have been proclaimed in more emphatic language
than that which is employed in i Kings viii. 41-43. and
I Kings IX. 3. Wellhausen recognizes this fact, and he
sets himself to escape the complete overthrow of hi",

theory, which it involves, by boldly asserting that

the statements there made are unhistorical. This

account was written not at the time of the buildinp- of

the temple, he tells us. but shortly before the exile (pn.

20 and 21). and the writer carries us back to the orig-

inal date of the temple, and imports into the purpose

of its first foundation the significance which it had
acquired at the time at which he was writing, the

meaning of which is that Wellhausen's view of the evolu-

tion of Jewish history required him to believe that llie

spiritual condition of things described in connection

with the founding of the temple had not been evolved

till shortly before the exile, and that, therefore, the
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^^ '"'^

he an atom of nr(^f ^^.f,r" "^'^'^^^^'ns:. Nor has
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^ cemrofto !
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''"*

f^"'^^^^
*^^^

and costly erec L JIJ Ini !,-J'
.^^''"*' Preparation.

unhistoricalTt^IntL A? ,"?'? '"^"S^"-^*''"" was an

the ,W SU of . r • ^^'t-'t^^'y we have nothing but

twotstd ;^rsS;7rere^^^^ ^t^r^"^'^putation of historical inaccuraJv K • u
^^""^ '""

^

less oi assertion m which our Hipht^r '-,.;;-,-

ship out the- H ''.'u'"'^
""^'^^ °' '^°'^t^««s wor-

caise ^neither 9nr^
'"*''

V*''^"«^
^^"^' ^^^''^f^'-e. be-

thTng the „Lw !;

"^^ ^'^ '"^^^^^^--^ ^'^ the same

st^menttlllrtt^^tT^^^^^^ ''^^^^ ^.'^^-'"^

sclTnt'"thTntSr"t"": ^"''^^ ^^ ^'-^ '"- --
fore nia n thl?l '

°"! ^'^ ^^^' *^°"*^'"^^' '* '^- t'^^'-e-tore. plam that it is not an account of what happened in
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Solomon's time, but of the condition of things that
existed four hundred years later. But if this were so,
if the author of the book of Kings was forging his-
tory out of his own consciousness, oi the experience of
his own times; if he was capabk of writing down the
most deliberate and manifold falsifi; ations of Solomon's
acting, why did he not, to save his own consistency,
write that the high places were put down, or that Solo-
mon and his successors all made the most earnest efforts
to suppress them ? If the statement that they were not
put down was inconsistent with the declared object of
the building of the temple, would any forger have left
such glaring self-exposures on record?

But more than this, Wellhausen explodes his own
argument. He sets himself to prove from the book of
Kings itself, that Israel was in its faith and practice just
like the other Semitic nations of that time, given over
to the worship of strange gods, and that they knew
nothing of the one true God, or one sanctuary, or one
prescribed mode of worship till the days of Josiah.
When confronted with the elaborate description of the
construction and object of the temple of Solomon, he
says: "Oh, yes, that is a mere fiction, written centuries
after the events which it professes to describe, and the
writer has transferred the condition of things that
existed in his own times to the days when the temple
was built. The argument by which he supports this
theory is this: It is evident that this narrative is not
true; Solomon could never have attempted to centralize
the worship of the one true God at Jerusalem, because
we nowhere read that in order to favor his new sanctu-
ary he sought to abolisli all otiier places of worship.
Never once did Solomon's successors make the attempt
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tory IS a forgery. Wellhausen has not a solitary witness,
sacred or profane, to support his doctrine, " the view

"

that the narrative is unhistorical. If the fact that the
continuance of the high places after Solomon's dedica-
tion prayer proves that Israel up to the days of Josiah
were given over to polytheism, then the fact that the
high places were immediately restored after Josiah's
death proves that they were still polytheists, and knew
nothing of the one true God till after the captivity.

Wellhausen states (p. 19) that no king after Solomon
is left uncensured for having tolerated the high places,
but is not this the strongest possible recurring proof of
the truth of the temple narrative, which Wellhausen is

laboring to disprove? He has not the slightest warrant
for his subsequent insinuation, that these censures, which
he quotes as genuine, when it suits his purpose, are all

only forgeries.

Shiloh.

The theory that the unity of sanctuary and the worship
of the one true God was not heard of till the days of
Josiah is abundantly disproved by the elaborate and
detailed account of the dedication and worship of Solo-
mon's temple. But it is equally, though not with the
same fullness of detail, disproved by the narrative of the
earlier establishment of the house of God in Shiloh.
Take Jeremiah's description (see vii. 12-14) '-

" But go
ye now to my place, which was in Shiloh, where I caused
my name to dwell at the first, and see what I did to it

for the wickedness of my people Israel. And now, because
ye have done all these works, saith the Lord, and I spake
unt© you, rising up early and speaking, but ye heard not.

and I called you, but ye answered not; therefore will
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Uincd in what they call the Priestly Code (p. 50).When Jeremiah seems to favor Wellhausen's views he
tK n places unhesitating trust in him as a witness, butwhen the prophet's statements contradict his theory his
words are rejected with scorn and without explanation.

But m addition to this Jeremiah recapitulates the
prophecy of the seventh chapter in chap. xxvi. 6. and
proclaims afresh the truth of the history: "

If ye will
not hearken to me, to walk in my law . then
will I make this house like Shiloh. and will make this
city a curse to all the nations of the earth."

Again, Psalm Ixxvii. recapitulates the history of
Israel from Moses to David, and completely endorses
Jeremiah in the words, " So that he forsook the taber-
nacle of Shiloh

; the tent which he placed among men "—
a clear proof that the whole nation believed that the
tabernacle had been first set up at Shiloh. in spite of
Wellhausen s contemptuous " inconceivable."
But once more, the books of Judges and* of i Samuel

make It plain that it was a matter of undoubted notoriety
that for a long time God's special dwelling was at
Shiloh, and that Israel went up from their various cities
to offer yearly sacrifices there—" All the time the house
of God was in Shiloh" (Judges xviii. 31); and there
19 the feast of the Lord from year to year in ShikA
(I Sam. 1. 3). See also i Sam. ii. 15. ij." 28, ii. 29,*iii.

3. IV. 4. IV. 8, which established beyond dispute the fact
of the tabernacle and altar at Shiloh. And that the
established tocation of the ark was there, \vas a fact as
well known to the Philistines as to the Jews.
Now, how is this testimony as to the centralization of

Israels worship evaded? Mere!^ by parading other
places where worship and sacrifice were offered at the
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tralization ^^ITtZ^lj'^:^- ^ut Josiah's cen-
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there is no such testimony in the book. The case then
stands thus: Wellhausen undertakes to prove from the
Judges and following books that Israel knew nothing of
the one centralized worship of the one God till the days
of Josiah. There are the clearest declarations of the
special centralization of their worship in Shiloh in the
books of Judges, Samuel, the Psalms, and the Prophets.
And at this overwhelming proof of the falsity of his
theory Wellhausen calmly scoflfs, and says, "

It is for
that period inconceivable;" that is, it knocks his evolu-
tionary theory clean out, and must, therefore, be rejected
at once.

The TabWnacle.

The establishment of the tabernacle as the central spot
of their worship, in their wilderness journeyings, is the
third proof, though the first in historical order, of the
utter falsity of the critical theory.

Dr. W. L. Baxter says Wellhausen's treatment of this
subject is so astounding in its utterly unsupported
assumptions, and in its wholesale imputations of false-
hood to the writers of Scripture, that we always feel a
difficulty in realizing that he can expect his views to be
soberly accepted by any Bible student. Nothing in the
Old Testament is more indubitably, more minutely, and
more solemnly asserted and described than the erectibn
of the Mosaic tabernacle. Next to the delivery of the
Decalogue it is the main outstanding event in Israel's
first year of national emancipation. No less than thir-
teen entire chapters (Exod. xxiii.-xxxi., and xxxv.-xl.)
are devoted to a most circumstantial account of its con-
trivance and execution. Its precious materials; its cun-
ning workers; its hearty contributors; its every division,
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and curtain, and vessel; its time in making: its splendidm«g«rat.on. are all there most explicitly'^ietailed Its

^ide^f or'"'r^'
'^'"^^ *^^ P^P^^' - *'-> Divine

by T^Ja Jth. 'i "'V\"' '^' 33-36). Its fixtureDy Joshua at the close of the conquest is briefly chroni-

o Sa'mueHtT 1,""" ^J^^'^" "^"•- '>• ^^'^e b^hOf bamuel t equally, as a matter of course, is referred

Wh/nTf"^^^^ J°'^"" «^^^ •* (^ Sam. ii. 4When the temple as finished the priests and Levites intriduce It, amid unparalleled solemnity and rejoicing intowhat ,s henceforth to be God's more pei^S and

emtlHV"'"'"^K^^
^'"^^ ^"'- ^)- " a^^ything eemsembedded immovably in the history of Jewish worship i

s the givang of the Divme pattern for the sanctuary, andhe elaborate execution thereof in the wilderness as theLord commanded Moses.
How does Wellhausen square all this with his idea

that a central sanctuary was never heard of till Josiah'sday? As usual by bold, unsupported assertion. The
tabernacle rests, he tells us. on an historical fiction (p
39). Hebrew tradition knows nothing at all about it
(P- 39)

;
that IS to say, the most deliberate and circum-

stantial narrative of the Old Testament, embodying the
universal belief of the Jewish nation for centuries regard-
ing their early worship, has been discovered in the nine-
teenth century to have not one word of truth in it from
Its first syllable to its last! No tabernacle ever existed.The whole story is a fiction. About a thousand years
after the death of Moses a whole band of literary con-
spirators came back from Babylon and perpetrated the
most appalling literary fraud which it ever entered intomans heart to conceive. They thought it would look
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well, and would help them in rebuilding the temple ifthey could persuade the people that ffom theTr viiy

prmciple of one God, one sanctuary. The principle

tItt"''Mf^''.^"^ °" *^^''- ^«*"™ become^ p^rt oftheir bemg, that the one God had also but one place ofworship (p. .8). They were unable to think of rdiln

asks^" cou^dT "??"r fP- ^'>' "How. the^^he

^S; nf • • '^ *^'"'' °^ ^°^*« ^« possessing one

Y^Tl r T°"'
'"" "«^ *^^* ^^ ^^^ said nothing aboutth^s absdutely essential basis of a unity of sanctuary?"'And for his honor they invented this amazing fiction, and

fn IT^^''^ '"^*^' '"^""^^ °'-^^^««' that Moses knew
all about a unity of sanctuary, and had under Diving
guidance superintended the construction of a centralsanctuary which he caused to go before the tribes, a

I'werfels'
^'"^ '"""^ ''' '"^^ ^^^^ '" ^^e

And this fiction invented by conscious deceivers, was
at once accepted by the whole of their fellow country-men and ever afterwards believed in by all ages till
Wellhausen arose to explode the fiction by his marvel-
lous intuition and unhesitating assertion; for the truth
>s, he tells us, that the tabernacle is the copy, and not the
prototype of the temple at Jerusalem (p. ,7) The
appointments and order of the temple worship were
copied by these forgers in describing the fictitious tabeV-
nacle in the wilderness. Everybody who has read Well-
hausen knows that this is no exaggeration of his fright-
ful charge against the writers of Holy Scripture. He
treats them with coolest scorn, as deliberate and desien-mg fabricators. He describes their aim to be that of
completely altering the ancient history (p. 36), and again
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fancied it would look well to make the young and pious
Solomon (p. 41) oflfer worship at the proper legal
centre, and so he invents the Mosaic tabernacle, and
deliberately foists the fiction into the text; but he knows
quite well that the tabernacle never existed, and it would
be idle to attach the slightest credit to his words." Yet
this is the same critic who is quite ready to accept the
same chronicler as a correct interpreter, when he can
twist his words into support of his own theory. That
theory is based throughout upon the universal prevalence
of the law of evolution. All law, all history, all

science, all knowledge, all intellect, must certainly have
arisen from a small germ and beginning, and must have
passed through gradual and improving forms to their

complex and harmonious culmination. This is what
Wellhausen undertakes to show about the Scriptures.

All past ages, all readers of the Old Testament, includ-

ing the Jews themselves, have been utterly misinte*

preting Jewish history, until this great German crit

arose to show out of his own consciousness this history

rising by an easy and slow process of evolution into what
it is now. And whatever stands in the way of this

theory in the annals of the past is either a fiction or an
interpolation, and yet Wellhausen's whole contention as

to what this history of Israel was, is in direct opposi-

tion to this theory. He is dealing with a period from
the exodus to the return from Babylon ; and the fact

that he labors to prove is, that for nine-tenths of that

period, up to the time of Josiah, all Israel made no
progress, and remained on a perfectly dead level, so far

as a unity of worship and of sanctuary was concerned.

This is surely an absolute denial of the slightest trace of

the operation of the law of evolution during all that

period.
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aeveiopment
(p. 17), upon which the whole Th^r^

rests, under Tosiah /^Rr a^xx i-

""^ /^''^'^i theory

and w.th marvellous rapidity and incredible do^i ity thefree worship of nine centuries is all at once sweit Lavand a centralized worship installed as abneTearanddes,rable-and all this at the call of a forger" And

e'^oudn''^""''"" ?^ Wellhausen. insteadT being an

thetv Wha't ''''t'"'' i'^
contradiction of his w1,ole

V^hSvJtTcZJ' '"
'^''u

^" "" "'•^"^«"' ^^^ this?wnat right does it give to those who put it forward todemand the surrender of the traditiona^iew ofXaershistory, for this crude, fantastic, unnatural ^^^JZnWellhausen's pretended evolution is a self-con^adfcion

bJall ^X; rV'*
this assumed evolution is acceptedby all Higher Critics of the present day. English as well

.K T^^u' T^^"'^*" "' ^^•«" ^« extreme as the keywith^hich alone we can unlock the secret's of Jewish



CHAPTER XIII.

THE CODES.

Wellhausen is not only the head centre of Higher
Cntiasm, he is the universally accepted exponent of
Jewish history, and yet a slight examination will prove
that he is, beyond question, the subverter of the records
of the Jewish race, that he has not one fact of history
sacred or profane, to justify Kis imaginings as to what
that history must have been. It is mere romancing.
Where we look for quotation, we get invention; where

^^f/'Kf'
^^°°^' ^^ ^''^ ^^^^^ *° unfounded dogmatism.

Wellhausen says the law was never heard of till six
hundred years after Israel had gone over Jordan; and
It was first delivered, not on the Plains of Moab by
Moses, but by Josiah in Jerusalem. This he calls the
second code. This second code is the book of Deuter-
onomy, or rather chapters xii.-xxvi., which form its
more exclusively legislative section. This Torah, as it
IS called, was no finished code, but consisted entirely, of
oral decisions and instructions of the priests—their indi-
vidual sentences given when they were asked for them
;-oral decisions embodying the national sense of law and
justice. Moses originated this traditional, oral Torah.
He was the founder of the nation, out of which the
Torah and prophecy came as later growths. (See p.
438.) " The story of the giving of the law at Sinai
has," he tells us, " only a formal, not to say dramatic

236
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significance. It is the product of nece^^J^v *«. i.

representation of the mann^in wh^Mh^ p^lu^^^^^^
instituted as should appeal directly and grSJlirt^the i,r.ag,„at.on; for the sake of producinVthe soL°and v.y,d impression that is represented as LiL tal^"P^ace ,n a solemn and thrilling moment, which^rSoccurred slowly and almost unobserved" (p. T^q)If th,s legislation cease as a whole to be regarded asauthentic, then it becomes a somewhat precario^ matteto make any exception in favor of the Decalo™;*;

the^tfT''" 'Ti "^* '*' ""^^'^"^^y ^«"»>tful whetherthe actual monotheism, which is undoubtedly presup-

formed the foundation of a national religion. It was

fan of'IheTat-'"' °V\^
"*'°"^' "''^•''" ^* ^^^^--

^n?;K K "' ^"1 tJ^^'-^'Pon kept its hold upon thepeople by the means of an idea of a covenant "
(p 440)

Toint; Tr/-''w n."°
^?""^"*'°" '" Wellhaustn's

opinion. This is Wellhausen's concealed way f stating

srael tm tr/° ^^T''
r^^"''^'^' "^•««» -- ^o?

,W «; !i . ^^'c?^
•^°''*^' ^'^^^ *''^ «^°nr of the giv-ing of the law at Smai was a " dramatic romance fold

t^ tt teLn^"
'"*°"' ^" °^^- ^'^^ '-^ --^^^^ ^^^

"Any laws, Torah it is called, that Israel may ha.x-
possessed before the days of Josiah, were merefy oral
decisions by the priests." In other words, the law L^ the

sentiment and so carries with it nothing of a Divine
origin and authority. The law. as contained in Deute"!

Zi7k '^SmIT'T"^ "P °^ ^'^^'^ enactments, probablymade by Hilkiah. the priest, and palmed off upon the
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effect that they are utterly and absolutely folse "Th^
s Lrhad""

'''^'
°/ '°^ ^^-" hundL years afte

^^ttwTir" •^°'"'!:"" ^-"hausen'^tmder'oSc

of hfr*K /
^'°'""*= ^'^^^ h« ^o"W prove the truth

Dooks of Holy Scripture themselves. Here he is tramPi'ng the Authority of Scripture under hjf^t and trlT-g^ts most solemn and reiterated testimony'^utX"
Now, why does he do this? Why does he rcterf th.Plamest and most reiterated statements crntaledn thosevery Scnptures to which he says he is am^ihW ,"«

dence of mterpolation or change in the text and vlbecause their theory of historical dev^St r^^e*
iU.^ T" *'T '''^^'^*^^ statement is ruthlesslyblotted out, no other reason given

umiessiy

ihi n *
r^''^'"

' • '"'" ^ ^'''"^' " '« the promulgation of

these words, Ye shall not do all that we do here thisday every mar whatsoever is right in his own e^s •'

-which form the previous part of the verse containing

rest and to the mhentance which the Lord your Godgiveth you, but when ye go c-^er Jordan," which proves
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stration that ArsS^.' T^ '.'D
*" ""°'"" ''""<'"-

.«. were fi„. addr«rtTl, ,1 ^S""S'^T

"

he argue this? He savs- " Thl i •? .

""^ ^°«*

criticism ,„L3 on^^^^^
""y "»"'*«'

incon,«,ue„ce ev/rwritten ^JV' " "'°'l"'"™'"'"'
a syllogism is this- fT^^.3S, "T"^* """«'" '"'»

in J<»iah-s reign^^^'^is^rw-hT. a'S.Zr^lT.ts«o„d clause contains such a huge pSZ'Jm^I
° T" *« *'"''« "P'ment with ridi«, e What aLthe forty years in the wilderness. " durL whfch f^d

Sw"Hi:faw:i*r n^tTe'tV-'-d"'
'^^^^ -

with their practice'TSnrte ^^ 74:'™Sthe law proclaims its own deliverance Why isSclaim rejected by Higher Criticism, and jS's rei«,fixed upon, when the conditions were certainlv It ™ ^m harmony with the statements o the tex^ha' Xvwere when the law claimed to have been gTvln There
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^W generality. " Ye shru 1"7 T ^****^^'^ '"the
«»at we do her^." Yef "

thU
*^**'' "" *»•* things

are asked to repudiate the^w T'?^"'*
**^ ^^''^^O^ we

and Christians Tke have i^^
*' ^^\?'^^ ^»»<=h Jews

to embrace the haIIuc.nat?o^tSItT'^"^ accepted/and
audacious torirerv sevln .! * •

Deuteronomy was an

do here." apply to the st^tt ofJ "''*" "°* ^° as we
Josiah in th^t^h of t^e dectlu^^

*'* ^"'^ ^^
come into Canaan " ha* nn/ u ' ^* *"*« "ot yet
r«t on. "It ir^'^f •» °"* ''''*d o^ evidence to
of proof. tha^'wL^fS&rr^^" "'^^-^ ^

"»-
in the first centuries of tKv,^^^^^^^ '°?^ °">'"«ted

^
The same confident asLrtbn:,??'^^'"; ^^*^t«^)

for the statement tha Deu^'o^
" *^' °"'y foundation

found in the temple^ hXIh J ''°"!™ *'^«^ ''ook
with such confidence offt^^n^f '""^

T*''^^
^^^^^^

themselves had been presen i„T ? ' f *''°"«^^ *'^«y

book picked up. AndalfSUL ? ^^S^'^.
*"^ ^^^ the

of their arro^nt daim is 1*T -"^f '" explanation

imaginary or^'nattrof S^,.
"''"^ ^'^^^ *^« "tterly

which th^pufforth The^ •'°"°'"^' ""^*'- J°«ah.
belief thauhis vet^LI^ste' hS?'' J'S:

^^' *° *»^«

but there is absolTte^o for^'>^^/^
Deute«,nomy.

upon this unsupportJstatJmem.
"^"'*"' ^^«^^

T'A^ Assumed Codes.
The critics assume the existence of !,.-codes, co-existincr K..* .

'»i«:nce ot three separate

It rda.« ,„ the object of wor.hip'^dValS.T'w^?:
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•^ip. It is the record of »hn«« «— i • j

trace of evidence or information that will «,™^^

»ns«ra.,o„." We are told that *«. Ge„J,Xw«.M of living int.r«t for the generation of their autto^

narrators were Jerusalem and its temple Whv Znimbus for them? What is the resul?? WhvVs

assomrf firet code. He leaves us wandering through
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anywhere a thousand yea« bef. "i ""'"^ *'**" ^'^"^^

The premiss and concrsbn h
° ^ ""*""*" '^^"

with each other asZ 2° •*/>'* " '""<^h to dc

and parishesby Th^o ' hf" ?' 5"«^'*"^ '"*« ^^^^^
Japanese wan

^ ""'^ ^*' *° ^° ^'th the Russa
These considerations comoletelv *xni,^-

of ordinary intelliirence ran -!.!i
*''P'*^«' »» any Person

Critical th^ry ofTe hiZn^*"^ '"*''-^ "'^^er
being disproved. they%arh7ve „o .TjL'^^ !^ ^'^''^

-e surrender 7. th^e"t^^^^^ ^-nd
T'A^ 7Ai>rf, or Priestly Code

book Vf Uvi« uiTnd T "'"'"• "'"' "'""''•>• »" "•«

Wellhausen hor.LrUv.'x^f .o^^Tj' ^"'?L"-

H. offL not the traieVri"; "/\' •"""" P"'™"*-

ts «.t co„s^L'::;rrrdj^;—-< '-

C„^, ..,
'' " ""' •''"' f°^ "''" is called Ae Priests-Code thus assumed? Well, wholly for this r«L: The
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such univerJKvaJc „evr '• Z 'f^'"^' '^^ «»
after the return from B^bvlon tr''"?^' ^'^f^

^*" "»' »'"

have a post-exihc or^in vv "l
"*^°'^ '''*^ ^°^« »""**

that the minor preS* is not
?''T '''""^'"^ P^«>f

« reiterated agafnTnd al^ ^fJ ^"* ^''^ ^^^»''"<^"t

the Priestly CoTe assume frL ^'^ D<-'"teronomy and
onomy enforceritS SI^^^

''"' ^«"^*^-

have originated undef Toll i^ "'^«^''' ^"^ '^ '""st

The PriStly CoSe howev'!^ f'"."''^ "^^*^ '^•^•''^«^«-

••n completeLord\itn ;^^^^^^^^
P^^^*'«

place is after Deutemnnm:, ,

^^^^ ''^*'^"" ^lone its

the third post-cSrS" 'T'
"'"'' '^'^^ ^PP*^^--^^ '"

condition s thh^ S1;c:^rcrch:rx^p^"^^^Code proceeds as if everySlr h^^ / ^"^^'^'^

while in perfect order Tpp^" 6^ W 1^" ^"^ * '""^

that that was the condhL ^^f v" ^^f"'^?"^" assumes

exihan period wlienever ^L? '*""?' '" ^''^ ^'^''"^ P^^*-

evident he dc^^ „nTl ^
"T*^

''^^^ ^"' ^"^ it is

demonstration tharallZ'. ^"^ *''! '^ '"'^ '--ted
realm of dZn^srlL^UT^'-uu-^ ^"" ''^'"^ '" ^

sacrificial r^LLs ^^ a^^^^^^
-<^ that the

held to be Dost-pviHr wk ? ^ ^"^*'c. must be

tion it ,?! Tr^ntr )^^^^ constraining demonstra-

shrunk "u o^^STn thrnr^^^^ t" ^"^^'^ »^--

reasoning. Th^^'n' into 'a sXiJ^ hir' ^r^'"'amounts to: (,) A Jewish la^v^.d b^deH^errd'on/;at a period when the requiremenf^ n«^
"^"vered only

U) th. Jewish p,^pfe never universally reverencyil,;

Bawl' n"riT"''?,."V"" '^«-««"n1r mBabylon, (3) therefore the Priestly Code, which is
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based at its every turn on the hallowing of a centralsanctuary, must be post-exilic in its origin. It can hardfybe necessary to point out that the majoTpremisTcontlh^
a destructive M,7,V, principii, which destroys the who"eargument. Neither a Jewish law nor any other l^w
necessarily presupposes universal compliance with itsterms at the time of its deliverance. That is the direct
contradiction of the history of la^ making. We could
never have had any legislation on the terms of Well-
hausen s assumption. In what age, for instance, and towhat people could the Decalogue ever have been de-
livered on Wellhausen's principle? He virtually turns
every legislator into an histor n, and yet if the ridiculous
axiom m his major premiss fails, his whole dating of the
Priestly Code goes to the ground. (Baxter )

Besides there is not the faintest trace of any state-
ment in Leviticus as to whether its requirements were
being virtually obeyed or disregarded. It shows what
ought to have been, but to find out what actually was it
affords no clue.

Wellhausen declares, but gives no proof of the asser-
tion, that the centralization of the Priestly Code had been
long honored when that code was delivered, and bases
upon that statement this inference. Therefore, by all
the laws of logic, it can no more belong to the first period
than Deuteronomy does (p. 35) : that is, the first period
tolerates a multiplicity of sanctuaries; therefore, a code
which tolerates only one sanctuary is debarred by all the
laws of logic from having originated in that first period
But the first period is characterized by the making of
molten images, even two golden calves; therefore, a code
whose very forefront (Exod. xx. 23) prohibits gods of
silver and gods of gold, is debarred by all the laws of
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logic from having originated in that first period or in

vLTan7tl""" t ^'^ ^'^'^^^ kingdom'^Jlkat onS A
*^" ™^^'"«^ ^"^ '^^ting of the codes wholly

whol/.h
''"• f^ ^'*^ '' '^''^^ do^" WellhauSwhole theory of remodelled Jewish historyr. It is all an

trea^ent n th 1''"^^ '" Wellhausen's
treatment of the third code: (i) As regards Shiloh be-

Le rshe^fi;'
'"' '^' ^'^ ^' ^'^^^^^ G"^'' Bethel.

7hHn . V ^T" ^^^^ ^3 and 28; (3) as regards ashnne at Jerusalem, between pages 21 and 24; (4) asregards Jerusalem's supremacrLween paget 24 and

r^ ^ //^'
^^^^^^ relationship of tabernacle to Priestly

t-ode; (6) as regards Deuteronomist and canon of leeis-^t.on, page 36; (7) as regards permanence of the altar

s^ctrrifs'^S.'^
'"^ ^°' ^'> "^ ''^^'^' P-t"-'-<^hal

sanctuaries, between pages 18 and 19; (9) as regards^t.on between pages 30 and 3i;'(ioras toTter-
polat.on, page 22; (11) page 25 contradicts 22; (12)pages 44 and 48, timber and stones; (^3) rL^ A
and 22; (IS) between his reprimand of Noldek? page
38, and his own action, page 46.
Wellhausen dwells upon the reformation of Josiah

nfT -^^
J-''!

^^* °"&i"ating. refashioning epochof Jewish history. He takes no notice whatever of^e
equally startling reformation under Hezekiah long before
Josiah s day. Of him. too, it is recorded (2 Kings xviii

.nH ^ »-e™oved the high places, broke the images,'and cut down the Ashera. Now, that record, if accepted
as true, overthrows Wellhausen's entire theory. Howdoes he escape the ruin? By calmly decreeing that no
retormation under Hezekiah ever took place. But the
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same historian records bofh t* u u ,
why not the other '..Qh'' / \^?l

^""'^^^ ^^^ o,

kiah's attempt m.Li . ' '?' Wellhausen. " Hej
But so did]S' We "hr"""'

'^^^'"^ -^ *^-
after there werew ""''^ '^" ^''^t a few yea

permanent, why not Hezel^ah's^
"'^'^ "'*''°"* •--

Of^;^: 0^:^:!;^*^^^ -r^- ^n the ^e,

founded assumpt^ns 'and 7n
''

^f'^'^'^
^""^ "^^ "'

reprimand, that what must I,.V ,^
*°"' °^ ^"^""i

sequence in theS "f T ''^PP^"^^ >*s of no con

46). NlJldel^e his be^^^^
^^ Irf"^">^ ^^'^ ^^'^^ P>ace (p

"'•ng out of h,s nun • "'"^*'P'>''"ff ''"s " musts "-sp „
hai take^ phe" witr?^^^^^

^^ ^^'"'^^ "--
hausen pulls'hin. t^ h^rf '^l.*?/'^\^"<^^"-'-y- WelL
vvhat you think 'must have been' T^'' "° '^'^*''^"«

history. Tell m whnl * f.
'" ^'^^ <^ou'-se of Jewish

yet Wellhaul's wto pS ''' -'^'^ P'^^^' ^"^
what "„,ust have happ'lner xJ! 'V"''

' *^"'"^ "^

Noldeke in his imagiSn .nH h «
^^' «»t-N5Wekes

i«s Jewish histoTy w"tho,?t
"

.
^'^ "'''''''" ^e ideal-

Inspiration is notCto h m t"
'^"^ '-^-

proof is nothing to him Thl "^ ^^'^"^^ ^^ any
tions and historic st. 1 J

"'"'^ undoubted institu-

brushes them al as r^^^^^ "^^'^'"^ ^o him. He
have been." And tle"aZ^"^ I^^'
accept his conclusions hJ.1T 7- * ^'S^'^^'" Critics

the theoo' u'"h re2d to the
"^°" '^" ^°""^ation. Has

any righ^ to culZt^t^^STT^''"'''''''^''
orthodox tradition as^o the o^^r o Te Tl'-'"*

^"^
recorded in the Bible? "^ "^"^ '''^^°'"y as

The Bible is the Word of God. written by holy men of
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reJ2' to th^'
'', '^' ~"'^"''°" °^ *^« ^hole matter withregard to the whole question of the codes? Was thereany such thing? Was the Bible made up by a sk llfu!or no„.ski,lfm combination of these th'ree ^r mo^huherto separate and independent codes, or was it Somhe first what ,t seems to be, a continuous and prog^e^

S L ^ ,
.^-"^ °^ "^*"''^^ evolution with which thecritics begm the.r mvestigation demands, in order to givetime for ,ts operation, the existence of these codes. Butapart from the needs of this theory, is there any reason

o^dero^ftfB'S'^
^^'^^^"^^^ ^' -^ theXS

C^'. 1/ f lu^'
^' '* ""^°^^' °"^ ^^ter another o«God s laws for the government of His people's lives, andH.S worship, perfectly natural and consistent? Is it

conceivable that the meagre, defective, and, in the end
contradictory statements, introduced by he as^uS
different codes could have had any ofvine 01^5""^

2rll'/^u°"'''f' P"f"P'" '^^' '^' intellectual andmoral faculties that evolved the rules necessary for the
guidance of the people as regards their social and moral
conduct, would not have evolved some kind of guidance
for the performance of their religious duties-would
have left them to the debasing influences of the corrupt-
ing and silly rites of heathen idolatry? It is incon-
ceivable even on their own practically atheistic, evolu-
tionary basis. There is no proof that these assumed
separate codes even existed. There is no likelihood that
they did. And so until some testimony, some fact, some
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fruit of that forbidde^IT^ ^ Asobedioice, and i

and all oi^ w« - ''""«'" "^^ »to the wo

fully and natujty- d^^Sa» ^1 tlS^ "l*
"«"

It opm up the way of access tTjd^ah 7?»f^

vice and of pilgrimage
"""«"• the book of se

.o.,idethen,ni!p:-'re?;X"r^?,-P^
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE OR/GIN OF SACRIFICE.

CONFUTATION OF WELLHAUSEN's ATTEMPT xn"'
^ITJ7: ^^^ ^^^^ -- o7p\^:sy^olWITH ITS SACRIFICIAL AND PRIestlV

ENACTMENTS.

Israel. Th^Z'MR^^,?^"\ °^ "^"'y '""on

.he o,her nations. imrfn^f'TS"'
.ha. SlTil'r efaUyX o^f'

,"'"''°"' "

na.ura, gnidance afforded Tr.' ^drTcrm.aT
;^"Tr;o?attt,rr.!^^^^^^^^
^o disjtag„is„ .hen, fro^ al. oThe^Ta^roT.rw™,
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'itS'^7,*^,°! °*«;-ons by bein, offers,

hausen tells us m ,,. Z"^'- ^\ " ""' ^^- Well-

honored just al Mh,? ^ * "^' •'''"'™'' "»«» •»

-a„so/:t";s't4°^,rarb^L*r ""^r "^
like prayer univer«^li^ ? "^ ^''^ "^^"''a' and.

VVellhause^ S„;L,,\S;^Ii;f—' -^«o„.

enable us actuairvTo f^l„ .f '™ '""'">' ™'K°™» 'o

on, thirty-two pages, which ™ke%'^i,a",er jT"*!

tlonf
'", .T'^"«' «««io„s and L^nt " imht.ons wh.ch are well calcniated, if they conid bebeS

Ir^ent ''" '"" '"*°"'^ "•'^'' P«™des',his whSe

;ns:;'r.^---x-i*t:dtt^^^^^^
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the assumed difference in time and purport of theiWellhausen builds his argument thkt^ WiS,differed not in kind or manner of woSilp^owr

Thfb^i'"';
{'""••^'^ ^^^*^"» nations afoundThe book of Leviticus, the closing chanters of \

ters terS L/no!. T °^ '^''' "°*^«' ^^e teoks

the fISThat i^? °^ ^',"*' ^*^* "^^ d<^termiine fact that they treat almost exclusively of ial ars. sacrifices, and the ordinances and «rJrelatmg thereto. They have no o?herrea^' f^
th^!; I ^^""^ ^*^^* '* ^*^ft does not treat o]thmgs, they assume that it must be older Tndwas produced at a time when priests and icrSce

eyes dS'aJd fir
"^7^^^ seemed good in thei,eyes, did and believed, and worshipped iust as th«.nations around them. This is the w^le processhave a theory to establish, and so they^St 'oc

*; :
^/"c\they say is of too recent date to be in atK>n to be able to bear witness as to what was dothe earlier times of Jewish history; Tnd A« h

mat'teror"/''''
*''' "'^'^^^ '^"^^ noLg^bou

suoi^rtZT f.^^" ?"* '^''y *^" t^«t into seesupport of their theory, they put them in the witnessand. as they claim, establish their theory.
Thus they say that the Priests' Code represent.

Israelitish sacrifices as a new invention b^Mosesnot as a patriarchal practice. It was of MosJic oriSand was the essence of Hebrew theocracy. Kheld to be a fiction of the Priests' Code, and to b

ill
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conflict with the book of the Covenant, i.e.. Exodus xx.-
xxni. and xxxiv., and with Deuteronomy. These pas-Mges do not represent Moses as introducing any sacri-
ficial ordinances. Therefore, they say, there were none,
and everybody again was left to do what he liked in this
matter. They leave out of consideration the fact that
he passages which make up what they call the book of

/^ -fT/"^' V""
''**''"«^ ^'^'^ *^« P»-actJcal concerns

of daily life and devotion, rather than with the sacrifices
and ceremonies of public worship. And as Welihausen
has himself expressed it, when writing on another sub-
ject, and off his guard, " it is seldom that an occasion
arises to explain the ritual " (p. 55). If a document is
so constructed as not to afford occasions for describing
certain practices, we cannot appeal to its silence on these
siibjects as proving the non-existence of these practices.
That IS just what Welihausen has done. He first refers
to the Priests' Code all passages in which such occasion
does arise, and in which such descriptions abound, and
then marshals the passages in which there are no such
descriptions as belonging to another code and an earlier
date to prove that no sacrifices existed, or were prescribed
until the assumed date at which the assumed last code
was produced. In Wellhausen's list of passages from
Genesis not a solitary occasion arises where a description
of sacrificial customs was called for, or was natural, or
where its absence is in the least degree remarkable. It
is true that what he calls the Priestly Genesis is of ex-
tremely attenuated dimensions. Of the many centuries
from the creation to Abraham all that he leaves, apart
from a few verses on the flood, is a few lists of names

;

the generations of the heavens, the generations of Adam,'
the generations of Noah, the generations of the sons of
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Noah, the generations of Shem. Will it be pre
that in these dry catalogues any mention of si

was likely? Then from Abraham to the death of 1

what have we? The only continuous narratives
Abraham are the circumcision of Ishmael and th
ing of the cave of Machpelah. The rest of the 1

is fitted into about a dozen verses. All that is 1

Isaac is his command to Ja^-ob to go to Laban. A
is told of Jacob, apart from genealogical lists, is 1

less than thirty verses. Let these circumscriptio
pondered for an instant, circumscriptions which
Genesis into a mere skeleton of a skeleton, and th(
if the absence of sacrificial references from such ;

rative can be pointed to as well-known proof tha
rifice was non-existent. Had there been a denun(
of sacrifice, or had there been pointed description oi
ship, with no mention of sacrifice in any of thes(
sages, there would have been some ground for
hausen's contention, but it is not contended that eitl

these conditions is fulfilled. Nay. further, the only
ence to worship that is left in the liv«s of these
patriarchs is the following: Jacob 'set up a pillar
place where he spake with him. a pillar of stone
he poured a drink offering thereon, and he poun
thereon. Sacrifice is beyond question implied. A
some of the critics claim that the priestly part er
verse 13, though Wellhausen, without hesitation, as

verse 14 to that code.

Wellhausen. in a perfectly arbitrary way. cuts
the Priests' Code several references to sacrifice by
Abel. Noah, and the patriarchs. He has no other n
for transferring them to another code than that
overthrow his theory. But Wellhausen trips himsel
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r^l i u^ ^^^ y°"' '* ««">"«d to the Priests'

S f t?/°? ^^"J''*"
s'aughterinif is permitted

without the sacrifice being noticed?" But will it bebeheved that there is not one sohtary verse in what is

rLMKr';^"Pf*'°"°^ *"'"*' f<^ » mentionedfrom Noah to the death of Joseph? And will it be be-
heved, further, that the only slaughtering that meets us
before the giving of the law at Mount Sinai, is the kill-
ing of the Lords Passover in Gioshen. where the
slaughtering only took place as a sacrificial act? So
that the great proclamation. " Although from the time of
Noah slaughtering is permitted." comes to this, that the
first and only slaughtering which the Priests' Code
chronicles from the flood till Israel was surrounding
Sinai. IS the sacrificial act of killing the Lord's Passover
And on these premises we are asked to believe that while

«? ,!r'"^
^^* continual, sacrifice was non-existent.

Wellhausen's argument is. that because sacrifices are
not referred to, or described during the pre-Mosaic ages,
therefore there were none. But the argument, if good
for anything, would overthrow every religious obser-
vance, for there is not a solitary reference to private or
united prayer on the part of God's people throughout
t e whole of that period. If. therefore, the silence as to
sacrifice proves that all the saints before Moses were
non-sacrificing saints, then the silence as to prayer proves
that they were prayerless saints. And although we read
in Gen. 11. 3. " God blessed the seventh day and sancti-
fied It, yet there is not a solitary chronicle of Sabbath
keeping to justify this throughout the whole of Genesis.
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On Wellhausen's principle the account of tU ini
must be an interpolation.

There is not, then, a hint or a shadow of an ar
that the pre-Mosaic ages were ignorant of si
any more than they were ignorant o^ iabhathi
prayers.

Exclusive Sacrifice /^rf^nmni*

We have seen the way in wliki; , h..t is cal
Priests* Code is determined upfvi and (citintrd.
It IS held that this code alone . ccupies itsrtf mic
sacrifices; that is, all passages which disi.',s a
were assigned to it. Then it is held that this ^
It devotes itself to sacrifices, indicates haf i^ vas
by Itself, and determines its character, while in I

of code-making the character had determined the b
what passages it should be made up. But apart fn
exposure of this vicious circle thus supplied, tl
that the other assumed codes pass lightly over th
ject of sacrifice, is quite in harmony with the trad
view. If a writer fully describes an institution, or
of worship, or ceremony, in one part of his worl
not likely that he will be continually repeating
description and enlarging upon it as he goes or
his narrative, especially as the institution set out
Priests' Code was according to the traditional vi
constant practice before their eyes.
The institutions of baptism and of the Lord's S

are described in simple terms in the New Testament
do not expect, and do not find the writers of tha
rative dwelling upon those facts, and repeating
enlarging upon those subjects in subsequent boc
narratives.
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.t«i"nTlor Thi'"
^^^"«^"'** ''•"^^y were to feel con-

rS;d ,n? .T?'*!*""" °^ *»•» ~^'^»'ve. to give

Lt!S^n^i,- ^"''"'*^' '^^""^ °^ the educationalsystem of h.s country, you would not expect to find thade«r,,rt.on repeated and enlarged upon in any o hepar^ of the narrative. You would not assume that k

uTo'ettnr"-
*^" T"*" ^y ''^ samramhor whon rote the previous or subsequent flowing narrative Youwould not infer that there had been no e5uS at aduring the times described in the na-ratZ wToh\f^

nc. a,ntain this detailed and t^hnfcaTSiot ^^^^^^^^^^^^

Sit^'Y^''^-";'" ^'l^"'"'"*
which plainlyr

WeL„^' I •? J"'*
^^''^^ Wellhausen has done,

definke r^Jfi^- 1 -r."
" * »«Jf-«vident fact, that sa

« the onlvT S*'
"'"?'

i""****^
•" *»»« P"^'*^' Code

a i«n onIv r *•'* °"' '" ^*~"'' " °"« ^»»'<=h ^«n have

cuZ ?n T *,'^''''''t«^<^''
of the centralizatfon of thecultus m Jerusalem. But this is a transparent beggine

dlineVr^ J'*\" *° *"'"^'^
* definite rSdivinely imposed being the cause, as easily as being the

TaTshTh '•.''' centralisation of wo^hip? Tt^^so at Shdoh
;

it was so at the tabernacle in the wilder-

w^anT i? -T' '^ ~"';'*' ^^ "°* ^'•«^« that therewas any divinely imposed ritual, and so he thinks it

ZT.^ *T7" °"*.°^ centralisation, and. therefore,have been a later production. But even on his assump-

or^'J^r?!,"
"^••'^?.«'".^hy the ritual should not have

preceded the centralization.

The Object.

It is asserted that while what is called the book of the
Covenant concerns itself almost wholly with what Well-
hausen calls the « to whom " of worship, the Priests'
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Code on the other hand lavishes all its attentio
ritualistic routine, and that altogether disprop
emphasis is laid on the technique of sacrifice.
One can almost imagine that if it were oflfere

other god. it would, by means of the legitimate ri
be at once made essentially Jehovistic. and yet
that the very thought of turning ' to another
execrated, and is punishable with death." "'
not unto idols, nor make to yourselves molten i

am the Lord your God." (Lev. xix. 4.) Moloc
other god, and whoever gives his seed to him, "

1

shall be cut off from among his people." (Lev j
Again, Lev. xvii. 7 makes it plain that sacrifices
to another god, instead of being made essential!
vistic. are sternly denounced and forever forbidde
yet, in the face of these and many other passages
the face of the fact that the one tabernacle and
altar were erected and maintained for the worshi,
one true God," Wellhausen proclaims that the

Code, including Leviticus, leaves the selection
object of his worship to each individual.

CONFUTATION OF WELLHAUSEN's THEORY OF CC
BETWEEN SUPPOSED PRIESTs' CODE AND T

ASSUMED BOOK OF THE COVENANT.
The critics, it will be remembered, assume that tl

ish religion is not a revelation, but a natural
and evolution

; that the object of worship and tli

monies of worship were practically identical witl
of the Semitic heathen nation around them, down
days of Josiah, seven hundred years after Moses,
further assume that what they call the Priests
represents Israelitish sacrifice as a new invention
duced by Ezekiel; that it involves a total denial
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.1,., rt. J '
"'^^' "' °"'"f' '"'Rht offer witatevpr

value of some sort, and is the property ofTe offe^;

«rto„^s';rtstT?irtt,i«:^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

method, and ai, h,™a„":^e.£dri;e JX'^^T
meddled XV ith the nist.tutions or reRulation of sacrificeA Mosaic „ng,„ of Israditish sacrifice is never h„,edat m codes or in history; the Jehovist and theVenteronom,s, say nothing abont it. Moses found that sac fos"had l«en „ existence since the creation, and h iS
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them as he found them," It was only the fa

forgers of the Priests' Code, who ascribed to

Mosaic origin and prescription. This is altogel

astounding statement for any man to make, who
Bible in his hands. Why, in the very front o*

they call the Jehovistic code stands the commanc
altar of earth shalt thou make unto me." " And
make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not buil

hewn stone" (Exod. xx. 24, 25). Is not this a

and careful, sacrificial direction, fixing the legitir

the very materials on which the victim must b

Again, in the twenty-sixth verse of the same (

" Neither shalt thou go up by steps unto mine

Is not this a Divine regulation of sacrificial pro<

Again, we are dogmatically informed that " the \

of sacrifice is only emphasized in the Priestly Cc
in Exod. xx. 24, God promises, " In every place

I cause my name to be remembered, I will con

thee, and will bless thee," and this again is one

earliest proclamations in the so-called Jehovisti

" the where " receiving the law-giver's pointed at

What, again, about the precise and repeated co

to be careful about the offering of first-fruits?

shalt not delay to offer of the abundance of th;

and of thy liquors. The firstborn of thy sons shs

give unto me," so of oxen and sheep (Exod. x

30; xxiii. 19; xxxiv. 19, 20; Deut. xv. 19-23).
" the whore " of offering and the kind are carefu

scribed. It must not have any blemish, be blind c

And this is the code with its minute prescription,

we are told, and all the critics believe it, knows
of sacrifice.

•

Then, how can the critics get over the strict fi

the three great festivals of the year? " Three t
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TZ r^' '^/? *" /^^' "^^^^ ^PP**"- ^^f^"-*^ the Lord God,he God of Isra«l.
. . , And none shall appear be-

iore me empty." (Exod. xxiii. 34; Deut. xvi) Wewere told that the when was a ^r,x that the Priesdy

^t^^^r/^f
scrupulous about, but here it is most

stringently fixed as a part of the law of God
In Exod. xxxiv. 25 and xxiii. 18 the Jehovist recordstwo most strictly sacrificial requirements, viz. : " Thou

Shalt not offer the blood of my sacrifice with leavened
bread neither shall the sacrifice of the feast of the pass-
over be left unto the morning." and both deal with thehowol the sacrifice. All this occurs in what is called
the Jehovistic document, which is said to be in direct
conflict with the Pricts' Code as regards any sacrificial
ritual as prescribed by Divine command. What think
you. intelligent reader, of that statement?

But it is held that the Deutcronomist occupies the
same standpoint, and knows nothing of the prescribed
sacrifices of the Priests' Code. And yet in Deut. xii. 6
we read: " And thither ye shall bring your burnt offer-
ings, and your sacrifices, and your tithes, and the heave
offering of your hand, and your vows, and your free-
will offerings, and the firstlings of your herd and of
your flock." Here we have a divinely prescribed list
of sacrifices enumerated in plainest terms, and it would
be impossible to understand what they meant without
such a book as Leviticus going before it and describingm detail the character of each of the sacrifices named.
Again, Deut. xii. 8, so often quoted by Wellhausen : " Ye
shall not do after all the things that we do here this day,
every man what is right in his own eyes," a test which
Wellhausen regards as expressing the Divine displeasure,
with a long catalogue of previous sacrificial practices
whereby the people had sought to please Jehovah. But
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that displeasure, according to Wellhausen's view,
the position of E. and the Deuteronomist, wou
have been possible, for he makes them teach that i

a sacrifice he dedicated to the proper Deity, it can
because of any improper method, or because of a

proper place, be otherwise than acceptable to Jel

but, according to his own admission, they were
bated. Why? Not because they were not oflfei

the proper object, but because they were like the
fices of the nations around them, and not accord
the Divine prescription in Leviticus.

But the utter absurdity of Wellhausen's assume
covery stands out in bold relief, when we recall the i

mental object of Israel's careful and marked S(

tion from othen nations. " The Lord hath avo
thee this day to be a peculiar people unto hims«

as He hath promised thee, and that thou shouldesi

His commandments; and to make thee high abo
nations which He hath made, in praise, and in

and in honor, and that thou mayest be an holy
]

unto the Lord thy God, as He hath spoken "
(

xxvi. 18, 19). The object of the separation was \

religious, not for their temporal advantage, but for

spiritual safety. And how could that be promot
any other separation, so long as their worship wa
on the same level as the degrading idolatries o
heathen nations around them, and their altars,

sanctuaries, their ceremonies, and their adorauons
undistinguishable from those of idolaters, except

that the name of Jehovah was to be substituted c

lip, for Baal, or Chemosh, or Astarte? Would no
be to turn to wickedness and superstition a servia

ought to be instinct with principle and charged

hallowing influences ? Was it worth while to make
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trom the most senseless and debasing customs ofother lands was to be the diflFerence of a name if thevni.gh reproduce freely the vilest of these customs oncondition only that over the performance there wa«prescnbed or pronounced Jehovah's name? Surely tthe rose will smell just as sweet under any other nameso sacrificial absurdity and impurity will not iL "ran':fonned^m essence by being merely styled JehoSc.

But in addition to the absurdity of this assumption
^ye have positive prohibitions of Israel having a^y pa"'t.apat.on ,n the altars or sacrificial practices of^thenations they displaced. And these are contained in thevery so-called codes which are said to have left theaping of heathen ritual as a matter of perfect indiffer-
ence down to the days of Josiah. See Exod. xxiii. 24:Thou Shalt not bow down to their gods, nor serve themnor do after their works

; but thou shalt utterly overthrow

iTVr r^^ '." t^^^
'^^''" P'"^*-^-" Does that mean

that the rites of the idolaters were a matter of perfect
unconcern to God? And that His people might .^i

of jSr ^"'^ ^''^ '^"^ '^°"*"'P ^' *^*''"' *'" *^'^ ^""^^

Look again at Exod. xxxiv. 13 : " Ye shall breakdown heir altars, and dash in pieces their pillars, and

i«. That they teach you not to do after all their
abominations, which they have done unto their gods
so should ye sin against the Lord your God "

Their
ritual IS here declared to be abominations, and these could
surely not be transformed into acceptable services bv
merely calling over them the name of Jehovah

This is put out of the reach of critical assumption by
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Deut. xii. 30, 31 :
" Take heed that thou inquire i

their gods, saying, How do these nations serve th(

even so will I do likewise. Thou shalt not do 1

the Lord thy God; for every abomination to tl

which He hateth have they done unto their gc

even their sons and their daughters do they bur
fire to their gods." Surely it would be qui

remembering the ground of the critics' rejec

prophecy, to assume that the Deuteronomist mi
written after Wellhausen had propounded his th

such exact terms does he condemn it. And yet

told (Preface, p. vi.) that this theory and thes

ments " have produced a profound impression

scholarship of Europe."

It is evident on the slightest reflection tl

assumed codek from which these quotatio

taken, necessitate at the same time the e

of such a code as Leviticus; for if th(

tices of the heathen, to which the light of nat

guided them, are thus reprobated, how could I

saved from declension and rejection, unless a moi
lent way were pointed out to them? If in refei

how these nations serve their gods, God empl

says, " Thou shalt not do so unto the Lord th;

was it not in fairness incumbent upon Him to t

how they shall do to their God? Now, neither

nor Deuteronomy gives such direction as to hi

should offer any of the sacrifices prescribed ii

and they both require just such minute direction

contained in Leviticus to make them intellig

usable. The very honor and justice of God sug

they do not necessitate, the gift of Leviticus

chosen people ; so that his own assumed codes ab

overthrow Wellhausen's theory.
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CHAPTER XV.

HEBREW HISTORY.

mand, and he holds th^i^*u . °y ^'^'"« com-
the Priests' C^eU/'L."'.'°"?"""^ ^^^^ ^^ ^alls

side of the boSc Af th. ^ ^ ** ^' ''^'"^^ *° ^ the

We have see^„ tXf^:^: Ti'^'^TT'^]'l«ss, as regards the book nf ,h.r- "^ ground-

omy, his theory's i^ere i
* °T °"^ °~""'"-

.t'trosntsr^rri^ri^ii^''r ^^
free to follow or to r*.;L; ;i, '

*"*"^ °^" devices.

critics, that th;re is no evtmcet thlT'.'""
°' ""

ficial ordinances were pr^S bv nf^ " ""'' '""'-

borne out by what is wr^^/„ r \^"'P' command, is

the passover^Ex^ .«""'?• }f^ ". '1^ '"«""«»" "t

visti" histories sk«ch aii ^'e iT^ '? "* » J*""
accordin. to the cri^^is^Z '^^IJ^^
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the slightest extent in the regulation of sacrifice

and the rest of the world were left to follow I

stincts in this matter, and yet we have here i:

22-25 a minute, Divine direction with regard 1

Bee. The gathering of the blood in a basin, the

therein of the bunch of hyssop, the striking ther

the lintel and side-posts, the scrupulous abiding

till morning, the keeping up of the sacrifice as ai

ordinance forever—these most priestly detail!

set out in this most unpriestly document.

Take, again, xiii. 3-16, marked as a Jehovi

sage, and it contains the definite directions as t

unleavened bread, as to the month and number

of the festival, as to the consecration of the firs

man and beast to Jehovah, as to the victim, by 1

ass's firstling c6uld be redeemed ; and the commai

thy son asketh thee as to the reason of so si

sacrificial observance, say to him, therefore,

sacrifice to the Lord. And yet we are told thai

ment with such contents repudiates all idea o

interposition as to sacrifice.

Chapter x. is wholly Jehovistic, they tell i

asserts that " the material and ceremonies mus

unknown till Jehovah speaks. We meantime kr

not." Is it not overb^ring insolence to asse

document in which these directions occur, know

of sacrifice?

In spite of these plain directions and comma
contended that there is no divinely prescribed

worship in what is fenced ofl as the Jehovistic d

but it is this very document which proclaims

quent iteration, that there is a bodv of Divine c

ments and statutes with which tne seed of
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have from the first been entrusted. Exod. xv 26 i,proclaimed as Jehovistic, but there we reS •'
ff thou-U d.hgently hearken to the voice of the Jrd th"

l^'k^ Hi.* J!". """* ^^^^ ^^^ *° "'* commandments.

«!,^ I ,

****"*"• Exod. xvi. is wonderfully dissected and assigned to different sources by the Cities

^^ZTJ''£ r "T^ '' '""^ Jehov'isrand
)et we read

.
How long refuse ye to keep my command-ments and myW See, for that thel^rd^h^rTenyou the Sabbath, therefore He giveth you on the f^xthday the bread of two days." It is the Jehovilt (GeJXXVI. 5). who puts ihe following address to Isaac into

the mouth of Jehovah
:
" Abraham obeyed J^J tSce. and

mTlaw^' T' "^ --T'--ts.'my statutes an

Sabbath though m the whole previous history in so far
as It IS Jehovistic. there is no reference to the gift of theSabbath at all; so God assumes Isaac's knowledge of
:ommandments, and statutes, and laws given to Abra-
lam, although with the exception of circumcision there
s not one of all these commandments incorporated intohe previous history. On what ground, then, of reason
)r of common sense, could we infer, even if the plain
hrec ions, wjiich we have quoted, were altogether wani-
ng, that in all previous ages there had been no indica-
10ns of the Divine will as to the materials, seasons.
»laces and ceremonies of sacrifice, when it is evident
Hat His unrecorded commandments were many when
ve are expressly told that Israel can sacrifice only as
He Lord shall command us. and when sacrifice, as VVell-
ausen proclaims, was the main part of worship? Well-
ausen makes much of the silence of the books of Tudees
»amuel. and Kings (p. 55). Though it is in reference
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to this very period that he lays down the impo
of his interpretation, " For reasons easily exj

is seldom that an occasion arises to describe tt

On the traditional theory that ritual has been e

described already, and there is no occasion in

torical records to refer to, or enlarge upon it.

proves the non-existence of certain ordinances

would have to disbelieve those positive statemet

above from the Elohist, that commandments,
and laws had been given to Abraham, Isaac, etc

there is no record in the history; for if Abral
be the recipient from God of commandments am
and if, nevertheless, Abraham's life could be wri

out including a single outline of his usual i

sacrifice, it is surely not to be pronounced tl

could not have possessed Leviticus, although tl

elaborate description of Levitical routine in tl:

ingly abridged summaries of their nationa

especially when no occasion arose calling

description. It was incorporated into the routit

every-day life, just as the commandments
dinances unmentioned in his history were inc

into the life of Abraham.
Attention is called to the fact that throu

whole book of Judges there is nothing even i

formal outlines of sacrifices. But, then, it is

that in the whole history, from Othniel to Sa
a solitary case occurs that would naturally ca

description of the Israelitish sacrifices. W
propriety can it be demanded that the narrati

afford proof either of the observance or i

Leviticus? As a matter of fact, it does prove 1
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Leviticus or some other undiscovered code was known

for '^TJ"^-:! \ ^'* authoritative stand^d of practicefor It describes the whole period so far as x^X^^llk

«.de th.s argument of silence pressed by the crit^Why. for mstance. should Samson think of taking he

Trl ""T'
''"* •^*"»« •* " d«»<:ribed in whft iscalled he Priestly Code, and nowhere els^? JepI tah

sacrificiaJ vows are sanctioned and encouraged in Leviti-

cty described as standing before the ark. but that it ifawen-known. Levitical institution? A ceniral house of the

t^\^ P«nod; and burnt oflferings. and meat offer-

^^1,?!^ -^r °^*""«^' ^'^'"'^ *^« prescribed and

kSn T^e r'"'.'
"'^ ?''^*^ •" *^» ^^^"'^ «* well

sSt .^.- ?T '"^"":'"«^ °* '^^ ^'^' which is a

tTV J V"*' ordinance, is referred to four times, and
«ts Levitical method is assumed. Are not these factsenough to overturn the critics' dream that the men of
this period knew nothing of Leviticus or any other
sacrificial prescription?

^
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Samuel.

The same contention as to silence and ignorance is

made with regard to the books of Samuel. There was
no prescribed mode of worship, the critics say. The
people of that time did just what was right in their own
eyes, and worshipped their God anywhere, and in any
\yay they liked. In confutation of all this folly of asser-
tion, it might be sufficient to quote this unmistakable
utterance in the very forefront of the Samuel narrative

:

" Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice, and mine offering
which I have commanded in my habitation "

( i Sam,
ii. 29). What clearer condemnation and confutation
of the critics' strange fancy, that in the past Mosaic ages
sacrifices were regarded as unfit for Divine command or
regulation

! Then, further, most of the coincidences of
Judges meet us again, and in addition we have reference
to the burning of incense, to the presentation of shew-
bread, to a bullock as the appropriate sacrifice after a
vow, to the observance of festivals, of new moons, to
the Levitical oversight of the tabernacle furniture, to the
women's ministration at the door of the tabernacle, to
the prescriptions of necessary priestly portions of the
sacrifices, all of which find no explanation, except in what
is called the Priestly Code. How can it be pretended, in
view of such facts, that Leviticus is an incredible
romance, of long post-Mosaic times, and was written
ages after the documents in which these records occur?
XVellhausen is not a little puzzled over the difficulties that
rise up in the way of the acceptance of his theory. These
books bear constant testimony to the wickedness of the
kings, both of Israel and of Judah, in tolerating wor-
ship in the high places throughout their dominions.
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This is a clear proof that the worship of His people isnot a matter to be settled without the'commandTent oJehovah for it shows that the where of sacrifice hadbeen jealously prescribed by God. and that the successivekmgs are guilty of rebellion against Him in sacrificingand burning mcense on high places in opposition to His
express commar.d. It might be expected that Wellhausenwou d abandon his theory in the face of such a clear con-
futation of Its truth; but that is not the German method.
1 hey have a more excellent way. When an imagination
takes possession of them, and is confronted by conflicting
facts, the method of the Germans is to protect their
imagination by a summary annihilation of the facts. In
this case Wellhausen invents a forger in the time of the
exile and lays upon his shoulders all the statements of
the books of Kings, that threaten his discovery with
death. He calmly assumes, without a shred of evidence
to support his assumption, that it is only the exilian
redactor that reckons the cultus outside of Jerusalem
(«.c., in the high places) as heretical (p. 55). Who
this infamous redactor was, what his name, residence
or surroundings, must remain utterly unknown, because
there was no redactor. Wellhausen simply and
absolutely summons that infamous man up from the
vasty deep of his imagination, and then makes him
the instrument of foisting a twentyfold lie into the
records of Scripture. He sees twenty living witnesses in
the book of Kings crying scorn upon his discovery. The
only way he can silence them is by lifting the blade of
the redactor, and sweeping off their heads. And for
this action he has not one atom of proof, not one fact
that affords the slightest support to his theory He
undertakes to prove that the historical books have no
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evidence that a prescribed, sacrificial worship was known
to Israel in the time covered by these books. And it is
easy to do so by cutting out as forged interpolations

rl r« ?. *"*l
strongest proof that his theory is the

merest fiction, the wildest assumption.
If you have a book with only three references to

America, and you expunge the three references, it will
be easy to say the important point is that any reference
to the continent of America is wholly wanting. This is
just what Wellhausen has done. " It is as though we
reasoned thus": Question-How do we know that
^gitimacy of worship was unknown to the writer of
Kings? Answer—Because such a legitimacy did not
characterize his period, and all the references to it in
his work must, therefore, be forgeries. Question—Buthow do we know that such legitimacy did not char-
acterize his period? Answer—Because there is not a
solitary genuine reference to it throughout his entire
work. And it is by circumscribing this, and similar
portentous, vicious circles, that a profound impression
has been produced on the scholarship of Europe
(Preface to " Prolegomena," p. vi.)



CHAPTER XVI.

IVHAT DO THE PROPHETS TEACH

r

In order to make the way clear for his evolutionary
theory, that there was no sacrificial ritual of worship
such as IS described in what he calls the Priests' Code
prescribed by God, but that every man, and every nation,'
and tribe was left free to develop any mode of worship
they chose, and that Israel was not yet sufficiently
developed to evolve such a system, he claims in the face
as we have seen, of the most crushing and overwhelm-
ing contradiction, that the historical writers knew noth-
ing of the sacrificial system of Leviticus; that all theway up to the time of Josiah the Israelites had not got
beyond the surrounding nations in knowledge of God
and the worship due to Him. We have seen how utterly
foundationless the claim is, and we wonder beyond
measure how any man familiar with the Bible, as Well-
hausen manifestly is, could have put forward such a
claim, or could seriously set himself to maintain itWe know the redactor trick by which he seems to have
quieted his own conscience, and by which he seeks to
subvert the judgment of others. But not only does he
appeal to the book of the Covenant and the historical
writers m support of his theory, but with special con-
fidence to the prophets. He maintains that they knew
nothing at all about a ritual, Torah, a prescribed, sacri-
ficial worship. He quotes the denundations by the

i8
,7
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t

I

prophets of the merely outward, formal, hollow4iearted
worship of people who were living it. utter disregard of
justice, and mercy, and truth, and the fear of God, as
though they were repudiating the whole sacrificial
system of Israel. The complaint of God that for forty
years they had not offered Him the prescribed worship
of sacrifices and gifts in the wilderness is, according to
the critics, a declaration that sacrificial worship is not of
Mosaic origin. He quotes the passage with which every
church-goer 13 familiar (Amos iv. 4), which, as he inter-
prets It, would make obedience to the command of God to
assemble at Bethel or Gilgal, to be sin against God, " an
idle, arbitrary worship." With Amos, he says, agree
Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah. The first, he says, complains
buter y that the priests, whose duty it was to teach the
knowledge of God in Israel, the knowledge that he seeks,
truthfulness and love, justice and considerateness, had
devoted themselves to the mere routine performance of
ordinances, which Wellhausen claims they had them-
selves prescribed; and if he had written what God had
prescribed, he would have interpreted the prophet in
harmony with catholic tradition, and pointed out the
real sin for which they were blamed by setting their
heart on iniquity, while by rigid conformity to outward
rules they proclaimed themselves the true servants of
God. Isaiah's well-known denunciation of the hypo-
critical worship of his time is claimed to be in the same
strain, and to endorse the Wellhausen interpretation of
Amos. Lastly, Micah's instructions to the people as to
how they may return to the favor of an angry God
(chap. vi. 6), it is claimed by Wellhausen, were not pre-
scribed, and were not what the law of the Lord required.
He quotes Jer. vi. 9 as proving that the law, Torah, is
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opposed to the cultus worship, and viii. 9 as nrovinirhat Jeremmh ,s unacquainted with the Mosaic Ssation as ,t is contained in the Priestly Code Twf L"an inference and interpretation that would certah vnever have occurred to anyone who had not a nr^on

faS'thlt"'^-*"
"""*^'"' ^'^^ p^-^ «f tl^is iLTZ"

or moH
""" '"t^'P'-eter. no writer, no scholar, ancientor modern, ever thought of it as a possible interprett^n of the prophets' language until this German sj^t-

InH ri V-.
'^'^^ P'^P'^"*' ^''^^•' th^ «a<^"fi<^ial system,

ever ha^ve Jr '' r^'^ '"r"^^'^^^^^
^^^^ God'^could

hce. This statement is repeated, and amplified, and dweltupon ad nauseam.
^

of inward fealty or penitence for sin. of dedication of

life o G^Twhli" *^'
^^f^ "'^'"^-^f '^^ ^holehfe to God What these prophets saw and reprimandedwas the outward representation of an inward unreality;

the defiant proclamation of . lie; the profession of feahyo God while there was the utmost disloyalty within-
the outward act of penitence for sin. while sin was per-
sisted ,n, and gloried in; the outward profession of the
dedication of a life to God. which was wholly given to
worldhness, and lust, and cruelty, and sin; the substitu-
tion of the outward for the inward; the turning the
prescribed worship of God into a mockery and a lie. andso making it a mere superstitious vanity. It is this abuse
of the sacrifices, and they are. it will be observed, the
very sacrifices of the law. that are referred to; it is this
abuse of their intention, this turning into the instruments
ot delusion and sin, this superstitious notion that the
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mere outward performance of the formalities of these

votion of hfe to God. which they were intended at onceto nurture and to express. It was this notion of the

whThTh
""""'^ "''"•''^^^' ''^''^ ^" ••°""d them uiLnvh.ch the prophets made war, and called the peop e bk^kto weightier matters, and cried out that all outwardoblat ons were vam unless the offerers ceased to do evHand learned to do well. It is Wellhausen's obstinate

refusal to recognize this principle as underlying all theordmances of God. that makes it possible for^him to

rTS r?^"*''
"""'^"'^^ ^^ contradictions and

repudiations of those ordinances. Wellhausen himself
speaks of the nations superstitious over-estimate of the
cultus, as embodying t.ieir sin and their ruin. And
again, he describes Hosea's denunciation as being against
the popular propensity to superstitious and impure
rehgious service (p 70, note 2). It is the superstitions
and impurities that have overrun their religion, that havemade it hateful both to God and His prophets. Ordi-
nances of this character, gone through without a spark of
the inward grace which gives them meaning, are to God
hateful mockeries and worse than useless; hateful in
His sight as deceiving and misleading His people. No
one who reads Wellhausen's extracts from the prophets
can fail to see that this is their inevitable meaning.
Ihey are, almost without exception, worded in such a
manner, and full of such references as would make them
hardly intelligible, apart from a prior establishment of
that Levitical code, whose abuses they so heartily con-
demn, but whose non-existence they certainly do not
prove. There is not an approach to a statement that

'l,'l
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sacrifice is essentially evil in one of Wellhausen's five
quotations. It is implied that even if ^.o^^Js^^"
sensuaht.es and sins, denounced in Amos iv 1-5 weregiven up. the temple services would still be rejected amatnfest absurdity, for it is plain enough thatTose serv.ces were abhorred of God. because those who offered

They symbolized neither a penitent nor a pure heartbut were open hypocrisies, which could not but be

LtTAml"^'-
''''\

"TJ^ ^^"^ °^ ^^« --^ pa-sage (Amos
y. 21-27). The reason given for their

sacnfices and feasts being displeasing is the incorrigib e

aTe ;ou"rr' *'' --^'^'PP-: " I know how maSd
v^tC .ffl?rfr''°"'' ^f '^r '"'^^^y ^'^ y^"-- sins;ye that afflict the just and take a bribe, and that turnaside the needy in the gate from their right." As long

txul ^''"'P*'°". ^as *«»« of the people, the prophef
tells them that the.r multiplied temple services are onlya mockery to be abhorred and rejected of God. And the
prophet appeals to them to give up. not your sacrifices,
but give up your evil doings. Hate the evil and love the

Sf. ;.,^"t *?^?"i
judgment in the gate. It may be

r^l. .^'t^^ '^l^i°^ ^°^^^ ^"J be gracious unto the

•mphes clearly his knowledge of Leviticus, and his whole
appeal is that the Levitical ritual is of no avail, because
of their multiplied transgressions.

It is assumed that the question (verse 25), "Did ye
offer unto me sacrifices and meat offering forty years in
the wilderness?" can only mean that God was remind-
ing them that no sacrifices were enjoined at that time
or had been ordained of God; whereas the common
sense of all men heretofore. Jews and Gentiles, took it
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to be one of the charges in the prophet's indictment of
tne sinful nation, which indictment assumed that the
sacrifices had been ordained, and that they had even then
at the very beginning, disregarded God's requirements,
itie next verse, 26, puts this beyond dispute: "You
neglected my ordinances, but ye carried about the taber-
nacle of your god Moloch, the shrines of your \ lols. a
star for your God, which ye fashioned for yourselves."
They fell mto the debasing idolatries of the nations, and
neglected their own God-ordained worship, and so God
said: I hate, I despise your feasts." St. Stephen
rehearses this in his eloquent indictment of the nation's
sins (Acts vii. 41-53), and gives it its only natural in-
terpretation, " Ye received the law amid squadrons of
angels, and have not kept it;" so that the reception of
Leviticus at Sinai is the necessary presupposition toAmos reproofs.

^^
Wellhausen says it is impossible that the expression.
The law of the Lord " (Amos ii. 4), can have a cer-

tain meaning, or can refer to the law of Moses, but he
gives us not the slightest inkling wherein the impossi-
bihty lies. He expects us to accept the statement on his
own dogmatism. Again, he tells us that Hosea (chap.
IV, 7, 8) complains bitterly that the priests cultivate the
system of sacrifice instead of the law (Torah). In these
verses, however, neither sacrifice nor system is ever men-
tioned, but in the previous verses the people are de-
nounced not because they cultivate a system of sacri-
fices, but because there is no truth, nor mercy, nor know-
ledge of God in the land. There is nought but swearing
and breaking faith, and killing, and stealing, and com-
mitting adultery. It is these things that make even the
rigid performance of prescribed religious services an
abomination to the Lord.
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The same explanation applies with added force to the
quotation from Isaiah (i. 10-20) in support c^ their
theory of the post-exilic origin of the sacrificial . tual
of the law. Isaiah's language has no reference 10 the
origm of sacrifice. His burning indignation is aroused
by the monstrous wickedness with which the offering
of sacrifice was accompanied. The whole purpose of his
warning is that, however authorized, prescribed, or appro-
priate the sacrifices may be, it is yet the blindest delu-
sion to suppo.w that, so long as the whole heart and the
whole life are full of unrighteousness and evil, these
mere externalities can ever be accept-d of God. It is a
mere mockery of God thus to go on substituting the
shadow for the substance, as such can only be the sub-
ject of His dislike and scorn. And so the prophet pro-
ceeds with his call to repentance, and that call is not to
give up their sacrifices, which it would have been, had
they been the object of his invective, but " give up your
evil ways. Wash you, make you clean; put away the
evil of your doings from before mine eyes ; cease to do
evil, learn to do well; relieve the oppressed, judge the
fatherless, plead for the widow." And then, " If ye be
willing and obedient ye shall eat the good of the lard,
but if ye refuse and rebel ye shall be devoured with the
sword." This is his appeal to those whom he had de-
nounced (verse 4) as a " sinful nation, a people laden
with iniquity, a seed of evil-doers, children that deal
corruptly. They have forsaken the Lord, and despised
the Holy One of Israel ; they are gone away backward."
No multiplication of divinely appointed sacrifices cm
justify or help a people against whom such charges hold
good. This is the inevitable meaning of the prophet's

words. It was never misread by any reader, learned or
unlearned, until Wellhausen and his crew came along
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Micah.

The quotation from Micah, "What doth th* T^r^

claims as a conspicuous proof that the Divine reirulati^of sacrifice was unknown to Micah, is an zXm^l^Z
quotation from Deuteronomy, a hoik that Is Lt„at^with Divine sacrificial requirements. Surely TTtpractica duties referred to can be put forward as thi
essential things in a code, which ^epSs cSl asscrupulous m the regulation of burnt offerings andheave

as the essential things in religion is a proof that he knewnmhing of prescribed sacrificial ordLnces, and SGod cared nothing about them.

Jerennah.

Jeremiah is the last of the prophets that Wellhausen
refers to as proving his theory of a post-exilic institutionand regulation of sacrifices. He claims that Jer vi 19
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opposes the Torah, or law, to the cultus or mode of
sacrificial worship. But you have only to read the verses
to see that he does nothing of the kind. He opposes the
.orah to the frightful wickedness of the people, their
covetousness, false dealing, abominations that they were
committing, grievous revolts, slanders, corrupt dealings
It IS these accursed practices that are opposed to the
rorah in its main and fundamental principles and aims
and then the denunciation of the idea that any fussy
zea for outward ordinances can render such evil-doers
guiltless, or can be anything else .han hateful mockeriesm the sight of God. It is like a confidential employee
who you know is robbing you secVetly and systematically,
and all the while greeting you with obsequious adula-
tion. Would you not scorn the adulation as a mocking
insult? His other quotation from Jeremiah is of the
same character, and merely reminds the people that the
essential things in religion, which God enjoined first, and
requires most, are obedience and fidelity to God; and that
they were enjoined first when they came out of Egypt
as the essential things in religion, though sacrifices were
a part of their worship, is proved in their intercourse
with Pharaoh, " Let us go that we may sacrifice." Then
came the subsequent institution of the passover, and the
instructions given to Moses after the law of the Ten
Commandments had been given, and then the instruc-
tions as to altars of earth and unhewn stones for
the sacrificinir of sheep and oxen; but the chief and all-
embracing importance is assigned not to sacrifices, but
to the moral law.

And so we conclude with the assurance that any
rational examination of the utterances of the five
prophets appealed to by Wellhausen to prove his theory,
that prescribed, sacrificial worship, was never heard of
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m Israel till after the captivity, absolutely breaks down.
1 here is not the faintest proof that these prophets regardsacnhce as incapable of Divine reguIatL It is the
superstitious over-estimate of the value of sacrifices, apartfrom, and as a substitute for. the universal essentials ofrehgion that they denounce. " to do justly and to love

substitute for them their sacrifices were an abomination
to tneir Ciod.

fhilJ'^'"*^'"^'"'^?-!?^'
p^^'"^ '^^y'^"^ ^°"bt' o"e would

think, for any child, by many other utterances of these
prophets. Thus Jeremiah vii. 9. 10; "Will ye steal,
murder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely, andburn incense unto Baal, and walk after other gods whom
ye have not known, and come and stand before me, in
this house, which is called by my name, and say we are
delivered, that ye may do all these abominations." This
shows clearly that there was a recognized service
appointed by God himself, and that this was vigorously
associated with a definite house called by His name.
The context shows that this was the temple on Mount
Zion. How could Jeremiah make it more plain that it
was the moral pollution, stealing, murder, adultery, and
falsehood, and idolatry, and not entrance into the temple
or sacrifice that constitute the abominations which he
denounces? This view is established beyond dispute by

• cum" J^'^"
^"* ^° y^ "^"^ '"*° "'y P^a<=e, which was

in bhiloh, where I caused my name to dwell at the first
and see what I did to it, for the wickedness of my people
Israel; a proof, in the first instance, that Jeremiah
knew well that God did not leave Israel to settle how
they would serve Him, just as the other gods are served
by their subjects (p. 56). He had first established the
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legitimate service at Shiloh, and the reason that the ser-
vices there were not acceptable, was not the lack ofDivme appointment, or that they were sacrificial, but the
wickedness of my people Israel." And this declaration

annihilates Wellhausen's whole position, though in thissame seventh chapter Wellhausen glorifies Jeremiah as
a competent witness as to what occurred in the days of
Moses. He must, therefore, accept his express testimonym the ^me chapter as to what happened in the nearer
days of Joshua. Centralized, legitimate services at
bhiloh are expressly asserted by Jeremiah, and they are
the clear confutation of the " Prolegomena."

Hosea vi 6. " I desire mercy and not sacrifice, and
the knowledge of God more than burnt offerings," is a
clear proof that sacrifices and offerings were denounced
not because they were unauthorized or objectionable in
themselves, but because they were substituted for the
inner essential things of religion.

We have precisely the same teaching in i Sam. xv.
22: "Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to
hearken than the fat of rams." Sacrifice is not wrong
in Itself, but to obey is the essential thing, without which
the offering of the fat cf rams is an outward mocking
ceremony. Our Blessed Lord fully endorses this teach-
ing when He says (Matt. ix. 13; xii. 7), quoting these
words of Hosea

:
" Go ye and learn what that meaneth

;

I will have mercy and not sacrifice."

Joel.

Until quite recently the critics, in their pious work of
turning the Bible topsy-turvy, held that the prophecy of
Joel was the oldest book in the Bible ; that the Bible, in
fact, begins with it. Now, Amos, not Hosea. is assigned
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that place. The reason for this change of olace soon Iv^conies manifpef ^t t i

*-»iaiigc oi piace soon be-

was eviViAnfK? u .
Babylonian captivity, it

wrTte'r S?f r^r^""
'°

^'^J
^^"^ «"t of Scripture

tTe Wn* • rf«'"<^"<=« to the ministers of the altar tothe blowing of trumpets, to "the meal offering and thednnk offering of the Lord's house," mS^e it flir tiat

caused the .rV '^?"';V'^"
^^''^^^ °f *^'« ^^^^^ that has

Lter date IT *° '^' '° '^""^ J°^^ ^^^n ^ » muchlater date, and even to post-exilic times. At first andfor a long t:me, the critics held that the PrLst? CoSewas the ear iest of any of the documents, aid so the

Th IT ''T'^ '° ^"^^ ^"^^ •" ^'th their tTeoiy

Wc '; "T"'' "° °*^^^ ^^«°" fo-- transferring
Joel s prophecy from the place which his countrymenhave assigned it. but only their own skill in subSassumption and that it suits their new theory_"he o^ything that has even the shadow of an argument in it forhe change of date, and a moment's reflection Ihows Uto be utterly silly; sp it is urged that the buiWing oTthewaUs of Jerusalem by Nehemiah must have p^r^eded
Joel s day. because the prophet says of the invaders, that

ore Z "T .l''
"""; ^"' ^^ '^^ '^'y "o walls be-fore he captivity, at the time assigned to Joel bv the

traditional theory? And if not, how did Nehemah"view the walls that had been broken down " (H n)>f they had not once stood in their apparently im-
pregnable strength? There seems no reion to doibteven to accommodate the critics, that Joel was among
the earliest prophets in Israel. He was the cotemporary
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Of Hosea in Israel, and his references to a divinely cen-
rahzed and regulated service in the temple is beyond
the possibility of dispute.

Jehovistic Code.

Wellhausen and his associates have fixed the pro-
mulgation of what is called the Jehovistic Code some-
time during the first centuries of the divided 1 rdom
(P- 3f )» a pretty wide field, but even so it is held . 'have
been m existence during the ministries of the five earlier
prophets, whose utterances we have been considering.
He holds that it came out rather before these prophets
than after them. He must, therefore, admit that the de-
nunciation of the sacrifices on which he insists as prov-
ing that those sacrifices were unauthorized, and offensive
ordinances, was quite in harmony with the teaching of
Exod. XX. 2Z to 34 as Divine law. But in these
chapters we have clear sacrificial regulations laid down
as from God himself, e.g., " An altar of earth shalt thou
make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon thy burnt offer-
ings and thy peace offerings." " Three times shalt thou
keep a feast unto me in the year. Thou shalt not offer
the blood of my sacrifice with leavened bread. Neither
shall the fat of my feast remain until the morning."
There is, then, no escape from the dilemma, that the de-
nunciations on which he builds his whole theory, are made
against these divinely prescribed altars, and sacrifices,
and feasts, and ritual detail. What sense is there, then,
in contending that they could not coexist with the pre-
scriptions of Leviticus? His contention is. that anything
in the least degree resembling ritual legislation could not
have been known to the prophets (p. 57); that they
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yet on hi, oJXwini ?hTs ?i ^H!*?'. '^^ •'=^>- «"''

and Mcrific«, andS I^ST S°^''
*'"' '«»»".

'««! by God: wL ™C.-n «erari?r'''^ "T"necess ty well known *^ lu } *"'* *'"'«• an<^ of

exile, and immediate?^ acc^t^ wl' .T-T^''"^
*^**'" *^«

enactments comS **^^T^
^'*h a" 'ts revolutionary

exilic prophets we conM ^h ? ?'"*'"«^' ^^ *^« P^^t-

that no such change of if/^"^'"*^^
""^ ^'^^"-'y ^^ow

able in them r ! LT^^\u" *'^''''"^ '^ ^'«<=«ver.

contention been1^ ^^^jb^T Th"e
'^
*f*:

"""
clearly as the ore-ev,M,> ^V I . ,

^^^ proclaim as

and nW«:n?S.rntpu'rHf:^^^^
^^ °' ^^'

things of reh'rion kJ;!^' ^P?^*™* a^'e the essential

prove the oost-evilio ««-J^ T ? Wellhausen seeks to

S.at code'S^omrtrVriL^IS *
'^°''' "'^'

and post-rsa^n.^^: re ^.? ^^^r^sr""

withering sco^rri':, l^'Tri.srand T^"sa^fices. though thq, were r«eh^ aTtta, hW , JundouHtJ Divine appointment " Tw "' °'

yon n«-.h„ win I i^Lpt'^Tr offeri^'^ryo^XV"

." all ,t, n,m«.en.«, and in the name o'^ (^ anj*^
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IwrT ^u^ ?^^^^ "^^y ^ '° ""^^°'y »n heart and life,
that God will take no plwsure in them, and will not acceptan offering at their hands. It is precisely the moral
teaching of the pre-exilic prophets. There is no reasonwhy Jeremiah and Isaiah should not have known Leviti-
cus in spite of their denunciations; that does not prove
with equal force that even Malachi could not have known
It. Malachi rebukes the priests of his day with sustained
scorn because they offer defective and tainted animals
upon God's altar, the "blind," and the "lame." and the
sick and the " torn " (Mai. i. 6-8). This is a direct

breach of the law of Leviticus. "Whatsoever hath a
bemish that shall ye not offer" (Lev. xxii. 20-22).Now Malachi never makes the slightest appeal to these
prohibitions, nor in reference to tithes does he ever quote
them. And surely if Wellhausen's reasoning with regard
to the pre-exilic prophets has any force at all in it, would
not this prove that Malachi knew nothing of Leviticus,
and consequently that it was not yet written ? Would it

not follow as a necessary consequence of the critics'
reasoning, that not merely David and Josiah, not merely
Ezekiel and Ezra had ever heard of Leviticus, but that
even Malachi had passed to his rest and closed the Old
Testament canon before this hampering Leviticus was
ever heard of in Israel?



CHAPTER XVII.

EZEKIEL.

tlr.r^^J''^^"'''*' ^'"P'*^« ^"^'^ a <=entral position inthe critics scheme of reconstruction of the Bi^e ttet kdemands a somewhat detailed consideration
'

Ihe standpoint of the critics of Wellhausen's school itwil be remembered, is that the Scripturerare the ^ ^

we finVT""'? '^T °' *^^' ^^^ °^ evolution! whTch

^^rfd's h st:;^' "t e11bi:"i f.^^^^-*-^ the

*;« iT "*'"'^f-
^"e i»>ble doctrines are not revela-

Thel"dtTr' "'"""• ^^^^"^^ Now,sacr]fit
It K held, just like prayer, is a natural instinct "

Israelhke other nations, received no supernatural nstruSor ^idance in this matter. Their sacrificial develr

tTem from h 2 '''^''?*'°" °' ^°'"" "^ t° distinguish

srad r^^ H-
""

"f°".' °^ *^^ ^«'''^- The belS of

JhT ''«^r.^'"«^
^,^"fi<=« is declared to be the beliefthat Jehovah must be honored by His dependents, just aother gods are by their subjects, by offerings and giftsas being the natural and, like prayer, univerX current expression of religious homage' AnythlnTof^a^^^^^

that belongs to the offerer may be offered anywhere andm any way There is no Divine interferenc"! or direc

r'h. "T^
"

-n*
^"^ ''."^'' ^^'^''^'"^ t° their own Uk-mg how they will sacrifice to Jehovah. As regards themain part of their worship, it was self-evolved^as ^y

288
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as the Canaanitc worship of Baal or the Egyptian wor-

h^R ^PS- J'^^^-^h would have abhorSd the Tdea

n^ t^r°1?-^"'''T^ *° *"^°'-^* '•^^'^t'^'n^ regardng th s self-imposed sacrificial system, though it wasthe mam part of their worship.
nuugn it was

The object of this scrupulous exclusion of Divine
direction ,s to keep the field open for the operation ofnatural evolution, so that Israel, who bega^w h thesame belief and worship as the other Semitic nationsmight, after the days of Josiah, gradually rise from the

b^^ntV '''^^^^l'^ "-*>on«' with which the^began, to the worship of one true God.

h.?il^!u' ^ T ^^'^ '^"' *''*' ^^"fices themselveshad been thus evolved, and through the tradition of ageshad acquired a certain stereotyped continuity, but were
offensive to God-hated and abhorred by Himl-a„d tJat

^Cl T^^'t^l
themselves, and not the substitution of

the objects of the sweeping denunciation of the prophets.

. K^ ; u" ^*J'^'
™ *^* °'"^«r o^ things in Israel up

to about the middle of the captivity. Then Ezekiel, « the
priest m prophet's mantle." who was one of the first tobe carried into exile, appeared on the scene as the in-
augurator of a change in Divine procedure, which would

r!!f •,•
,*.*"

S*.°''''*"*=''
**^ preceding prophets and ofGod himself. This he describes as coming about in a

natural way. He says: " So long as the sacrificial wor-
ship remained m actual use. it was zealously carried on"
but people did not concern themselves with it theoreti-
cally, and had not the least occasion for reducing it to a
code.

But once the temple was in ruins, the cultus mode of
worship was at an end. The personnel out of employment,
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hJt S!^
^"^ "nderstand how the sacred praxis shouldhave become a matter of theory and writL so that ^

fi,J^".^
*''•' '' *?^ °"'>^ P''^^^ that VVellhausen «vesthat the views of Isaiah and Jeremiah have now pf sed

and'ih'at J^ "'"'^""^ ^" ^^'"^^ ^^^ become'niwi

^nln^f '°r"
'' ^ P"'^ imagination which has nofoundation m fact. The critics, it will be rememlired

to bu"t'tht''l^T*"^''
^"^'"°"y' °^ ^"^hority to ap^:'!to but that which is contained in the Bible. There is infeet no other literature or testimony touching t'h^period but that which archeology is bringing to^ligh

roulsttn'nr?^''"^'"^'^
"«^'"^* *'^^'"' «° th^t 't isa question of interpretation, and any ordinary English

scholar IS just as capable of interpreting the Scriptures

r'^^l'lT".:'^!!^. "^.^;

J

-h-d-of
of the Catholic

imagination and the interpretation
Church through r" the ages.
The contention of Wellhausen is, that God shrank

froni any regulation of sacrifice as a thing to be repro-
bated, and scrupulously left Israel to follow their own
devices and desires like the rest of the world, but thatnow through the ministry of Ezekiel, or by Ezekiel
every smallest detail of sacrificial worship is to be care-
fully prescribed. And yet there is not a line in Holy
Scripture intimating that any such change has been, or is
being, made. There is no announcement that what has
been unknown, and only deserving of reprobation
hitht to, is now to be established as a seemly and indis-
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S«%tTh'"rV ^'f*' "*"*'• "^'"^^ ^'^^^ »h« Divine
statutes have heretofore been kept religiously free fromthe shghtest approach to sacrificial difection^ n?r SShe announce that with himself a new era is to begi,ranew v,ew of the Divine attitude, and new views o thepeoples respons.b.hty. and of the value of outward wor-

c\^ri "k Tt!^ '^"^l
^'"''•"^ "^^^'" P»* f^'-^vard anyclaim to be the authorized minister and introducer

of unheard-of, sacrificial legislation, but not one of his
post-exihc successors knows anything about it. Zerub-
babel and Joshua gather together the newly returned
captives as one man at Jerusalem, but not a word dothey say about these assumed new revelations through
Ezekjel Nether he nor his assumed new law receives
the slightest notice from them. They do not appeal to
Ezekiel or the exiles for the altar of God. which they
restored, or the daily burnt offering, according to the
ordinance, or the feast of the tabernacle, which they ob-
served. These transactions do not date from the exile-
they are all based upon " thus according as it is writtenm the law of Moses, the man of God."
Again, a century later, when the building of the temple

and the city wall had been completed, the people were
gathered together as one man. to be reminded of their
duty towards God, and of the ordinances through which
the restored temple must be honored. There is not the
faintest reference to Ezekiel. There is no hint that they
were now establishing and carrying into effect what he
had been the first to hear and enforce from Jehovah.
They acknowledge no obligation to him. They carry
out no instruction from him. The order is in this work
of restoration, being the book of the law of Moses, which
the Lord had commanded to Israel.
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KtA u with the post-exilic historians, so with the post-
exilic prophets. They know nothing whatever of this
Ezeklian revolution. There is not the sligfhtest hint
in Haggai, Zechariah, or Malachi, that Ezeiciel had any-
thing to do with the prescribed worship of Israel. They
make plentiful reference to the ancient covenant and
commands of God given in Horeb, even statutes and
judgment, but none of them mentions Ezekiel as hav-
ing done anything to revolutionize the worship of their
country by the introducing of an attitude towards
sacrifice from which all former prophets would have
recoiled.

But Ezekiel himself merely re-echoes the cry of every
prophet and historian, that God has ennobled Israel by
entering into a gracious and endearing covenant with
them, and has given them definite and elaborate revela-

tions of His will. What can be more unmistakable than
this: " This is Jerusalem. I have set her in the midst
of the nations, and she hath rebelled against my judg-
ments, in doing widcedness* more than the nations, and
against my statutes more than the countries that are
round about her " (Eziac. v. 5, 6). Does not this over-
throw Wellhausen's contention, that it was the sacrifices

which they had devised for themselves, and not their

widced transgressions of His laws which provoked God's
anger against Israel, and called forth the denunciations

of the prophets? Could there, at all events, be a more
explicit declaration of God's choice of Israel, and the

formal delivery of His law to them? And that this law,

in spite of Wellhausen's denial, referred to the mode of
worship, is placed beyond discussion by the following

declaration :
" Wherefore, as I live, saith the Lord God,

surely because thou hast defiled my sanctuary with all
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thy detestoble things, and with all thine abom..iationi.
therefore will I also diminish thee, neither shall min^
eye spare, and I also will have no pity "

(v. 1 1 ) Does
not this imply that the sUtutes and judgments' of the
sixth verse included arrangements for worship, and a
central sanctuary, and that all the abominations of the
nations mode of worship were clear transgressions of
Divine law ?

How, again, is it possible to exclude manifold Divine
regulations of worship from the following: " Thou hast
demised mine holy things and hast profaned my Sab-
baths. Her priests have done violence to my law, and
have profaned mine holy things. They have put no
difference between the holy and the common, neither
have they caused men to discern between the unclean and
the clean, and hid their eyes from my Sabbaths, and Iam profaned among them " (xxii. 8, 26). Can any-
thing short of wilful blindness exclude from such a pas-
sage Divine prescription of worship?

But not only is Ezekiel plain and unmistakable as to
the existence of Divine legislation in worship. He is
also most explicit as to the time and situation at which
this legislation was enacted. He claims it never for him-
self and his own age. He carries it back in every case
to the age of Moses, and to the wilderness of Sinai.
Wellhausen may romance about a Jehovist who published
his fictitious narrative in the first centuries of the divided
kingdom, or about a Dcuteronomist, who forged and
startled his countrymen in the age of Josiah, or about
an Ezekiel, who introduced a new departure in legisla-
tion, but Ezekiel will not touch these German discoveries
with the tip of his pen; he knows nothing of them.
With Haggai and Malachi he goes back to " the word
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^gypt. to the law of Moses, my servant which Icommanded unto him in Horeb for all Israd even

ca'^J^^them T'^^T: ^"^ ^"^ He wri^'^ S*?
Kr k/^!

^" ^"^ ^"•^'^ °"* of the land of E«ypt andbrought them into the wilderness, and I gavelhm my
5o h?sh«?M''""''/'"" '"y ^"^^«"»»' which IfTmTJ
my sabbaths ... But the house of Israel rebelledagamst me; they walked not in my statutes anSth^rj^ected my judgments." And all Jhis Son t^Ph.ce one thousand years before Ezekiel's day. as ^nas they escaped from Egypt. He never hints that^people s worship had been all along opposed to Jehovah'sw,l and regulation, and that he himself hadCn thefirst authorized .d appointed to bring in a d"v „esacnfical prescription. God has spokfn already "inmy statutes and my judgments." which deal with "mine

altar, wth my Sabbaths," "my sanctuary" and
' mme holy things." It is surely surpassing s"S^ge thathe who witnesses to all this should himself iJT the firsto conceive and to proclaim that priestly legislation car

^Tl '"[^u
'°'"* ""^^•" J*^°^«»»'« ^'^ and dir^tionand should have set himself to introduce an ord^r ofhings directly contradicting that to which he has .hushke the other prophets and historians, borne his tes"

-'

mony. He makes Ezekiel the great inaugurator of achange in Divme proceedings, which would have beenthe abhorrence of all previous prophets, and yet he
gives not one word of quotation, or authority, or ar^u-ment to justify this statement. We have nothing but
Wellhausen s dogmatic utterance as settling the whole
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revolutionary process. The innovation is declared to h*

Ju^uJLT
the slightest claim to he an innovator. No

sH^r .'""*•'. '''*'* *° ^"''•*' " having made The•lightest change in sacrificial practice. The returned

••Dlr!T?M?l-
''''"? ,'* ^^*' Wellhausen himself callspure No dek.sm.

' It tells us " what ought to have ha^

SJ ^crificLl c^ffi T' k"'*
*^"W^"^'" '" the matti^ot sacnficia codification, but not a word of proofs as towhat actually did take place.

^

sionlJr'th'er '*^W^,.?*
"'"

u f'" *° P"""*^ ^his discus-sion further. Wellhausen had undertaken to prove hisevolutionary theory of the origin of the Scriptures by

wh. i * ^" ^"l*^
*° P'"°^"*=« any positive p^whatever, ,s we submit, abundantly plairto evenr i^

SS "''*'*/ the foregoing sketch of the ar^m.
Historians, and prophets, and assumed code makers

He could find no standing ground at all. but by thearrogant and utterly unjustifiable charges of inter-

^hT?u u^
^^*'"'* ^^'^ ^"t«" of Holy Scripture;

Tuntr. %r''^'*' .'"" °"'y ^ ^^'^t^d '"to assumed
support of h,s position by an initial misinterpretation
of the language they use. No reader for the two thou-sand years of their history ever dreamt that the prophetsm calling the people to repentance for the gross sinswhich they name and in denouncing the uselessness of
their sacrifices and outward formal worship, while thev
continued in their sins, were thereby denoundng the sacri-
fices, and prayers, and modes of worship themselves as
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things displeasing to God and altogether unauthorized
by Him. The world had to wait till Wellhausen burst

upon the stage with the proclamation of this wonderful
discovery, which any child can see is not true.

And so we submit that, with the complete explosion of
what Wellhausen calls his Scriptural proof, the whole
Higher Critical theory as to the origin of the Scriptures

goes to pieces. It has no foundation of fact, or testi-

mony, or historical proof to rest upon. It is not based
upon scholarship. It may be true, but there is no proof,

and no probability yet advanced that it is true. And so

it has no right whatever to demand its acceptance in

lieu of the traditional view, which is the view of the

Holy Scripture itself.



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE JUDGMENT OF THE LORD JESUS.

w.TthfNlw'T^r*""'"
^'''^ ^' ™*^' «"d especiallywitn the New Testament, when made aware ^ iZteachmg and conclusions of the new 11?*^ • •

dw=»«h a., .he fuUne. of .hi ^h^U/t"^«ine .0 bear w,tn«s .o the .ruU., spake .hTlmth i^

assun,p.iom of the criiics as toli,,
*• ^'"^ """^

chara«er of .he BiWe are «rt^i °^' '"'""^'^
«"P^ dreams of ami-Scri^jS^^Trs^T f '

cauJT V ' J-""*^'-' «at of Chris, .hat ha!

the truth, ,o hold the'.ru.h ,o exXtt; trllTr™by the truth, and so the tnift ^'Z^:^;:^ ^,
^'
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testimony t:an only be escaped through the door of a
deadly heresy.

Let us see, briefly, how that testimony stands. We
cannot quote it all, or pass it all in review, but it is surely

a matter of overwhelming import that our Lord either

quotes or refers to over four hundred passages in the

Old Testament Scriptures, and in most of them in such

a manner as to directly sanction and give His authority

to the truth of those statements. Both before His resur-

rection and after it. He made the Old Testament and its

relation to himself the subject of His inspired teaching.

Now, it is universally admitted that the Old Testa-

ment from which our Lord quoted, and to which He
referred, is practically identical with that which we now
use. (See Kuenen.) It is further evident that our

Lord's knowledge of the Scriptures was of the most
exact and comprehensive nature. His quotations are

made from almost every book of the canonical Scrip-

tures, and His references cover a still wider field. It

is worthy of notice that there is not a quotation made by

Him from any book of the Apocrypha, or any reference

thereto. And that nowhere is there the slightest suspicion

awakened of any lack of intimate and accurate informa-

tion and fullest knowledge.

It is further evident that our Lord regarded the Scrip-

tures, which He quoted or alluded to, as pre-eminently

holy, while the designations with which He introduced

those citations proclaim that He placed them in a cate-

gory far removed from mere human compositions or

compilations. They were always " the scripture " (John

38), "the scriptures" (John v. 39), "the law andvn

the prophets" (Luke xvi. 16). fie calls the whole Old

Testament "the law" (John x. 34), "the scriptures of
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infi \' J'
^^

'
^" ""PJyng that He recognized andconfirmed the estimation and authority with^h.ch tSeScnptures were then regarded, as the final arbiter hi aUdisputes the absolute authority in the declaration of thetruth. In a word, the Scriptures of the Old Testamentwere regarded by Him, who is the Great TeachTasbemg the Word of God, in truth and reality. ''Now iwe had nothing more to allege in support of the tradi-

tional view, the conviction would surely be borne inu^n every ingenuous mind, that what is called the

wlh^v y'tr^°"'d »«^«'' be brought into harmony
with this attitude and these declarations of our Blessed
i-ord. Books written at a late date for the advancement
of the claims of the priesthood, dramatized compositions
fictitious or rewritten histories, how little could such
books deserve to be spoken of in the terms, or regarded
under the aspects in which, and under which, they are
spoken of and regarded by our Blessed Lord "

But we are not left to general impressions and infer-
ences like these. Let us turn for a brief space to the
direct, positive, unmistakable declarations of our Blessed
Lord. Could any words be plainer in themselves, or
more directly contradictory of this whole analytical
theory, than the solemn declaration with which our
Blessed Lord introduces His sermon on the mount:
Ihmk not I am come to destroy the law or the

prophets; I came not to destroy but to fulfil. For verily
I say unto you. till heaven and earth pass away, one jot
or one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law till
all things be accomplished." Under the designation of
the law and the prophets was. then, included in ordinary
Jewish apprehension the whole of the Old Testament
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The words could not be stronger. Everything in the law

details, all were to have their essential meaning and pur-

t'^dr IZlt °"'
^l

^' ^''^' '^'^^''' ^"<1 to receive

hfcio fu
°" ^""^ consummation in Him. And from

this law thus comprehensive and diversified, no jot or

^l^LT *H ??'
^''^^' ""'" ^" '^^Ss should be accom-

rn^f' T^Ai ' P"'*"* ^^*^ ™«^' '"to that which is tOcome. If Moses wrote the law under the guidance ofGod s mspirmg spirit, such a declaration as this of our
Blessed Lord becomes conceivable. We can understand
that even the ceremonial, as involving the typical, is to
lose no jot or tittle of its spiritual reality until this dis-
pensation pass utterly away. But it is altogether incon-
ceivable that our Lord should have made such a declara-
tion ooncernmg " the jumble of meagre, ever-growing,
ever-changing enactments, called the law, which came not
as a revelation from God. but as the slowly developed
resuU of human thinking, and human experience, human
expediency, and even human cunning brought in by the
trickery of the priests, with its mistakes, errors, contra-
dictions, and interpolations," as is set forth in the analyti-

jfl^'^ ,°^- '^^ '^''''^'' ™' '^ ^ ^^""S unthinkable.U the analytical view is to be maintained, much more
than the jot and tittle will have to be surrendered to the
ever-increasmg demands of Higher Criticism.
Our Lord constantly refers to Moses personally, eitherm connection with the law or with central events of Jew-

f: history. There are, at least, eighteen such referencesm the Gospels. He is spoken of (John vii. 19) as hav-
ing given the law; as standing in connection with his-
toric events (Luke xx. 37; John iii. 14); as having
written of the Lord, as being one whose writings stood.
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as far as belief in them was concerned, on a parity with

whose commands mquiry is made before a question isanswered, but nstances need not be further quoted heri

J^J\ "^^T""^^ ^y "^"''y ^" *^^ critics that Mose;

eTsHrs hllr
^"'' ^^"^^••-no^y. and yet our Lord

tells H.S hearers on one occasion that if they were be-lievers m Moses they would be believers in himselfadding these confirmatory words: "For he wrote ofme The Messianic prophecy to which He refers is the

v^ur r^"
to -»;-ael (Deut v. i): "That the Lrd

hr..Lr1 -^
"^"^ ",? ""*° y°" ^ prophet from your

ast/vin
^^""*° ."''•

.
^^ ^"°*« ^^°" Deuteronomy,

as having been written by Moses, and the critics say iwas not and yet ,t is certain that this passage was in

iTrJ ^ ^o'-g?tten. that it is stated by the writer
that God communicated to him almost word forword this unique utterance (Deut. xviii. 17, 18). The
prophecy of the writer is all but the ipsissima verba ofAlmighty God. Does it not seem beyond dispute thatT ^u t'

'^* ^'' ^^ *o *^« ^^'^t tJiat Moses, and no
other than Moses, wrote this passage, and does it not seemm every way probable that Moses, who wrote the pas-

Tvu- ZIT *^ ^^ '" ^''•"^ ^^^ Passage is found?
(Elhcott.) But. again, if Deuteronomy had been the
late formed fabrication which it is alleged to have been
would our Lord, when appealed to in the designedly
ensnaring question as to which is the great or first
commandment, have made a nearly exact quotation
of two solemn verses from the book of Deuteronomy >
And have given His sanction to the claim of the writer
of that book to be the great divinely inspired lawgiver.
Moses himself? & »
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ior^\^T
"°* *^'' ^'«^"''"* ^PP'y ^'th still greater

awrui days. But we do know that at their dose thri^.

•n His body, soul, and spirit, and we know too »,;;each was repelled simply'and concluXely b^'a passa^^irom the wntten Word of God, and each one of thefe

to end The r '" "' ''^'^ '""'^''y f'-^'" beginningto end. The passages are Deut. vi. 13. 16, and viii

Israd S^th? ', ^"' f .^"^' ^^^"^ -'^-" ^d^^'- o

of,? R ^ f^'^l'
°^ ^°^b' ^"d ^^^J' 's introduced by

"It is wrhten/' "''' ''' ^°'^""' -^^oritative forS!

th.?r/^^
*''°"?^* ^^ entertained for a moment, that inthat solemn conflict our Lord was quoting from a fabr"cated and impersonated compilation? And are we to

and Chris i.' "^'.^'t"
'^'^' ^"' *^^^'^'°" °^ ^^e Jewishand Christ an Church, that has always assigned to theS ""TZ

''' '"*'°'-^b'P °^ the first ^irty^hee

lat? Th * ''1™"'* ^"''^'^^"•"^ P^'-t'^" °f '^' Mosaiclaw? The oondusions to which this examination leadsare certainly that our Lord's historical references were ?orea events, and to acknowledged facts in history, and
that the prophetical references imply throughout a dear
recognition on the part of our Blessed Lord of the inspira-
tion of the prophets He referred to, of the reality of

IhZ Z '^ knowledge, and of the distinctness of
their Messianic foreshadowings and prophecies. Now
If these conclusions are correct, they do distinctly neea-
tive, not merely several of the results of the analytical

H^-"
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view and the conclusions at which its aHv,v^#-c u

cipies of modern critic sm. This is kw^nlv ^»if k *t.

supporters of that movement, and maJ'^Lnt fo]^ t, e'earnestness and even bitterness with which any e erence

t
!

•«

f
Precated in the domain of critical scfence ButIt IS not necessary to prolong this discussion Thlcn.cs themselves admit that L attitude aTd,anJgof our Blessed Lord with regard to the Old TestS

trS ", ?^'' •' '^^'^"^ ^ ^°"»>t that He be ieved tl^

the Word rP^ ''"i
*'' ^''^^ '' •" *^"»h and reaijythe Word of God, and is of absolute authority in thematters to which it refers. But to escape from he necessity of having to abandon their whole d^str^cTive thSrvand admit that aft.r all the traditional view is Hght thev'have con^ructed a door of deadly heresy, through whichto make their escape. Our Lord's languageTerraJ^v

leaves no room for their speculations. B^. tlien He dtnot know what He was saying. He was shut in by ^hehmitations which He had imposed upon himself, fromknowing anything more about the matters of wh ch Hespake than was known by any ordinary young Jew ofHis own education and station in life. Even a bisRop
preaching before the University of Oxford, dc^s noi
hesitate to speak of our Lord voluntarily leaving to Hishuman nature its associated limitations, its human weak-
ness and Ignorance, that is. our Lord's ignorance of
natural science, historical criticism, and the like. (Bishop
of Manchester. March. 1891.)

^
But on what ground is this ignorance with regard tohe real nature, texture, and historical trustworthiness of

the Scriptures of the Old Testament attributed to our
Blessed Lord? And the answer is, on the experience of
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at a knowledge of he age. authorship, and compositionof these ancent writings, but can only hope to^Ho bj

search so must it have been with Christ, otherwise the

havTJ^e'n T tn' ^' ^°"^'"'^^ ^^ assumfru,? o

have^VT ^""'*"'*y- '^''^ incarnation would not

HnrL i
*" *•"" '"^P*y'"8^ °^ h'»"*«>^ of His Divine

knC^ hv *^ "*"' ''"": ^*^"°^'^' »*^' 'f i^orance is

case of the human nature of our Blessed Lord.Now, all this is just of a piece with their treatmentof the Scriptures generally. Almost every German

of Hn?J ^^^^T^ P*'* ^*' ^* °"* °" his investigation

Scrioh,!
^'P*"'"

f'^ '"^^ presupposition that theseScriptures were produced by human knowledge skilland foresight. Inspiration had nothing to do with U

'^hVS'"'*"'""' "u^"^"*
^"*' *"^ ^'^^^ *»^«> inference;

ratnr.^' fT' ^^""^ ^" P*"^"^*^ ^^ ^ny possible
natural knowledge or attainment of the men"^T that

Z' in^nv-
"^ '^^ '^''' ''"* ^"'' presupposition is thatthe inspiring spirit was behind, and in, all naturaland human agencies, enabling men to speak as they

t-rrr' '^- *'' """'^ ^^^^*- Andas'tvithinspfrl'
tion so here, it ,s assumed not only that our Lordwas a man, but that He was an ordinary man. jUst Hke

Zt:i tt t^ '^ "^'"^ '" *" PointZtempt'ed lik a

cirv ^^l ^'"? ^' ""P^'^*^* ^^ ^^ are; whereas theCatholic faith IS, that He was the perfect and patternman. not only filled with all the full^ss of SS.C
"

His personality very God himself, and who, though He

i~*ii
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His eternally subsist^ n? •

*''* hypostatic union with

•c is saiS hat H^^^^^^ ^
'"' Personality; so that when

question ^^lS\r::i^T:l ^C' *"'"^'' '""^

And when the answer iomes Jesus ChHt
'^'"'*"**

then the further auestinn r. t "^ "^^ ignorant,

butes of man superadded. The manhood was taken Itn

To make this matter plainer- T am n «,,« t l"^^^' ^-Jties. andTffectforthTma e u^^^^^^^^^Idea of human personality, but suppose there were suplr!added to me as an individual the faculty of instantTnH
fecX'f'"'"'""'*'^'^^"'*^ °^ omnfsct "e andthe

t'S o Zr/T; "/'^i ' ^^"'^ ^° whatever Iwilled, or the attribute of infinite wisdom so that Toud never make a mistake; or of infinite goodness sothat I neve would do wrong-all this would not m^me another person, but only a person of unusual andastounding endowments; so Jesu^ Jn taking ou humanna ure^did not m His personality cease to^be^d dMnot become a human person, but remains fo^ver a
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Divine person, possessed of all human attributes. And«n all His acts m connection with our redemption were
the acts of God, though accomplished through our human
attributes and faculties; so that the person who be-«me incarnate was God; the person who was bom was^; the person who taught in the streets of Jerusalem
and on the mountain sides of Galilee was God; the per-
son who in His human nature died upon the cross, was
yoo. And the person who—dare we say it?—was
ignorant, was God! God did not know whether the
Scriptures which He quoted were the Word of God or
not; were true or not; did not know whether the pas-
sages from Deuteronomy, with which He cut the
tempter down, were the sword of the Spirit or mere
human fiction! There is nothing whatever in Hdy
Scripture upon which to build this theory of the nescience
of our Lord, of the things that lie beyond the range of
the knowledge of ordinary human nature, except the
statement in St. Mark xiii. 32, " Of that day and that hour
knoweth no man. neither the Son, but the Father." But
He does not say that He as a Divine person did not know
this secret of the Father, but no man as man, not
even the Son of man as man. To this they add the
statement m St. Luke that the infant Jesus increased in
wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man—
a statement which says nothing about the ignorance of
the person Jesus Christ, but only that His human nature
physically and intellectually, was subject to the ordinary
laws of human growth, while it is manifest that know-
ledge that far surpassed that of ordinary men was pos-
sessed by Him. even in His childhood, in the astounding
understanding and answers given to the doctors in
Jerusalem. We see it, too, in His discerning the thoughts
of those around Him, and in that knowledge of what
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education. If „, jj„j, ,hj.
•' '.°' "" ""» Md

» to i„,p„g„ ,:; v«T '""ru r""'
•," """" "

ref«« .0 accq,. ,h. coSsi™ ^^ STerTa'; Thuman soul of Christ «,...* u .

"°**^^ »nat the

illumination from H , dZI IT ''f" f <"'"P««"t
hMitote to repuLte th»,T '*T"''"y' And can we
in?

,
which dut hael^rJ""" "' ""^"" '«>«''-

fallible? And can we ^I "" '«""""«• '' "»'

Lord Jesur rh,S. t ' .
". ''™"""' 'i™'>' ">at our

of tho^ H„^ & il!:/''^f'>;
«» 'bout the truth

and fulfill and thT.?' * "' '^« '» «' 'orth

Holy&riptur^'!^'' ?"^ I""""- «lating ,0 those

ever s^W bTn , w^
considered a, finally and for-

nature of HU u" «„".' Z' I
""' '"""'"" •'^ '"«

he«. really before Hfm*sJ^;f'''r''°" ""»« Have

that the doctrine of^™„ VT """^ '""^ »" ">is.

position ofThe d'ecta'^r 'ft^'te *« o"1 ";

r^ia^ir^id"!^'^^-^'"^^^^^^^^^
exag^ration^ii* Le :hX r.' inX"d

"";

°ion':f'"''r S^"«"'
of J«-S or Tn he a^Irtion of a double personality earh r.f u- u •

tradiction of the Ca^ho,i"c1:^h t^ a° erdl^be^sy
"""

No wonder that the leading critics of thi.'

c'r^ rxte^-td^^j--£~SThe passages-a few out of manv-thlf k
recalled relate tr. th- ^^ t •

"^^"y~that we haveecaiied, relate to the conhrmat.o . of the traditional
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1 i

view of the earlier books of Holy Scripture, known as
the Pentateuch. The allusions to historical events begin
with Genesis and end with 2 Chronicles. The case is

far clearer and stronger with regard to the historical and
prophetical books. There are a vast number of facts

and events to which our Lord makes brief allusion in

His addresses to His disciples and to the Jews, which
would not in themselves substantiate or authenticate
the matters referred to. and yet there is no hint that
our Lord regarded them otherwise than as veritable

events of veritable history. They are found in the
Psalms. Isaiah. Hosea. Jonah. Jeremiah, Daniel, Zech-
ariah. and Malachi, and are either cited or referred to.

With regard, however, to our Lord's reference to. and
quotation of. the prophecies relating to himself and His
Messianic woric. there can be no doubt that He recog-
nizes and assumes the inspiration of the writers, and the
truth and reality of their predictions. The record of
St. Matthew, ** spoken by the Lord through the prophet."
represents the view taken by the Lord himself and also

by His apostles as to what prophecy is. The book of
Genesis, we are told by the critics, is a myth, in which
we cannot distinguish gems, though there may be one.

There is. however, no difficulty about the historical

gem in the account given in Genesis of the murder of
Abel. To this two of the evangelists refer, telling tis

that our Lord, probably in the hearinj? of the scribes

and Pharisees, solemnly declared, that " All the righteous

blood shed upon the earth, from the blood of Abel to the

blood of Zechariah. will come upon those to whom these

words are addressed." Is it possible to doubt that our
Lord was placing before those to whom He was speak-

ing two circumstances and two historic persons? Is it
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r^\f° '"?'^t
^« *»«»*h of Abel into a myth? I.It possible to doubt that Abel was a person as Lllv

hutorical as Zechariah? Can we think'^r^urio^da^marking off a period of time by the names of tw^ per

T^Z) "' "'""^
'^ '"*°"^*'' ^^''* ^'^^ °theMs

In referring to the flood (Matt xxiv. 37; Luke xvii

b1 t^^''
'''•' P*.^'^"'*" "°* record'^' intnS;

tl^.^'^T "'V " ~"fi""«d. and this additions
information drawn from the treasury of His own Divineknowledge, is added to the well-known facts, and we

LttuTmX"'^^ " " "^'"^ ^^^'^' °" ^^ ^ --

citiL^^*; .l^''!'
•*''%^'**°'^ °' ^'^^ clestniction of the

rL^n. r *
^u'" ^u^'^-

^^"'- ^^32) to which our Lord
reiers. Can there be any possible doubt that our Lordregarded the event as real, and as forming a truthful
portion of a truthful history? He adopts the language

He authenticates the account of the fate of the lingeriuFwoman who perished in the whirling storm. %lsimply impossible to doubt that our Lord does confirmm a solemn way the historical truth of the narrative, andby His example simply forbids the pushing it back into

finV?!"""."*
'*^*^' ^'''^^''^ convenient the critics maytmd It to do so.

'

The same argument is supplied in three miraculous
instances VIZ the burning bush (Exod. iii. 2), themanna (Exod. xvi. 14-19). and the brazen selpent
^iNum. XXI. 8. 9). They cannot possibly be understoodm any other sense than as authenticating the narratives
and miraculous circumstances related by Moses
Our Lord twice refers to the storj- of Jonah in a way
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'

that leaves no doubt that, however great the difficulties
connected with that story, He regarded it not as a fiction,
whose circumstances are grotesquely improbable, but as
an unquestionable reality, symbolizing His own death
and resurrection. And, however amazing the Jonah
miracle may seem, still more amazing, if we consider it

in detail, is the resurrection from the dead, of which it
is a type.

If we pass from these historical references to the
appeals to prophecy, the impression made by them all is

eciually strong that our Lord distinctly recognized the
inspiration of the prophets of the Old Testament, and
the predictive character of their writings, and especially
their pervasive reference to himself, His work. His
sufferings. His death, and His resurrection. The way
in which He regarded the prophets collectively. He sets
forth unmistakably in his conversation with the two dis-
ciples on their way to Emmaus. He explained to them
the things concerning himself foretold in all the Scrip-
tures, beginning from Moses and the prophets.
And so, again, the evangelist studiously tells us

that He opened the mind of the apostles at Emmaus that
they might understand the Scriptures, and specially
those relating to His sufferings and resurrection ; so
that we might rightly say that in our lord's last address
on earth, He bore express testimony in His parting
words to the truth of the Scriptures.

And so it was during our Lord's whole ministry, His
references and allusions to prophecy were very numer-
ous. Twice He refers to those words of Hosea, which
characterized all His ministry (Hosea vi. 6). Twice
He cites Isaiah by name. He refers to Malachi when He
speaks of the Baptist making him the very mouth-piece
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1

Of the Eternal Father. He refers to )uniel bv i-r.^

hedrin, He adopts words of the some prophet w lichall at once recognize as His. Indeed, it is when hIsdeath ,s n,gh at hand that His references to proohecv

great Messianic prophecy of Isaiah, and applies it

be fulfilled in Him, affording thus one of the strongestarguments in favor of the traditional view of proEand setting His seal to the truth and reali^ ofSS
b fulfiS'"H'-'J

''' ""'' ^°^^"^"^- " ^" *h-g' -" tbe fuelled, which were written in the law of Moses

XXIV. 44) Perhaps the clearest instance of the truth

ex 'Prefer'""" "^P"^" ""^ ^ '''^'^'^ *« P^at
hv ;.,! rut ^"'^" '" substantially the same formby the first three evangelists. The plain, one would thinkhe necessary inference from the passage isrp^st, titthe Psalm was written by David. Second, that David

GhL TvT^'^^ ^"^^^ •"^P''-^*'^" -' the Hoy
Snrt .1 rn^'-?"'

'^' ''^^^'^"^^ *° '^' Messiah is s^d stinct that David must have been consciously speakingof Him. and that this is one instance, at least, in which

Z^Tm" '"^^'"* °' '^' ^^'^ J-«^ Christ in Refer-ence to Messianic prophecy. So that we believe the de-
claration of an apostle that neither this nor any otherprophecy ever came by the will of man, but that holymen spake from God as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost. The attempts on the part of modern criticism
to explain away the impression which this memorable
passage cannot fail to leave on any candid mind, are
many, but all manifest and hopeless failures. The only
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reason for those answers being given and persisted in is,

that modem criticism has sett'ttl it that the Psalm is
of very late date, and has nu Mcisianic reference at all
in it.

And so the judgmer.t of the Lord Jesus is in clearest
and most comprehensive terms, in direct condemnation of
the position of the Higher Critics, whether extreme or
moderate. His attitude towards the Scriptures of the
Old Testament, His use of them and references to them,
can oni> be reconciled with the critical theory by the
assumption of ignorance, and that assumption can only
b»' main:ai:ied at the cost of a deadly heresy, and a near
approach to, if not an actual commission of, the sin of
blasji'.emy.



CHAPTER XIX.

CONCLUSION.

nL'^i"
*fj^'"«'"bered that this treatise was undertaken

ZlT.^Vl'^'' °^ P''°^"^'"& the positivrproof o"the truth of the traditional view of Holy Scriptu^ noryet to array against the critical theory the prcSfs of hsuntruth, for either of these achievements ^ghf fil

to rLt^thatT ""'T^'^"
^'"^p'^ ^^ -»

—

"

to the fact that the proofs and arguments offered in

altoSe'r T "" '"^^'^ ^" ''''^^'' insuffic^rand
altogether unconvmcmg. The premiss upon ^hichalmost every fundamental conclusion of criticL restsIS a conjecture or an assumption and not a fl^ or ademonstration and so we are now in a position for afinal stock-taking and a final judgment.

"°" ^^^^ »

hJj;^ r"*
of fundamental importance in this dispute

are 1^1 r'l:
"°' ^' '^^ ^^t^"«' °f ^0"'-«e. for they

thL ro The H k'
^;^.^P""^•P^- «?«« which the newtneory of the Higher Critics is based

It IS a common saying that possession is nine pointsof the law, and the principle is a fair one. If I
^

"„
12?'^ ^^

""V^'^ ^y ^••'t"^ °^ ^ title that has here-tofore been undisputed, and someone at last appears on
'

es:r/tha"t'h'"'''^ ?^°^'^'r
''''' '"^ titleTworth-

less. and that he is going to deprive me of my propertyand take possession of it himself, no law of any^andwould require me to prove my title by positive evidence.
313
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The burden of proof would certainly rest upon the assail-
ant. He would have to prove the invalidity of my title,
and then by clear, irrefragible evidence establish the
validity pf his own claims. Both these achievements
have been attempted by the critics, onlv they have not
been kept separate. The destruction a'-ul construction
have run into each other, and no little coiitii:.ion has
resulted, though, as a matter of fact, tlure has been very
httle of construction attempted, and the destructive efforts
have been almost wholly confined to assumption, conjec-
ture, imagination, and theory, with vcr; little that wculd
be recognized by anyone as clear, co-eiit. convinin.f
argumer*^.

Now, the case stands thus : What is called the tradi-
tional or conservative view of the Bible, which is the
theory of the Bible itself about itself, and the theory
of the whole Catholic Church in every land and in every
age, has had possession of the field for nearly nineteen
hundred years. No one has seriously disputed, or even
called in question, its title. But now, suddenly in the
middle years of the nineteenth century, there have
emerged upon the field a set of German speculators, who
throw scorn upon the testimony of all the past, and loudly
proclaim that the Bible has no right to the place of
dignity and authority, which it has always claimed for
itself, and which all ages have conceded to it.

And so it will, no doubt, be well for the sake of clear-
ness, even at the risk of no little repetition, to restate
the two theories, the traditional and the critical, and to
recall briefly the statements and arguments by which the
latter seeks to supplant the former, in the faith of the
Church and of the world.

The traditional view, then, is that we have full reason
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been gathered in parff^ 7^.^ l^J^^I:::mens records, and traditions, and in part from d^ecrevelations, where these records were not suffident To

was desirable and necessary should be commuted fothe enhghtenment of the world; that this informationhowever ,t may have been obtained, was arranged Ind^ttled under the direct guidance and correctb„ of the

?efin^eH^ '»f"^*^"'"''^°"^'^ ^^^ Church has neverdefined m what way or to what extent this record oGod s revelation to man has been inspired, she has yereceived it as the very Word of God. wh^se meaning

X^^^XuTe.
^''^ '' ^" ^^"^ "^^ *-^^^-^^ view

nrf
'''?~^^^ opposing higher critical view that is beinepressed upon our acceptance, holds that the OldSment was not a Divine revelation at all. though it Say

thrn ^M '''"'"*' '" ^*' *^^* '* ^^' "°* commun cTted

bv thfL ?'
°' """'" ^^ ''^' ^'^ '^' the most part

the 01H T T '' "'.'"/' '^' '"^"'^^ ^^^^^^ do bear; thatthe Old Testament d,d not assume its present for^ tillthe very close of Babylonian exile; that it was then compUed by a set of Babylonian forgers, who, for the mo"
part wrote a thousand years after the occurrence of the
events described; that, as Bishop Ellicott puts it (p. 44,Chnstus Comprobator"): "The Old Testament is a
conglomerate of myth, legend, fabrication, idealized nar-
rative, falsified history, dramatized fable, and after event
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prophecy." This is the judgment of what calls itself

critical science, upon the book which the Church pro-

'

claims, day by day, to be the most holy word of
Almighty God. This judgment of critical analysis is first

confidently proclaimed and pressed with reference to

the Hexateuch. It is maintained that this was not

written by Moses, nor oy anybody else, for a thousand
years after that time, and the reason given for this con-

clusion is, that Mo;;>es did not write the Hexateuch, be-

cause he could not. The art of writing and of literary

composition was not known in that age. This has been

completely disproved, as we have seen, by the discoveries

of archaeology. The age of Menes, the founder of the

first Egyptian dynasty, who lived at least three thousand
years before the exodus, is proved, the archaeologists tell

us, to have been in Egypt a writing, reading, and literary

age. It had books, and schools, and teachers. " Egypt,"
says Professor Sayce, " was as civilized and educated in

that age as England was in the days of George III., and
England then, for long years, had attained to the litera-

ture of the English Bible, Shakespeare, Milton, Bacon,

Hooker," etc.; so this proffered proof goes to the wall

and is no longer pressed.

Second.—It is said that Closes could not have written

the Pentateuch, because the human race was insufficiently

evolved at that period in intellectual, moral, and spiritual

perceptions to have made the production of such a high

type of literature, with such lofty moral and spiritual

attainments, a possible achievement. But it has been

shown by the facts which archaeology discloses, that they

were, in intellectual attainments, not behind the age >f

the Babylonian exile, to which the critics assign the

production of the Bible, while the very thing that is

claimed for the Bible is, that its high moral and spiritual
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concept,ons are due not to the advanced evolution ofnatural forces, but to the illumination and guidance ofGods mspirmg spirit, and that ncL only that age. butevery age, this age included, could never, apart from
that inspiration, have attained to that moral and spiritual
elevation disclosed. So that argument is of no use excepton the unwarranted assumption that there was no in-
spiration at all, that we have nothing to look to but the
action of natural forces.

And yet it will be generally admitted, whatever the
critics may say, that the following facts, which archsol-
ogy discloses, absolutely subvert this whole higher criti-
cal theory about the late evolution of spiritual concep-
tions^ It is settled by the leading Egyptologists of the
day that Menes. the founder of the first Egyptian dynasty
lived between three thousand and five thousand years
before Moses, or taking the lowest estimate, at least

*•

three thousand years before the exodus. The question
is. What was the faith of Egypt at that time? Profes-
sor Maspero has deciphered and made this 'known-
" Amen " (the name of the Deity), it was taught in that
age. ' IS the sole generator in heaven and earth ; the
Father of fathers; the Mother of mothers; always the
same; immutable in immutable perfection; existing
equally in the past, the present, and the future. He is
felt everywhere; he is tangible nowhere."

Again, Pierret, in " Dictionnaire d'Arch. Egyptienne,"
says

:

" That which is beyond doubt, and which shines
forth from the text for the whole world's acceptance, is

the belief in one God." He quotes the hymn to Amen
preserved in a rapyrus roll in the Burlagh Museum, and
deciphered by Gerhaut and Sterns, as follows:

" One only art thou, thou'Creator of beings.

And thou only makest all that is created."
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And again,
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" He is one only alone, without equals,
Dwelling alone in the holiest of holies."

Was Amen, then, dista t in heaven and unaccessible ?bo far from this He was their Father, and He filled the
universe with His presence; so in all things of difficulty
and danger they could put their trust in Him and be
confident that He heard them. In the beautiful poen-

'

Fentaur, preserved in stone and papyrus, Rameses
cried out on the bloody battlefield of Kadesh, " Where
art thou, my Father Amen? Does this mean that thou
hast forgotten thy child? Or have I done anything evil
that thou hast known? Have I not obeyed the com-
mandments of thy mouth?" Amen came at his cry and
said, I am come to thee, Rameses, men-Amen, my son,
I am thy Father Ra. My hand is with thee."

It is held now that it is plain that the Egyptians did
not worship the sun. but the Divine power, which ruled
and governed it, and manifests itself in it. The creed of
the ancient Egyptians has been deciphered and stated as
follows

:

" I believe in Amen, the Father of all. the Creator
and Renewer of heaven and earth, and all things visible
and invisible; that He is present everywhere, and knows
all our thoughts and deeds. I believe in the resurrection
of the dead, and in everlasting life. We shall be judged
for the deeds done in the body. Those whose lives have
been pure shall be received into the blissful realm of
Amenli, while those who have done evil, whose hearts
have been weighed and found wanting, shall be given
over to everlasting contempt."

This was their belief, while the Book of the Dead
names forty-two deadly sins, and the soul seeking justi-
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fication mus be able to sav " I have «« » u ,

wow, m the face of these facts, what became of th.ow moral and spiritual evolution of the cHtic/ the

wWch'th ""tl
P^'^^"^*" °^ t'^^ anti-Josian days o?

though t^^^^^^ .^T '* "°'---* '-^ -

fi^*K ^^ '*" *'^*^"*^' this non-suffident evolu-

^ent Sch
" r"P^'*t !"P'°^^^ ^y '"^'^ discrver^of

tS Siti sm^?^'
'""^ *^' "'^'^ ^°""^**'«" "P^" which

XtTrevr/wT '"" '" '"" "''"^ '^^ ^^"

PJ^oI'^'T^V'
"^«'"**'"«^ that Moses did not write thePentateuch. bccnt,.c (h.re is proof that at least twowriters were conccrno.l fn the :,rn,hct,nn of Genesis tSthe,r handiwork and share are clearly traceabl by theexclusive use by the one or the other of the DMne

Vlir. that there is no such exclusive use of these nam^In numberless passages both names are usldTogeXT

F^nh'il"^"^
passages assigned by the critics to YahvehElohim IS used, and vice versa in Elohisf Jc passages

r,^t- ^;"*^*r^'
'^^"s*^ it Js quite evident that twonar^t ves have been combined in one in such an un-skilful way that anybody of common sense can seeTt.This, of course implies the work of a redactor, whochang^ed and enlarged, diminished and adapted, each of

ifke onr^'r *° '""^ °*^^'' ^'^ *^ *° P'-^^" '^ -hat lookke one continuous story. Now, on casual examination.
«t looks as though this theory had truth in it. and was apersuasiv, argument, but we need only apply the same

Zl^/?- r'-''r *° ^'^^ ^"'*'"^^ °*" ^'"^''^t any fervid,
fluent, historical writer, and exactly the same apparent
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duality will result. This is convincingly illustrated and
proved in Bishop Carmichael's monogram, incorporated
by his permission, as Chapter XI. of this treatise, so that
•^ the argument is any good for the purposes of the
critics, it will prove without any over-straining at all,

that Dean Stanley, and Carlyle, and Macaulay, and
Kingsley, and Farrar never wrote, could not have
written, the books that have been attributed to them

;

because it is clear on the principles of the critics that two
'narratives have been combined in one by that mysterious
individual, a redactor. It is only a characteristic habit
of fervid, poetic writers, so that argument again goes to
the wall.

Fifth.—It is further maintained by the critics that there
is a difference of style and in the use of words, which
indicate varied and multitudinous authorship. This is

not, however, an argument wliich would be relied upon
apart from the others of a literary character, v/hich have
been disproved. It is considered, and, we think, disposed
of in Chapter VIII.

The difference of style which is assumed to indicate

four different authors at least, is accounted for

largely by the subjects of which they are writing at

the time. This difference is observable in all writers of
ability. A disquisition, for instance, of a philosophical

character will differ widely from a glowing, historical

narrative, and a dogmatic statement or a document
recording legal enactment will each have a wholly differ-

ent style from the other. The critics' argument would
lead to the conclusion, that Sir Walter Scott's poetry

and prose, and legal papers as sheriff, were so much alike

in style that it was easy to detect anything that he had
written, and to distinguish it at once from whatever
others might write.
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Sixth.—The critics argue that the employment ofdifferent word, indicates different writers^ T. f

o^lufh"*?'"^ '" '"PP"^ '' *•»' theory o"'a'"pLlu;of authors, but George Adam Smith, the apoloeist of thecnt.cs. says that this process, like that baSTstyle ^Ja very dehcate one. and the results uncertain. Moreover
It .s an argument which would not be relied uZ sUnd-'mg alone, and would be of no value apart f?^ SI

th^ T."
havmg any coercive or convincing value inthan. It IS examined at length in Chapter VIII.

tn .J!° V ^^l^ ^*"* "' ^'^^^ ^« ^^ °ft«n proposedto the critics this simple test of their ability to d«^the work of different writers by their literary style a^dby the use of different words in their several contVibu-
tions to what looks like a uniform continuous story. The
test IS this. Of recent years several books of fiction havebeen produced, both in England and France, by the com-
bined work of two or more writers. This has been done

Rice, and by several others, that it is quite impossible
for an ordinary reader to point out what was contributed
by one and what by the other. Sayce's challenge to tlie
critics is: "Gentlemen, will you be good enough to apply
your historical analysis to these modem productions, not
one of which was written with any view of concealing
the authorship of its several contributors, and tell uswhat was written by one. and what by another of itsknown contributors. If it is so easy to do this in the
case of the Bible, it will surely be an easier achievement
with the words of the men of our own time." The
Professor says he has asked for an answer, and waited
tor It, but none has ever come.

%\
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The writer knows a case where a diicuMion of a lively
character was carried on in two country newspapers, both
sides being written by the same man. The articles of
one week were attributed to a man who held a literary
position in one of the towns, and who had attained some
literary fame, and those of the next week to a lady, a
Methodist minister's wife, who was known to have
ability as a writer. No one was ever led by the style or
the words used to see that both were written by the same
man. As George Adam Smith says, « The tests are very
delicate and the results very uncertain."

Seventh.—Apart from these arguments of a literary
character, which were simply laughed at by the scholars
of Europe, when first propounded and for many years
afterwards, as senseless and unconvincing, the critics
say that Genesis, at all events, cannot be accepted as
inspired, or even as true, because its creation story is
contradicted by scientific discovery. This position is
examined at length in Chapter IX., and the conclusion
fully established that no one can say that science has
established any contradiction to the Bible story of crea-
tion, while marvellous anticipations of its own disclosures
he upon the surface, and its facts fall into natural har-
r

. '/ with the sacred record.

i-ighth.—It will not be forgotten that natural evolu-
tion is the great underlying foundation of what is called
Cntical Science," and that the Mosaic authorship and

truth of the Bible records are called in question and
rejected, because it is held that they are out of harmony
with the universal operation of that law. This argu-
ment is examined at length in Chapter VI., not with a
view of disproving the truth of evolution, but for the
purpose of fixing attention upon the fact that the argu-
ments submitted in proof of the existence and operation
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tion. and supply Ao coercive, convincing argument Knproof of the truth of the theory. That theo^^T. WiS

ch. fest advocates to be not a scientific fact, but an un-proved theory, against which most seriousob^ iS

theory can be of no avail when adduced to disproveand

h:2^^tld?„'^r' *'~.T^'
«^'y ScriptuTwh^hnas been held m all ages and by all nations.

Another theory, called the scientific, or more truly thenaturahstic theory, has been propounded by the riig^JrCnt.es. It completely subverts the history of Isradas

accepted belief of Jews and Christians as to the orieinand character of Holy Scripture. It sets itself to p"fvethat the contents of most of the books of the Old Testa-ment are not only not inspired, but are not true Itgives an account of the way in which the Scriptures wereproduced which is purely a matter of conjectured un-warranted assumption. It is not supported, not sugges?^

any probability. It undertakes in the person of iS
cleverest propounder and advocate, WellhaSL. to prove
Its theoiy out of the Holy Scriptures themselves. It hisnothmg else to appeal to. It can only maintain itself a

cLr. n/"^ '^r.''^
^*^'"*^ ^y ^^'"^^t wholesale

rLoS? °{ •"^^'T^^^^'^" and falsification of Scripture
records. It rel.es p-eatly upon what it calls the silences
aiid the omissions of Holy Scripture. It denies the exist-ence of any divmely revealed faith in the one true God-any prescribed worship, any tabernacle in the wilderness'
any sanctuary, any sacrificial system, till we reach the
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days of Josiah; any existence of the Mosaic law, or his-

torical books, or of the Psalms, until after the return
from the Babylonian exile.

It is proved in this treatise, from Chapter XII. to
Chapter XVII., that s<Mne of these positions could not
be maintained for a moment, except by omitting from the
sources of this Scriptural appeal such historic bodes as
Joshua, which abounds in disproof of Wellhausen's
assumptions; that the proof of the existence of the taber-
nacle in the wilderness is overwhelming in the books of
Scripture to which appeal is made; that the existence of
the sanctuary, and sacrifice, and prescribed worship is

beyond dispute established by an appeal to the historical

books, while the prophets can only be coerced into a
seeming support of the critical theory by a manifest per-
version of their position and the meaning of the lan-

guage they use—a perversion which never once sug-
gested itself to any student, saint or scholar in the ages
gone by as a possible meaning of the language of thfe

prophets.

We submit that the case we undertook to prove, that
the arguments and statements that are offered in sup-
port of the theory of the critics are illogical, uncoercive,

inconclusive, unconvincing, and afford no ground what-
ever for the demand which the critics are making for the
surrender of the traditional view of the Holy Scripture
and the acceptance of their revolutionary theory in its

place. And when to this argument, conclusive in itself,

we submit, we add the authority, teaching, example, and
judgment of our Blessed Lord himself—^a judgment, the
conclusiveness of which can only be escaped through
the door of a portentous heresy—the confutation, w«
submit, is complete. Where, then, are we at the end of
this examination? And where is the Bible? And the
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answer IS, just where we were. Criticism is not the
result of the scientific discoveries of this age, for all its
conclusions were formulated before science became an
over-mastering power in the thought of the world. It is
not the outcome of unusual scholarship, for not one of its
conclusions or arguments depends upon scholarship. It
IS not necessitated by any literary fact or discovery for
every discovery of that kind directly contradicts its
assumptions and conclusions. Its arguments are illogical
and inconclusive. Its theories vanish on examination.
It IS an inconceivable absurdity from beginning to endAnd yet we are told, " It has mightily affected the

Euro^?'^
**^ Europe." Pity the scholarship f Pity

In the face of this state of things there surely can be
no reason for the alarm which a time-serving, secular
press has created, or for any fear that the foundations
are now going to be cast down, or that the gates of hell
through the agency of rationalizing, German specula-
tors, are going to prevail in the twentieth century of the
church's history.

What, then, is the final issue? What have the critics
done? It is claimed with vehemence by almost every
Higher Critic, and argued as though somebody had
denied it, that they have a perfect right to inquire into
the sources of the Bible, and to investigate its meaning
But surely nobody ever denied that right or question^
It m the least degree. It is not only every scholar, but
every Christian, who will rejoice in all accessions to our
knowledge of the origin of the Bible, and in all light
thrown upon its pages, which would help us to a better
understanding of its truth. It is not the investigation or
the methods of the investigation that we complain of. It
is the assumptions, conjectures, and presuppositions with
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which they set out on their investigations, and the utterly

illogical and unjustifiable conclusions which they base
upon those assumptions and guesses, and proclaim to

the world as undoubted truths. It is true that the Higher
Critics have called attention to a field of study which has
not been much cultivated for many generations. We
have accepted the unhesitating testimony of the

Church, Jewish and Christian, to the fact that

the Bible is the Word of God, and we have felt

that our Lord's endorsation of that testinKmy by
direct assertion and qtx>tation, and by treating its utter-

ances, whose meaning was clear, as authoritative and
final, was conclusive. Accepting this position on this

authority, the Church has occupied herself during the

ages in exploring the meaning of the sacred pages and
their practical application to the affairs of life. She has
not discussed the question of where and how Moses and
the other writers of Holy Scripture got the information

contained in their several contributions to the sacred

volume. It would seem after all that she was right, and
that that was the foundation upon which God intended

the faith of His Church to rest, for after all these years

of investigation and turmoil not one fact as to the origin

of the Bible or the authors of its books has been brought
to light, or established on testimony, that will bear any
careful examination. It is all assumption, conjecture,

theory unproved, and improbable; the composite char-

acter improved; the double narrative theory exploded;

the documents, as they are called, without a shred of

evidence that they ever existed. The difference of the

style, use of words, and substance of the narrative pro-

duced by the arbitrary partition of what was one con-

tinuous production by chapters, verses, and sentences

among the assumed authors, J., and E., and D., and P<,
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not even probably true, and without any force of argu-
ment in It; the assumed contradiction of science dis-
proved conclusively; the theory of evolution as neces-
sarily controlling the whole discussion dissipated by its
own uncertainties, and the great improbability of the
truth of the whole theory; the complete overthrow of
what the critics call their Scriptural argument; the dis-
proof of the existence of the assumed separated codes-
all this leaves the critics without one shred of estab-
lished fact in support of their divisive and destructive
theory as to the origin of the Bible. It is claimed by
their votaries that the surprising scholarship of their
leaders is, however, of overwhelming potency in this
^scussion, but one of their very greatest leaders, Dr.
Kuenen, says that scholarship has had nothing to do
with the evolving of a theory, which, he admits, contra-
dicts the Bible itself, and is in direct opposition to the
faith of the Catholic Church. Scholarship has no proof.
Science has no proof. Testimony has :io proof. Logic
has no proof. The theory falls. The Bible stands where
It stood. It has its mysteries impenetrable, many of
them. It has its difficulties caused, many of them, by the
contact of the finite and infinite, caused, some of them,
by the imperfections of the instruments of transmission,
caused by our limited knowledge of the conditions of the
times described, but there are no difficulties that have
not been known and grappled with by the Church since
the day of St. Augustine. The mistakes and contradic-
tions which the critics are forever proclaiming, are for
the most part the creation of their own theories. Many
of them disappear under a little patient examination,
some are due to a defective text, and the question after
all is, "Where are they? And what are they?"

It is constantly claimed by the critics and proclaimed
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